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This thesis describes the experimental set-up and testing of two scale models of 
particular piers of the Thomdon Overbridge incorporating the proposed retrofit 
measures to be included in the structure. 
Each test specimen represented the structural model developed for the analysis of the 
Overbridge structure incorporating the proposed retrofit designs for each pier. 
Modelling of the boundary conditions of the structural model were incorporated into 
the test specimens by including elements to represent the variable stiffness properties 
of the piles in the structure under tension and compression. 
Testing revealed potential deficiencies with the original structure and the proposed 
retrofit designs which would have limited the seismic performance of the retrofitted 
piers. Repairs to the test specimens showed improved seismic performance could be 
obtained and recommendations for the proposed retrofit designs are included. 
A method for assessmg the capacity of bridge columns containing curtailed 
longitudinal reinforcement is proposed following the results of the test programme. 
This method provides a lower bound strength for columns which compares well to 
the experimental results from the two test specimens. 
Flexural strength enhancement over the ACI ideal moment is known to occur due to 
assumptions made when determining the ACI ideal moment. Expressions are 
presented which predict the ACI ideal moment and the maximum flexural strength of 
rectangular shaped colunms. The observed shift in the critical section of a column, 
when confined by an adjacent member, and its influence on the flexural strength 
enhancement is investigated. A statistical analysis of a number of experimental 
colunm tests has indicated this to be a significant component of the flexural strength 
enhancement observed during testing. 
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NOTATION 
Ac area of core enclosed by centreline of transverse reinforcement 
Ace area of concrete enclosed by centreline of transverse reinforcement 
Ae area of effectively confined core concrete 
Ag gross cross-sectional area 
As = area of tension reinforcement 
Ast total area of longitudinal steel 
Asp area of transverse spiral or hoop reinforcing bar 
Asx area of transverse reinforcement in x direction 
Asy area of transverse reinforcement in y direction 
Av total area of transverse reinforcement in a stirrup set crossing the critical 
crack in the direction of applied shear force 
ah depth of horizontal arching in a column 
av depth of vertical arching in a column 
B width of square or rectangular concrete column 
Be width of square or rectangular concrete core, measured to centreline of 
transverse reinforcement 
c neutral axis depth measured from compression face of member 
D diameter of circular column 
D depth of rectangular or square column 
De diameter of circular concrete core, measured to centreline of hoop or 
spiral 
De = depth of square or rectangular concrete core, measured to centreline of 
transverse reinforcement 
Dec depth of effectively confined concrete core 
D' = diameter of circular concrete core or depth of square or rectangular 
concrete core, measured to outside of transverse reinforcement 
D'' pitch of circular arrangement of longitudinal reinforcement, for circular 
d 
columns, or distance between centrelines of reinforcing bars closest to 
faces of rectangular columns 
distance from extreme compression fibre to the tension reinforcement 











diameter of longitudinal reinforcing bar 
diameter of transverse reinforcing bar 
initial Young's Modulus of Elasticity for concrete 
confined concrete secant modulus at peak stress 
Young's Modulus of Elasticity for steel 
strain hardening modulus for steel 
magnitude of tension shift 
concrete stress 
28 day compressive strength of concrete cylinder, specified concrete 
strength 
f' cc = confined concrete compressive strength 
f' co unconfined concrete compressive strength 
0.85 f' c 
fi lateral confining pressure 
fix lateral confining pressure in x direction 
fiy lateral confining pressure in y direction 
f'1 effective lateral confining pressure 
f'1x effective lateral confining pressure in x direction 
f'1y effective lateral confining pressure in y direction 
f'n smallest effective lateral confining pressure 
f'12 largest effective lateral confining pressure 
fs steel tensile stress 
f's steel compressive stress 
f' sp tensile splitting strength of concrete 
fsu ultimate stress of longitudinal reinforcement 
fu ultimate stress of longitudinal reinforcement 
fy yield stress of longitudinal reinforcement 
fyh yield stress of transverse reinforcement 
g = ratio of pitch of circular arrangement of longitudinal reinforcement to 
iv 
cross section diameter, for circular columns, or distance between 
reinforcing bars closest to faces of rectangular columns to section depth 
Ha = theoretical lateral load to develop nominal flexural strength at base of 
column determined using moment-curvature analysis incorporating actual 
material properties measured at time of testing 
Hy theoretical lateral load to develop nominal flexural strength at base of 
column determined using moment-curvature analysis incorporating 
assumed material properties 
jd internal lever arm 
distance between compressive and tensile force resultants 
ke confinement efficiency factor for Mander et al. model based on area 
k*e modified confinement efficiency factor for Mander et al. model based on 
first moment of area 
le = distance to point of contraflexure 
Ld development length 
Lp = plastic hinge length 
M* = maximum measured experimental moment 
Mi flexural strength determined using ACI method and actual material 
properties 
Mn predicted ACI flexural strength using Equation 8.29 
Mo predicted maximum flexural strength using Equation 8.31 
My nominal yield moment from moment-curvature analysis 
m mechanical reinforcement ratio 
fy I 0.85f'e 
N* = axial load acting on column 
Nn column axial load 
p power term to describe strain hardening region of Mander et al. stress-
strain relationship for steel 
Pee volumetric ratio of longitudinal reinforcement to core concrete 
Ps = volumetric ratio of confining steel 
Psx volumetric ratio of confining steel in x direction 
Psy = volumetric ratio of confining steel in y direction 
Pt longitudinal steel ratio 
R parameter in Mander et al. stress-strain model relating confinement 
effects on strain at peak stress to strength enhancement 
v 
r parameter used in Mander et al. stress-strain model 
Sec first moment of area of confined core 
See first moment of area of effectively confined core 
s spacing of transverse reinforcement 
s' = clear spacing between transverse reinforcement 
T resultant force acting in column from tensile longitudinal reinforcement 
V shear force 
Vn = shear capacity of column 
VP shear capacity of column provided by axial load component 
Vs shear capacity of column provided by transverse steel component 
V c shear capacity of column provided by concrete component 
Vg = vertical gap between jacket and supporting member, measured parallel to 
axis of column 
w' average of clear distances between restrained longitudinal bars in column 
section 
Ym maximum depth of arching, midway between hoop sets 
a constant used in Mander et al. stress-strain model for confined concrete 
a term relating position of compressive force resultant to centreline and 
internal lever arm of column 
a 1 strength enhancement factor used in Mander et al. stress-strain model to 
evaluate peak confined concrete stress due to bi-equal confining stresses 
a 1 factor defining effective stress in rectangular stress block 
a 2 reduction factor used in Mander et al. stress-strain model to account for 
the effect of unequal confinement stresses on peak confined concrete 
stress 
ratio of moment at the centre of mass at the top of a column to the base 
column moment 
Pt factor defining effective depth ofrectangular stress block 
p2 = ratio of specified concrete strength to confined concrete compressive 
strength 
Pshift ratio of shift of the critical section in a column to neutral axis depth of the 
column at spalling of the cover concrete 
Vl 
OpT = plastic displacement of test specimen in terms of actual pier 
OuT = ultimate displacement of test specimen in terms of actual pier 
oyT first yield displacement of test specimen in terms of actual pier 
liy yield displacement 
lius = ultimate displacement of actual pier 
liys theoretical first yield displacement of actual pier 
lipT plastic displacement of test specimen 
liuT ultimate displacement oftest specimen 
liyT first yield displacement of test specimen 
110.7sHy = average lateral displacement of test specimen from three load cycles to 
0.75 Hy 
Ee concrete strain 
Ecc concrete strain at peak stress for confined concrete 
Eco concrete strain at peak stress for unconfined concrete 
Espall strain at which cover concrete is considered to have spalied and ceased to 
carry any stress 
Esh strain at commencement of strain hardening 
Esy yield strain for steel 
Ey yield strain for steel 
Esu strain in steel corresponding to ultimate load 
Eu = strain in steel corresponding to ultimate load 
~Y = yield curvature obtained from moment-curvature analysis 
ri ratio of shear resisted by stirrups to total shear 
column width reduction factor to account for loss of cover concrete 
0.85 
Ae confined concrete efficiency factor 
Ac = overstrength factor for reinforcing steel in compression 
AT overstrength factor for reinforcing steel in tension 
µt. = displacement ductility factor 
µt.c displacement ductility factor of column 
µt.s displacement ductility factor of actual pier 
Vll 
µ,n displacement ductility factor of test specimen 
µ$ curvature ductility factor 
µ$, r curvature ductility factor when limited by flexural ductility capacity of 
column 
µ$, s curvature ductility factor when limited by shear strength capacity of 
column 
Vlll 
factor depending on number and distribution of longitudinal bars in 
column 
ratio of number of bars on one end face of a column to the total number 
of longitudinal bars 
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Recent destructive earthquakes in California and in Japan have resulted in severe 
damage or collapse of many reinforced concrete bridge structures [El, E2, E3, Hl, 
Jl, Ll, Nl, N2, N3, N4]. Many of these bridges were designed prior to 1970 and 
typically did not contain adequate reinforcing details which would have enabled 
them to perform satisfactorily during these large earthquakes. Following the Loma 
Prieta earthquake in 1989 much focus has been on assessing the risk of existing 
bridge structures to major damage and/or collapse during a large earthquake. 
Extensive seismic assessment and retrofit programs have been initiated in California 
after the Loma Prieta earthquake, the Northridge earthquake in 1994 and also in 
Japan following the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu (Kobe) earthquake. In conjunction with 
the implementation of seismic assessment programs and construction of seismic 
retrofit measures, a number of research programs have been carried out which has 
resulted in improved methods of evaluating the seismic performance of existing 
bridges and designing retrofit measures. 
Since the early 1960's there has been ongomg development of seismic design 
requirements for reinforced concrete structures. This has eventually led to ductile 
reinforced concrete and capacity design principles being introduced to earthquake 
design philosophy in New Zealand [Pl, P2]. It is now recognised that many 
structures designed during this time, without modem capacity design philosophies 
and adequate detailing, are susceptible to severe damage and possible collapse dming 
relatively moderate earthquakes. 
Much of the emphasis for improving seismic assessment and retrofit techniques has 
come from recent Californian experience of the performance of reinforced concrete 
structures during earthquakes. This need to assess the likely performance of bridges 
1 
and other reinforced concrete structures, in New Zealand, has been recognised and 
methods to identify and prioritise assessment and retrofit of vulnerable structures 
have been proposed [Ml]. Design and implementation of seismic retrofit measures 
for New Zealand bridge structures falls short of the work already undertaken in 
California and in Japan. Fortunately much of the research work undertaken overseas 
can be applied to New Zealand bridges and as a result much of the retrofit 
assessment techniques and retrofit measures used in New Zealand has come from 
recent Californian experience. 
1.2 THORNDON OVERBRIDGE 
1.2. l Overview of Structure 
The Thomdon Overbridge, in Wellington, consists of two parallel, independent 
reinforced concrete bridges, each approximately 1.3 km long and carrying three lanes 
of traffic. On and off ramps provide access to the Overbridge approximately halfway 
along the bridge. 
The Overbridge is located on the edge of Wellington Harbour on land which has 
been progressively reclaimed from the harbour from 1882 to 1970. The structure 
carries the Wellington Urban Motorway over the reclaimed foreshore, railway yards, 
harbour facilities and local arterial roads. 
Designed from 1960 to 1967 and completed in 1969, the Thomdon Overbridge forms 
part of State Highways 1 and 2 leading into and out of Wellington City. The 
Overbridge was designed in three distinct stages, and as ductile reinforced concrete 
and capacity design principles were undergoing significant development at this time, 
the later stages of the Overbridge project are better detailed for seismic resistance. 
Figure 1.1 shows an aerial view of the Thomdon Overbridge and the various stages 
of construction. 
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Figure 1.1 Aerial View of the Thorndon Overbridge Looking South Toward 
Wellington City 
3 
Stage One covers nine piers at the northern end of the Overbridge which consist of 
multi-column bents with four or five 600 mm diameter circular columns per bent. 
These columns are supported on a common pilecap founded on groups of 600 mm 
diameter, driven steel cased reinforced concrete piles. A common piercap joins the 
columns in each bent with the superstructure simply supported at each pier. Figure 
1.2 shows Pier 3, a Stage One type pier, with the multiple columns, common piercap, 
simply supported superstructure I-beams, end diaphragms and linkage bolts. 
Figure 1.2 Stage One Pier - Pier 3 
Stage Two and Stage Three piers are typically single 2.44 m diameter circular 
reinforced concrete columns each supporting a large cast in place umbrella platform. 
The superstructure is simply suppo1ied at each pier on the umbrella platfo1ms. Stage 
Two piers extend from the northern end of the Overbridge to approximately half way 
along the length to the access ramps. These piers are typically supported on 
octagonal reinforced concrete pilecaps, 7.93 m across and 1.37 m thick, supported on 
groups of 12 driven steel cased reinforced concrete piles, 600 mm in diameter. Stage 
Three piers, from the access ramps to the southern abutment, are supported on square 
4 
pilecaps 8.53 m square and 2.44 m thick, and four 1.52 m diameter steel cased 
reinforced concrete bored piles, belled at their bases. Pier heights and span lengths 
vary throughout the structure with a small number of umbrella platfo1ms supported 
by multiple columns. Many of the Stage Two piers have their pilecaps interconnected 
underground by tie beams to restrain the seaward piers to the inland piers to provide 
against ground movements in the event of an earthquake. Figure 1.3 shows a view 
looking south toward Wellington City of the Stage Three piers from the Aotea Quay 
on ramp to the southern abutment at Thomdon. 
Figure 1.3 General View of Stage Three Piers Looking South 
The superstructure, which is common along the entire length of the Overbridge, 
consists of precast, post-tensioned reinforced concrete I-beams simply supported 
between each pier. The beams are 1.60 m deep for spans between 19.8 to 27.4 metres 
in length and 2.34 m deep for spans up to 41.5 metres. The change in beam depth 
was required over the southern portion of the Overbridge, Stage Three, where 
increased span lengths were required due to pier foundation locations being dictated 
by the positions of railway lines in the area. Typically six I-beams are used in each 
5 
span with a 150 mm thick deck slab and intermediate diaphragms used to share the 
loads through the beams comprising a span. End diaphragms are used to eliminate 
concentrated loads at the umbrella platforms by distributing them throughout the 
length of the diaphragm at the bearing line. 
The on and off ramps are of continuous prestressed box girder construction 
supported on single stemmed columns, tapering from circular at the base to 
rectangular at the top, on piled foundations. 
The Overbridge was designed to carry the increasing volumes of traffic coming into 
and out of Wellington City over an area congested with railway lines, local arterial 
roads and harbour facilities. This structure provides an important lifeline link in the 
transportation network, forming an essential element in the main highway access into 
and out of Wellington City. 
The Overbridge site has been reclaimed from the edge of Wellington Harbour in 
several stages from 1882 to 1970. These reclamations have consisted of rock fill or 
hydraulic fill material overlying the original beach and marine sediments which are 
prone to liquefaction at relatively low levels of shaking [M2]. Adjacent to the 
northern segment of the Overbridge is an old concrete gravity seawall used to retain 
earlier reclamations and partially buried under following reclamations. Liquefaction 
of the surrounding ground could cause the seawall to collapse leading to lateral 
spreading of the ground and collapse of some of the piers immediately adjacent to 
the exposed section of the seawall. 
The main earthquake fault for the Wellington region, the Wellington Fault, runs 
alongside the Thorndon Overbridge for most of its length and crosses beneath the 
structure at one point, between Piers 25 and 26 (southbound) and Piers 62 and 63 
(northbound). A Wellington Fault event has been estimated to have a Richter 
magnitude of 7.5 and a return period of 600 years with permanent ground 
displacements of approximately 5 metres horizontally and 1.0 metre vertically at the 
point where the fault crosses under the Overbridge [B 1]. This study also indicates 
there is a high chance that the next large magnitude earthquake in this area will result 
from an event on the Wellington Fault. 
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Due to the importance of this structure to the roading network in the Wellington 
region and the serious seismic vulnerabilities of the Thorndon Overbridge a seismic 
assessment and retrofit programme was initiated by Transit New Zealand, the 
controlling authority responsible for national roads in New Zealand. Beca Carter 
Hollings and Ferner Ltd. (BCHF), consulting engineers, were engaged to conduct the 
seismic assessment and seismic retrofit design phases of the Thorndon Overbridge 
seismic retrofit. 
1.2.2 Review of Seismic Assessment 
Detailed assessment of the existing structure, site seismicity and geotechnical 
conditions at the Thorndon Overbridge site were undertaken as part of the seismic 
assessment of the structure. 
Seismicity studies were undertaken to determine the likely seismic hazard and likely 
effects from active faults in the region surrounding the Thorndon Overbridge site. 
Geotechnical aspects of the Thorndon Overbridge seismic retrofit programme are 
described by Marsh and Toan [M2]. The expected seismic performance of the 
Thorndon Overbridge has been described by Chapman and Kirkaldie [Cl] and 
Billings and Powell [B 1]. Retrofit concepts proposed by BCHF have been 
summarised by Maffei and Park [Ml] and cover superstructure linkage retrofit, 
multi-column bent retrofit, retrofit of single column piers and other retrofit measures 
to prevent span unseating, ground improvement to prevent liquefaction and solutions 
to prevent the loss of the spans where the Wellington Fault crosses beneath the 
Overbridge. Only the aspects of the seismic retrofit relating to the experimental work 
undertaken as part of this study will be reviewed here. 
An extensive retrofit scheme was selected for the Thorndon Overbridge, designed for 
a ground shaking level corresponding to a 500 year return period earthquake, and 
designed to mitigate against collapse of the Overbridge due to movement of the 
Wellington Fault. 
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1.2.2. l Single Column Pier Retrofit 
As capacity design principles were not applied in the original design of the Thomdon 
Overbridge, there is no "limiting link" to give a well defined failure mechanism in 
the lateral load resisting system for the structure. Therefore a procedure, largely 
based on Californian research, was used to determine the strength and ductility of the 
critical collapse mechanism for the structure. 
For single column piers this revealed that typically the pilecaps of the single column 
piers would represent the weak link in the structure. It appears that the pilecaps were 
detailed primarily for gravity moments with an allowance for seismic lateral loading 
of 0.3g at ultimate limit state [Bl]. Therefore the pilecap reinforcement is generally a 
two way mat in the top and bottom of the pilecap with significantly more steel 
provided in the bottom of the pilecap. Relatively light flexural reinforcement is 
provided in the top and no shear reinforcement is present in the pilecaps. 
After retrofitting of the pilecaps the inelastic mechanism is typically forced to occur 
at the base of the columns in the single column piers. The later stages of the project 
sought to improve column performance by increasing the amounts of transverse 
reinforcement in the columns above that typically used in construction at the time. 
Despite the efforts of the designers there is still insufficient reinforcement to ensure 
adequate column ductility is available when compared to transverse reinforcement 
requirements using current evaluation methods. 
1.2.2.2 Linkage Bolt Retrofit 
Superstructure movement joints in the Thomdon Overbridge were better detailed 
than Californian bridges constructed at the same time: seating lengths for each span 
are significantly longer [Ml]. Linkage bolts are provided at each superstructure joint 
to tie the adjacent spans together with thick rubber pads at the ends of each linkage 
bolt to absorb earthquake impact forces. For Stage Two and Stage Three piers the 
linkage bolts pass through the umbrella platforms at each pier, requiring linkage bolts 
up to 12.8 m in length. A welded end detail allows the full length of the linkage bolt 
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to yield giving excellent elongation capacity. Much shorter linkage bolts are used in 
the Stage One multi-column bent piers, with a threaded end detail, which will give 
much shorter elongation capacity as failure would occur in the threads. Vertical hold 
down bolts are also provided to help secure the individual I-beams to their seatings. 
Prior to retrofit of the pier pilecaps, the linkage bolts generally will not yield because 
as failure would occur in the pilecaps themselves. There would be no unseating of 
the spans but failure of the pilecaps could lead to excessive settlements of the piers 
and possible collapse of the spans. After retrofitting of the piers, the columns and 
foundations would have sufficient capacity to cause yielding of the linkage bolts 
under the induced ground motions. This however could lead to a concentration of the 
elongation at a single movement joint, leading to collapse of this span. Permanent 
ground displacements are expected to occur from ground disturbance around the 
Wellington Fault trace and due to liquefaction of the surrounding site. Movements 
induced by offset of the Wellington Fault trace will result in large, permanent ground 
displacements v"[vhich ha\re been addressed as a separate retrofit measure outside the 
scope of this study. 
1.2.3 Proposed Retrofit Designs 
1.2.3.1 Single Column Pier Retrofit Designs 
To ensure the reliable seismic performance of bridge structures they are usually 
designed to allow plastic hinging to occur in the base of the columns. As the pilecaps 
have been assessed as the weak link in the majority of the single column piers in the 
Thomdon Overbridge, much of the retrofit work is focused on increasing the strength 
of these parts of the structure to shift a brittle mode of failure from the pilecap and 
force inelastic action to concentrate at the base of the columns. This is generally 
achieved through the use of a new reinforced concrete overlay built over the existing 
pilecap, post-tensioning cored through the existing pilecap or a combination of both 
to increase the pilecap's flexural strength. The overlay is connected to the existing 
pilecap through dowels drilled and grouted into the top surface. Post-tensioning may 
be cored horizontally through the existing pilecap, where pilecap overlay depths are 
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limited, with new post-tensioning anchor blocks constructed on the sides of the 
existing pilecap. Dowels are also provided to overlap with the existing pile 
reinforcement to transfer the pile tensile load to the top of the new reinforced 
concrete overlay. Additional reinforcement is also provided in the overlay to 
increase, along with any post-tensioning present, the strength of the pilecap to induce 
a plastic hinge in the column. 
Typically Stage Two piers require an overlay and post-tensioning to strengthen the 
pilecap and ensure column hinging will occur. Stage Three piers may be 
strengthened with the use of a new reinforced concrete overlay only where ground 
clearances permit. If insufficient clearance is available for an overlay retrofit only, 
due to the presence of railway tracks or similar services, an overlay and 
post-tensioning is used to boost the strength of the pilecap. Figure 1.4 shows the 
proposed retrofit measures for a typical Stage Two single column pier. 
Once the pilecap has been strengthened to ensure the formation of a plastic hinge in 
the column, the available strength and ductility of the columns had to be addressed to 
ensure they could meet the seismic demands imposed on them. Stage Two piers 
generally had insufficient transverse reinforcement in the columns to achieve the 
assessed ductility demand, typically having 12 mm diameter hoops at 300 mm 
centres at the base of the columns. As a result, 12 mm thick mild steel jackets, 2.5 m 
high were specified for the bases of the columns over the potential plastic hinge 
region to provide additional confinement and restrain the column longitudinal bars 
against buckling. 
Stage Three piers had much improved transverse reinforcement details at the base of 
the columns with typically 20 mm diameter hoops at 100 mm centres. This was 
believed to be sufficient to ensure ductile performance of the columns and no 
additional column retrofit was specified. With pilecap-only retrofits of Stage Three 
piers it is believed that inelastic action could occur in the pilecap and provide 
satisfactory performance to the pier. Laboratory testing was required to determine 
whether inelastic pilecap action would occur and the available ductility from any 
inelastic pilecap response. 
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Figure 1.4 Proposed Single Column Pier Retrofit Measures 
1.2.3 .2 Linkage Bolt Retrofit 
Retrofit of the linkage bolts requires replacement of some of the existing linkage 
bolts with new high strength slack linkage bolts at each superstructure umbrella 
location. This scheme is intended to prevent unseating of individual spans and spread 
the earthquake induced ground motions out over several span lengths. Yielding of the 
existing linkage bolts will occur but the new linkage bolts are designed to engage 
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before unseating of the spans occur, allowing the movements to be distributed over 
several spans. 
Movements due to rupture of the Wellington Fault trace are also distributed through 
the use of new high strength slack linkage bolts at the piers, to distribute the ground 
movements over several spans. A support frame is provided to catch the 
superstructure once it is pulled off the pier umbrella seatings due to the large 
expected displacements across the fault trace. 
1.3 SCOPE OF RESEARCH 
1.3.1 Purpose of Laboratory Structural Testing 
1.3.1.1 Previous Research Programs 
The 1971 San Fernando earthquake in California led to urgent reviews of Californian 
design practice for the seismic design of bridge structures and initiated a staged 
programme for the seismic retrofit of existing bridges in California. This programme 
initially focused on linking adjacent spans to prevent their separation and loss of 
support during an earthquake. During this time New Zealand placed little emphasis 
on seismic retrofit of bridges as many bridges built after the 1931 Napier earthquake 
already had interlinked spans [Cl]. The Loma Prieta earthquake in California during 
1989 led to an increased commitment to evaluate and retrofit seismically deficient 
structures and brought further, international, attention to other vulnerable "lifeline" 
services. The need to maintain the integrity of bridges during an emergency stressed 
the importance of identifying vulnerable bridges and initiating investigation of what 
may be done to improve the reliability of these structures against earthquakes. 
Assessment of a number of bridge structures has been undertaken since 1990 in New 
Zealand [Cl, C2, C3] and led to a full assessment being undertaken on the Thorndon 
Overbridge after preliminary assessments indicated justification for a full seismic 
assessment. This eventually led to the proposal for the seismic retrofit details 
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outlined in Section 1.2.3. Although extensive research has been conducted, mainly in 
California, and has provided the theoretical and experimental background for 
assessing the seismic capacity of bridges, as well as effective and economic methods 
of retrofit, little seismic assessment and retrofit work has been undertaken on New 
Zealand bridges. Many of the retrofit measures tested overseas has already been 
applied to many Californian bridges and a number of Japanese bridges following the 
Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake in 1995. 
1.3 .1.2 Thorndon Overbridge 
The proposed seismic retrofit provisions for the Thomdon Overbridge are similar to 
those already developed and used in California including the use of steel column 
jackets, reinforced concrete overlays on pilecaps and post-tensioning of existing 
pilecaps. These retrofit measures are intended to protect the bridge against collapse 
during severe ground shaking. Due to the significant number of piers to be retrofitted 
in the Thorndon Overbridge structural testing was required to investigate the 
performance of the various retrofit measures proposed. With the significance of the 
Thorndon Overbridge as a "lifeline structure" to the Wellington region and the scale 
of the retrofit required, testing was justified to ensure the retrofitted piers were 
capable of achieving the seismic performance levels required. 
1.3.1.3 Pilecap Retrofit for Strength 
Testing of the column/pilecap/pile assemblies serves two purposes. The first is to 
verify the use of a pilecap retrofit using a reinforced concrete overlay and post 
tensioning to force column hinging, similar to retrofits used in California and tested 
at the University of California, San Deigo [Xl]. Testing will determine the actual test 
specimen behaviour which can be used to determine the likely performance of the 
actual structure during an earthquake. Modelling of the structure and the design of 
the pilecap retrofit details for the Thorndon Overbridge, including assumed 
mechanisms of load transfer, are different to previously tested retrofits. 
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The response of the structure is greatly influenced by the stiffness of the piles of each 
pier and the stiffness of the surrounding soil providing passive resistance to the 
lateral seismic loading. The loading rig for each test specimen must be able to 
adequately represent the boundary conditions as assumed for the structural analysis 
of the existing piers in the Thomdon Overbridge. Appropriate representation of the 
boundary conditions are necessary to give displacements and force distributions in 
the test specimens that are of similar magnitude to those obtained from scaling the 
results from structural analyses of the prototype piers. This requires the modelling of 
the piles in each pier and the effect of the passive lateral soil pressure on the side of 
the pilecap. 
The stiffness of the piles and of the soil providing the passive pressure reaction have 
a significant influence on the force distribution through the pilecap. In order to 
properly model the influence of the piles, the stiffness coefficient of each pile needs 
to be different in tension and in compression to model the stiffness of the pile in 
tension and the stiffness of the pile due to end bearing when under compressive 
loads. 
Typical early bridge footings were designed elastically using a relatively low lateral 
seismic force which often did not predict the pilecap negative moments, as seen in 
Figure 1.5, that occur when the column reaches flexural strength. As a result there is 
relatively little reinforcement provided in the top of the pilecaps of the Thomdon 
Overbridge and it is important to obtain a similar force distribution in the specimens 
as in the actual structure. 
Testing without piles or with piles of equal tensile and compressive stiffness would 
give different force distributions through the pilecap and would not adequately 
represent the force distribution in the actual structure. Due to the piles having a 
smaller relative tension stiffness the positive moment generated in the bottom of the 
pilecap is significantly higher than the moment generated in the pilecap on the 
opposite side of the column. 
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1.3 .1.4 Pilecap Retrofit for Ductility 
The second purpose of testing is to verify whether inelastic action in the pilecap will 
occur and determine the available ductility from flexural behaviour of the pilecap. 
The pilecaps may not be able to sustain the required levels of ductility without 
suffering shear failure or buckling of the bottom reinforcement. As the seismic 
response of up to 75% of the Thorndon Overbridge piers rely on the retrofitted 
pilecap forcing ductile behaviour at the bases of the columns, testing must be carried 
out to verify the performance of the retrofitted pilecaps in forcing the ductile 
behaviour to occur in the columns. The possibility of inelastic pilecap action in Stage 
Three piers must be verified and evaluated as no previous retrofit has relied on 
pilecap flexural ductility for seismic performance. 
While previous work has been done on bridge structure seismic retrofit, the design 
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assumptions for the Thomdon Overbridge and behaviour required from the 
retrofitted structure are different to those previously tested. The significance of the 
Thomdon Overbridge and the need to retrofit this structure requires the testing of 
large scale models to evaluate their performance and the likely performance of the 
Thomdon Overbridge when subjected to severe ground motions from a large 
earthquake. 
1.3.2 Laboratory Modelling of Test Specimens 
1.3.2.1 Unit I-A and Unit I-B 
Two scale models, Unit I-A and Unit I-B, of actual column/pilecap/pile assemblies 
from the Thomdon Overbridge, including the proposed retrofit details for each pier, 
were constructed and tested in the Department of Civil Engineering. Each specimen 
was constructed at 1 :3.8 scale which was determined by scaled reinforcing bar sizes 
and strengths and the physical limits imposed by the laboratory and capacities of 
testing equipment. 
Each of the test specimens modelled the pilecap and column of each pier with 
elements included to model the piles and represent the soil-structure interaction. 
Each specimen was subjected to constant axial compressive loading and simulated 
seismic lateral loading by applying quasi-static reversed cyclic lateral loading to the 
top of the column, at the equivalent centre of mass of the bridge deck. Simulated 
seismic reversed cyclic lateral loading was applied in one plan direction only due to 
constraints imposed in the laboratory and the practical difficulties in applying 
simulated multi-directional seismic loads. Loading was applied in the critical 
direction for each test specimen. For Unit I-A loading applied diagonally across the 
pilecap was assessed to be the critical loading direction. Unit I-B was loaded parallel 
to the longitudinal direction of the bridge. Performance of each specimen was 
observed up to failure and conclusions were drawn on the likely behaviour of the 
actual piers under severe ground motions resulting from a large earthquake. Design 
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of the test rig and each test specimen are described in Chapter 2. Chapters 3 and 4 
present the results from the lateral load testing of Units 1-B and I-A respectively. 
Unit I-A represents Pier 68 of the Thomdon Overbridge, a typical Stage Three pier. 
A pilecap overlay only is proposed for this pier. A steel jacket is not proposed for 
this pier as the original column is believed to contain sufficient quantities of 
transverse reinforcement to provide adequate ductility to the column. Unit 1-B 
represents Pier 46, a typical Stage Two pier. Retrofit of this pier includes a pilecap 
overlay, cored through post-tensioning and a steel jacket around the base of the 
column. 
Each test specimen matches as closely as possible the as-built piers and the proposed 
retrofit measures as closely as possible with similitude laws. Each test specimen is 
designed as a simplified model representation of the actual pier. The specimens and 
the boundary conditions in the test rig, used for testing each specimen in the 
laboratory, arc representative of the strJctural models used by BCHF ln the analysis 
of the Thomdon Overbridge. In turn, components of the structural model are based 
on information supplied from geotechnical investigations and material testing carried 
out from the Overbridge. 
1.3.2.2 Material Properties 
As part of the seismic assessment and retrofit design stage, properties of materials 
used in the construction of the Overbridge were measured by removing samples of 
reinforcing steel, and by coring concrete cylinders from a number of columns and 
pilecaps. Material testing was used to obtain the probable material strengths to enable 
a realistic assessment of the bridge's seismic performance. Probable concrete 
strengths were determined from compressive tests on the concrete cores and 
correlated with Schmidt hammer tests. Steel yield strengths and maximum strains 
were obtained from test results obtained from the original steel supplier and testing 
of the removed steel samples. 
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The specified yield strength for the steel was 275 MPa. Tensile testing of the 
·reinforcing steel gave an average yield strength of 318 MPa with a standard deviation 
of 19 MPa. Testing of the steel also gave the 95th percentile yield strength of the 
column longitudinal steel and the 5th percentile yield strengths for the column 
transverse steel and pilecap reinforcement which were used in the construction of the 
model specimens. The specified 28 day concrete strength for the Overbridge was 
27 .5 MP a. From compression tests on the cored concrete cylinders and correlation 
with Schmidt hammer readings an average concrete strength, nearly 30 years after 
construction, of63 MPa was obtained with a standard deviation of 5.5 MPa [Bl]. 
Steel reinforcement strengths for the design of test specimens with appropriate 
strength were taken as 350 MPa for the column longitudinal reinforcement and 
286 MPa for the pilecap and column transverse reinforcement, being the 95th and 5th 
percentile yield strengths respectively, obtained from testing. Use of the 95th 
percentile strength reinforcing for the column longitudinal steel and the 5th percentile 
strength for column transverse and pilecap reinforcement is intended to represent the 
worst possible scenario with high column overstrength combined with low pilecap 
strength. Due to the pilecaps being the assessed weak link in the existing piers, 
retrofit of the pilecap for strength had to be capable of resisting the level of forces 
corresponding to development of overstrength actions at the base of the column. 
A concrete compressive strength of 55 MPa at time of testing of the specimens was 
specified for the "as-built" part of the test specimens. Concrete compressive 
strengths of 40 MPa, for Unit I-A, and 30 MP a, for Unit I-B, at time of testing were 
specified for the retrofit parts of each specimen. 
1.3 .2.3 Modelling Soil-Structure Interaction 
The main difference between the test specimens and the prototype is in the modelling 
of the soil-structure interaction. The tensile and compressive action of the piles in 
each specimen and the passive pressure provided to the side of the pilecap by the 
surrounding soil was carefully modelled in the test specimens. This was achieved 
through the use of mechanical "springs" which were able to provide the different 
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compressive and tensile stiffness values of each pile and supply the required passive 
pressure reaction to the pilecap. 
Each pile or vertical spnng was designed to provide different tension and 
compression stiffness values. The ratio of tension to compression stiffness was 
maintained at the same ratio as the stiffness ratio for the piles and the soil used in the 
structural model of the actual piers. By modelling the piles with the vertical springs 
and maintaining the same stiffness ratio, displacements in the test specimens could 
not be directly scaled to give those of the real structure. A mathematical relationship 
is used to relate the displacement ductilities in the test specimens and convert them to 
the displacement ductilities in the actual piers. Structural analyses of Unit I-A and 
Unit I-B indicated that the simplifications in the vertical spring design had an 
insignificant effect on the bending moment and shear forces in the pilecap as 
obtained from analyses of Pier 68 and Pier 46 respectively. 
Schematic diagrams of the loading and spring arrangement for Unit I-A are shown in 
Figure 1.6. Figure 1.7 shows the loading arrangement for Unit I-B. Further details 
about the loading arrangement and spring design are provided in Chapter 2. 
The action of the piles needed to be duplicated in order to produce the same bending 
moment distribution in the column and pilecap of each specimen which could not be 
duplicated by fixing the pilecap to the laboratory floor. The additional flexibility 
provided by the piles, through pilecap rotation, and the passive pressure reaction, 
allowing pilecap translation, also provides a significant component of the elastic 
displacement for each pier. 
1.3.3 Expected Test Benefits 
Laboratory testing of the two test specimens modelling piers from the Thomdon 
Overbridge is required to verify the assumed behaviour of the retrofitted piers. 
Following the seismic assessment and retrofit design phase a number of proposed 
retrofit designs for various piers have been developed. Many aspects of these designs 
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involve innovative design and state-of-the-art structural assessment methods. Use of 
this approach has the potential to save a considerable portion of the retrofit 
construction costs if more conservative and proven design methods must be used 
instead. 
Testing is required to observe the behaviour of the retrofitted test specimens, verify 
the assumptions in load transfer mechanisms, design assumptions used in detailing of 
the retrofit measures and draw conclusions about the performance of the actual 
retrofitted piers under severe ground motions resulting from an earthquake. 
Testing of the retrofit measures was proposed where potential retrofit-cost savings 
justify the need for testing to verify the design assumptions and expected structural 
performance. Engineering requirements, to provide verification of the assumed 
capacity of existing elements and integrity of existing details, has also provided the 
· need to test other components of the proposed retrofit designs. 
1.4 ANALYTICAL RESEARCH 
1.4.1 Tension Shift Effect 
As a result of the experimental testing of the two specimens investigations into the 
cause of the column failures were completed. These are outlined in Sections 3.5 and 
4.5. Chapter 7 investigates the assessment and performance of bridge columns with 
curtailed longitudinal reinforcement and the potential for the tension shift effect to 
lead to brittle flexure-shear failures in columns. 
Suitably conservative allowances for curtailing longitudinal reinforcement are 
included in design requirements to avoid the potential flexure-shear failures at 
curtailment points due to the tension shift effect. These rules, intended for design of 
new structures, may be overly conservative when used in a seismic assessment, and 
could lead to unnecessary and expensive retrofit. 
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Chapter 7 provides an explanation of the tension shift effect, which led to the 
observed test specimen column failures. A parametric study was conducted to 
determine the magnitude of the tension shift effect for older reinforced concrete 
bridge columns. A number of expressions are proposed which can be used for an 
initial assessment of potential failures at curtailment points due to the tension shift 
effect. 
1.4.2 Alternative Modelling of Confined Concrete Stress-Strain Behaviour 
In order to adequately describe the post-elastic behaviour of a reinforced concrete 
member, the moment-curvature response of the section must be determined. The 
stress-strain behaviour of the concrete confined within the core of the member must 
be known to determine the moment-curvature response. 
The use of transverse reinforcement in reinforced concrete members provides 
confinement to the concrete core, prevents premature buckling of the longitudinal 
reinforcement, prevents shear failure of the member and ensures, when properly 
detailed, the member has adequate ductility to sustain the large inelastic 
deformations imposed during an earthquake. 
Various stress-strain models for concrete confined with transverse reinforcement 
reflect the observed increase in peak compressive stress and strain as a result of the 
passive confining pressure provided by the reinforcement. A feature of commonly 
used confined concrete stress-strain models is the definition of an effectively 
confined core within the region bounded by the peripheral hoops. Arching between 
the transverse hoop sets and between restrained longitudinal bars produces a region 
of ineffectively confined concrete within the core. 
Many stress-strain models account for the reduction of the concrete core, through 
arching, by using a reduced lateral confining pressure, through a confinement 
efficiency factor, and defining the core as having uniform stress-strain properties. 
Chapter 8 investigates the moment-curvature response of column subjected to axial 
load and flexure by using a confined concrete stress-strain model which employs a 
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confinement efficiency factor [M3, M4] and an approach which explicitly models the 
regions of effectively and ineffectively confined core concrete. 
1.4.3 Flexural Strength Enhancement 
Tests on columns at the University of Canterbury, under combined axial load and 
cyclic lateral loading, give measured experimental moments significantly higher than 
the predicted ACI flexural strengths of the sections. Some of this strength 
enhancement is expected due to conservative assumptions made to determine the 
ACI flexural strength. The column sections tested all had heavily reinforced stubs 
adjacent to the critical section of the column. This stub is provided to model the 
effect of adjacent members framing into the columns next the cricital section such as 
pilecaps, foundation beams, pier caps or beams. 
It has been suggested that this stub is responsible for the observed strength 
enhancement seen in tests for columns tested at the University of Canterbury [S7]. 
Chapter 8 also includes an investigation into the components of flexural strength 
enhancement over the ACI predicted flexural strength. These components include 
strain hardening of longitudinal steel, effects of cyclic loading and confinement from 
adjacent members leading to a shift in the critical section away from the face of the 
adjacent member. Several case studies are used to compare theoretical 
moment-curvature responses to experimentally measured values. 
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CHAPTER2 
TEST SET-UP FOR UNITS I-A AND 1-B 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter discusses the different aspects in the design of the tests and the loading 
frame. Construction details for each of the test units follow the details of the existing 
structure and the proposed retrofit designs for each pier. In order to construct and test 
each specimen, an appropriate scale factor was required which would allow the 
existing and proposed structural details to be modelled with commercially available 
reinforcing bar sizes and concrete mixes as well as fit within the physical limits 
imposed by the laboratory and available testing equipment. 
A scale factor of 1 :3.8 was chosen for both test specimens as this gave the best match 
between the actual reinforcing bar sizes and the required scaled reinforcing bar sizes 
for the test specimens. All steel reinforcement bars in the as-built and retrofit parts of 
the test specimens could be modelled with commercially available reinforcing bar 
sizes using this scale factor. Steel reinforcement for the project was sourced from 
within New Zealand and from Japanese suppliers. The concrete aggregate used in the 
test specimen was scaled by the same factor, necessitating special mix designs to be 
prepared for construction of the test specimens due to the size of the aggregate 
required for the concrete mix. 
A steel frame loading rig and concrete baseblock were constructed to apply the 
simulated lateral seismic loads to the specimens and provide the necessary reactions 
for each specimen. 
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2.2 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF TEST RIG 
2.2.1 Baseblock Design and Construction 
The concrete baseblock for the test rig was required to work in conjunction with the 
existing laboratory strong floor to resist the applied lateral and axial loads on the test 
specimens. The baseblock also provided an easy means of connecting the large 
number of components in each test specimen to the laboratory strong floor. As each 
specimen had different pile layouts, a number of large steel connection plates would 
be required to attach each pile to the laboratory strong floor bolts. With the baseblock 
the required number of connection points for each pile could be placed at the 
appropriate location for each test specimen and connections for each of the lateral 
springs and the axial load hold down points used for both specimens could be located 
without being restricted to the laboratory strong floor bolt arrangement. 
2.2.1.1 Existing Strong Floor 
The baseblock was constructed over the existing 750 mm thick Concrete Laboratory 
strong floor. The strong floor is 11.85 m long and 3.05 m wide with 1 1/z inch 
(38 mm) diameter strong floor bolts placed at 15 inch (381 mm) centres in both 
directions. The floor is partially prestressed longitudinally. The baseblock for the test 
was constructed in four separate strips each measuring 900 mm wide, 4.8 m long and 
600 mm thick to ease the demolition of the baseblock at the completion of testing. 
Each strip was match cast against the previous strip with vertical and horizontal shear 
keys cast into the side of each strip to key each adjacent strip together and ensure 
composite action from the four separate strips. 
Due to the width and placement of the baseblock on the strong floor, as dictated by 
the strong floor bolt layout for bolting down the steel test rig, the baseblock extended 
off the side of the strong floor. Hold down bolts were provided at each end of the 
central strips to tie the baseblock to the strong floor but were not placed in the outer 
strips as the bolt arrangement will have been unsymmetrical and not matched with 
the strong floor bolt layout. 
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2.2.1.2 Analysis 
The strong floor and baseblock were analysed together to obtain the maximum forces 
acting in the strong floor and in the baseblock under loading of the two test 
specimens. This was to ensure that the cracking capacity of the strong floor, in 
conjunction with the baseblock was not likely to be exceeded during testing and to 
provide design actions for reinforcement of the baseblock. 
From Unit I-A was found to give the largest forces acting in the baseblock. For the 
design of the individual baseblock strips each of the two central strips were assumed 
to provide one-third of the total resistance with each outer strip contributing 
one-sixth of the total resistance. Each strip was designed with a factor of safety of 1.5 
over the maximum analysed forces obtained from the analysis of Unit I-A to give the 
ultimate limit state forces for design of the baseblock. 
2.2.1.3 Reinforcement 
Conventional flexural reinforcement was placed along with longitudinal 
post-tensioning to resist the ultimate limit state forces acting in each of the two 
central strips. The configuration of the test rig introduces a horizontal force into the 
baseblock where the horizontal stay is attached. Figures 2.6 and 2. 7 show the 
configuration of the test rig for the two test specimens. The effects of this force were 
accounted for in the design of the flexural reinforcement. The longitudinal 
post-tensioning was determined to allow cracking of the baseblock to occur when 
Unit I-A reached overstrength. The baseblock was post-tensioned transversely to 
hold the individual strips together and ensure composite action from the entire 
baseblock. 
Design of the transverse reinforcement in the individual baseblock strips used a 
factor of safety of 1.5 times the analysed shear force acting in the baseblock. The 
transverse reinforcement required for each strip was determined assuming the design 
shear force was to be resisted by the two central strips only neglecting the 
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contribution of the post-tensioning to the concrete component of shear resistance. A 
design calculation error led to double the amount of transverse steel being provided 
in each baseblock strip. The reinforcement of all four baseblock strips were kept the 
same for simplicity during construction of the baseblock. 
Figure 2.1 shows the reinforcement layout of the individual baseblock strips. Two 
HD28 bars and two HD24 bars were placed top and bottom of each baseblock strip. 
Longitudinal post-tensioning was placed at mid-depth and 200 mm below mid-depth 
of each strip. Transverse post-tensioning alternated top and bottom along the length 
of the baseblock. Eight legs of Rl 6 stirrups were placed at nominal 325 mm centres 
along each baseblock strip. Stirrup sets and cross-ties were doubled up at each 
location to achieve the eight legs required. Care was taken to check the end zones of 
each baseblock strip where the post-tensioning was anchored. A simple strut and tie 
model was used to check the transverse steel requirements at the post-tensioning 
end-zone due to the eccentric post-tensioning layout and resulted in the spacing of 
the transverse reinforcement sets being reduced to a nominal 200 111111 over the end 
1000 mm at each end of each baseblock strip. Due to the congestion of the 
reinforcement in the baseblock, especially the central baseblock strips, the transverse 
reinforcement was adjusted accordingly to avoid clashes with post-tensioning ducts 
and fittings for the connection plates. 
2.2.1.4 Hold Down Plates 
Figure 2.2 shows the layout of the hold-down connection plates cast into the 
baseblock strips to provide the various connections for the piles in each of the two 
test specimens. 
The twelve pile layout for Unit I-B dictated the positioning of plates within the 
baseblock to connect each pile. Each connection plate used a 7 1/ 2 inch (190.5 mm) 
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connections to be made for the four piles in Unit I-A after casting of the baseblock. 
Plates were also provided for fittings to apply the axial load to each test unit and to 
connect the lateral spring units which were to resist the applied lateral loads at the 
pilecap level of each unit. 
Each connection point was fabricated from 6 mm thick mild steel plate with holes for 
24 mm diameter bolts at the appropriate location. Threaded couplers were tack 
welded to the underside of the plate at the position of each bolt hole. The plate was 
cast flush with the top surface of the baseblock with a 24 mm diameter deformed 
reinforcing rod screwed into the each threaded coupler. These deformed reinforcing 
rods were provided to transfer the bolt forces from each spring fitting into the 
baseblock. 
Bolts with higher design forces also had threaded concrete inserts placed at the 
opposite ends of the reinforcing bar to aid the anchorage of the bar in the baseblock 
as the use of end hooks would have resulted in excessive congestion of the 
reinforcement. 
The connection plates were positioned relative to one another and tack welded to 
lengths of steel flat to ensure they would remain in the correct position when cast 
into the baseblock. The reinforcing rods were screwed into the threaded couplers and 
the whole assembly lowered into the baseblock reinforcing cage in the mould. Figure 
2.3 shows the connection plates being lowered into one of the central baseblock 
strips. From this photograph it can be seen how some of the rods had to be adjusted 
to avoid clashes with the post-tensioning ducts and reinforcement. 
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Figure 2.3 Lowering of Connection Plates into Baseblock Reinforcing Cage 
2.2.1 .5 Interconnection and Shear Keys 
Post-tensioning ducts were made from 50 mm PVC pipe passed through the 
fonnwork and secured to the reinforcing cage to hold their position when the 
concrete was being cast. The transverse ducts projected slightly through the side of 
the f01mwork to allow the PVC duct to be slipped over the end for extending it 
through the next baseblock strip. Ducts for the hold down bolts were made from 
50 mm PVC pipe rum1ing up from the strong floor and secured in position with a 
temporary bolt screwed into the strong floor. Figure 2.4 shows the final baseblock 
strip before casting of the concrete showing the reinforcing cage and the 
post-tensioning ducts. 
The proximity of the lateral spring connection plates to one end of the baseblock 
required special detailing to prevent the reaction from the lateral springs pushing the 
reinforcing rods cast into the baseblock, from each of the bolts, through the end of 
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Figure 2.4 Baseblock Strip Reinforcement and Post-Tensioning Ducts before 
Casting of Final Baseblock Strip 
the baseblock. Hairpins made from 16 mm deformed reinforcing bar were placed 
around the bolts holding the lateral springs directly under the connection plate to 
provide restraint to the reinforcing rods extending into the baseblock. 
The shear keys in the side of each baseblock strip were fanned by using "baby" 
corrugated roofing iron built into the fonnwork . Three sections of corrugated iron, 
each 150 mm deep, were fastened to the formwork to create the shear key. Figure 2.5 
shows the shear key in the side of one of the baseblock strips before casting of the 
adjacent strip. The top and bottom corrugated strips ran horizontally with the middle 
comigated strip oriented vetiically providing shear keys for vetiical and longitudinal 
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movement of the baseblock strips. The transverse post-tensioning ducts can also be 
seen in Figure 2.5. 
2.2.1.6 Concrete Properties 
As the concrete for each test specimen was to be made usmg a 6 mm round 
aggregate, scaled down from the maximum size aggregate used in the actual piers, 
several trial concrete mixes were required to come up with a suitable concrete mix 
design which would meet the required strengths using the small size aggregate. The 
baseblock strips provided an opportunity to trial several mixes before casting of the 
test specimens. 
A mean concrete compressive strength of 63 MPa was recorded for the concrete 
compressive strength in the Thomdon Overbridge piers after nearly 30 years of 
natural strength gain and exposure to the atmosphere [B 1]. This concrete strength 
was to be matched in the test specimens to realistically model the material properties 
of the actual piers. The concrete compressive strength for the retrofit of each pier was 
also required to be matched and this was trialed in the final baseblock strip. 
Three concrete mix designs targeting a 60 MPa concrete compressive strength were 
used for the first three baseblock strips. For the final baseblock strip a concrete mix 
design targeting a 30 MPa concrete compressive strength was used. Details of the 
concrete mix design for each concrete batch are shown in Table 2.1 . 
2.2.1.7 Concrete Testing 
Eight standard concrete test cylinders 100 mm diameter by 200 mm long were taken 
for each concrete pour. Two cylinders were tested each time to obtain the 7, 14, 28 
and 56 day compressive strengths of each concrete mix. Concrete cylinders were 
cured in a fog room until removal for compression testing. 
Table 2.2 shows the slump, specific density and compressive strength results for each 
concrete pour. 
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Figure 2.5 Side of Baseblock Strip Showing Vertical and Horizontal Corrugated 
Shear Keys 
Table 2.1 Baseblock Concrete Trial Mix Properties 
Baseblock Strip Pour 1 2 3 4 
Target Strength MP a 60 60 60 30 
Ordinary Portland Cement kg/m3 455 455 455 297 
(Pacific Cement) 
6 mm round aggregate kg / m3 1025 1025 1025 1059 
Mortar Sand kg/mJ 773 773 773 902 
Total Water kg/m3 200 200 200 190 
Water Cement Ratio 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.64 
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The concrete with the very high slump for the third baseblock strip was returned to 
the plant for the addition of further sand and cement to reduce the slump to the 
specified value. Partway through the pour the concrete mix became unworkable and 
a second batch of concrete was sent from the plant. As only eight test cylinders were 
made results are shown for the two batches at 7 days and 28 days only. 
From these trial mixes and strength results a final concrete mix design was 
determined for use in the as-built and retrofit parts of the test specimens. 
2.2.1.8 Post-tensioning 
Post-tensioning of the baseblock was carried out usmg the VSL CT Stressbar 
post-tensioning system. The Stressbar was placed through the PVC ducting and 
anchored at the ends using the supplied bearing plates and nuts. Bars of 29 mm 
diameter were used for the longitudinal and transverse post-tensioning of the 
baseblock. Longitudinal and transverse bars were stressed using a centre-hole jack to 
a load of 330 kN giving 500 MPa stress in each bar immediately after stressing. 
Losses of 10 % were assumed for the post-tensioning of the baseblock. The bars 
were stressed shortly after casting of the first test specimen was completed and 
re-stressed to 330 kN prior to testing of the second test specimen. The Stressbar was 
left ungrouted in the PVC ducts to allow re-stressing of the bars during the test 
programme and removal and re-use of the bars in other projects following 
completion of the testing. 
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Table 2.2 Baseblock Concrete Trial Mix Design Results 
Pour Specified Slump Specific Compressive Strength 1 (MPa) 
No. Slump Density 7 day 14 day 28 day 56 day 
(mm) (mm) 
1 80 - 100 110 2.385 42.4 48.4 53.l 60.6 
2 80 - 100 150 2.389 36.1 45.1 51.1 53.3 
Jl 80 - 100 180, 70j 2.363 38.1 - 52.2 -
- 2.389 43.4 - 52.9 -
4 80 - 100 65, 404 2.622 19.3 25.1 28.5 35.3 
Notes: 
1 Based on average of two 100 mm diameter by 200 mm long cylinders cured in a fog room. 
2 Concrete received in two batches. Slump not recorded for Batch 2. 
3 Batch 1, 180 mm slump returned to plant for addition of sand and cement. 70 mm slump 
measured for Batch 1 after the addition. 
4 65 mm slump measured at batching plant. 40 mm slump measured upon arrival of truck on site. 
2.2.2 Reaction Frame Design 
A triangulated steel frame loading rig was used to apply the simulated seismic lateral 
loads at the top of each of the two test specimens, see Figures 2.6 and 2. 7. With the 
scale factor of 1:3.8, the lateral load applied to Unit I-A was going to be 
approximately 4.9 m above the top of the baseblock. The configuration of the 
reaction frame was designed so that it could be modified to accommodate either test 
specimen. 
2.2.2.1 Steel members 
Existing "meccano" multi-use column sections were used as part of the test rig with 
the diagonal brace members designed and fabricated specially for this test. The 
meccano columns were supported on concrete pedestals placed on top of the 
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baseblock to provide the necessary height for applying the lateral loads to Unit I-A. 
Maximum design actions for each element in the test rig were determined from 
analysis of the rig layout subjected to loads equivalent to developing the flexural 
strength of the columns in the full size piers. 
Grade 350 219.1 x 8.2 CHS sections were used for the diagonal and horizontal 
braces in the test rig. Inclusion of the horizontal brace transfers the shear force from 
the lateral load applied to the top of the test specimen back into the baseblock 
requiring the brace connection to the strong floor to resist axial forces only. The 
connection of the horizontal CHS section to the baseblock was achieved by bolting 
the CHS section to a steel plate embedded in the end of the baseblock and 
transferring the forces into the baseblock using threaded couplers and reinforcing 
bars cast into the concrete. Pinned connections were used where the diagonal and 
horizontal braces meet and at the connection between the diagonal brace and 
meccano column. 
2.2.2.2 Modifications for Each Test Unit 
Testing of Unit I-B first set the initial layout of the test rig. In order to test Unit I-A 
the diagonal brace was extended to the top of the meccano columns with the use of a 
short extension piece. Each of the CHS members were connected with bolts through 
flanges at each end allowing the extension to the diagonal brace to be inserted easily. 
In order to minimise the eccentricity of the forces acting through the centreline of the 
members in the test rig additional holes were placed in the connection plate where 
the diagonal brace meets the meccano column. This plate was bolted through the 
meccano column into the connection used to mount the hydraulic actuator, which 
was used to apply the lateral loads to the specimens, using high strength threaded 
rods. This was to avoid application of forces to the flanges of the meccano column 
section and the undesirable effects this would have with attempting to transfer force 
through the flanges of the section. 
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The mounting beam for the hydraulic actuator was pinned at both ends and sized to 
resist the loads from pushing and pulling the test specimens. Stiffeners were placed 
behind the connection with the hydraulic actuator to avoid crippling of the beam 
section when the point load from the actuator was applied. Stiff beams were placed 
between the two meccano columns to brace them against undesirable out of plane 
displacements when applying loads to the test rig. 
Fabrication details of the test rig components can be found in Appendix F. 
2.2.3 Lateral Spring Design 
2.2.3.1 Lateral Spring Performance Requirements 
The lateral spnngs used in the testing of each specimen simulated the passive 
pressure of the soil surrounding the pilecap of each pier. This passive pressure force, 
as modelled by the springs, is assumed to provide an major component of the lateral 
load resistance for each pier. Additional lateral force resistance is provided through 
bending and shear in each pile. Structural modelling of the actual piers assumed the 
presence of passive soil reactions against the side of the pilecap and distributed down 
the length of the piles. The test specimens were designed to represent the structural 
model of the actual piers. Providing for the entire length of pile, as in the structural 
model, and the surrounding soil would have been impossible using the proposed test 
rig. A length of pile and the tensile and compressive stiffness of each pile was 
modelled in the test specimen. Further details of the design and fabrication of the 
vertical springs in each specimen to model the action of the piles is included in 
Section 2.3. 
The lateral spring units were placed at the mid-depth of the original pilecap of each 
test specimen. Two spring units were placed on each side of the pilecap to resist the 
lateral loads at the pilecap level. The lateral stiffness of these springs was designed to 
match the scaled stiffness of the pilecap spring used in the structural model of each 
pier. It was found during the analysis of Pier 46 that modelling of the pier with and 
without continuous piles made little difference to the actions in the pier. The 
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individual flexural resistance at the top of each pile is negligible compared to the 
resisting moment from the pile axial force. It was decided that Unit I-B, modelling 
Pier 46, would be built without modelling the flexural contribution of the piles to the 
lateral load resistance of the entire pier. This involved pinning the vertical springs 
top and bottom so they would carry no shear over their length requiring the full 
lateral load applied to the top of the column to be resisted by the lateral springs at 
pilecap level. Analysis of Unit I-B confirmed there was little difference in pilecap 
forces when modelled with or without piles. This analysis also showed that the 
stiffuess of the lateral springs had little influence on the pilecap forces. 
Analysis of Pier 68 showed a considerable contribution, from each pile, to the lateral 
force resistance of the pier. This required the modelling of the flexural contribution 
of the piles in Unit I-A and therefore some of the lateral load is resisted through 
shear and flexure in the piles. Analysis of Unit I-A showed that the stiffuess of the 
lateral springs had a considerable influence on the distribution of forces within the 
pilecap of the test specimen. Tl1is required that the stiffness of the lateral springs for 
Unit I-A be matched as closely as possible to the scaled stiffuess of the pilecap 
spring used in the analysis of Pier 68. 
2.2.3 .2 Design of Lateral Springs 
The lateral springs were designed in steel, cantilevering from the baseblock. Two 
steel 380 x 100 PFC sections were used to provide the required lateral stiffuess and 
to resist the loads imposed on the springs from the pilecap. The required stiffness of 
each spring was determined from the scaled stiffuess of the pilecap spring used in the 
structural analysis of Pier 68. The size of the PFC sections were determined through 
strength requirements to prevent yielding of the sections when the lateral load was 
applied to the top of each spring unit. To determine the stiffuess of the lateral spring 
unit various sources of flexibility were evaluated to give the displacement of the top 
of the lateral spring where the lateral load from the pilecap was applied. Flexibility 
sources included bending and shear deformation of the PFC sections and pullout of 
the bolts holding the lateral spring unit to the baseblock. 
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Stiffener plates at the base of the lateral spring unit and in each PFC section were 
used to limit the length of the spring which would contribute to the bending and 
shear deformations. As the stiffuess of the lateral springs was not critical for Unit 1-B 
the front row of hold down bolts were designed to reach yield under the design 
actions from Unit I-A. From the forces induced in the bolts the elastic bolt 
deformations were used to determine the rotation of the base of the lateral spring unit 
and the corresponding deflection at the top could be added to the total deflection of 
the lateral spring to determine its flexibility. 
The deflections from bending and shear deformations of the steel PFC sections and 
additional rotations from pull out of the hold down bolts could not provide sufficient 
flexibility to match the required stiffuess for Unit I-A. Additional flexibility was 
achieved through the use of rubber bearings placed between the steel PFC sections 
and the bearing plates on the side of the pilecap. These rubber bearings were used 
when testing Unit 1-B. Determination of the experimental lateral stiffuess of each 
spring unit showed previously unaccounted flexibilities in the test rig, thus the rubber 
bearings were not used for the subsequent testing of Unit I-A. 
2.2.3.3 Details of Lateral Springs 
Figure 2.8 shows the details for the lateral spring units. Each lateral spring unit was 
held down with 14-24 mm diameter bolts for resisting tension and shear from to the 
applied loads. The connections to the baseblock were the same as for the pile 
connections for each specimen, threaded couplers with reinforcing rods threaded into 
them and cast into the baseblock. The holes in the base plate of the lateral spring 
were profile cut to 40 mm diameter to allow adjustment when positioning the lateral 
spring unit for each test specimen. A layer of dental plaster was used to seat each 
lateral spring unit level in the appropriate position and to fill the space in the 
oversized holes around the threaded rod used to hold down each unit. The nuts on 
each threaded rod were done up and the excess plaster cleaned off and removed once 
the plaster had hardened sufficiently to allow the dental plaster to harden properly 
around the bolts. This process allowed sufficient tolerances for placement of the 
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lateral springs in the appropriate location and prevented any slipping of the lateral 
spring units when load was applied to them from the pilecap. 
Rocker units were fabricated for each lateral spring to bear against a steel plate 
attached to the side of the pilecap transferring the force from the pilecap to the lateral 
spring. As the pilecap force is a passive reaction when the test specimen is displaced 
in the opposite direction a space forms between the rocker unit and the bearing plate 
on the pilecap. The bearing pin on the rocker unit was fabricated with a large radius 
to spread the force from the bearing pin over as larger area as possible to prevent 
localised yielding of the bearing plate. Figure 2.9 shows the rocker unit and rubber 
bearing used when testing Unit 1-B. The same rocker unit and an additional rocker 
mechanism was devised for Unit I-A. Rotation of the pilecap caused vertical shear in 
the rubber bearing used in Unit 1-B despite the provision of the rocker unit. The 
additional rocker mechanism, shown in Figure 2.10, for Unit I-A allowed the vertical 
displacements, caused by pilecap rotation, to be accommodated. Springs within the 
additional rocker mechanism rctttmed the urtlt to its original position once the test 
specimen was displaced in the opposite direction. 
2.2.3.4 Lateral Spring Calibration 
To measure the lateral force being transferred into each lateral spring unit each 
spring was strain gauged to form a full bending bridge and calibrated using two 
1000 kN hydraulic actuators connected through a load cell. 
The actuators were placed between the two lateral springs at the height of application 
of the load from the pilecap, as shown in Figure 2.11, using one lateral spring to 
provide a reaction while calibrating the other. The load was increased in the actuator 
and the data from the strain gauges recorded using the data logger. The stiffness of 
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Figure 2.9 Rocker Unit and Rubber Bearing for Transferring Pilecap Reaction to 
Lateral Spring for Testing of Unit I-B 
Figure 2.10 Rocker Unit and Additional Mechanism for Transferring Pilecap 
Reaction To Lateral Spring for Testing of Unit I-A 
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Figure 2.11 Calibration of Lateral Springs 
mid-height of the original pilecap against the load resisted by the lateral spring after 
completion of the test. 
2.3 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF TEST UNITS 
2.3. l Introduction 
Each test specimen is based on the original details of a specific pier in the Thomdon 
Overbridge modelling the piles, pilecap and column as well as the proposed retrofit 
details for each pier. Seismic hazard assessment, geotechnical investigations, 
strnctural assessment and materials testing were required to develop a structural 
model of the Thomdon Overbridge. The assessment and findings from this phase 
have been described by Billings and Powell [Bl], Chapman and Kirkaldie [Cl] and 
Marsh and Toan [M2]. Information from the studies completed during the 
assessment phase went into developing a strnctural model of the Thomdon 
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Overbridge to investigate variation of different parameters on the likely performance 
of the structure. Details for Units I-A and I-B are based directly on the structural 
model of the respective piers of the Thomdon Overbridge. The two test specimens 
are simplified models of the structural model taking into consideration the effects of 
scale, modelling of the boundary conditions assumed in the structural model and 
duplicating the same structural actions in the test specimens as expected in the 
structural model. 
2.3.2 Unit I-B 
Unit I-B was the first of the two specimens to be tested. It is based on Pier 46 of the 
Thomdon Overbridge. 
2.3.2.1 Pier 46 Retrofit Measures 
Pier 46 contains a total of 76 1 1 / 2-inch (38 mm) diameter longitudinal bars arranged 
bundled in pairs at the base of the column. Transverse hoops 1/ 2 inch (13 mm) 
diameter are spaced at 12 inch (305 mm) centres up the height of the column above 
the pilecap. The pilecap mats contained 39 bars in each direction top and bottom. 
The top pilecap mat bars are 1 inch (25 mm) in diameter and the bottom pilecap mat 
bars 1 1/ 2 inch (38 mm) in diameter. 
The retrofit design proposed a new pilecap overlay 375 mm deep over the existing 
pilecap with HD20 hooked dowels embedded on a 450 mm grid in the original 
pilecap. Additional dowels were grouped around the outer piles to transfer the pile 
tension forces through the existing pilecap and to the top of the pilecap overlay. Top 
and bottom pilecap overlay mats were detailed along with new reinforced concrete 
anchor blocks for the post-tensioning to be cored longitudinally and transversely 
through the existing pilecap. 
The pilecap overlay and the post-tensioning through the existing pilecap are intended 
to increase the flexural capacity of the pilecap to force the inelastic action to occur at 
the base of the column. The existing transverse reinforcement in the column of 
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Pier 46 was assessed to be insufficient to maintain the curvature ductility expected 
from a 500 year return period earthquake expected for the Thomdon Overbridge site. 
A 12 mm thick steel jacket, 2.5 m high, was proposed for the base of the column to 
improve the ductility capacity of the column at this point. The jacket was to be 
fabricated in two halves, brought together and welded on site leaving a gap of 50 mm 
between the base of the jacket and top of the pilecap overlay. A space of 
approximately 50 mm was to be left behind the jacket to the face of the column 
which was to be later filled with a cement grout. 
Analysis of the forces acting in Pier 46 were based on fy = 350 MPa for the column 
longitudinal reinforcing and fy = 286 MPa for the column transverse and pilecap 
reinforcement [B 1]. The chosen reinforcement strengths represent the 95th and 5th 
percentile strengths values, respectively, of steel reinforcement removed and tested 
from the Thomdon Overbridge and are used to determine the worst case scenario for 
the performance of the pier. An upper bound estimation of the column strength is 
needed as development of the column overstrength moment will induce larger forces 
into the pilecap. The pilecap is assessed to be the weak link in the original pier 
design and a lower bound for the strength is appropriate for this element. 
2.3.2.2 Test Unit Design 
The forces resulting from the estimated reinforcement strengths in Pier 46 were 
matched in Unit I-B by adjusting the number of bars required in the test specimen to 
achieve a scaled strength corresponding to the strength of the actual pier. With the 
scale factor of 1 :3.8 the 1 1/i inch diameter column and pilecap mat bars could be 
modelled with 10 mm diameter reinforcing bars. The 1-inch diameter pilecap mat 
bars were modelled using 6 mm diameter reinforcing bars. The proposed retrofit 
measures for Unit I-B specified HD20 bars which could not be modelled directly 
with commercially available reinforcing steel bars. HD6 bars were used to model the 
HD20 bars with allowances made for differences in the specified and actual yield 
strengths, spacings and embedment lengths of the HD6 bars as they were modelling 
bars of a larger size. 
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A moment-curvature analysis was used to match the flexural strength of the column 
in Unit 1-B and the scaled flexural strength of the column of Pier 46. This resulted in 
80 longitudinal column bars being required for Unit 1-B compared to the 76 
longitudinal bars in Pier 46. Pilecap mat reinforcing in Unit 1-B was matched using 
an equivalent force criterion matching the yield force of the reinforcing bars in each 
mat compared to the scaled forces from yielding of the pilecap mat bars in Pier 46 
with an assumed yield strength of fy = 286 MP a. 
Post-tensioning of Unit 1-B was designed to give the same forces at transfer as will 
be present in Pier 46 after long term losses have occurred. It was found that the rather 
significant losses in Unit I-B due to pull in of the anchor wedges matched the losses 
through relaxation of the steel that will occur in Pier 46 after approximately 20 years. 
Two 15.6 mm diameter tendons longitudinally and two 12.7 mm diameter tendons 
transversely were placed through ducts cast into the original pilecap of Unit I-B. 
The steel jacket for Pier 46 \Vas designed to achie\re the required CUPlature ductilitJ' 
in the column to exceed the expected ductility demands on the structure 
corresponding to a 500 year return period earthquake at the Thorndon Overbridge 
site. Design of the jacket for Unit 1-B was carried out using a moment-curvature 
analysis of the test specimen column modelling a steel jacket to achieve the same 
ultimate concrete compressive strain in the test specimen as achieved with a 12 mm 
thick steel jacket in Pier 46. A 3 mm thick steel jacket for Unit 1-B was found to be 
sufficient to model the 12 mm thick jacket proposed for Pier 46. 
2.3.2.3 Materials 
Steel for the reinforcement of Unit I-B was sourced from New Zealand and Japanese 
steel suppliers. Concrete for the as-built and retrofit part of the test specimen was 
supplied by a local ready-mix concrete supplier to a specific mix designed specially 
for the test program. The concrete mix design was determined from results from 
testing of the concrete used in the construction of the baseblock. A concrete 
compressive strength of 55 MP a, representing the lower characteristic strength of the 
concrete tested from the Thorndon Overbridge [B 1 ], at time of testing was targeted 
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for the as-built part of Unit I-B with a compressive strength of 30 MPa specified for 
the concrete used in the pilecap overlay and anchor blocks. 
Table 2.3 shows the mechanical properties of the reinforcing steel used in the 
construction of Unit I-B obtained from monotonic tensile testing of the steel. 
Table 2.4 shows the concrete mix design for the as-built and retrofit parts of Unit 
I-B. Slump, compressive strength results, at 28 days and at time of testing, and 
splitting test results are shown for the pilecap, column and overlay concrete in Table 
2.5. All concrete mixes for the test specimen were designed with the requirement that 
the mix be suitable for placement using a standard concrete grout pump. This 
involved the addition of superplasticiser on site, after an initial slump test was 
conducted, until the concrete had sufficient workability to be placed by pumping. 
Table 2.3 Mechanical Properties for Reinforcing Steel in Unit 1-B 
Location Description fy fu 
MP a MPa 
Column DlO 320 463 
longitudinal bars 
Column transverse 3.2 wire 261 375 
spirals 
Pilecap bottom DlO 320 463 
mat 
Pilecap top mat D6 340 509 
Pilecap overlay 
and dowels1 
HD6 4402 585 
Notes: 
1 HD6 bars did not show a well defined yield plateau. 
2 Stress measured at 0.2% offset strain. 
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fu I fy Es Ey 
GP a % 
1.45 197.7 0.16 
1.44 200.0 0.13 
1.45 197.7 0.16 
1.50 242.5 0.14 








Table 2.4 Concrete Mix Design for Unit 1-B 
As-built concrete Retrofit concrete 
Target Strength MP a 55 30 
Ordinary Portland Cement kg/mj 455 323 
(Pacific Cement) 
Mortar Sand kg/m3 773 864 
6 mm round aggregate kg/mj 1025 1056 
Total Water kg/m3 200 200 
Water Cement Ratio 0.44 0.62 
Table 2.5 Concrete Properties for Unit 1-B 
Tensile 
vOillpICSSlVC ..:>LfCllism v .u a1 c + .-.+ i.. fl\1P \ th u1..renguJ. 
(MP a) 
Age at Target Ambient2 FogRoom3 Fog 
Location Slump1 time of Strength Room 
testing f'c4 f'c4 f' 5 sp 
(mm) (days) At testing 28 At 28 At At testing 
day testing day testing 
Pilecap 70 109 55 43.6° 45.5 46.8° 59.2 4.1 
Column 60 98 55 43.9 45.5 48.0 61.8 4.0 
Overlay 50 49 30 25.5 31.4 28.9 41.7 3.2 
Notes: 
1 Slump recorded before addition of superplasticiser. 
2 Test cylinders cured under same conditions and stored with test unit until time of testing. 
3 Test cylinders cured and stored in fog room until time of testing. 
4 Average of three 100 mm diameter by 200 mm high test cylinders. 
5 Splitting test results average of two 100 mm diameter by 200 mm high test cylinders. 
6 Pilecap cylinders tested at 34 days of age. 
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2.3.2.4 Construction of Unit I-B - Pilecap 
The construction sequence of Unit I-B followed the same sequence as for Pier 46. 
The vertical spring units, representing the piles, were placed on the baseblock and 
bolted down. Restrainers and cross-bracing were put in place to prevent the vertical 
springs, which were pinned top and bottom, from moving while the test specimen 
was being constructed. The pilecap mould was placed on the vertical springs and the 
reinforcing cage for the column and pilecap mats fabricated. The pilecap bottom mat 
is placed over the top of the column reinforcing bars which are bent outward at the 
base. Reinforcement which would have carried up from the piles was modelled by 
welding HD6 reinforcing steel into a 20 mm plate which also served to anchor the 
bolts from the vertical springs to the bottom of the test specimen. The presence of 
these "pile brushes" required that some of the column bars be rearranged where they 
clashed. The column bars were placed so that the bars were resting on the top of the 
20 mm plates of the "pile brushes". The presence of slots for applying the axial load 
to the specimen required adjustment of the diagonal trimmer bars around the column 
reinforcing cage, bundling the bars together instead of placing them as detailed for 
Pier 46. Some adjustment of the column longitudinal bars around the axial load slots 
was also required. The presence of a stormwater drain down the centre of the column 
in Pier 46 into the pilecap required some of the column longitudinal bars to be offset 
higher. These bars, marked C3 and C4, were also modelled in Unit I-B. 
Figures 2.12 to 2.15 show the reinforcing layout for the column and pilecap of Unit 
I-B. The transverse reinforcement for the .column was increased at the top to prevent 
any failure occurring at the top of the column where the lateral loading was applied. 
The transverse reinforcement was changed to 5. 5 mm diameter wire, from the 
3.2 mm wire, and the pitch reduced to 30 mm from 67 mm. 
Figure 2.16 shows the pilecap reinforcement before casting of the concrete. Visible 
in the photograph are the pile brushes above the location of the vertical springs, slots 
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HD6 pile reinforcement 
Arrangement of C3 
and C4 bars in column. 
Column bars overlapped to 
place between pile reinforcement. 
Bottom mat bars placed on top of 
column bars. 
AS BUILT DETAIL B 
20 mm anchor plate 
for pile reinforcement. 
Figure 2.15 As-built Reinforcement Details at Base of Column for Unit I-B 
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Figure 2.16 Unit 1-B Pilecap Reinforcement 
the ducts for placement of the cored through post-tensioning tendons for retrofit of 
· the pilecap. The rnbber tubing was cast into the pilecap and removed forming a duct 
tlu·ough which the post-tensioning would be placed. This was easier to constrnct 
rather than coring holes tlu·ough the pilecap after casting, as will have to be done in 
the actual piers. 
The top surface of the pilecap was screed level and wood floated. A concrete 
retardant was applied to the area inside the column reinforcing cage to form a 
construction joint at the level of the pilecap. An acrylic curing compound, Sika 
Antisol-A, was applied to the top surface of the pilecap for curing purposes. 
2.3.2.5 Construction of Unit I-B - Column 
Casting of the pilecap was followed by casting of the column. The Thomdon 
Overbridge columns have a fluted architectural finish applied to the outside of the 
8 foot (2.438 m) diameter circular columns. This finish was modelled in each of the 
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test specimens by increasing the diameter of the finished column by two-thirds of the 
scaled thiclmess of the fluted architectural finish. This architectural finish was 
applied from the ground level up so the column reverts to its original diameter where 
it is below the level of the ground. 
The column mould was made in two semi-circular halves from 3 mm thick mild steel 
plate rolled to 655 mm diameter representing the column plus the architectural finish. 
A section at the base of the column 280 mm high, below the equivalent ground level 
for the test specimen, was reduced to 642 mm diameter by gluing a 6.5 mm thick 
rubber liner inside the column mould. The mould was bolted together around the 
column and sealed at the base and up the joins to prevent water and concrete fines 
leaking out of the mould. 
2.3 .2.6 Construction of Unit I-B -Retrofit Measures 
Construction of the retrofit measures involved marking out and drilling of the holes 
for the hooked dowels in the pilecap. Figure 2.17 shows the location of the HD6 
dowels in pilecap of Unit I-B. Nominal offset of the dowels was permitted to avoid 
clashes between the dowel holes and the top pilecap mat reinforcement. Each dowel 
was grouted into a 10 mm diameter hole using Conbextra GP, a proprietary 
cementious grout mix specified for the project. Each vertical dowel was hooked over 
the top pilecap overlay mat following the details of the retrofit design. Horizontal 
dowels were placed in the side of the pilecap to form the reinforcing cages of the 
new anchor blocks for the post-tensioning. 
Tests on the grouting procedure, conducted by grouting a number of HD6 bars into 
the baseblock using the same procedures as for the overlay dowels, showed that the 
fracture strength of the bars could be reached without failing the grout. Construction 
specifications required a number of the vertical and horizontal dowels in the pilecap 
to be load tested before pouring of the overlay. Testing involved loading each dowel 
to 75% of its yield load and monitoring the load over a five minute period. The 
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Reinforced concrete anchor blocks for 
post-tensioned anchors, with blackouts 
to accommodate anchor heads. 
2 post tension tendons with 
1-12.9 mm dia. strand per duct 
in transverse direction. Ducts to be 
cast into pilecap. 
2 post tension tendons with 
1 - 15.6 mm dia. strand per duct 
in longitudinal direction. Ducts to be 
cast into pifecap. 
3 mm plate steel jacket welded 
continuous around column. 
37 - HD6 hooked dowels (180° hook) 
per quadrant. 
Dowels placed in 135 mm clc grid (nominal) 
symmetrically about pilecap centre. 
Nominal dowel offset allowed to aid dowel 
instEl/ation. Grout using Conbextra GP. 
Each HD6 dowel to be hooked over top mat 
reinforcement. 
Embedment length in pifecap = 135 mm. 
12-HD6 hooked pile dowels (180° hook) 
centred around each exterior pile. 
6 dowels @ 79 mm PCD, remainder at 200 mm 
PCD. Typical for each pile. 
Each ring of dowles to have a single R6 hoop 
under hook. Where possible hook pile dowels 
over top mat reinforcement. 
Embedment length in pilecap = 211 mm. 
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Stirrups for anchorage zone 
8-HD6@ 71 mmcrs T & B 
10- HD6@ 135 mm crs T & B (alternate) 
8-HD6@ 135 mm crs T & B(altemate) 
4-HD6@ 68 mmcrs T & a 
Typical end block reinforcing 
5 - HD6@ 79 mm crs vertical 
2 - HD6 dowels @ 75 mm crs, standard 
hook bottom 
9 - HD6 dowels @ 75 mm crs, standard 
hook bottom 
5 - HD6 @ 79 mm crs vertical 
2-HD6@ 68 mmcrs T & a 
4-HD6@ 135 mmcrs T & B (alternate) 
5-HD6@ 135 mmcrs T & a (alternate) 
4-HD6@ 71 mmcrs T & a 
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minutes while the load was monitored. All dowels maintained at least 95% of the 
initial applied load after a period of five minutes. 
Figure 2.18 shows the layout of the pilecap overlay mat reinforcement and details for 
the anchor blocks at each comer of the pilecap. Additional spiral reinforcement and 
stirrup cages were placed around the anchorages for the post-tension tendons to 
contain the forces around each anchorage zone from the application of the 
post-tensioning force. 
Figure 2.19 shows the pilecap overlay reinforcement before casting of the overlay 
concrete. After casting of the pilecap overlay, curing was effected by the application 
of Sika Antisol-A acrylic curing compound. The steel jacket around the base of the 
column was fitted by bringing the two semi-circular halves of the jacket around the 
column and welding them together. Pmis were placed at the bottom of the jacket to 
allow the fitting of grout tubes to grout the jacket to the column once it was welded 
Figure 2.19 Unit 1-B Pilecap Overlay Reinforcement Before Pouring of Concrete 
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in place. A 13 mm gap was left between the bottom of the jacket and the top surface 
of the pilecap overlay with an approximately 13 mm gap between the jacket and the 
surface of the column. Conbextra GP was used to grout the space behind the steel 
jacket. Figure 2.20 shows welding of the two steel jacket halves around the column. 
Post-tensioning of the pilecap was carried out following the fitting of the column 
steel jacket. Transfer forces in the post-tensioning in Unit I-B were equivalent to the 
forces in Pier 46 after long term time dependent losses have occurred. Allowing for 
losses, including anchorage pull-in, transfer forces of 183 kN for the 15.6 mm 
diameter longitudinal strands and 132 kN for the 12. 7 mm diameter transverse 
Figure 2.20 Welding of Steel Jacket Halves Around Column 
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strands were used to provide the prestress force in the pilecap at transfer. 
The axial load applied to the top of the column in Unit I-B, to represent the dead 
weight of the umbrella platform and adjacent suspended spans, was determined to 
apply the same compressive stress at the base of the column of the test specimen as 
acting at the base of the column in Pier 46. Two 500 kN centrehole rams were used 
to apply a total axial load of 600 kN to Unit I-B. The axial load was transferred 
through two 29 mm diameter VSL CT Stress bar rods from the rams at the top of the 
column to pinned fittings bolted to the baseblock. Both hydraulic rams were 
connected to a single pump through a manifold to ensure the same load was 
maintained in each ram. The axial load was monitored throughout the test through a 
calibrated pressure gauge and held constant during the test. 
2.3.2.7 Vertical Spring Design 
The function of the vertical springs in each of the test specimens is critical as the 
flexibilities of each of the vertical springs affect the bending moment and shear force 
distribution through the pilecap. As the piles in each pier are built into the pilecap 
they will influence the pilecap force distribution as some flexure will be carried in 
each pile. The piles used for Pier 46 are steel-cased reinforced concrete piles 2 feet 
(610 mm) in diameter. Structural analysis of Pier 46 modelling the pier with and 
without the flexural resistance of the piles showed little difference in the pilecap 
force distribution due to the relatively small flexural contribution from each pile. 
Subsequent analysis of Unit I-B also showed little difference in the pilecap force 
distribution when modelled with and without pile flexural resistance. This allowed 
the vertical springs in Unit I-B to be designed as pinned top and bottom thus carrying 
no shear or bending over their height. 
The vertical stiffness of each pile still had to be modelled in Unit I-B, representing 
the combined soil-pile stiffness, to achieve the correct bending moment pattern 
through the pilecap under the application of lateral loads. The combined soil-pile 
stiffness from the structural analysis of Pier 46 was determined for compressive and 
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Rod threaded into block . 
M30 thread, 55 mm long. 
~---- Two strain gauges at 
midheight of rod. Complete 
bridge with two external 
strain gauges. 
~ Two strain gauges at 
midheight of SHS. Complete 
bridge with two external 
strain gauges. 
DO NOT weld SHS. 
Rod passes through block. 
Rod threaded for M30 nut. 
Thread 55 mm long. 
· tensile loading of each pile. Matching the compression and tension stiffness values, 
as used in the structural analysis, for use in the vertical springs proved to be too 
difficult to achieve in the test specimen. In order to reproduce the same bending 
moment and shear force distribution in the pilecap the relative compression-to-
tension stiffness ratio had to be maintained. Using different stiffness values in the 
vertical springs, as compared to the soil-pile stiffness used in the structural analysis 
of Pier 46, would affect the lateral displacement of the test specimen compared to the 
actual pier. By maintaining the same tension to compression stiffness ratio in the 
vertical springs for Unit I-B the same force distribution pattern would be achieved 
and a mathematical relationship can be developed to translate test specimen 
displacements to the equivalent displacements in Pier 46. 
A compressive soil spring stiffness of 225 kN/mm and a tensile soil spring stiffness 
of 95 kN/mm per pile were taken as average soil stiffness in the structural analysis of 
Pier 46. Including the contribution of the axial flexibility of the individual piles gave 
a tensile stiffness of 81.5 kN/mm and a compressive stiffness of 161.6 kN/mm for 
each pile. The required stiffness of the vertical springs, with a scale factor of 1 :3 .8, is 
then 21.4 kN/mm in tension and 42.5 kN/mm in compression giving a compression-
to-tension stiffness ratio of 1.99 for each vertical spring. 
Stresses in each vertical spring were limited to approximately 60% of the yield stress 
of the material. A 100 x 100 x 4.0 Grade 350 cold-formed SHS (square hollow 
section) section was selected to resist the compressive loads in the spring. In order to 
maintain the stiffness ratio of 1.99 a 32 mm diameter mild steel rod was required to 
transfer the tensile forces in each vertical spring. Figure 2.21 shows a schematic 
layout of a vertical spring used in Unit I-B. The compressive forces are taken by 
bearing of the SHS section on the bottom bracket containing the pin connection. The 
SHS section is not welded to the bottom bracket, which allows it to separate when 
the vertical spring goes into tension. The rod, inside the SHS section, is threaded into 






Figure 2.22 Unit 1-B Vertical Spring Ready for Calibration 
The nut is tightened by hand until it just contacts the bottom bracket. This is to 
ensure there is no slip of the rod through the bottom bracket so that the tension force 
is taken up by the rod immediately. 
Each vertical spring was calibrated for load in compression and tension, before being 
placed into the test rig, using a 1000 kN Avery Universal Testing Machine. The SHS 
section and the steel rod were both strain gauged to form, in conjunction with two 
external dummy strain gauges, a full bridge for recording the loads in each section. 
Two chamrnls per spring recorded the compressive and tensile loads in each spring 
during the test. Figure 2.22 shows a ve1iical spring unit placed in the Avery UTM for 
calibration. 
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2.3.3 Unit I-A 
Unit I-A was the second of the two test specimens tested. It is based on Pier 68 of the 
Thomdon Overbridge. 
2.3.3.1 Pier 68 Retrofit Measures 
Pier 68 is a typical Stage 3 pier with an 8 feet (2.438 m) thick reinforced concrete 
pilecap 28 feet (8.534 m) square supporting a single 8 feet (2.438 m) diameter 
circular reinforced concrete column. The pilecap is supported on four 5 feet 
(1.524 m) diameter steel cased reinforced concrete bored piles at each comer of the 
pilecap. The column is reinforced at the base with a total of 93 2 1/ 4-inch (57 mm) 
diameter longitudinal bars bundled in groups of three. Transverse reinforcement 
consists of 3/ 4 inch (19 mm) diameter circular hoops at 4 inch (102 mm) centres at 
the base of the column, extending to 6 inch (152 mm) spacings over the remainder of 
the column height. 
The bottom pilecap mat consisted of 1 1/ 2 inch (38 mm) diameter bars arranged in 
two layers. The top pilecap mat is made up of a single layer of 1 1/ 4 inch (32 mm) 
diameter bars. 
The retrofit design involved the construction of a new 750 mm thick reinforced 
concrete pilecap overlay. HD20 hooked dowels are placed on a 390 mm grid over the 
top surface of the original pilecap. Additional HD24 dowels are grouped around each 
pile to transfer the pile tension forces up to the top of the pilecap overlay. A single 
reinforcing mat ofHD20 bars is placed at the top of the overlay. 
The new pilecap overlay is designed to strengthen the pilecap and force all inelastic 
action to take place at the base of the column. Due to the increased quantities of 
transverse reinforcement at the base of the column in Pier 68, as compared to Pier 46, 
no additional column retrofit is required to meet the expected ductility demands on 
the column. 
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Analysis of the forces acting in Pier 68 were also based on fy = 350 MPa for the 
column longitudinal reinforcing and fy = 286 MPa for the column transverse and 
pilecap reinforcement to determine the worst case with high column strength and low 
pilecap strength. The assessed flexural strength of the retrofitted pilecap is 
approximately 5 % greater than the flexural strength demand caused by the column 
overstrength moment. Original concepts for the retrofit design centred on the 
possibility of the pilecap hinging before, or at approximately the same time as, the 
base of the column developing its flexural strength. Testing was required to 
determine whether this case would be likely and to assess the available ductility of a 
pilecap hinging mechanism. Further analysis and design refinements found that the 
retrofitted pilecap would have a margin of flexural strength over the column 
overstrength, and thus the pilecap would be unlikely to yield. 
2.3.3.2 Test Unit Design 
The forces resulting from the assumed reinforcement strengths in Pier 68 were 
matched in Unit I-A by adjusting the number of bars required in the test specimen to 
achieve a scaled strength corresponding to strength of the actual pier. With the scale 
factor of 1:3.8 the 2 1/ 4 inch diameter column bars could not be modelled directly 
with commercially available reinforcing bar sizes. The use 16 mm diameter bars and 
the measured yield strength of the bars required a total of 93 longitudinal bars to be 
provided in the column of Unit I-A, the same number of column bars as for Pier 68. 
The 1 1/ 2 inch diameter pilecap bottom mat bars were modelled using 9.6 mm 
diameter reinforcing bars with 6 mm diameter bars used to model the 1 1/4 inch 
diameter pilecap top mat bars. The number of bars in the pilecap mats were adjusted 
to match the scaled yield force in the pilecap mats of Pier 68. The proposed retrofit 
measures for Unit I-A specified HD20 bars which could not be modelled directly 
with commercially available reinforcing steel bars. HD6 bars were used to model the 
HD20 bars with allowances made for differences in the specified and actual yield 
strengths, and the spacings and embedment lengths of the HD6 bars as they were 
modelling bars of a larger size. 
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2.3.3.3 Materials 
Steel reinforcement and concrete used for Unit I-A were sourced from the same 
suppliers as for Unit I-B. A concrete compressive strength of 55 MPa, representing 
the lower characteristic strength of the concrete tested from the Thomdon Overbridge 
[Bl], at time of testing was targeted for the as-built part of Unit I-A with a 
compressive strength of 40 MPa specified for the concrete used in the pilecap 
overlay. 
Table 2.6 shows the mechanical properties of the reinforcing steel used in the 
construction of Unit I-A, obtained from monotonic tensile testing of the steel. Table 
2.7 shows the concrete mix design for the as-built and retrofit parts of Unit I-A. 
Slump, compressive strength results at 28 days and at time of testing, and splitting 
test results are shown for the pilecap, column and overlay concrete in Table 2.8. 
Higher concrete compressive strengths were noted for the test cyiinders stored with 
the test unit compared to the cylinders cured in the fog room. 
2.3.3.4 Construction of Unit I-A - Pilecap and Column 
The construction sequence of Unit I-A followed the same sequence as for Pier 68. 
The as-built part of Unit I-A was constructed on top of the baseblock while the 
vertical spring units for this specimen were being fabricated. The column cage was 
fabricated and positioned in the centre of the pilecap mould so that the pilecap 
bottom mat could be placed over the top of the column reinforcing bars which are 
bent outward at the base. Reinforcement from each of the four piles were modelled 
by welding D 10 reinforcing steel into a 20 mm plate which also served to anchor the 
bolts from the vertical springs to the bottom of the test specimen. The transverse 
reinforcement in each pile reinforcement unit was also detailed. 
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Table 2.6 Mechanical Properties for Reinforcing Steel in Unit I-A 
Location Description fy fu 
MP a MP a 
Column Dl6 311 468 
longitudinal bars 
Column transverse 5.5 wire 269 407 
spirals 
Pilecap bottom D9.6 341 516 
mat 
Pilecap top mat' HD6 440z 585 
Pilecap overlay HD6 440z 585 
and dowels1 
Notes: 
1 HD6 bars did not show a well defined yield plateau. 
2 Stress measured at 0.2% offset strain. 
Table 2.7 Concrete Mix Design for Unit I-A 







Target Strength MPa 55 
Ordinary Portland Cement kg/mj 444 
(Pacific Cement) 
Mortar Sand kg/mj 742 
6 mm round aggregate kg/m3 1024 
Total Water kg/mj 200 
Water Cement Ratio 0.45 
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Es 8y Esh 
GP a % % 
207.8 0.15 2.7 
171.0 0.16 2.5 

















Table 2.8 Concrete Properties for Unit I-A 
Tensile 
Compressive Strength (MPa) Strength 
(MP a) 
Ageat Target Ambient2 FogRoom3 Fog 
Location Slump1 time of Strength Room 
testing f'c4 f'c4 f' 5 sp 
(mm) (days) At testing 28 At 28 At Attesting 
day testing day testing 
Pilecap 90 130 55 50.5 55.6 39.1 47.8 3.4 
Column 80 123 55 49.5 57.8 41.7 47.7 3.6 
Overlay 90 60 40 45.7 47.7 35.6 38.7 3.0 
Notes: 
1 Slump recorded before addition of superplasticiser. 
2 Test cylinders cured under same conditions and stored with test unit until time of testing. 
3 Test cylinders cured and stored in fog room until time of testing. 
4 Average of three 100 mm diameter by 200 mm high test cylinders. 
5 Splitting test results average of two 100 mm diameter by 200 mm high test cylinders. 
Figures 2.23 to 2.25 show the reinforcing layout for the column and pilecap of Unit 
I-A. The transverse reinforcement for the column of Unit I-A was determined 
directly from scaling the spacings from the column of Pier 68 without consideration 
of the difference in yield strength between the assumed 286 MPa for the 3/ 4 inch 
(19 mm) diameter transverse reinforcement in Pier 68 and the 269 MPa of the 
5.5 mm wire in Unit I-A. This resulted in an approximately 12 % increase in the 
shear strength provided by the transverse steel in Unit I-A as compared to Pier 68. 
This increase in steel shear strength contribution is not regarded as significant as the 
column shear strength is dominated by the concrete contribution to shear resistance. 
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Figure 2.26 shows the pilecap reinforcement before casting of the concrete. Visible 
in the photograph are the pile reinforcement, slots for the axial load rods to pass 
through the pilecap and corrugated post-tensioning ducts. These ducts were placed to 
allow post-tensioning of the pilecap in case yielding of the pilecap occurred and 
insufficient ductility capacity was available during testing. The post-tensioning 
would allow the pilecap to be strengthened and testing continued to force inelastic 
action to concentrate in the column. The angled comers in the pilecap provided 
reaction points for bearing of the lateral springs on the side of the pilecap during 
testing. 
The top surface of the pilecap was screed level and wood floated. A concrete 
retardant was applied to the area inside the column reinforcing cage to form a 
construction joint at the level of the pilecap. Due to the poor results from use of the 
acrylic curing compound in Unit I-B,:the top surface of the pilecap was wet cured for 
seven days in the traditional manner. 
The fluted architectural finish on the columns was modelled in Unit I-A by 
increasing the diameter of the column by two-thirds the scaled thickness of the fluted 
finish. Below ground level the column reverted back to the original diameter of 8 feet 
(2.438 m) which corresponds to the bottom 200 mm of the column in Unit I-A. 
2.3.3.5 Construction of Unit I-A - Retrofit Measures 
The as-built part of Unit I-A was lifted up on to the vertical spring units after pouring 
of the column in order to complete the construction of the pilecap overlay. Figure 
2.27 shows the pilecap overlay reinforcement before pouring of the overlay concrete. 
Figure 2.28 shows the layout of the hooked dowels in the top of the pilecap and 
Figure 2.29 shows the layout of the reinforcing mat in the top of the overlay. 
Nominal offset of the dowels was permitted to avoid clashes between the dowel 
holes and the top pilecap mat reinforcement. Each dowel was grouted into 10 mm 
diameter holes using Conbextra GP as specified for the project. Each vertical dowel 
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Figure 2.26 Unit I-A Pilecap Reinforcement 
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was hooked over the pilecap overlay mat with allowance for off setting the overlay 
mat bars to be hooked under a dowel bar. 
Construction specifications required a number of the hooked dowels in the pilecap to 
be load tested before pouring of the overlay. Testing involved loading each dowel to 
75% of its yield load and monitoring the load over a five minute period. The dowels 
were loaded to the specified load and the displacement held constant for five minutes 
while the load was monitored. All dowels showed no significant drop in load after a 
period of five minutes. 
Wet curing of the pilecap overlay was carried out instead of using an acrylic curing 
compound. 
2.3.3.6 Design of Vertical Springs 
Pier 68 is supported on four large diameter bored steel cased reinforced concrete 
piles each 5 feet (1.520 m) in diameter. When the pier is subjected to lateral loads a 
portion of the lateral load resistance is provided through shear and bending carried in 
each pile and the remainder through passive pressure on the side of the pilecap. 
Loading of the pier across the diagonal causes the bending carried in the two central 
piles to reduce the bending moment carried in the pilecap. As these piles are 
relatively large, the contribution of each pile to resisting flexure cannot be neglected. 
For Unit I-A, the force distribution through the pilecap of the test specimen would 
not match the force distribution from the structural analysis of Pier 68 if all of the 
vertical springs were pinned top and bottom. 
The vertical springs for Unit I-A had to provide appropriate tension and compression 
stiffness and provide some means of resisting bending and shear to achieve the 
appropriate pilecap force distribution. The contribution of the two central vertical 
springs to flexure were modelled by fixing the top and bottom of each spring to allow 
them to resist shear and bending over their height. The two outer springs were to be 
pinned top and bottom and provide different tension and compression stiffness. 
Providing a vertical spring stiffness equivalent to the combined soil-pile stiffness 
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used in the structural analysis was not possible. It is necessary to model the different 
stiffness of the piles in tension and compression to correctly model the force 
distribution in the pilecaps of each test specimen, as achieved in the structural 
analysis of each pier but the relative forces and displacements were not able to be 
accommodated using structural steel elements. An approach where the "relative" 
compression to tension stiffness ratio was maintained allowed the pilecap force 
distribution to be matched between the test units and the structural analyses of 
Pier 68. 
The influence of the lateral spring stiffness was not significant for Unit I-B but was 
significant to the pilecap force distribution in Unit I-A. The vertical spring stiffness 
for Unit I-A was adjusted to achieve the required pilecap force distribution to match 
the force distribution from the structural analysis whilst maintaining the same 
compression to tension stiffness ratio. 
Adjusting the stiffness of the vertical springs in the test specimens affected the lateral 
displacement of the test units so that the displacement ductilities achieved in the test 
specimens could not be directly scaled to those of the prototype piers. A 
mathematical relationship is derived to relate the test specimen displacements to 
equivalent displacements in the actual structure. 
A compressive soil spring stiffness of 2338 kN/mm and a tensile soil spring stiffness 
of 213 kN/mm per pile were taken as average soil stiffness in the structural analysis 
of Pier 68. The contribution of the axial stiffness of the individual piles gave a tensile 
stiffness of 203 kN/mm and a compressive stiffness of 1397 kN/mm for each pile. 
The required stiffness of the vertical springs, with a scale factor of 1:3.8, is then 
53.4 kN/mm in tension and 367.6 kN/mm in compression giving a compression-to-
tension stiffness ratio of 6.88 for each vertical spring. This ratio was maintained for 
the two outer springs in order to provide for the rotational displacement of the 
pilecap. As the central springs were designed to provide a certain flexural stiffness 
changing the axial stiffness of these springs for compressive or tensile loading would 
be impossible. This meant the central springs would provide the same axial stiffness 
for compressive or tensile loads. 
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A structural analysis of Unit I-A modelling the test specimen, baseblock, lateral 
springs and interaction with the strong floor was carried out to establish the 
appropriate stiffness for each of the vertical springs. The different stiffness provided 
by the lateral springs, due to one pair of lateral springs being located close to the end 
of the baseblock, required the properties for the elements modelling the outer springs 
be determined for each direction of loading. Properties for the central springs were 
also determined so that the same bending moment and shear force would be 
generated at the top of the central springs and within the pilecap for each direction of 
loading. Analysis of the average outside spring properties gave the design stiffness 
for the compression and tension springs. Sensitivity studies on the average outside 
spring stiffness values showed these had to be within ±5 % of the calculated values 
in order to maintain the desired force distribution through the test specimen. 
2.3.3.7 Outer Springs 
With the magnitude of the forces involved it was decided to provide all of the 
flexibility in the outer springs through rubber bearings. A bearing would be required 
to accommodate the compressive displacements in the outer springs and a separate 
bearing to provide the tensile displacements. The layout of the outer springs is 
similar to the vertical springs used in Unit I-B but with the inclusion of the rubber 
bearings with the hollow steel section and with the tension rod. Figure 2.30 shows 
the schematic layout of the outer springs when acting in compression and in tension. 
Each bearing has a hole through the centre of the bearing to allow the rod for 
carrying tension loads to pass through. The compression reaction on the outer springs 
are taken through the hollow circular steel section and into the bearing at the base. 
The rod, which is threaded into the bottom pin, remains slack where it passes through 
the smaller bearing inside the hollow steel section. When the spring goes into tension 
the large bearing is separated from the bottom plate, engaging the steel rod through 
the centre of the spring, and compresses the smaller bearing inside the spring. 
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(a) Construction Details 
j i 
Rod engages and compresses bearing 
· µ11---- Full Wheatstone bridge on 
rod to record tens11e loads 
Bearing compresses / ~ ----- Bearing /ifls off plate 
1 
Compression Tension 
(b) Load Paths 
Figure 2.30 Unit I-A Outer Spring Details 
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A Grade 350 323.9 x 9.5 CHS section was selected for the vertical spring units. This 
section allowed a smaller 260 mm diameter by 155 mm high rubber bearing to be 
fitted inside the CHS to provide the tension flexibility in the outer spring units. A 
450 mm diameter by 149 mm high bearing provided the compression flexibility for 
the outer springs. 
In order to provide an even distribution of bearing forces from the CHS on to the 
450 mm diameter beating the CHS section was filled with a non-shrink cement grout 
with a 50 mm diameter PVC tube to allow the steel rod to pass through. 
The steel 'rod to transfer the tension force into the smaller bearing was made from 
40 mm diameter AS4140 high strength steel. The ends of the rod were threaded to fit 
a 1 1/ 2 inch (38 mm) diameter nut. 
2.3.3.8 Central Springs 
The central spnngs were fabricated from the same Grade 350 323.9 x 9.5 CHS 
section with gusset plates top and bottom to adjust the flexural stiffness of each of 
the spring units to generate the required force distribution in the central piles. Figure 
2.31 shows the central spring details. 
As the compressive stiffness of the outer spnngs is much smaller than the 
compressive stiffness of the central springs the static reactions supported by the 
central springs are much larger than the static reactions supported by the outer 
springs. In order to obtain equal reactions in each spring, additional forces had to be 
induced into the outer springs to reduce the reactions supported by the central 
springs. This was achieved by shimming the outer springs so that they were higher 
than the central springs creating additional displacements into the outer spring and 
inducing larger reactions in these units. 
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Figure 2.31 Unit I-A Central Spring Details 
The target dead load reaction in each vertical spnng is one quarter of the test 
specimen's self-weight plus the axial load applied to the top of the column. As the 
combined compressive stiffuess of each vertical spring is known the displacement 
under the ideal reaction can be obtained. The vertical displacement of the test 
specimen will be limited by the displacement of the stiffest vertical springs, the two 
central springs. Therefore the difference between the displacement of each of the 
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central springs and the two outer springs is required to be induced into the outer 
springs to increase the reaction taken by these springs. 
An additional displacement of 1.3 mm was induced in each of the outer springs 
through the use of levelling screws mounted on the base of each spring unit which 
were used to raise each spring unit off the baseblock before placing shims between 
the bottom plate of the spring and the surface of the baseblock. Dental plaster was 
used to ensure even contact with the baseblock surface and bottom plate of the spring 
unit before bolting them down. 
2.3.3.9 Rubber Bearings for Outer Springs 
The sensitivity of the structural analysis of Unit I-A to the outer spring stiffness 
required the rubber bearings meet extremely tight stiffness specifications. With the 
usual manufacturing tolerances for the stiffness of rubber bearings being ±25 % the 
requirements for the rubber bearings for use in the test involved close collaboration 
with personnel at Skellerup Base Isolation Systems, the suppliers of the rubber 
bearings. 
Each bearing required a nominal 50 mm diameter hole through the centre to 
accommodate the 40 mm diameter steel rod. Each bearing was manufactured without 
the hole initially and its compressive stiffness determined before drilling out a hole in 
the bearing to accommodate the steel rod and lower the bearing stiffness. The 
diameter of the hole would be sized to bring the bearing's compressive stiffness to 
within the targeted stiffness required for each bearing. 
The combined compressive stiffness of the bearings and 40 mm diameter rod, when 
the outer spring is in tension, had to be 26.1 kN/mm. Compressive stiffness 
specifications for the manufacture of these bearings, containing a 50 mm diameter 
hole, targeted this value. The maximum compressive working force on the bearing is 
280 kN requiring a linear response up to 11 mm vertical displacement. The 260 mm 
diameter by 155 mm high bearings supplied have 10 mm thick steel plates top and 
bottom, 11 internal layers of rubber each 10 mm thick and 10 internal steel plates 
2.5 mm thick. 
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The combined compressive stiffness of the bearings and CHS section had to be 
179.2 kN/mm. This was the stiffness specified for the manufacture of the rubber 
bearings complete with a hole through the bearing along with a maximum 
compression force of 1800 kN and a linear response up to 10 mm vertical 
displacement. The 450 mm diameter by 149 mm high bearings supplied have 10 mm 
thick top and bottom steel plates, 8 internal layers of rubber each 13.5 mm thick and 
7 internal steel plates each 3 mm thick. 
Accounting for additional displacements in the CHS and steel rod required the 
bearings be slightly stiffer than specified. The target stiffness for the 260 mm 
diameter bearings is 29.7 kN/mm in order to achieve the combined stiffness value of 
26.1 kN/mm with the steel rod and CHS flexibilities included. The required stiffness 
of the 450 mm diameter bearings were determined after calibration of the 260 mm 
diameter bearings to keep the compression-to-tension stiffness ratio constant for both 
springs. 
To determine the compressive stiffness of each bearing the bearings were loaded up 
to the rated load three times before completing two further load cycles recording the 
load and displacement of the bearing. The 260 mm diameter bearings were calibrated 
in the 2500 kN Avery Compression Testing Machine and the 450 mm diameter 
bearings using the DARTEC Universal Testing Machine. Once the bearing 
compressive stiffness had been obtained 50 mm diameter holes were bored through 
the centre of each bearing and the bearings re-calibrated. 
The 50 mm diameter holes through the 260 mm diameter bearings lowered the 
compressive stiffness to within the targeted stiffness required for these bearings. A 
linear relationship exists between the hole diameter and compressive stiffness of the 
rubber bearing. From the compressive stiffness of the 450 mm diameter bearings 
with a 50 mm diameter hole through the centre extrapolation of the compressive 
stiffness versus hole diameter relationship showed that a 70 mm diameter hole would 
lower the bearing stiffness to within the allowed stiffness range. 
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Due to bulging of the rubber bearing, when subjected to compression, the rubber 
inside the 50 mm diameter holes of the 260 mm diameter bearings bears against the 
40 mm diameter steel rod. This increases the stiffness of the bearing slightly results 
in non-linear load-displacement behaviour of the bearing at a lower load. Each 
bearing was calibrated again with a 40 mm diameter rod, 140 mm long, inside the 
hole through the bearing. Table 2.9 shows the compressive stiffness determined for 
the 260 mm diameter by 155 mm high bearings. The stiffness value given is the 
secant stiffness taken between the load-displacement readings at 20 kN and 280 kN. 
From the stiffness of each bearing with the 40 mm diameter rod in the hole and 
accounting for the flexibility of the steel rod in the spring unit the stiffness of the 





Target Stiffness, with hole 29.7 29.7 
No Hole 54.2 50.0 
50mmHole 25.7 27.4 
50 mm Hole and 40 mm rod 27.1 29.2 




Target Stiffness, with hole 175.3 185.9 
No Hole 286.7 296.0 
50mmHole - 213.2 
70mmHole 181.6 185.4 
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outer spring in tension containing bearing Tl is 24.3 kN/mm. For the outer spring 
containing bearing T2 the combined spring stiffuess in tension is 25.7 kN/mm. 
This gives combined spring stiffuess values in compression of 167.2 kN/mm and 
176.8 kN/mm for the springs containing bearing Tl and bearing T2 respectively. The 
flexibility of the CHS section in compression requires stiffuess of 175.3 kN/mm and 
185.9 kN/mm to be targeted for the 450 mm diameter bearings. Table 2.10 shows the 
compressive stiffuess of the 450 mm diameter by 149 mm diameter bearings. The 
stiffuess values given are the secant stiffuess taken between load-displacement 
readings at 50 kN and 1800 kN. 
The combined stiffuess of the outer springs in compression, accounting for the 
bearing and CHS stiffuess are 172.9 kN/mm and 176.3 kN/mm for the springs 
containing bearings Cl and C2 respectively. Bearings Cl and Tl were placed 
together in the outer spring at the eastern side of the test specimen with bearings C2 
and T2 paired together in the outer spring at the western side of the test specimen. 
This gives compression-to-tension stiffuess ratios for the outer springs of 7.12 for the 
eastern outer spring and 6.86 for the western outer spring. 
2.3.3.10 Vertical Spring Calibration 
Each vertical spring was calibrated in compression using the DARTEC UTM to 
determine the load calibration factor of each channel for the data logger. Each outer 
spring contained strain gauges arranged to form two axial full bridges to record the 
axial compression in each spring. Two axial full bridges were also placed on the steel 
rod inside each spring to record the tensile axial load taken by each spring. Each 
central spring had a full bridge placed at mid height of the CHS section to record 
axial loads and two bending full bridges placed 500 mm apart to measure bending 
induced strains at different heights and obtain the shear force carried by each central 
spring. 
Calibration was carried out after completion of the test on Unit I-A as time did not 
permit the calibration to be carried out before placement of the vertical springs and 
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test specimen into the test rig. The central springs were calibrated in bending by 
inducing a constant moment over the height of the spring through the use of a 
hydraulic ram and strong beam. Figure 2.32 shows the loading arrangement for 
calibration of the bending channels in each of the central springs. The difference in 
Figure 2.32 Calibration of Central Springs for Bending 
the amount of bending recorded in each channel divided by the distance between the 
points where the strain gauges were placed gave the shear force carried by each 
central spring. 
The 40 mm diameter steel rods for resisting the tensile loads in the outer springs 
were calibrated using the 1000 kN A very UTM. 
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2.4 LINKAGE BOLT TESTS 
2.4. l · Introduction 
The use of simply supported spans in the Thomdon Overbridge requires the use of a 
large number of linkage and hold-down bolts at each pier location. Typically the 
linkage bolts extend the full width of the umbrella platform at each of the single 
column piers, from 25 to 40 feet (8 to 12 m) long. Shorter linkage bolts are used at 
the multi-column piers used in Stage One of the Overbridge. 
Due to the possibility of liquefaction and permanent sliding movements of the 
surrounding ground unseating collapses of the suspended spans may occur within the 
length of the bridge. Permanent ground deformations of approximately 5 m 
horizontally and 1.0 m vertically are expected to occur where the Wellington Fault 
crosses beneath the axis of the bridge [Bl , Ml]. A retrofit scheme to prevent 
unseating of the spans of the Thomdon Overbridge involves the replacement of some 
of the existing linkage bolts with high strength, slack bolts to prevent the 
concentration of displacements in the superstructure to one movement joint. 
Additional retrofit measures are also proposed for preventing collapse of the spans 
across the Wellington Fault [Ml]. 
Tests on linkage bolts removed from the Thomdon Overbridge are required to 
determine the capacity of hold-down bolts under shear loading and the strength and 
elongation capacity of the linkage bolt details at the umbrella platforms. 
2.4.2 Linkage Bolt Tensile Tests 
Substantial linkage bolts are provided at each movement joint in the Thomdon 
Overbridge to tie the adjacent spans together along with conventional hold-down 
bolts for each span. Each linkage bolt contains welded end anchorage details along 
with thick rubber buffer pads to reduce earthquake impact forces . Stage Two of the 
construction used 1 1/ 8 inch (28 mm) diameter linkage bolts with 1 
1
/ 2 inch (38 mm) 
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diameter linkage bolts used in Stage Three. Typically 20 linkage bolts are provided 
through the umbrella platform at each of the single column piers. Figure 2.33 shows 
the typical layout of linkage bolts through the umbrella platforms of Stage Two and 
Stage Three piers. Stage One linkage bolts were 1 1/i inch (38 mm) diameter, 
approximately 1.0 m long, with a threaded end detail. Due to the short length and the 
threaded end detail, little elongation capacity from these bolts is expected. 
Design of the superstructure retrofit measures required a accurate estimation of the 
dependable strength, overstrength and elongation capacity of the linkage bolts. Two 
linkage bolts were removed from the Thomdon Overbridge, one of 1 1/ 8 inch 
diameter and one of 1 1/ 2 inch diameter, including the welded end anchorage details. 
Monotonic tensile tests, up to fracture of the bolts, were conducted using the 
1000 kN A very UTM recording the load and elongation of each test specimen. 
2.4.3 Hold Down Bolt Tests 
As each simply supported I-beam is restrained through the use of conventional 
hold-down bolts as well as the linkage bolts through the umbrella platform the force 
required to unseat a particular span is dependent on the shear capacity of the 
hold-down bolts and tensile capacity of the linkage bolts. Two different hold-down 
bolt details are used in the Thomdon Overbridge for the multi-column piers of Stage 
One and the simply supported spans at the umbrella platforms of Stages Two and 
Three. Bolts of 1 1/ 4 inch (32 mm) diameter cast into the cap beam and end 
diaphragms of the I-beams are used at each of the multi-column piers in Stage One. 
Stage Two and Three hold-down bolts use 1 3/ 8 inch (35 mm) diameter bolts with a 
threaded coupling cast into the umbrella platform and passing through the end 
diaphragm. 
Two hold-down bolt details were tested, Unit 1 modelling the Stage Two and Three 
bolts and Unit 2 modelling the Stage One hold-down bolts. 
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Figure 2.33 Unkage Bolt Details at Umbrella Platforms 
2.4.3.1 Unit 1 Hold Down Bolt Test 
Unit 1 models the 1 3fs inch (35 mm) diameter hold-down bolt detail as used in the 
Stage Two and Three piers. These hold-down bolts incorporate a threaded coupler 
which is used to connect two halves of the bolt, one end cast into the umbrella 
platform and the other end passed through the end diaphragm of the I-beams. Figure 
2.34 shows the layout of hold down bolts in Stage Two and Stage Three piers. As 
these hold-down bolts connect the notched end of the I-beams at each umbrella 
platform they are only subjected to loading in one direction as movement in the 
opposite direction is prevented by the I-beam bearing against the umbrella platform. 
Unit 1 replicated the conical movement pocket, threaded coupler detail and 
separation between the I-beam and the umbrella platform. Two concrete blocks were 
connected using the hold-down bolt detail in order to obtain the strength of this bolt 
detail under shear loading. The loading rig used to test this hold-down bolt 
incorporated three reinforced concrete blocks, the outer blocks representing the end 
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diaphragm connecting the ends of the I-beams and the central block representing the 
umbrella platform. The central block incorporated two hold-down bolt details, one at 
each end, with the steel rod representing the bolt continuous through the central 
block. Figure 2.35 shows the layout of Unit 1 and the details of the hold-down bolt. 
The hold-down bolt details were loaded monotonically in double shear using the 
DARTEC UTM until failure of the bolt. 
2.4.3.2 Unit 2 Hold Down Bolt Test 
Unit 2 models the 1 1/ 4 inch (32 mm) diameter hold-down bolts at the multi-column 
piers of Stage One. These bolts are capable of loading in both longitudinal directions 
and they were tested under cyclic loading until failure of the bolt. Each hold-down 
bolt is continuous, cast into the cap beam of the pier and extending through a steel 
pipe cast into the end diaphragms connecting the I-beams together. Figure 2.36 
shows the hold-down bolt detail used in the Stage One piers. 
Unit 2 replicated the hold-down bolt, conical movement pocket and the connection 
between the cap beam of the pier and end diaphragm which the bolt was cast into. 
Figure 2.37 shows the details of Unit 2 and the hold-down bolt tested. 
2.4.4 Linkage Bolt End Detail Tests 
Each of the linkage bolts in Stage Two and Stage Three pier had welded end details 
for installation of the linkage bolts. The dead end was shop welded with the 
tightening end welded on site after installation of the linkage bolt through the 
umbrella platform. Figure 2.38 shows the details of the welded end details used in 
these linkage bolts. 
The welded end details were removed from the linkage bolts prior to the tensile 
testing of the bolts for testing in compression to determine the likely strength of the 
welded details. If the end details were weaker than the tensile strength of the linkage 
bolt failure could occur in these details, affecting the strength and elongation 




Figure 2.34 Stage Two and Stage Three Hold Down Bolt Details 
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Figure 2.36 Stage One Pier Hold Down Bolt Details 
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Figure 2.38 Linkage Bolt End Details 
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Each welded end detail was tested using the 2500 kN Avery UTM in compression in 
an attempt to fail the end details through the welds. 
2.5 TEST PROCEDURES 
2.5.1 Lateral Loading History for Units I-A and I-B 
Both test specimens, Units I-A and 1-B were subjected to simulated earthquake 
loading through reversed cyclic lateral loading. The units were under constant axial 
compression during testing, simulating the superstructure dead load. Lateral loading 
and displacements to the west were denoted as push cycles and defined as positive. 
The first three cycles of lateral loading in each direction were load-controlled to 0.5 
times the load to develop the flexural strength at the base of the column, Hy. Three 
further load-controlled cycles were completed to 0.75 Hy in each direction. The 
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global experimental yield displacement of the test specimen, /J.y, measured at the top 
of the column was calculated as:-
L1 = 4 ( I L10.1sHY I + I L1-o.1sH, I J 
y 3 2 
(2.1) 
where /J.0.75HY and /J.-o.7sHY are the average lateral displacements recorded at the top of 
the column during the three cycles to 0.75Hy. 
Displacement controlled cycles followed applied to increasing levels of displacement 
ductility, µA = /J.//J.y, where /J. is the lateral displacement at the top of the column. 
Three cycles each to µA= 1, µA= 1.5, µA= 2, µA= 3, µA= 4 and so on, in each 
direction were applied. Testing was stopped when the absolute value of the applied 
lateral load during the first cycle to a new displacement increment dropped to less 
than 60 % of the maximum recorded lateral load or until the travel of the hydraulic 
actuator is exhausted. 
2.5.2 Determination of Theoretical First Yield Displacement 
The configuration of each test specimen and the test rig was intended to model the 
various components of foundation flexibility present in the actual structure. The piles 
of each pier, and the vertical springs of the test specimen, allow rotation of the 
pilecap to occur under applied seismic lateral loading. End bearing of the 
compression piles and pull out of the tension piles allow the pilecap to rotate, causing 
additional displacement at the top of the column. Passive pressure from the soil 
surrounding the pilecap allows a rigid body translation of the entire pier which was 
modelled through the use of the lateral springs at the pilecap level. Lateral loading 
applied at the top of the column causes flexural deformations in the column itself. 
Rigid body deformations of the column occur through strains developed in the 
reinforcing bars and pull out of these bars from the base. 
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Figure 2.39 shows the main components of lateral displacement at the top of the 
column of the test specimens. Other sources of displacement from flexure and shear 
in the pilecap and shear in the column are small and can be neglected. 
In order to predict the theoretical displacement at the top of the column, 
corresponding to the development of the flexural strength of the base of the column, 
all these components of lateral displacement had to be accounted for. Flexural 
deformations and rigid body displacements of the column were determined from 
moment-curvature analysis of the section, using actual material properties. The 
equivalent flexural stiffuess of the column, Ele, was used for analysis of the complete 
test specimen, which modelled the column, pilecap, vertical and lateral springs. This 
analysis used the equivalent column flexural stiffuess and tested stiffuess properties 
for the vertical and lateral springs in order to determine the lateral displacement 
components at the top of the column due to rotation and translation of the pilecap and 
displacements in the column. 
H H H 
0 
(a) Column Flexure (b) Pilecap Translation (c) Pi/ecap Rotation 
Figure 2.39 Components of Lateral Displacement at the Top of the Column 
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As some of the vertical springs go from compression to tension during the lateral 
loading an incremental analysis had to be used. The test specimen was analysed 
under full gravity loading with compression vertical spring stiffuess properties. 
Lateral load was applied until the trailing vertical springs are at zero axial force. The 
trailing vertical spring stiffness was changed to the appropriate tension stiffuess and 
the gravity load removed and lateral load applied until the second vertical spring 
reaches zero axial force under the combined actions of the previous analyses. The 
second vertical spring stiffuess was changed to the appropriate tension stiffuess and 
lateral load applied until the column overstrength is reached. 
The results from each analysis can be superimposed and the non-linear effects of 
different tension and compression vertical spring stiffuess accounted for. 
Displacements at the top of the column and at the level of the lateral springs can be 
then compared to results from lateral load cycles to a displacement ductility µ~ = 1. 
2.5.3 Displacement Ductility of Test Specimens Compared to Displacement 
Ductility of Actual Piers 
As the actual vertical spnng stiffuess was not matched between the structural 
analysis of Pier 68 and Unit I-A, and Pier 46 and Unit I-B, the components of 
displacement in the test specimen could not be directly scaled to give the same 
components of displacement in the actual pier. Elastic displacements, such as 
rotation and translation of the pilecap, could not be directly scaled from the test 
specimens as the stiffuess of the springs used were not scaled from the structural 
analysis. This affects the first yield displacement of the test specimen and the 
definition of displacement ductility used to define the displacement controlled cycles 
of each test. 
The theoretical first yield displacement of the actual pier, ~ys, was obtained from the 
structural analysis along with the ultimate displacement of the actual pier, ~uS· The 
yield displacement, ~yT, ultimate, ~uT, and plastic displacement, ~pT, of the test 
specimen are known from the experimental results. These can be expressed as 
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equivalent displacements in the actual structure, OyT, OuT and OpT, by multiplying by 
the scale factor used for the test. 
bpT = b,tT - byT 
= µLITbyT - byT (2.2) 
= (µLIT -1) byT 
The plastic displacement recorded for the test specimen, in terms of the actual 
structure, OpT, remains the same as that determined from the structural analysis. 
Therefore:-
L1us = L1ys + L1ps 
= LJyS + bpT 
= ,.jyS + (µLIT - 1) byT 
(2.3) 
The displacement ductility of the actual pier, expressed in terms of the displacement 
ductility of the test specimen becomes:-
1 + ( - 1) byT µAT LJ 
yS 
(2.4) 
Equation 2.4 is used to convert the displacement ductilities reached in the test 
specimens to the equivalent displacement ductilities of the actual piers. This enables 
a comparison between the ductility capacity and the expected ductility demand on 
the piers of the Thomdon Overbridge. 
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CHAPTER3 
CYCLIC LATERAL LOADING OF UNIT I-B 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Unit 1-B is a 1:3.8 scale model of Pier 46 of the Thorndon Overbridge incorporating 
the existing and the proposed retrofit details for the pier. The test specimen was be 
subjected to simulated seismic loading by applying a constant compressive axial load 
and reversed cyclic lateral loads at the top of the column, representing the centre of 
mass of the bridge deck. Reinforcing details and the test specimen layout for Unit I-B 
are shown in Section 2.3.2. The lateral loading history used for testing of Unit I-Bis 
described in Section 2.5. 
Unit 1-B was instrumented over one half of the test specimen, using symmetry about 
the centre of the test specimen in line with the direction of loading. Electrical 
resistance strain gauges were used to record strains on the reinforcing steel in the 
column, bottom pilecap mat bars, pile and <;>verlay retrofit dowels and pilecap 
overlay retrofit mat bars. Linear potentiometers were used to record external 
displacements of the test specimen and internal displacements at the base of the 
column. Loads were recorded as applied by the 1000 tl.J hydraulic actuator, through 
a 1000 kN loadcell, in each vertical spring and in the lateral springs which resisted 
the applied lateral load, through calibrated strain gauge circuits. 
All circuits from loadcells, strain gauges and linear potentiometers were monitored 
and recorded using the Department's PCLAB data logger. This data logger allowed 
up to 256 separate channels to be monitored, scanned and recorded. The scanning of 
the channels is controlled using a computer program, which allows the scan to be 
taken at any instant as directed from the computer keyboard. Data from the channels 
is written to a file which enables the data to be reduced, using calibration factors 
determined for each channel, to give loads, strains or displacements. 
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3.2 TEST UNIT INSTRUMENTATION 
3.2.1 Measurement of Loads 
The loads measured during the testing of Unit I-B are the force applied by the 
hydraulic actuator at the top of the column, the tensile or compressive reaction in 
each of the vertical springs, the lateral load resisted by each of the lateral springs at 
pilecap level and the level of axial load applied to the specimen. The 1000 kN 
loadcell attached to the hydraulic actuator has two independent full bridge circuits. 
One circuit is monitored by the data logger and the other connected to a digital strain 
indicator. Each circuit was calibrated in compression using the 2500 kN Avery 
Compression Testing Machine. Output from the digital strain indicator was used to 
control the lateral loading of the specimen during the initial load controlled cycles 
and provide a separate measure of load during the remaining cycles. Figure 3.1 
shows the measurement ofloads in Unit I-B. 
Each vertical spnng m Unit I-B contained two axial half bridge circuits for 
measming the tensile and compressive forces resisted by each spring. Two 120Q 
resistance 5 mm foil strain gauges were placed on the steel rod to measure tensile 
forces and another two gauges placed on the SHS section to measure compressive 
forces. A full bridge circuit was completed for each channel, for input into the data 
logger, by using external dummy gauges, similar type strain gauges mounted on a 
steel plate and wired together to complete the circuit. It was found that the dummy 
gauges and strain gauges on the springs were affected by daily temperature 
fluctuations causing the channel readings to drift with no change in load. To offset 
the channel drift a dummy vertical spring was strain gauged and wired to form a full 
bridge circuit using external dummy gauges on monitored during testing. This 
dummy spring was fabricated using the same steel rod and SHS section as used in the 
test specimen and was not subjected to any load during testing. Any offset in 
readings recorded in the channels of the dummy spring would be due to temperature 
variations only and could be removed from the readings taken during the test for the 
other vertical spring channels. 
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The axial load applied to Unit I-B was monitored by a calibrated pressure gauge 
attached to the hydraulic rams used to apply the load. The pressure gauge was 
calibrated using each hydraulic ram against the 2500 kN Avery Compression Testing 
Machine and connected to a motor driven pump to apply the load. A manifold was 
used to ensure the same pressure was maintained in each of the hydraulic rams at all 
times. After the axial load was applied the displacement of the rams was held 
constant by shutting off a valve between the pump and the rams. During testing the 
pressure gauge was monitored and kept at the same pressure by manually relieving 
the excess pressure, due to elongation of the column during loading, or increasing the 
pressure by starting the pump, caused by shortening of the column during unloading. 
3.2.2 Measurement of Test Unit Displacements 
Column lateral displacements measured during the test programme were the gross 
horizontal displacement at the top of the column at the point of application of the 
lateral load, midway between the top of the column and the top of the steel jacket and 
at the top of the steel jacket. Lateral displacements of the pilecap were measured at 
the mid depth of the original pilecap with vertical displacements recorded adjacent to 
the position of each vertical spring. Figure 3 .2 shows the location of the linear 
potentiometers for recording external test specimen displacements. 
All external test specimen lateral displacements were taken relative to a fixed 
reference point located on a wall separate from the strong floor area. Light gauge 
aramid wire was used to connect the linear potentiometers mounted on the wall, via a 
pulley system, to the test specimen. Weights on the linear potentiometers were used 
to ensure the aramid wire remained taut during displacement of the test specimen. 
Linear potentiometers to measure vertical displacements of the pilecap, at each 
vertical spring location, were mounted on lengths of steel angle sections tack welded 
to the connection plates used to connect the vertical springs to the baseblock. A 
15 mm linear potentiometer was mounted on the top column fitting to measure any 
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Figure 3.1 
One chamel monitored through 
data logger, one channel monitored 
through strain gauge Indicator. 
Pressure gauge to monitor axial 
Loadcel/ on hydraulic actuator. \ 
~-fi:lCiil 
load In prestress rods. Each centrehole 
ram connected to hydrau6c pump 
through single manifold. 
Half bridge for tension spring, 
half bridge for compress/on spring. 
Complete full axial bridge using two 
external dummy gauges per channel. 
Measurement of Loads in Unit I-B 
/ 
Bending luH bridge per 
Lateral Spring to record 
pilecap reac6on forces. 
relative movement of the top column fitting, containing the axial load hydraulic 
rams, connection for applying the lateral loading and measurement point for the 
gross column top displacement, to the column. Additional displacements recorded at 
the top of the column are also due to rotation of the baseblock and strong floor 
during application of the lateral load to the specimen. These were recorded using a 
calibrated precise level bubble mounted on the baseblock under the centre of the test 
specimen and read at the peak of each load increment. 
Internal displacements of the column due to flexure were recorded usmg linear 
potentiometers attached to the base of the column covering the region of the column 
retrofitted with the steel jacket. 
Figure 3.3 shows the location of the linear potentiometers to measure internal 
displacements. The linear potentiometers are mounted on steel brackets screwed into 
10 mm diameter plain round reinforcing rods which were cast into and passed 
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All linear potentiometers were calibrated before testing using steel spacer blocks 
machined to known depths to obtain calibration factors for the data logger. 
Displacement measurements from the linear potentiometer at the point of application 
of the lateral load was monitored through the data logger and through a digital 
voltmeter. This voltmeter was used to control the lateral loading during the 
displacement controlled cycles. 
These displacement measurements were recorded to determine the components of 
lateral displacement recorded at the top of the column due to rigid body translation of 
the test specimen, rigid body rotation of the pilecap and flexure in the column. 
Displacements recorded from the top of the column and the applied load from the 
strain indicator attached to the loadcell were used as inputs to an X-Y plotter to give 
a visual record of 19ad and displacement during testing. 
3.2.3 Reinforcement Strains 
Local strains on reinforcing bars in the specimen were measured usmg 120Q 
resistance 5 mm foil strain gauges on the pilecap bottom mat and column bars. 
Strains in the pilecap overlay retrofit mat bars and dowels were measured using 
120Q resistance 1 mm foil strain gauges. All of the strain gauges supplied had the 
strain gauge leads already connected to the gauges removing the need to place 
separate terminal blocks to complete the strain gauge circuit. 
Strain gauges were attached to the reinforcing bars before fabrication of the 
reinforcing cages. All strain gauges were protected with several layers of 
waterproofing cement and a piece of vinyl mastic tape for additional protection 
against physical damage. 
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3.2.3.1 Column Strain Gauges 
Five longitudinal column bars were strain gauged in Unit I-Bas shown in Figure 3.4. 
Three bars were strain gauged from the bottom of the pilecap to 890 mm above the 
level of the pilecap overlay retrofit. The other two bars were strain gauged over the 
original pilecap and overlay retrofit depth only. As inelastic action in the specimen 
was assumed to occur at the base of the column strain gauges were concentrated 
around the pilecap retrofit overlay surface and down into the original pilecap. 
3.2.3.2 Pilecap Bottom Mat Strain Gauges 
Strain gauges on the pilecap bottom mat were concentrated on the bars arranged in 
the longitudinal direction, parallel with the loading direction of the test specimen. 
Two transverse pilecap bottom mat bars were also strain gauged. Figure 3.5 shows 
the position and identification of the strain gauges on the bottom pilecap mat bars. 
3 .2.3 .3 Pilecap Overlay Retrofit Mat Strain Gauges 
The top mat of HD6 pilecap overlay retrofit mat bars were gauged with the strain 
gauge positions mirroring the position of gauges in the bottom pilecap mat. The 
position of these gauges is shown in Figure 3.6. Gauge OL8, on the longitudinal 
pilecap overlay retrofit mat bars, was damaged during construction and no readings 
were obtained from this gauge during the test. 
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3.2.3.4 Pilecap Overlay Retrofit Dowel and Pile Dowel Strain Gauges 
The pilecap overlay retrofit dowels were placed on a nominal 135 mm square grid. 
The position of the strain gauged dowels are shown in Figure 3.7. Alternate overlay 
dowels were strain gauged to measure the strains developed in each dowel across the 
pilecap overlay. Longer pile dowels, at the location of each of the outer piles, were 
also strain gauged to see the development of strains and forces transferred through 
these longer dowels. Each strain gauged dowel had the gauge positioned 10 mm 
above the surface of the original pilecap as shown in Figure 3.8. 
3.2.3.5 Steel Jacket Strain Gauges 
Four strain gauges were also placed at the base of the steel jacket to measure 
transverse strains dev,eloped in the jacket during the test. The position of these 
gauges is shown in Figure 3.9. 
3.3 LATERAL LOAD TESTING OF UNIT 1-B 
3.3.1 Lateral Loading History 
The lateral loading history used for testing of Unit 1-B followed the procedure 
outlined in Section 2.5 .1. Three cycles to each level of load were carried out with a 
full set of readings, marking of cracks and photographs of the test specimen 
completed at the peak of each cycle. Push cycles are loading with the loadcell on the 
hydraulic actuator in compression are denoted as positive loads and positive 
displacements. Pull cycles are denoted with negative forces and displacements. 
The force, Hy, used to determine the level of lateral loading applied during the force 
controlled cycles was determined from a moment-curvature analysis [Kl] of the base 
of the column, using a nominal concrete strength of 60 MP a and a steel yield strength 
of 320 MPa and accounting for the confining effects of the steel jacket. This gave a 
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Figure 3.9 Position of Strain Gauges on Steel Jacket 
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value for Hy= 309 kN to develop the flexural strength at the base of the column 
using nominal material strengths. The actual lateral force corresponding to the 
development of the nominal flexural strength at the base of the column, Ha, was 
determined from a moment-curvature analysis of the base of the column using the 
actual concrete and reinforcing steel strengths, measured at time of testing for Unit 
I-B, and accounting for the confinement provided by the steel jacket. This lateral 
load was determined to be Ha= 303 k:N, approximately 2 % less than the lateral load, 
Hy, used to control the force displacement cycles. The effect of this difference in 
lateral load on displacements, displacement ductilities and the test results is 
negligible. 
The initial analysis [Kl] used to determine the level of lateral load during the force 
controlled cycles uses a steel stress-strain relationship which does not accurately 
represent the stress-strain relationship measured for the column longitudinal steel. 
The value assumed for the ultimate stress of the steel and function used to describe 
the variation in steel stress over the strain hardening region over estimate the actual 
ultimate stress and stresses through this part of the steel stress-strain relationship. 
Subsequent analysis using the appropriate steel stress-strain relationship yields a 
lower lateral force required to develop the flexural strength at the base of the column. 
Three force controlled cycles were completed in both directions to 0.5 Hy (±155 kN) 
and 0.75 Hy (±232 kN). The yield displacement of Unit I-B, l\yT, was determined 
from Equation 2.1 to be l\yT = 27 mm. 
As the tensile and compressive stiffness of the vertical springs do not match the 
scaled stiffness of the combined soil-pile stiffness used in the structural analysis the 
test specimen displacement ductilities, µ1lT, are not the same for Pier 46. The yield 
displacement of Unit I-B, l\yT, cannot be directly scaled to give the yield 
displacement of Pier 46, l\ys, due to different amounts of elastic displacement 
occurring in the test specimen as a result of the different vertical spring stiffness. 
Displacement ductilities achieved in the test specimen can be related to displacement 
ductilities in Pier 46 through Equation 2.4. 
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The theoretical yield displacement of Pier 46 was determined from a structural 
analysis of the pier to be ~ys = 150 mm. The displacement of Unit 1-B in terms of the 
actual structure can be obtained by multiplying the test yield displacement, ~yT, by 
the scale factor of 3.8. This gives 8yT = 102.6 mm for the yield displacement of Unit 
1-B in terms of the actual structure allowing the displacement ductility reached in the 
actual structure, µ6T, to be determined using Equation 3.1. 
(3.1) 
3.3.2 General Behaviour of Unit 1-B 
Cracking between the top of the pilecap and bottom of the steel jacket commenced 
during the cycles to 0.5 Hy. Cracks in the column occurred up to halfway between the 
top of the steel jacket and top of the column during the cycles to 0.75 Hy. These 
cracks remained horizontal extending almost halfway around the diameter of the 
column. The first cracks in the bottom of the pilecap formed between the two central 
vertical springs, under the edge of the column, during the first cycles to 0.75 Hy. By 
the completion of the third cycle to this lateral load another crack had fmmed 
perpendicular to the first crack on the bottom of the pilecap extending to the edge of 
the pilecap. Yielding at the base of an extreme column longitudinal bar occurred 
during these cycles, in both directions of loading. 
Following the force controlled cycles it was planned to apply displacement 
controlled cycles to peaks of µ6T = 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 until failure of the test specimen, 
where µ6T =maximum lateral displacement divided by ~y· Three cycles were 
successfully completed to displacement ductility factors of µ6T = 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0. 
Figure 3.10 shows the lateral load-lateral displacement response measured for Unit 
1-B up to the first cycle of µ6 T = 3.0 (µ6s = 2.37). Slight pinching of the hysteresis 
loops can be seen during the displacement controlled cycles with a slight decrease in 
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Figure 3.10 Lateral Load-Lateral Displacement Response for Unit I-B up to 
µ,,iT = 3 (µAs= 2.37) 
During the first loading cycle to µAT= 3.0 (µAs= 2.37) a large diagonal tension crack 
formed in the column above the steel jacket, where the longitudinal column bars had 
been curtailed. 
The crack initially formed horizontally at the point where the longitudinal bars were 
curtailed, changing direction to a 30° angle to the column longitudinal axis when it 
crossed the column centreline. This crack extended down to terminate at the top of 
the steel jacket and extended back up the column at a 45° angle. Figure 3.11 shows 
the diagpnal cracks in the column after completion of both cycles of loading to 
µAT= 3 (µAs= 2.37). The lateral load-lateral displacement plot can be seen to 
maintain a constant lateral load of 341 kN from a lateral displacement of 
approximately 66 mm to the peak lateral displacement of 82 mm at µAT= 3 
(µAs= 2.37). It was decided to complete the reverse cycle of loading to the same 
displacement, to observe the formation of the diagonal tension crack in the opposite 
direction and assess the condition of the column. Development of the diagonal 
tension crack in the reverse direction of loading was similar, the crack initiating 
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Figure 3.11 Unit 1-B Showing Diagonal Tension Cracks in Column After Loading 
to ~Lc.T = 3 (µc.s = 2.37) 
horizontally and changing direction to terminate at the top of the steel jacket. A 
maximum lateral load of -325 kN was attained at a displacement of -82 mm. 
Maximum crack widths were of the order of 4-5 mm in the column. 
Buckling of the compressive longitudinal reinforcement occurred during the reverse 
loading cycle over three transverse hoop spacings causing spalling of the cover . . 
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concrete. Spalling also occurred on the opposite side of the column due to buckling 
of the column longitudinal reinforcement. No strain gauges were placed on column 
bars around the curtailment point but it is clear that the column longitudinal bars had 
yielded at this point. Figure 3 .12 shows a close up of the column at the curtailment 
point with the large crack widths, curtailed and buckled longitudinal bars before 
repair of the column. 
Only one cycle to a displacement ductility of at µt.T = 3 (µt.s = 2.37), in each 
direction, was completed before halting the test, even though the test unit maintained 
the peak loads attained in each cycle. Application of further load cycles to this level 
of ductility could have resulted in a quick degradation of the column's strength. The 
failure of the column at this location was unexpected and a continuation of testing 
was required to investigate the pilecap overlay retrofit performance. Very little 
damage to the pilecap and pilecap overlay retrofit had occurred up to this point so 
repair of the column and extension of the test was required. 
The retrofit measures outlined in Chapter 1 and covered in more detail by Maffei and 
Park [Ml] for the Thorndon Overbridge are intended to prevent collapse of the 
Overbridge during a seismic event corresponding to a 500 year return period 
earthquake. The assessed structural ductility demand on Pier 46 corresponding to this 
level of shaking is. µc, = 2.36, equivalent to the structural ductility reached in Unit I-B 
at the formation of the large diagonal tension cracks in the column. Due to the 
undesirable potential brittle mode of failure that occurred at this point, repair of the 
column was necessary to continue the test and determine the likely performance of 
other components of the test specimen. 
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Figure 3.12 Curtailment Point of Column Showing Diagonal Cracks and Curtailed 
Longitudinal Bars 
3.4 COMPONENTS OF LATERAL DISPLACEMENT 
3.4.1 Displacement Components 
Displacements measured at the top of the column can be decomposed into the 
different components of lateral displacement that occur in the test specimen. A 
significant component of the overall test specimen displacement is provided by the 
elastic displacements that occur in the pilecap, through translation against the lateral 
springs and rotation of the pilecap due to the tensile and compressive reactions in the 
vertical sp1ings. 
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3.4.1.l Column Flexural Displacements 
The position of linear potentiometers measuring column internal displacements are 
shown in Figure 3.3. The column flexural displacement components are estimated 
from the measured rotation of a column segment between pairs of linear 
potentiometers. Each pair of linear potentiometers are mounted on opposite sides of 
the column parallel with the direction of loading. 
3 .4.1.2 Pilecap Translation 
Lateral displacements at the top of the column of the test specimen due to pilecap 
translation are taken directly as the measured displacement recorded by the linear 
potentiometer mounted at mid-depth of the original pilecap. Figure 3.2 shows the 
location of this linear potentiometer. 
3.4.1.3 Pilecap Rotation 
Displacements at the top of the column due to pilecap rotation are determined from 
the average rotation of the test specimen pilecap as measured by the vertical 
displacements of the linear potentiometers at the extreme compression and tension 
vertical springs. The position of the linear potentiometers measuring the vertical 
displacements at each vertical spring are shown in Figure 3.2. 
3.4.2 Overall Test Unit Displacements 
Figures 3 .13 and 3 .14 show the components of displacement measured as a 
percentage of the lateral displacement measured by the linear potentiometer mounted 
at the top of the column for each direction of loading. Up to 60 % of the lateral 
displacement at the top of the column is provided by pilecap translation and rotation 
during the load controlled cycles. The contribution of these components reduces 
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displacements in the column increase to 50 % of the total measured lateral 
displacement at the top of the column. 
Approximately 90 % of the overall displacement was recovered through 
measurement of the individual displacement components for both directions of 
loading which represents the major sources of displacement in the test specimen. The 
remaining 10 % of unrecovered displacements are due to curvature in the column 
around the curtailment point, where no instrumentation was placed to record the 
deformations. The large discrepancy between the measured lateral displacement and 
the sum of the displacement components at µ1n = 3.0 (µ'1s = 2.37) is due to the 
formation of the large diagonal cracks and resulting shear displacement in the 
column at this point. 
The lateral springs for the push cycle of loading are located directly at the end of the 
baseblock and strong floor and are affected by rotations induced in the baseblock and 
strong floor during loading, The lateral springs for the pull cycle are located within 
the baseblock away from the end of the strong floor and are not influenced by 
flexibility of the baseblock and/or strong floor. Investigation following completion of 
testing of Unit I-B also showed the plates in the baseblock on which the push lateral 
springs were mounted had been dented during the test. Air pockets left after pouring 
of the baseblock were present under these plates and allowed these plates to be 
deformed during loading resulting in additional displacements :J!om these lateral 
springs during the test. The plates for the pull lateral springs were also affected 
although to a lesser extent. Epoxy resin was injected through holes drilled into each 
plate to fill the void left under the affected plates before testing of Unit I-A. 
Placement of the push lateral springs at the end of the baseblock and the air voids 
beneath the plates results in a greater flexibility for the lateral springs in the push 
direction of loading and a greater contribution of this component of displacement to 
the overall test unit lateral displacement. 
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3 .5 ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL MODE OFF AIL URE 
3.5.l Potential Failure Mode of Unit I-B 
The development of the large diagonal tension cracks in the column of Unit I-B at 
the curtailment point was unexpected. Predictions on the performance of Unit I-B 
and Pier 46 were based on the assumption that all inelastic action was expected to be 
confined to the base of the column. 
The development of these cracks would have resulted in the rapid degradation of the 
column's lateral load carrying capacity if further cycles were carried out to this level 
of displacement. These cracks indicate the development of a brittle flexure-shear 
failure in the column at the curtailment point. This points to the flexural and shear 
strength of the column being reached at this point during loading of the test 
specimen. The consequences of the flexure-shear failure developing in the column 
could lead to loss of axial load carrying capacity and collapse of the structure. The 
axial load applied to the test specimen was monitored through a pressure gauge on 
the manifold connecting the two rams to the hydraulic pump. This pump was not 
load controlled, the displacement of each ram being held constant throughout the test 
instead, so the axial load was not being actively controlled. The axial load increased 
to a maximum of 745 kN and 690 kN at the peak displacements at µLiT = 3.0 
(µ6s = 2.37) and µLiT = -3.0 (µLis= -2.37) due to extension of the column through 
opening of the diagonal cracks. This gives a 24 % and 15 % increase respectively 
over the initially applied axial load to the column. With the initial axial load ratio for 
this column being 0.04 f'cAg this increase in axial load will not influence the 
performance of the column as the axial load ratios are lo, even with the increased 
load applied during the test. 
The longitudinal reinforcement in the column of Pier 46 was curtailed just above the 
mid-height of the column, closely following the elastic bending moment demand as 
was the standard practice for curtailment of longitudinal steel reinforcement at the 
time. The designers attempted to provide adequate length of bar beyond the 
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calculated theoretical level, approximately equal to the effective depth of the section 
which is also equal to 40 bar diameters, for the anchorage of the reinforcement [H2]. 
Although attempts were made to provide some additional length of reinforcing bar 
beyond the theoretical cut off point it appears that this was not adequate. In addition 
the shortening of the column through the addition of the reinforced concrete pilecap 
overlay in Pier 46 and in Unit I-B the curtailment point of the longitudinal bars is 
moved closer to mid-height of the column of the retrofitted pier. 
3.5.2 Moment-Curvature Analysis 
The interaction of flexure and shear in a column leads to increased forces carried in 
the longitudinal reinforcement, compared to the internal forces required for 
equilibrium at a section, and is referred to here as the tension shift effect. This can be 
expressed as a fictional increase in the bending moment demand in the column and 
was responsible for the flexural strength at the curtailment point being reached 
during the testing of Unit 1-B. This occurrence combined with the shear strength of 
the column in Unit 1-B being reached led to the development of the large diagonal 
tension cracks in the column. A comparison of the bending moment demand versus 
the moment capacity for the column of Unit 1-B was carried out by conducting 
moment-curvature analyses for the base of the column, with and without the steel 
jacket, and for the column at the curtailment point, where half the column 
longitudinal bars were curtailed, using the measured material strength properties. 
These gave the flexural strengths of the base of the column and at the curtailment 
point and an estimation of the ultimate available curvature of each section. Figure 
3.15 shows the moment-curvature responses for the base of the column, modelled 
with and without the steel jacket, and the curtailment point of the column. The 
beneficial effects of the additional confinement provided by the steel jacket 
enhancing the available curvature ductility of the column and allowing the 
development of column overstrength can be clearly seen. 
Table 3 .1 gives the nominal yield moment and yield curvature for each section of the 
column of Unit 1-B which can be used to define a bi-linear moment-curvature 
approximation for each section. This bi-linear approximation can be used to 
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determine the curvature distribution following the bending moment diagram to 
determine elastic displacements of the column of Unit 1-B. 
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Figure 3.15 Moment-Curvature Relationships for Column of Unit I-B 
Table 3.1 Nominal Yield Moment and Yield Curvature for Unit I-B 
My ~y 
k:Nm m -1 
Retrofitted Column 683.9 0.00564 
Umetrofitted Column 674.4 0.00553 
Curtailment 440.2 0.00519 
The lateral loads at development of the diagonal tension cracks in the column were 
341 kN and -325 kN at µb.T = 3.0 and -3.0 respectively (µb.s = ±2.37) which 
correspond to moments at the base of the column of 77 4 kNm for the push (positive 
load) direction and 738 k:Nm for the pull (negative load) direction. This is greater 
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than the yield moment for the retrofitted base of the column and indicate that the 
flexural strength at the base of the column was reached and strain hardening occurred 
leading to the flexural strength at the curtailment point being reached. 
3.5.3 Column Shear Capacity Assessment 
The shear capacity of the column in Unit I-B is assessed following the procedure 
proposed by Priestley et al. [P3, P4] and outlined in Section 6.4.2. The three 
components of shear resistance; concrete, transverse steel and axial load, are assessed 
to provide a total shear resistance of:-
V,, = V,+Vp+Vc 
= 52+79+542 
= 673kN fork = 0.29 
= 52+79+187 (3.2) 
= 318 kN fork= 0.10 
= 52+79+93 
224kN fork = 0.05 
3.5.4 Comparison of Assessed Column Shear Strength and Failure Loads 
The shear strength of a column decreases with increasing column curvature ductility 
due to the degradation of the concrete component of shear resistance [P3, P4]. This 
allows the shear strength envelope for the column to be plotted against the column 
curvature ductility and the equivalent column shear force-curvature relationship, 
derived from a moment-curvature relationship, to be plotted for comparison. Where 
the shear force-curvature relationship intersects the shear strength envelope indicates 
the development of a flexure-shear failure in the column and a limit for the available 
ultimate column curvature. The column may possess further residual strength and 
displacement capacity but the reliance on shear strength and shear deformation 
capacity of a column is not recommended for ductile seismic response [Pl, P2, P3]. 
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From moment-curvature analyses of the column of Unit I-B an assessment of the 
base moment and corresponding column shear force can be made to determine the 
moment reached when the tension shift effect causes the bending moment demand to 
reach the flexural strength at the curtailment point. The method used here to assess 
columns with curtailed longitudinal reinforcement is presented in Chapter 6. 
The flexural strength envelope for the column can be plotted against the column 
height from the results of the moment-curvature analyses for each section. The 
procedure proposed in Chapter 6 assumes the flexural strength at the critical section, 
the base of the column, is attained and the tension shift is calculated based on the 
shear force required to develop the column's flexural strength, V, and an angle of the 
inclined compression fields in the column of e = 30°. 
The bending moment demand corresponding to the development of the flexural 
strength at the base of the column including the fictional increase in the bending 
moment demand due to tension shift effect and the flexural strength envelope are 
shown in Figure 3.16. The fictional increase in the bending moment demand is 
shown dashed, parallel to the bending moment demand acting on the column, and 
can be seen to be just below the flexural strength envelope at the curtailment point. 
This plot suggests it is likely that the flexural strength of the base and the curtailment 
point will be reached at the same time with a tension shift based on an angle of 
e = 30. 
With the point of application of the lateral load 2.270 m above the top of the pilecap 
overlay the shear force corresponding to the development of the flexural strength at 
the base of the column is 303 kN. As the lateral load at the development of the 
diagonal shear cracks in the column were 341 kN and -325 kN the tension shift 
occurring in Unit I-B would have to be less to allow the flexural strength at the base 
of the column and some overstrength to be developed before the tension shift led to 
the flexural strength at the curtailment point being developed. This approach neglects 
the contribution of the concrete tensile stresses developed in the region around the 
curtailment point. Once the tensile stress contribution of the concrete is exceeded, 
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Figure 3.16 Flexural Strength Envelope and Bending Moment Demand for Unit 
1-B 
The angle of the diagonal compressive stress fields, 8, when the flexural strength at 
the curtailment point was reached can be determined using the column shear force 
corresponding to development of the diagonal cracks. This would give larger angles 
for the diagonal compressive stress field as the tensile capacity of the concrete is 
neglected. The assessment procedure, outlined in Chapter 6, will give a lower base 
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moment attainable before the tension shift leads to the flexural strength at the 
curtailment point being reached. 
The formation of the diagonal crack at approximately 45° to the column axis above 
the curtailment point indicates the inclined parallel compressive fields had probably 
formed at an angle of close to 45° before the diagonal cracks increased in width and 
the tensile capacity of the concrete was exceeded allowing the full tension shift to 
develop. The steeper inclination of the cracks where they terminated at the top of the 
steel jacket probably results from the forces in the column seeking a load path that 
provides adequate resistance after cracking forms in the column. 
3.6 REPAIR AND TESTING OF UNIT I-B 
3.6.l Repair of Unit I-B 
Following the development of the large diagonal cracks in the column of Unit 1-B 
around the curtailment point of the longitudinal reinforcement the column had to be 
repaired in order to continue testing. The failure at the curtailment point was not 
expected during testing as all inelastic action was expected to be confined to the base 
of the column behind the steel jacket. Very little damage had occurred to the pilecap 
and pilecap overlay retrofit so a continuation of testing was required to observe the 
performance of the pilecap overlay retrofit to strengthen the existing pilecap and the 
steel jacket to confine the plastic hinge region expected at the base of the column. 
Repair of the column comprised removal of all loose, spalled cover concrete from the 
damaged region around the curtailment point and the extension of the existing 3 mm 
thick steel jacket by 1.200 m above the top of the existing jacket. This extended the 
steel jacket 705 mm above the curtailment point of the longitudinal column bars, to 
practically the full height of the column. This jacket was fabricated in two halves and 
welded together in place and to the existing steel jacket. 
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Prior to the installation of the steel jacket, provision was made for injecting the 
cracks in the column with epoxy resin. Small tubes were placed to allow the epoxy to 
be injected into the cracks in the column and act as breather holes during the 
injection process. Usually cracks to be epoxy injected are sealed at the surface using 
an automotive body filler compound to prevent the epoxy resin, which is being 
injected under a low pressure, from leaking out from the surface. The filler 
compound is ground off the surface after the injection is completed and the epoxy 
hardened. Sealing of the cracks at the surface of the column before injection of the 
epoxy was impractical due to the large width and total length of the cracks so the 
steel jacket was fitted and the space behind the jacket filled with cement grout. This 
grout also sealed the cracks in the column preventing the epoxy resin from leaking 
out during the injection process. Holes were placed in the new steel jacket to pass the 
tubes out and the epoxy injected into the column. 
The epoxy injection was carried out a day after the cement grout was placed behind 
the new steel jacket and a period of seven days was allowed to give time for the 
epoxy resin to cure and the cement grout to gain sufficient strength before testing 
recommenced. Figure 3.17 shows the repaired Unit I-B with the full height steel 
jacket. 
3.6.2 Lateral Loading History for Repaired Unit I-B 
After completion of the repair to the column two load controlled cycles were 
completed to 0.75 Hy to observe the change in stiffness of the repaired column. 
Further cycles were displacement controlled with two cycles completed to µ,n = 2.5 
and three cycles completed to µ.1.T = 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 completing the test programme. 
The yield displacement of the test specimen from the initial cycles was used to define 
the displacement ductility for the load cycles following repair of the specimen. 
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Figure 3.17 Repaired Unit I-B with Full Height Steel Jacket 
3.6.3 General Behaviour of Repaired Unit I-B 
As expected the column had a markedly reduced stiffness during the cycles to 
0.75 Hy mainly due to the softening of the column caused by the plasticity at the 
column base dming the inelastic cycles of the first part of the test. Figure 3 .18 shows 
the lateral load-lateral displacement response of the repaired Unit I-B. This plot 
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Figure 3.18 Lateral Load-Lateral Displacement Response for Repaired Unit 1-B 
shows stable but pinched hysteresis loops with the development of a large column 
lateral load overstrength. A decrease in lateral load carrying capacity is seen in the 
first cycles to µ6T = 5.0 (µ6s = 3.74) which was followed by :fracture of up to half the 
column longitudinal bars at the base of the column during the second and third cycles 
to this displacement ductility, ending the test. Maximum lateral loads of 3 86 kN and 
-358 kN were obtained during the first displacement cycles to µ6T = 4.0 (µ6s = 3.05) 
and µ6T = -4.0 (µ6s = 3.05) respectively. A significant decrease in the lateral load 
carrying capacity during the second and third cycles to µ6T = 4.0 (µ6 s = 3.05) 
indicated imminent failure of the test specimen but three displacement cycles to 
µ6 T = 5.0 (~t6s = 3.74) were completed before stopping the test. Fracture of the 
longitudinal column bars commenced during the second cycle to µ6T = 5.0 
(~tl'>s = 3.74) and resulted in a very rapid decrease in lateral load carrying capacity. 
Strain gauges recording the transverse strain at the base of the original steel jacket 
indicated yielding of the jacket occurred during the cycles to µl'>T = 2.5 (µ6s = 2.03) 
after repair of the column. Noticeable bulging of the base of the steel jacket was seen 
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during the cycles to µ,n = 4.0 (µ!ls= 3.05) with considerable crushing of the grout 
and concrete behind the jacket. Buckling of the longitudinal column bars increased 
the bulging behind the jacket until fracture of the bars ended the test. 
In additional to allowing the test specimen to achieve a large lateral load overstrength 
· and increased structural ductility the extension of the steel jacket successfully 
prevented the shear failure from occurring in the column around the curtailment 
point. Removal of the steel jacket following the completion of the test revealed no 
cracking in the grout around the column at the curtailment point or sign of the 
diagonal tension cracks which had formed earlier in the test. All cracking and 
damage was confined to the base of the column in the lower half of the original steel 
jacket. 
The pilecap and pilecap overlay retrofit transferred the forces induced from the 
repaired column with restricted cracking only and limited yielding of some bottom 
pilccap mat bars. Data from strain gauges in the pilecap overla~y retrofit i11dicated the 
reinforcement remained within the elastic range throughout the entire test. Several 
pilecap overlay dowels immediately adjacent to the base of the column yielded 
through dowel action caused by the pull-out of a cone shaped wedge of concrete. 
Overlay dowels away from the column showed decreasing peak strains with distance 
away from the column. 
3. 7 REP AIRED UNIT LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS 
3.7.1 Repaired Overall Test Unit Displacement Components 
The measured lateral displacement of the top of the column of the repaired Unit I-B 
can be decomposed into the components of lateral displacement due to pilecap 
translation, pilecap rotation and column flexure. The upper set of linear 
potentiometers placed above the original steel jacket to measure internal column 
displacements were removed with the installation of the steel jacket for the repair of 
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component of lateral displacement due to column flexure. After completion of the 
lateral load cycles to µ~T = 4.0 (µ~s = 3.05) the bottom two sets of linear 
potentiometers were removed as they were clashing with the top surface of the 
pilecap overlay. Displacements at the base of the column were also large, greater 
than the travel of the linear potentiometers at that position, rendering the readings 
unreliable. 
Figures 3.19 and 3.20 show the components of displacement as a percentage of the 
measured lateral displacement at the top of the column for the push and pull cycles 
for the repaired test specimen. Again the greater flexibility of the lateral springs in 
the push direction show a greater component of translational displacement in this 
direction of loading. Column flexure is the dominant component of lateral 
displacement for this part of the test with much of the flexure taking place at the base 
of the column. 
3.8 BEHAVIOUR OF MEMBERS OF UNIT I-B DURING TESTING 
3.8.1 General Observations 
First cracking occurred at the base of the column between the top of the pilecap 
overlay and the bottom of the steel jacket at the first cycle to 0.5 Hy. Short horizontal 
cracks also formed just above the top of the steel jacket during the third cycle to 
0.5 Hy. Further horizontal cracking occurred between the top of the steel jacket and 
up to the curtailment point during the cycles to 0.75 Hy extending across one third of 
the column diameter in each direction. These cracks extended horizontally to the 
column centreline during the cycles to µ~T = 1.0. 
A long horizontal crack formed directly at the point where the longitudinal column 
bars are curtailed, extending to the column centreline, in both directions during the 
cycles to µ~T = 1.0. This crack extended during cycles to higher displacement 
ductilities developing at a 45° angle to the axis of the column as it passed the 
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centreline. The remaining cracks in the column remained essentially horizontal until 
the development of the large diagonal tension cracks at the curtailment point. 
By µtiT = 2.0 (µtis = 1.68) the crack at the base of the column, due to yield and strain 
penetration of the longitudinal bars, opened up to 3 mm. The steel jacket was seen to 
debond from the column over the height with considerable slip at the base of the 
jacket reducing to negligible slip at the top. Crushing and spalling of the grout 
occurred at the later stages of this part of the test. 
Although no strain gauges were placed on the longitudinal reinforcement around the 
curtailment point it is apparent from the buckled reinforcement that the longitudinal 
bars must have yielded at this point. 
Following repair of the column the steel jacket prevented any observation of column 
crack patterns. Dilation of the concrete at the base of the column forced the steel 
jacket to bulge outwards from µLiT = 4.0 (µLls = 3.05) leading to spalling of the grout 
and concrete from the base of the column, buckling and eventual fracture of the 
longitudinal bars at the base. Up to half the longitudinal bars fractured during the 
second and third cycles to µtiT = 5.0 (µtis= 3.74) ending the test. 
3.8.2 Column Displacements 
Lateral displacements of the column of Unit I-B can be derived from measuring the 
total lateral displacement at the top of the column and removing the components of 
displacement due to rotation and translation of the of the pilecap. 
Figure 3.21 shows the lateral load-lateral column displacement plot for Unit I-B up 
to the development of the diagonal cracks in the column at µtiT = 3.0 (µtis= 2.37). 
Also shown is the column displacement ductility based on the yield displacement of 
the column measured during the test. The yield displacement of the column is 
established using Equation 2.1 where Lio.75Hy and Li-o.7sHy are taken as the average 
measured column lateral displacements from the three cycles to 0.75Hy. This gives a 
column yield displacement Liy, c = 11.6 mm which compares well to the calculated 
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theoretical yield displacement for the column of 10.0 mm, accounting for the 
difference in the column Ele values for the region of column behind the steel jacket 
and above the curtailment point, strain penetration at the base of the column, top and 
bottom of the steel jacket and at the curtailment point. 
The column developed its flexural strength at the base of the column during the 
cycles to µ~r = ±1.0 and continued to develop further lateral load overstrength during 
the following cycles. The last load cycle is marked by the flattening of the 
load-displacement plot as the diagonal tension cracks developed in the column 
corresponding to a column displacement ductility µ~c of approximately 5. 
The lateral load-lateral column displacements for the repaired Unit I-Bare shown in 
Figure 3.22. The extension of the steel jacket allowed the development of a large 
lateral load overstrength until the loss of confinement caused by bulging of the steel 
jacket led to a drop in the load carrying capacity and eventual fracture of the 
longitudinal bars. Column displacement ductilities in excess of 10 were achieved 
with the use of the full height steel jacket. 
3.8.3 Column Curvature Distribution 
The measured curvature distribution for the base of the column of Unit I-Bis shown 
in Figure 3.23. No instrumentation was provided further up the height of the column, 
around the curtailment point, as failure was not expected to occur at this point. The 
curvature values plotted were obtained from the measurements of the linear 
potentiometers at each level and are plotted at the mid-points of the gauge lengths 
between each of the potentiometer positions. Shown on each plot is the position of 
the steel jacket and the position of the curtailment point of the longitudinal 
reinforcement in the column. The theoretical yield curvature, ~y, obtained from a 
moment-curvature analysis of the base of the column, modelling the steel jacket and 
using measured material properties is also shown. The chart legend shows the global 
structural displacement ductility µ~r along with corresponding measured column 
displacement ductility µ~c. 
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Figure 3.21 Lateral Load-Lateral Column Displacements for Unit 1-B up to µ~T = 
3.0 (µ~s = 2.37) 
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Figure 3.22 Lateral Load-Lateral Column Displacements for Repaired Unit 1-B 
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The effect of the steel jacket is to concentrate the plasticity in the column to the gap 
between the bottom of the steel jacket and the top surface of the pilecap overlay. 
Plasticity in the column can be seen spreading to the top of the steel jacket 671 mm 
above the top of the pilecap overlay surface by µ1H = 3. 0 (µt.s = 2. 3 7) corresponding 
to a column displacement ductility of S.3. 
The plastic hinge length for columns retrofitted by jacketing can be expressed as the 
gap between the supporting member and the steel jacket plus a term to account for 
the strain penetration in the longitudinal reinforcement. 
(3.3) 
where Lp plastic hinge length 
Vg gap between jacket and supporting member 
fy = yield strength of longitudinal reinforcement 
db longitudinal bar diameter 
Equation 3.3 has been taken from Reference [P3]. Similar expressions for the plastic 
hinge length for columns retrofitted by jacketing have been proposed by different 
researchers [C4, PS]. For Unit 1-B the plastic hinge length from Equation 3.3 would 
be equal to 1 S4 mm which appears smaller than the observed spread of plasticity in 
the column as shown in Figure 3.23(b). 
A finite bond transfer length from the top and bottom of the jacket is required to 
achieve full composite action of the steel jacket. Chai et al. [CS] developed an 
. analytical model for steel jacketed reinforced concrete circular bridge columns which 
proposes a method to determine the bond transfer length at first yield of the column. 
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Figure 3.23(b) Unit 1-B Column Curvature Distribution up to µt.T = 3.0 
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This transfer length is dependent on the length of the steel jacket and the bond 
strength between the grout and the jacket and if the steel jacket is of sufficient length 
to provide for the bond transfer a central region of full composite action can be 
developed. If a relatively short jacket is provided full composite action of the jacket 
cannot be developed. 
Composite action of the jacket and column can be seen in the early cycles of testing 
of Unit I-B. The spread of plasticity in the column agrees well with the plastic hinge 
length as determined using Equation 3.3 up to µ1ff = 2.0 (µLlc = 3.06). The formation 
of the critical section at the curtailment point leads to the sudden increase in 
curvature distribution over the column height during the cycle to µLlT = 3.0 
(µLlc = 5.34) due to strain penetration and the spread of plasticity down the column 
from the curtailment point at this point in loading. 
Figure 3.24 shows the column curvature distribution for the repaired Unit I-B. 
Debonding of the jacket at the base had occurred during the earlier cycles in the test 
and this can be seen through the lack of composite action during the cycle to 0.75 Hy. 
During the cycles to µLlT = 2.5 (µLlc = 4.09) crushing and spalling of the grout behind 
the jacket was noticed and continued until the end of the test. Cracks in the column 
were noticed behind the steel jacket through the holes in the potentiometer rods and a 
slip of approximately 4 mm at the base of the column was distributed over 
three-quarters of the original jacket height. Yielding of the steel jacket at the base 
occurred at µLlT = 4.0 (µLls = 3.05, µLlc = 4.09) with the base of the jacket 
commencmg to bulge outwards. Considerable crushing of the grout and cover 
concrete from behind the base of the jacket continued until the end of the test. 
3.8.4 Column Strain Gauges 
Bars 1, 3 and 5 have strain gauges distributed from the bottom of the original pilecap 
up to 890 mm above the top surface of the pilecap overlay. Bars 2 and 4 only had 
strain gauges placed over the depth of the original pilecap. Instrumentation on the 
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column longitudinal bars did not extend up to the curtailment point, 1150 mm above 
the top of the pilecap overlay, as failure was not expected to occur in this region 
when the commenced. 
Strain gauges are numbered consecutively starting from 1 at the bottom-most gauge 
on each bar and identified with the bar number and the gauge number eg. B 1-3 being 
gauge number 3 on Bar 1. 
Figures 3.25 to 3.30 show the maximum recorded strain in each gauge against 
position of the gauge within the column for the three cycles of loading to each level. 
Solid symbols indicate readings from Push (positive loading) cycles with hollow 
symbols indicating Pull (negative loading) cycles. Tensile strains are taken as 
positive. Shown on each plot is the position of the steel jacket, curtailment point and 
yield strain of the column longitudinal reinforcement. The top of the vertical axis, 
2270 mm above the top of the pilecap overlay is the point of application of the 
Strain gauges on the extreme column longitudinal bars indicate yielding of these bars 
(Bl-4, Bl-5 and BS-4) at the base of the column took place during the cycles to 
0.75 Hy= ±232 kN. Strains of up to 2 % were recorded in gauges at these positions 
before debonding of the strain gauges from the reinforcement and possible 
mechanical damage to the gauge rendered further readings umeliable. 
Yield penetration into the pilecap up to strain gauges 239 mm below the pilecap 
overlay surface can be seen in Bars 1, 2, 4 and 5 up to the cycles to µc,T = 3.0 
(µc,s = 2.37). Yield in tension extended half way up the steel jacket on the extreme 
bars, Bl and BS. Strains in the reinforcement in these two bars approach the yield 
strain in tension above the top of the steel jacket during the cycles to µc,T = 1.5 
(µc,s = 1.34). 
By the development of the large diagonal tension cracks in the column at µc,T = 3.0 
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Figure 3.36 Repaired Unit I-B Column Longitudinal Bar 5 Strain Profile 
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mid-depth of the original pilecap to the upper most strain gauge in the column. 
Evidence from the buckled longitudinal reinforcement at the curtailment point 
indicates the column longitudinal reinforcement had yielded at this location when the 
large cracks developed in the column. 
Strain gauge B5-7 shows a large compressive strain, -2566 µi::, during the Push cycle 
to µAT= 3.0 (µAs= 2.37) due to the steep diagonal cracks which terminated at the top 
of the steel jacket, near the position of this strain gauge. 
Continuation of the test after repair of the column shows yield of all the strain 
gauged longitudinal bars extended down past mid-depth of the original pilecap at 
µAT= 4.0 (µAs= 3.05). Strains in the reinforcement at mid-depth of the original 
pilecap remained low, in the order of 2000 µi::. Strain gauges -373 mm from the top 
of the pilecap overlay recorded maximum strains less than 1500 µi:: during the entire 
test. Results are shown in Figures 3.31 - 3.36. 
3.8.5 Pilecap and Pilecap Overlay 
Modelling of the different stiffuess of the piles under tension and compression was 
required to match the force distribution in Unit I-B to the forces from the structural 
analysis of Pier 46. The BCHF analysis for Pier 46 was conducted using average 
values for the soil springs at the side of the pilecap and for each row of piles. This 
pier was analysed with and without piles to observe any difference in the pilecap 
force distribution. Comparison between the bending moments from testing of Unit 
1-B and the scaled BCHF Pier 46 "no piles" analysis is shown. The bending moment 
is drawn for the centreline of the original pilecap, in Figure 3.37, at ductility 
µAT= 1.0, at development of the diagonal cracks in the column at µAT= 3.0 
(µAs= 2.37) and at the peak lateral load corresponding to the first cycle to µAT= 4.0 
(µAS= 3.05). 
The main difference between the BCHF Pier 46 structural analysis and Unit I-B is 
the application of 10 % of the column base moment to the top of the column, 
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representing the centre of mass of the bridge deck, to account for the effects of the 
rotational inertia of the umbrella platform. From the pilecap bending moment 
profiles the influence of the compressive soil-pile stiffness and the lesser tensile 
soil-pile stiffness can be seen. The negative bending moment, on the trailing side of 
the pilecap is much less than the positive bending moment developed underneath the 
pilecap. 
Unit 1-B Pilecap Bending Moment Diagram 
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Figure 3.37 Unit I-B Pilecap Bending Moment Diagram 
Comparison between the bending moments developed in the pilecap during the test 
to the scaled BCHF Pier 46 "no piles" analysis shows the same bending moment 
profile was developed during testing. The positive bending moment, underneath the 
pilecap, was reached during testing due to the development of column overstrength 
during the test, after repair of the column with extension of the steel jacket. 
First cracking occurred on the bottom of the pilecap running transversely between 
the two central compressive piles directly beneath the edge of the column during the 
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cycles to 0.75 Hy. Cracking propagated perpendicular to this crack, extending along 
the pilecap centreline to the edge of the pilecap during further load cycles. 
Extension of this crack up the side of the pilecap continued throughout the test. The 
longitudinal crack along the pilecap centreline is created as a result of the boundary 
conditions of the test specimen. The reaction from the lateral springs is assumed to 
act through two inclined struts from the compression zone of the column to the point 
of application of the reaction from each lateral spring. The resulting tension field 
created between the two struts results in the formation of the longitudinal cracks 
along the centreline of the pilecap. 
A 45° - 150 mm long crack formed on the top surface of the pilecap overlay retrofit 
extending away from the tension edge of the column during the first cycles to 
µAT= 1.0. These cracks continued to extend during the following load cycles. 
Strain gauges in the pilecap bottom mat indicate yield of the bottom mat bars 
occurred directly beneath the compression edge of the column during the cycles to 
µAT= 2.0 (µAs = 1.68). Maximum strains in the pilecap bottom mat bars did not 
exceed 2300 µs in the bars that yielded while all other strain gauges showed the bars 
remained well within the elastic range during the entire test. 
In the final cycles prior to stopping the test when the diagonal tension cracks formed 
in the column, a small concrete cone pulled out of the pilecap overlay retrofit around 
the circumference of the column. This cone is due to the yield penetration of the 
longitudinal bars developing into the pilecap and pulling out as the bars went into 
tension. This was evident from the cracking of the column base at the pilecap overlay 
retrofit surface. A small region of the overlay surface had a hollow sound when 
tapped, indicating that a wedge shaped section was lifting out from the surface. 





Figure 3.38 Pullout of Concrete Wedge at Base of Column 
retrofit surface. Lifting of the pilecap overlay retrofit surface resulted in dowel action 
through the overlay mat reinforcing engaging the pilecap overlay vertical dowels, in 
tum causing those dowel bars immediately adjacent to the base of the column to 
yield. 
Following repair of the column and continuation of testing the cracks underneath the 
pilecap continued to extend. Cracks were formed at 45° to the pilecap longitudinal 
axis and extended to the edge of the original pilecap. Diagonal tension cracks on the 
top surface, at the side of the column, and underneath the pilecap extended out from 
the axial load slots. The longitudinal crack underneath the pilecap extended up the 
side of the pilecap and on to the top edge of the pilecap overlay. This crack then 
extended from the edge of the column toward the column during loading to µi:ff = 3 .0 
(~Lns = 2.37). At µnT = 4.0 (~tns = 3.05) the 45° cracks underneath the pilecap 
extended through the post-tension anchor blocks and continued up the side of the 
pilecap. Diagonal shear cracks also developed on the sides of the pilecap in both 
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Figure 3.39 Cracking in Top Surface of Pilecap Overlay Retrofit of Unit I-B at 
End of Test 
Figure 3.40 Cracking in Bottom Surface of Pilecap of Unit I-Bat End of Test 
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directions of loading t~ µ,u = 4.0 (µ68 = 3.05). Figures 3.38 and 3.39 illustrate the 
crack patterns developed in the top and bottom of the pilecap, respectively, after 
demolition of Unit 1-B. This shows the limited amount of cracking that occurred in 
the pilecap and pilecap overlay retrofit during the entire test. The loading direction is 
from left-to-right in Figure 3.39 for Push (positive) loading cycles with the northern 
edge of the pilecap at the bottom of the figure. Push (positive) loading cycles are 
from right-to-left in Figure 3.40. 
Data from strain gauges on the overlay retrofit mat reinforcement show these bars 
remained well within the elastic range during the test. A maximum strain of 1300 µs 
was recorded from a strain gauge on a longitudinal overlay mat bar close to the 
column. 
Several vertical dowels, immediately adjacent to the base of the column, yielded 
through dowel action as the overlay retrofit mat engaged the dowels as the overlay 
lifted off. The position of these dowels conesponds roughly to the region of spallcd 
concrete from the pilecap overlay retrofit in Figure 3.39. Maximum strains in these 
dowels were recorded in the order of 5000 µs. Immediately outside the group of 
dowels which yielded a maximum strain of 1100 µs was recorded with lower strains 
seen in dowels further from the column. 
The longer pile dowel bars, placed at the positions of the outer vertical springs, 
remained elastic throughout the entire test. Maximum strains of 900 µs were 
recorded in one pile dowel bar during the first cycle to µ6 T = 5.0 (µ68 = 3.74). 
3.8.6 Steel Jacket 
The steel jacket proposed for Pier 46 is provided to enhance the available ultimate 
concrete compressive strain of the column in order to increase the available 
displacement and curvature ductility of the base of the column. The column surface 
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Figure 3.42 Unit 1-B Steel Jacket Transverse Strains, West Strain Gauges 
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develop between the column and the grout behind the steel jacket. During the 
early stages of the test, creaking could be heard from behind the jacket suggesting 
debonding of the jacket from the grout. Debonding, as seen by cracks between 
the grout and the top of the steel jacket, became apparent during the third cycle to 
0.5 Hy and could be presumed to have occurred over the full height of the jacket. 
Composite action between the column and the jacket appears to have been 
maintained up to the µ1n = 1.0 as indicated by the column curvature distribution 
shown in Figure 3.23. 
Slip of the steel jacket over the grout became noticeable at µ1n = 2. 0 (µt.s = 1.68). 
Limited crushing and spalling of the grout from behind the steel jacket was 
observed and continued throughout the test. The slip of the jacket could clearly be 
seen distributed over the height of the steel jacket through holes provided in the 
jacket for the column curvature potentiometer rods. Up to 4 mm slip at the base 
of the jacket along the column centreline was observed by the end of the test. The 
slip in the jacket reduced up the height of the jacket with negligible slip at the top 
of the original jacket. Slip of the jacket along with the formation of flexural 
cracks in the column, behind the jacket, required the holes for the column 
curvature potentiometer rods to be enlarged to accommodate the jacket slip 
during the later stages of the test. 
Strain gauges were placed on the East and West faces of the steel jacket, at the 
base, to record transverse strains developed in the steel jacket during the test. 
Strain readings from these gauges are shown in Figures 3.40 and 3.41. The lower 
strain gauges show yielding of the jacket took place near the base at µt.T = 2.5 
(µt.s = 2.03) after development of the diagonal cracks and subsequent repair of 
the column. The upper strain gauges, 50 mm above the lower gauges, indicate 
yielding at ~Lt.T = 4.0 (µt.s = 3.05). Bulging of the steel jacket at the base was 
noticed after the second cycle to µt,T = 4.0 (µt.s = 3.05) which continued until the 
end of the test and is responsible for the large increase in strains recorded by the 
strain gauges. Considerable crushing of the grout and column concrete behind the 
jacket along with buckling of the column bars increased the bulging of the steel 
jacket around the base up to µt.T = 5.0 (µt.s = 3.74) when the longitudinal bars 
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began fracturing. Figure 3.43 shows the bulging of the steel jacket commencing 
at the base after the second cycle to µ6T = 4.0 (µ6s = 3.05). Figure 3.44 shows the 
base of the column at the end of the test with the fractured longitudinal 
reinforcement, crushed concrete and grout coming out from behind the bulged 
steel jacket. 
The steel jacket was successful in providing the required ductility capacity or the 
column, after repair of the diagonal cracks which formed at the curtailment point. 
The damage to the base of the column is concentrated in a small region as seen in 
Figure 3.43 Bulging of Base of Steel Jacket after Second Cycle to µ6T = 4. 0 
(~lt>S = 3. 05) 
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Figure 3.44 Base of Steel Jacket at End of Test 
Figure 3.45 where the steel jacket has been removed after the end of the test. 
Cracking in the grout is marked in this figure and is concentrated within one-half 
of the column diameter from the base. Inspection of the column following 
removal of the full height steel jacket showed no sign of the original diagonal 
cracks at the curtailment point appearing in the grout showing the extended steel 
jacket was successful in precluding a shear failure in the column at this point, as 
well as enhancing the available ductility of the test specimen. 
3.9 RECOMMENDATIONS FROM TESTING OF UNIT I-B 
The simulated seismic loading test of Unit I-B showed that the test specimen had 
an available structural ductility capacity approximately equal to the ductility 
demand expected to arise in Pier 46 from a 500 year return period earthquake at 
the Thomdon Overbridge site. 
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Figure 3.45 Cracking and Damage Behind Steel Jacket at Base of Column of 
Unit 1-B at End of Test 
At this imposed level of ductility two large diagonal tension cracks developed in 
the column, initiated at the point where 50 % of the column longitudinal 
reinforcement are curtailed. This undesirable mode of failure occurred when 
loading Unit I-B to µ1H = 3.0, which relates to a structural ductility factor in 
Pier 46 of µ~s = 2.37. A theoretical analysis, described in Section 3.5, using 
moment-curvature analysis and assessment of the available shear resistance of the 
column, was used to predict the likelihood of a shear failure in the column at the 
curtailment point by taking into account the tension shift effect. 
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Observation of the damage sustained in the rest of the test specimen showed very 
minor damage was suffered by the pilecap and retrofit measures at this stage of 
loading. All inelastic action was concentrated at the base of the column, initially 
behind the steel jacket at the base of the column, and later in the column around 
the curtailment point of the longitudinal bars. 
As the test specimen indicated a potentially brittle mode of failure, with very little 
ductility reserve, the test specimen was repaired and the test was continued to 
observe the performance of the repaired column, pilecap and other retrofit 
measures. 
The extension of the steel jacket was successful in achieving the objective of 
enhancing the available ductility of the column and precluding a shear failure 
around the curtailment point. The pilecap retrofit showed excellent behaviour, 
transferring the forces from the repaired column, with only limited yield of some 
and pilecap overlay retrofit. Comparison of the expected pilecap bending 
moments from the BCHF structural analysis of Pier 46 showed a good match 
with the bending moment distribution achieved during testing of Unit 1-B. The 
maximum, scaled, pilecap bending moment from the structural analysis was 
reached during the test as a result of column overstrength developing after repair 
of the column. A small number of pilecap overlay retrofit dowels, immediately 
adjacent to the base of the column, yielded through dowel action with dowels 
further away from the base of the column remaining well within the elastic range. 
Pile dowel bars, provided to transfer the pile tension force through to the top of 
the pilecap overlay retrofit, remained elastic throughout the test. The pilecap 
overlay mat reinforcing bars also remained within the elastic range up to 
completion of the test. 
The detailing of Pier 46, and Unit 1-B, with the column longitudinal bars curtailed 
following the bending moment diagram, without adequate regard for the tension 
shift, led to the development of the large diagonal tension cracks in the column, at 
the curtailment point, and a potentially brittle shear failure with limited ductility. 
Provision of the pilecap overlay, at the base of the column, further increased the 
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likelihood of failure by shortening the column and shifting the critical section 
closer to the curtailment point. 
The provision of the steel jacket at the base of the column allowed inelastic action 
to commence at this point. The additional ductility provided by the steel jacket at 
the base of the column allowed the development of a degree of column 
overstrength in the test specimen which contributed to the flexural strength of the 
curtailment point being reached. Inelastic action began to concentrate at the 
curtailment point and eventually overstrength at the base of the column led to the 
available shear strength of the column at the curtailment point above the steel 
jacket being exceeded. 
Extension of the steel jacket to above the curtailment point in the column 
successfully prevented the formation of further shear failure in the column and 
increased the available ductility capacity of the repaired column in Unit I-B. This 
indicates the use of a full height steel jacket in Pier 46 will prevent any shear 
failure from occurring in the column at the curtailment point and provide 
adequate ductility reserve to meet the expected ductility demands on this pier. 
The other retrofit measures, pilecap overlay retrofit and pilecap post-tensioning, 
ensured the pilecap was capable of ensuring inelastic action would occur at the 
base of the column, after extension of the original steel jacket to a full height steel 
jacket, and resist the imposed forces from these actions. 
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CHAPTER4 
CYCLIC LATERAL LOADING OF UNIT I-A 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Unit I-A was a 1:3.8 scale model of Pier 68 of the Thorndon Overbridge 
incorporating the existing and the proposed retrofit details for the pier. The test 
specimen was subjected to simulated seismic loading by applying a constant 
compressive axial load and reversed cyclic lateral loads at the top of the column, 
representing the centre of mass of the bridge deck. Reinforcing details and the test 
specimen layout for Unit I-A are shown in Section 2.3.3. The lateral loading history 
used for testing of Unit I-A is described in Section 2.5. 
Unit I-A was instrumented over one half of the test specimen, using symmetry about 
the centre of the test specimen in line with the direction of loading. Electrical 
resistance strain gauges were used to record strains on the reinforcing steel in the 
column, bottom pilecap mat bars, pile and overlay retrofit dowels and pilecap 
overlay retrofit mat bars. Linear potentiometers were used to record external 
displacements of the test specimen and internal displacements of the column. Loads 
were recorded as applied by the 1000 kN hydraulic actuator, through a 1000 kN 
loadcell, in each vertical spring ai1d in the lateral springs which resisted the applied 
lateral load, through calibrated strain gauge circuits. 
All circuits from loadcells, strain gauges and linear potentiometers were monitored 
and recorded using the Department's PCLAB and the BURR BROWN data loggers. 
The PCLAB data logger allowed up to 256 channels to be monitored, scanned and 
recorded, including all loadcells, linear potentiometers and most of the specimen's 
strain gauges. The BURR BROWN data logger was used to monitor and record an 
overflow of approximately 100 strain gauge channels. The scanning of the channels 
is controlled using a computer program on each data logger, which allows the scan to 
be taken at any instant as directed from the computer keyboard. 
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4.2 TEST UNIT INSTRUMENTATION 
4.2.1 Measurement of Loads 
The loads measured during the testing of Unit I-A were the force applied by the 
hydraulic actuator at the top of the column, the tensile or compressive reaction in 
each of the outer vertical springs, the axial reaction and amount of bending in each 
central spring, the lateral load resisted by each of the lateral springs at pilecap level 
and the level of axial load applied to the specimen. The 1000 kN loadcell attached to 
the hydraulic actuator has two independent full bridge circuits. One circuit was 
monitored by the data logger and the other connected to a digital strain indicator. 
Each circuit was calibrated in compression using the 2500 kN Avery Compressive 
Testing Machine. Output from the digital strain indicator was used to control the 
lateral loading of the specimen during the initial load controlled cycles and provide a 
separate measure of load during the remaining cycles. Figure 4.1 shows the 
measurement of loads in Unit I-A. 
Each outer vertical spring in Unit I-A contained two axial full bridge circuits for 
measuring the tensile and compressive forces resisted by each spring. Two complete 
full bridge circuits using 120.Q resistance 5 mm foil strain gauges were placed on the 
steel rod to measure tensile forces and another two complete full bridge circuits using 
120.Q resistance 5 mm foil strain gauges placed on the CHS section to measure 
compressive forces. The central spring contained three full bridge circuits, one at 
mid-height to measure the axial reaction and two bending full bridge circuits spaced 
250 mm above and below the axial gauges to derive the shear force carried in each 
central spring. 
The axial load applied to Unit I-A was monitored by a calibrated pressure gauge 
attached through a manifold to the hydraulic rams used to apply the load. During 
testing the pressure gauge was monitored and kept at the same pressure by manually 
relieving the excess pressure, due to elongation of the column during loading, or 
increasing the pressure by starting the pump, caused by shortening of the column 
during unloading. 
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4.2.2 Measurement of Test Unit Displacements 
Column lateral displacements measured during the test programme include the gross 
horizontal displacement at the top of the column, at the point of application of the 
lateral load, at the upper and lower curtailment points. Lateral displacements of the 
pilecap were measured at the mid depth of the original pilecap with vertical 
displacements recorded adjacent to the position of each outer vertical spring and 
either side of the central vertical springs. Figure 4.2 shows the location of the linear 
potentiometers for recording external test specimen displacements. 
All external test specimen lateral displacements were taken relative to a fixed 
reference point located on a wall separate from the strong floor area as used with 
Unit 1-B. 
Linear potentiometers to measure vertical displacements of the pilecap, at each 
vertical spring location, were mounted on lengths of steel angle sections tack welded 
to the connection plates used to connect the vertical springs to the baseblock. . A 
calibrated precise level bubble mounted on the baseblock under the centre of the test 
specimen provided a measure of additional displacements through rotation of the 
baseblock at the peak of each load increment. 
Internal displacements of the column due to flexure were recorded using linear 
potentiometers mounted on steel brackets screwed into 10 mm diameter plain round 
reinforcing rods which were cast into and passed through the column. 
Figure 4.3 shows the location of the linear potentiometers to measure internal 
displacements. Following the experience with Unit 1-B with the failure around the 
curtailment point it was decided to monitor the internal column displacements over 
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Measurement of External Test Specimen Displacements 
Figure 4.3 
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Measurement of Internal Test Specimen Displacements 
Displacement measurements from the linear potentiometer at the point of application 
of the lateral load was monitored through the data logger and through a digital 
voltmeter. This voltmeter was used to control the lateral loading during the 
displacement controlled cycles. Displacements recorded from the top of the column 
and the applied load from the strain indicator attached to the loadcell were used as 
inputs to an X-Y plotter to give a visual record of load and displacement during 
testing. 
4.2.3 Reinforcement Strains 
Local strains on column longitudinal and pilecap bottom mat reinforcing bars in the 
specimen were measured using 120Q resistance 5 mm foil strain gauges on the 
pilecap bottom mat and column bars. Strains in the pilecap overlay retrofit mat bars 
and dowels and the column spiral reinforcement were measured using 120Q 1 mm 
foil strain gauges. 
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Strain gauges were attached to the reinforcing bars before fabrication of the 
reinforcing cages. All strain gauges were protected with several layers of 
waterproofing cement and a piece of vinyl mastic tape for additional protection 
against physical damage. 
4.2.3. l Column Strain Gauges 
Five longitudinal column bars were strain gauged over the full height of the bar as 
shown in Figure 4.4. Following testing of Unit 1-B strain gauges were distributed 
over the full column height to record strain data from these bars around the upper and 
lower curtailment points, from around the pilecap retrofit overlay surface and down 
into the original pilecap. 
4.2.3.2 Pilecap Bottom Mat Strain Gauges 
Strain gauges on the pilecap bottom mat were placed on the longitudinal and 
transverse mat bars. Figure 4.5 shows the position and identification of the strain 
gauges on the bottom pilecap mat bars. 
4.2.3.3 Pilecap Overlay Retrofit Mat Strain Gauges 
The top mat of HD6 pilecap overlay retrofit mat bars were gauged with the strain 
gauge positions mirroring the position of gauges in the bottom pilecap mat. The 
position of these gauges is shown in Figure 4.6. 
4.2.3.4 Pilecap Overlay Retrofit Dowel and Pile Dowel Strain Gauges 
The pilecap overlay retrofit dowels were placed on a nominal 120 mm square grid. 
The position of the strain gauged dowels are shown in Figure 4. 7. Alternate overlay 
dowels were strain gauged to measure the strains developed in each dowel across the 
pilecap overlay. Longer pile dowels, at the location of each of the outer piles, were 
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these longer dowels. Each strain gauged dowel had the gauge positioned 10 mm 
above the surface of the original pilecap as shown in Figure 4.8. 
4.2.3.5 Column Spiral Strain Gauges 
Strain gauges were placed on the column spiral reinforcement distributed over the 
full height of the column to measure strains developed in the transverse 
reinforcement during the test. The position of these gauges is shown in Figure 4.9. 
4.3 LATERAL LOAD TESTING OF UNIT I-A 
4.3 .1 Lateral Loading History 
The lateral loading history used for testing of Unit I-A followed the procedure 
outlined in Section 2.5.1. Three cycles to each level of load were carried out with a 
full set of readings, marking of cracks and photographs of the test specimen 
completed at the peak of each cycle. Push cycles are loading with the loadcell on the 
hydraulic actuator in compression are denoted as positive loads and positive 
displacements. Pull cycles are denoted with nC'.gative forces and displacements. 
The force, Hy, used to determine the level of lateral loading applied during the force 
controlled cycles was determined from a moment-curvature analysis of the base of 
the column using approximate concrete and steel strengths of 55 MPa for the 
concrete compressive strength and a steel yield strength of 310 MP a. The lateral 
force corresponding to the development of the nominal flexural strength at the base 
of the column, Hy, was determined to be Hy= 546 kN. The actual lateral force 
required to develop the flexural strength at the base of the column, Ha, determined 
using actual the concrete compressive strength and the measured steel stress-strain 
relationship for the longitudinal column steel was determined to be Ha= 527 kN. 
This is approximately 4 % lower than the lateral force used to control the force 
controlled cycles of the test. The influence of the higher lateral force on the response 
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of the test specimen and definition of specimen yield displacement and displacement 
ductility is negligible. 
The initial analysis [Kl] used to determine the level of lateral load during the force 
controlled cycles uses a steel stress-strain relationship which does not accurately 
represent the stress-strain relationship measured for the column longitudinal steel. 
The value assumed for the ultimate stress of the steel and function used to describe 
the variation in .steel stress over the strain hardening region over estimate the actual 
ultimate stress and stresses through this part of the steel stress-strain relationship. 
Subsequent analysis using the appropriate steel stress-strain relationship yields a 
lower lateral force required to develop the flexural strength at the base of the column. 
Three force controlled cycles were completed in both directions to 0.5 Hy (±273 kN) 
and 0.75 Hy (±410 kN). The yield displacement of Unit I-A, .6.yT, was determined 
from Equation 2.1 to be .6.yT = 73 mm. 
As the tensile and compressive stiffness of the vertical springs do not match the 
scaled stiffness of the combined soil-pile stiffness used in the structural analysis the 
test specimen displacement ductilities, µtiT, are not the same for Pier 68. The yield 
displacement of Unit I-A, .6.yT, cannot be directly scaled to give the yield 
displacement of Pier 68, .6.ys, due to different amounts of elastic displacement 
occurring in the test specimen as a result of the different vertical spring stiffness. 
Displacement ductilities achieved in the test specimen can be related to displacement 
ductilities in Pier 68 through Equation 2.4. 
The theoretical yield displacement of Pier 68 was determined from a structural 
analysis of the pier to be .6.ys = 160 mm. The displacement of Unit I-A in terms of the 
actual structure can be obtained by multiplying the test yield displacement, .6.yT, by 
the scale factor of 3.8. This gives 8yT = 277.4 mm for the yield displacement of Unit 
I-A in terms of the actual structure allowing the displacement ductility reached in the 




µAS = 1 + µ tff - 1 160 (4.1) 
4.3.2 General Behaviour of Unit I-A 
Cracking at the base of the column of Unit I-A commenced during the cycles to 
0.5 Hy (±273 kN). Horizontal cracking in the column extended up to the position of 
the upper curtailment point extending approximately one third of the way around the 
column. The first cracks in the bottom of the pilecap formed underneath the 
compression edge of the column, extending three-quarters of the column diameter 
across the pilecap. This crack extended across the full pilecap width during the 
cycles to 0.75 Hy (±410 kN) opening up to 0.2 mm width. Yield of the extreme 
longitudinal column bars took place a the base of the column immediately above and 
below the pilecap overlay surface during the cycles to 0.75 Hy. Column cracking 
around the curtailment points crossed diagonally through the column centreline with 
the horizontal crack initiated at the upper cmiaih11ent point opening up to 0.3 mm 
width at the peak of the loading cycle. Cracking at the base of the column remained 
horizontal. Figure 4.10 shows the column crack pattern after completion of three load 
cycles to 0.75 Hy. 
A 45°-300 mm long crack developed on the top surface of the pilecap overlay away 
from the tension side of the column at 0.5 Hy, extending diagonally toward the edge 
of the pilecap near the "comers" where the reaction from the lateral springs are 
applied to the pilecap. Further cracks were developed from the compression zone at 
the base of the column toward the point where the lateral pilecap reaction is resisted 
by the lateral springs. The diagonal compressive stress field set up by the lateral 
spring reactions induced a splitting crack from the column to the comer of the test 
unit pilecap, along the direction of loading. 
Following the force controlled cycles it was planned to apply displacement 
controlled cycles to peaks of µ1u = 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0 until failure of the test specimen, 
where µ1u =maximum lateral displacement divided by /J.y. Three cycles were 
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Figure 4.10 Cracking in Unit I-A Column After Cycles to 0. 75 Hy 
successfully completed to displacement ductility factors of µt.T = 1.0 and 1.5 and one 
cycle to µt.T = 2.0. 
Figure 4.11 shows the lateral load-lateral displacement response measured for Unit 
I-A up to the first cycle of ~Lt.T = 2.0 (µt.s = 2.74) . Slight pinching of the hysteresis 
loops can be seen during the cycle to µt.T = 2.0 (µt.s = 2.74). Fracture of a weld on 
one of the fittings used to connect the axial load rods to the baseblock-
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Figure 4.11 Lateral Load-Lateral Displacement Response for Unit I-A up to 
µ6T = 2 (µt>s = 2. 74) 
resulted in a full loss of the applied axial load on Unit I-A at the peak of the first 
cycle to µ6r = 1.5 (µ6s = 1.87). The use of a single hydraulic pump and manifold 
connecting the two rams used to apply the axial load to the prestress rods prevented 
any accidental eccentric loading being applied to the column. Unloading from the 
peak at µ6 r = 1.5 (µ6s = 1.87) to zero lateral load was done with no applied axial 
load. The axial load fitting was repaired and testing was resumed. 
Yielding of the column longitudinal bars in tension was seen to occur over the full 
height of the column at µ6r = 1.0 and yielding in compression as the lateral load is 
reversed. Yield penetration extended down to the top of the original pilecap in the 
extreme longitudinal column bars at µ6r = 1.0 and down to mid-depth of the original 
pilecap during the cycles to µ6r = 1.5 (µ6s = 1.87). 
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Figure 4.12 Unit I-A Showing Column Cracking At µ6T = 1.0 
Tensile strains in excess of 2.5 % were being developed in the extreme column 
longitudinal bars at the upper curtailment point and to the order of 1 % at the base of 
the column during the cycles to ~Lt,T = 1.5 (µ6s = 1.87). These cycles also resulted in 
significant widening of the cracks at the upper curtailment point. The main horizontal 
crack at the point of cmiailment of the longitudinal bars had increased in width to 
3 - 4 mm with 1 - 2 mm diagonal cracks around the column. Cracking at the lower 
cmiailment point did not increase in width as the main damage and cracking was 
taking place at the upper curtailment point. 
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Figure 4.13 Unit I-A Showing Column Cracking At ~lL'iT = 1.5 (µL'ls = 1.87) 
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the crack pattern in the column of Unit I-A at different 
stages of loading. 
Cracking on the bottom of the pilecap extended across the full pilecap width with an 
additional crack beneath the column centreline, rnnning perpendicular to the 
direction of loading, developing during cycles to ~t6T = 1.0. Cracks developed at 45° 
to the initial transverse cracks under the pilecap, extending toward the position of the 
lateral springs. These cracks extended diagonally up the side of the pilecap, back 
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toward the column, eventually joining with the 45° cracks developed on the top of 
the pilecap overlay, from the tension side of the column from the opposite direction 
of loading. 
Due to the loading arrangement used in testing of this specimen the concentrated 
point loads applied at the side of the pilecap, representing the lateral reaction 
provided by passive soil pressure, induced diagonal splitting cracks which extended 
up the side of the pilecap and vertically up onto the top surface of the pilecap 
overlay. The passive soil pressure from the soil surrounding the pilecap would create 
a distributed loading almost perpendicular to the edge of the pilecap and would not 
develop the crack pattern seen on the side of the pilecap in Unit I-A. 
Three cycles to µ,n = 1.5 (µ~s = 1.87) were successfully completed with maximum 
lateral loads of +527 kN and -518 kN developed during the first cycle to this 
displacement ductility. The lateral load had degraded to +469 kN and -485 kN by the 
third cycle to this displacement. A further cycle to µ~T = 2.0 (µ~s = 2.74) was 
attempted after completion of cycles to µ~T = 1.5 (µ~s = 1.87). Buckling of the 
compression column longitudinal bars caused spalling of the cover concrete around 
the upper curtailment point. The test unit was clearly in poor condition with the 
lateral load only reaching maximums of +496 kN and -476 kN at peak displacement 
of +145 mm and -137 mm respectively. Loading to µ~T = -2.0 (µ~s = -2.74) was 
halted early as the lateral load was degrading as the peak displacement was 
approached. 
Figure 4.14 shows Unit I-A after completion of the cycles to µ~T = 2.0 (µi'>s = 2.74) 
and removal of the loose cover concrete around the upper curtailment point. 
Extensive diagonal cracking is seen to extend the full column height especially 
around the upper and lower curtailment points. Cracking at the base of the column is 
seen to have remained essentially horizontal up to this point in the test. 
Only one cycle to a displacement ductility of at µi'>T = 2.0 (µ~s = 2.74), in each 
direction, was completed before halting the test, due to buckling of the longitudinal 
column bars, spalling of cover concrete and degradation of lateral load carrying 
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Figure 4.14 Unit I-A Showing Column Cracking After Completion of Cycles to 
~LnT = 2.0 (~Lns = 2. 74) 
capacity. From Figure 4.11 it can be seen that the test specimen just developed the 
nominal flexural strength of the base of the column in the first cycle to ~LnT = + 1.5 
(µns = + 1.87). Following this the flexural strength at the lower and upper curtailment 
points were reached, due to the tension shift effect, with inelastic action in the 
column concentrated at the upper curtailment point position. 
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Very little damage to the pilecap and pilecap overlay retrofit had occurred up to this 
point so assessment and repair of the column and extension of the test could be 
carried out. 
The retrofit measures proposed by BCHF for the Thorndon Overbridge are intended 
to prevent collapse of the Overbridge during a seismic event corresponding tQ a 
500 year return period earthquake. The assessed structural ductility demand on 
Pier 68 corresponding to this level of shaking is µ~ = 1. 78, equivalent to a structural 
ductility of µ~T = 1.45 in Unit I-A. Due to the undesirable potential brittle mode of 
failure that occurred in Unit I-A in the following load cycles to µ~T = 2.0 
(µ~s = 2.74), repair of the column was necessary to improve performance of the test 
specimen, continue the test and determine the likely performance of other 
components of the test specimen. 
4.4 COMPONENTS OF LATERAL DISPLACEMENT 
4.4.1 Displacement Components 
Displacements measured at the top of the column can be decomposed into the 
different components of lateral displacement that occur in the test specimen. A 
significant component of the overall test specimen displacement is provided by the 
elastic displacements that occur in the pilecap, through translation against the lateral 
springs and rotation of the pilecap due to the tensile and compressive reactions in the 
vertical springs. 
4.4.1.1 Column Flexural Displacements 
The position of linear potentiometers measuring column internal displacements are 
shown in Figure 4.3. The column flexural displacement components are estimated 
from the measured rotation of a column segment between pairs of linear 
potentiometers. Each pair of linear potentiometers are mounted on opposite sides of 
the column parallel with the direction of loading. 
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4.4.1.2 Pilecap Translation 
Lateral displacements at the top of the column of the test specimen due to pilecap 
translation are taken directly as the measured displacement recorded by the linear 
potentiometer mounted at mid-depth of the original pilecap. Figure 4.2 shows the 
location of this linear potentiometer. 
4.4.1.3 Pilecap Rotation 
Displacements at the top of the column due to pilecap rotation are determined from 
the rotation of the test specimen pilecap as measured by the vertical displacements of 
the linear potentiometers at the extreme compression and tension vertical springs. 
Rigid body rotation of the pilecap between these two points is assumed. The position 
of the linear potentiometers measuring the vertical displacements at each vertical 
spring are shown in Figure 4.2. 
4.4.2 Overall Test Unit Displacements 
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the components of displacement measured as a 
percentage of the lateral displacement measured by the linear potentiometer mounted 
at the top of the column for each direction ofloading. 
Discovery of air pockets left under the plates used to attach the lateral springs to the 
baseblock following the testing of Unit I-B were remedied before testing of Unit I-A. 
Epoxy resin was injected through holes drilled into each plate to fill the void left 
under the affected plates and appears to remove the apparent additional flexibility in 
the Push direction due to lateral displacements of the pilecap. 
Decomposition of the measured lateral displacements show that up to 50 % of the 
lateral displacement at the top of the column came through flexure in the column. 
The remaining displacements are provided predominantly through rotation of the 
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During the later load cycles the discrepancy between the sum of the measured lateral 
displacement components and the lateral displacement measured at the top of the 
column can be attributed to the extensive diagonal cracking in the column and the 
resulting shear displacements in the column at the upper curtailment point. 
4.5 ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL MODE OFF AILURE 
4.5.1 Potential Failure Mode of Unit I-A 
Following the testing of Unit I-B failure of Unit I-A around the curtailment points 
was expected. Preliminary assessment of Unit I-A was carried out at the same time as 
Unit I-B following the failure of that test specimen. This indicated that the flexural 
strength of the upper and lower curtailment points could be reached when the 
flexural strength at the base was achieved, due to the tension shift effect. Assessment 
of the column's shear strength indicated that shear failure around the curtailment 
points was possible when the flexural strength at the base of the column was attained. 
Predictions on the performance of Unit I-A were based on the assumption that if 
inelastic action were to occur in the column it would be confined to the base of the 
column, ignoring the likelihood that inelastic action could occur higher in the 
column. 
The extensive diagonal cracking in the column of Unit I-A and concentration of 
inelastic action at the upper curtailment point did not allow the flexural strength of 
the base of the column to be maintained. Developing the flexural strengths of both 
curtailment points limited the lateral force resisted by the column preventing it 
increasing to a level which would exceed the flexural strength of the base of the 
column. Inelastic displacements in the column were occurring at the upper and lower 
curtailment points and further cycles to higher structural displacement ductilities 
were placing increasingly larger curvature demands at the upper curtailment point 
due to the smaller lever arm between this point and the top of the column. Figure 
4.17 shows clearly the displacement profile distributed up the height of the column at 
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µ1n = +2.0 (~tc.s = +2.74) when the top of the column has been displaced a total of 
+ 147 mm. Noticeable rotation of the column is seen at the lower curtailment point 
with a smaller rotation occurring in the column at the upper curtailment point. 
The cracking clearly indicates the development of a brittle flexure-shear failure in the 
column at the curtailment point due to the flexural and shear strength of the column 
Figure 4.17 Unit I-A Column Displacement Profile at µ6 T = 2.0 (µ6s = 2. 74) 
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being reached at this point during loading of the test specimen. The consequences of 
the flexure-shear failure developing in a column could lead to loss of axial load 
carrying capacity and collapse of the structure. The axial load applied to the test 
specimen was monitored through a pressure gauge on the manifold connecting the 
two rams to the hydraulic pump. This pump was not load controlled, the 
displacement of each ram being held constant throughout the test instead. Close 
monitoring of the axial load throughout each load cycle prevented any large 
increases in axial load over the required 876 kN axial load applied. 
4.5.2 Moment-Curvature Analysis 
The interaction of flexure and shear in a column leads to increased forces carried in 
the longitudinal reinforcement, compared to the internal forces required for 
equilibrium at a section, and is referred to here as the tension shift effect. This can be 
expressed as a fictional increase in the bending moment demand in the column and 
was responsible for the flexural strength at the upper and lower curtailment points 
being reached during the testing of Unit I-A. This occurrence led to the development 
of extensive diagonal cracking in the column of Unit I-A concentrated around the 
upper and lower curtailment points. A comparison of the bending moment demand 
versus the moment capacity for the column of Unit I-A was carried out by 
conducting moment-curvature analyses for the base of the column, the upper and 
lower curtailment points using the measured material strength properties. These gave 
the flexural strengths of the base of the column and at the curtailment points and an 
estimation of the ultimate available curvature of each section. Figure 4.18 shows the 
moment-curvature responses for the base of the column, the lower and upper 
curtailment points of the column. 
Table 4.1 gives the nominal yield moment and yield curvature for each section of the 
column of Unit I-A which can be used to define a bi-linear moment-curvature 
approximation for each section. This bi-linear approximation can be used to 
determine the curvature distribution following the bending moment diagram to 
determine elastic displacements of the column of Unit I-A. 
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The lateral loads in the column when the test was halted were +496 kN and -476 kN 
at µ,n = +2.0 and -2.0 respectively (µ~s = ±2.74) which correspond to moments at 
the base of the column of 1426 kNm for the push (positive load) direction and 
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Figure 4.18 Moment-Curvature Relationships for Column of Unit I-A 
Table 4.1 Nominal Yield Moment and Yield Curvature for Unit I-A 
My ~y 
kNm m·I 
Base 1513.8 0.00581 
Lower Curtailment 1104.2 0.00553 
Upper Curtailment 700.4 0.00521 
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4.5.3 Column Shear Capacity Assessment 
The shear capacity of the column in Unit I-A is assessed following the procedure 
proposed by Priestley et al. [P3, P4] and outlined in Section 6.4.2. The three 
components of shear resistance; concrete, transverse steel and axial load, are assessed 
to provide a total shear resistance at the base of:-
vn =Vs+ VP+ Ve 
= 390 + 84 + 595 
= 1069 kN 
= 390 + 84 + 368 
= 842kN 
= 390+84+184 
= 658 kN 
and at the curtailment points of:-
Vn =V, +VP+~ 














The assessed shear strength of the column at the curtailment points at k = 0.05 is 
close to the lateral force corresponding to the development of the nominal flexural 
strength at the base of the column, Ha. 
4.5.4 Comparison of Assessed Column Shear Strength and Failure Loads 
The shear strength of a column decreases with increasing column curvature ductility 
due to the degradation of the concrete component of shear resistance [P3, P4]. This 
allows the shear strength envelope for the column to be plotted against the column 
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curvature ductility and the equivalent column shear force-curvature relationship, 
derived from a moment-curvature relationship including the tension shift effect, to be 
plotted for comparison. Where the shear force-curvature relationship intersects the 
shear strength envelope indicates the development of a flexure-shear failure in the 
column and a limit for the available ultimate column curvature. The column may 
possess further residual strength and displacement capacity but the reliance on shear 
strength and shear deformation capacity of a column is not recommended for ductile 
seismic response [Pl, P2, P3]. 
From moment-curvature analyses of the column of Unit I-A an assessment of the 
base moment and corresponding column shear force can be made to determine the 
moment reached when the tension shift effect causes the bending moment demand to 
reach the flexural strength at the curtailment point. The method used here to assess 
columns with curtailed longitudinal reinforcement is presented in Chapter 6. 
The flexural strength envelope for the colurrm can be plotted against the colunm 
height from the results of the moment-curvature analyses for each section. The 
procedure proposed in Chapter 6 assumes the flexural strength at the critical section, 
the base of the column, is attained and the tension shift is calculated based on the 
shear force required to develop the column's flexural strength, V, and an angle of the 
inclined compression fields in the column of8 = 30°. 
The bending moment demand corresponding to the development of the flexural 
strength at the base of the column including the fictional increase in the bending 
moment demand due to tension shift effect and the flexural strength envelope are 
shown in Figure 4.19. The fictional increase in the bending moment demand is 
shown dashed, parallel to the bending moment demand acting on the column, and 
can be seen to be just below the flexural strength envelope at the upper curtailment 
point and just exceeding the flexural strength envelope at the lower curtailment point. 
This plot suggests it is likely that the flexural strength of the base and both of the 
curtailment points will be reached at the same time with a tension shift based on an 
angle of e = 30°. This angle compares well with the angle of diagonal crack pattern 
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4.6 REP AIR AND TESTING OF UNIT I-A 
4.6.1 Repair of Unit I-A 
Very little damage had occurred to the pilecap and pilecap overlay retrofit so a 
continuation of testing was required to observe the performance of the pilecap 
overlay retrofit to strengthen the existing pilecap and force inelastic action to occur at 
the base of the column. With the extensive damage to the column of Unit I-A 
occurring during testing up to µt.T = 2.0 (µc,s = 2.74) the column had to be repaired 
and strengthened in order to continue testing of the specimen. 
Repair of the column comprised removal of all loose, spalled cover concrete from the 
damaged region around the curtailment point and the installation of a new 3 mm 
thick steel jacket, 2.400 m tall around the column. This steel jacket extended 527 mm 
above the upper curtailment point in the column, to practically the full height of the 
column. The jacket was fabricated in two halves and welded together in place around 
the column. 
Epoxy injection of the cracks in the column of Unit I-A was conducted in a similar 
manner to Unit I-B with fitting of the steel jacket and grouting the space behind the 
jacket with a cement based grout first. Holes were placed in the new steel jacket for 
the tubes for injection of the epoxy to pass out and sealed so that the cement grout 
could be placed. 
The epoxy injection was carried out a day after the cement grout was placed behind 
the new steel jacket and a period of seven days was allowed to give time for the 
epoxy resin to cure and the cement grout to gain sufficient strength before testing 
recommenced. The epoxy was injected through a tube located at the base of the 
column and the epoxy was able to penetrate through the cracks in the column up the 
full height, requiring approximately 15 litres of epoxy resin. Figure 4.20 shows the 
repaired Unit I-A with the full height steel jacket. 
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Figure 4.20 Repaired Unit I-A with Full Height Steel Jacket 
4.6.2 Lateral Loading History for Repaired Unit I-A 
After completion of the repair to the column two load controlled cycles were 
completed to 0.75 Hy to observe the change in stiffness of the repaired column. 
Further cycles were displacement controlled with two cycles completed to ~Lt.T = 1.0 
and three cycles completed to ~Lt.T= 1.5, 2.0 and to the full extension of the hydraulic 
actuator completing the test programme. The yield displacement of the test specimen 
from the initial cycles was used to define the displacement ductility for the load 
cycles following repair of the specimen. 
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4.6.3 General Behaviour of Repaired Unit I-A 
After repair of Unit I-A the column returned to its original stiffness during the cycles 
to 0.75 Hy. This can be attributed to there being little inelastic action occurring at the 
base of the column, before the repair, as inelastic action was taking place higher in 
the column. The stiffening effect of the steel jacket and epoxy injection of the cracks 
in the column will also have contributed to regaining the original column stiffness. 
Figure 4.21 shows the lateral load-lateral displacement response of the repaired Unit 
I-A. This plot shows stable hysteresis loops with the development of a large column 
lateral load overstrength. The limits of extension on the hydraulic actuator meant the 
final three load cycles were repeated to µ-"T = +2.0 (µl!s = +2.74) and extended to 
approximately µ-"T = -3.0 (µl!s = -4.48). 
Maximum lateral displacements of+ 143 mm and -202 mm were possible to the full 
extension of the hydraulic actuator corresponding to displacement ductilities of 
µ-"T = +2.0 (µl!s = +2.74) and approximately µl!T = -3.0 (µl!s = -4.48) respectively. 
Performance of this part of the test was excellent, exhausting the limits of the travel 
on the hydraulic actuator without failing the test unit. Unit I-A showed an increase in 
the lateral load carrying capacity, developing the flexural strength at the base of the 
column and a large lateral load overstrength. 
Fitting of the steel jacket to Unit I-A resulted in the removal of strain gauges and 
column curvature potentiometers over the upper region of the column. Data from the 
remaining strain gauges indicated that yield in all the instrumented column 
longitudinal bars penetrated dqwn to mid-depth of the original pilecap recording 
strains in the order of 2000 µi:>. 
Loading to µ-"T = 1.5 (µl!s = 1.87) led to the development of a wedge shaped section 
of the pilecap overlay retrofit pulling out from around the base of the column. This 
pullout of the overlay concrete is due to yielding of the column longitudinal bars and 
pulling out of the pilecap where the crack at the column-overlay interface forms. 
During loading to µl!T = 2.0 (µl!s = 2.74) crushing of the overlay concrete at the 
compression edge of the column contributed to the damage created by pullout of the 
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Figure 4.21 Lateral Load-Lateral Displacement Response.for Repaired Unit I-A 
column bars. 
The initial transverse cracks underneath the pilecap continued to open during loading 
after repair of the test specimen. Cracks widths of up to 3 mm were observed in one 
crack during loading up to the final cycles of µAT= -3.0 (µAs= -4.48). 
The pilecap and pilecap overlay retrofit transferred the forces induced from the 
repaired column with restricted cracking only and limited yielding of some 
reinforcement. Tension only yielding of the bottom pilecap mat bars was seen after 
repair of the column. High strains are also observed in some overlay mat strain 
gauges which are in the wedge pullout region of the overlay, near the base of the 
column. The pullout of the concrete will have engaged the overlay mat and dowels 
around this location leading to the high strains recorded in the reinforcement. 
Pullout of the reinforcement at the central piles indicates yielding of the pile 
reinforcement during the last cycles to µAT= -3 .0 (µAs= -4.48) although no increase 
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in strains in the pile dowel bars at the central pile locations, lapped with the existing 
pile reinforcement, was recorded. 
4. 7 REP AIRED UNIT LATERAL DISPLACEMENTS 
4.7.1 Repaired Overall Test Unit Displacement Components 
The measured lateral displacement of the top of the column of the repaired Unit I-A 
can be decomposed into the components of lateral displacement due to pilecap 
translation, pilecap rotation and column flexure. The three lowest sets of linear 
potentiometers placed on the column to measure column curvatures were left after 
fitting the steel jacket to repair Unit I-A, the remaining linear potentiometers were 
remove,d and not refitted. The remaining linear potentiometers were used to 
determine the component of lateral displacement due to column flexure. During 
completion of the lateral load cycles to µ~T = -3.0 (µ~s = -4.48) the travel of the 
bottom two sets of linear potentiometers were exceeded rendering the readings 
umeliable for this load cycle. Therefore displacement components for this load cycle 
are not shown. 
Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show the components of displacement as a percentage of the 
measured lateral displacement at the top of the column for the push and pull cycles 
for the repaired test specimen. Pilecap translation and rotation are the major 
displacement components during the load controlled cycles with column flexure 
becoming more dominant as the test specimen is loaded to higher displacement 
ductilities. The apparent loss in measured displacement components is due to 
increase in the width of the transverse cracks under the pilecap as the bottom pilecap 
mat bars started yielding. The assumed rigid body rotation of the pilecap as measured 
between the extreme tension and compression piles is reduced as the cracks open 
during each load cycle. Using the rigid body rotation of the column, as measured by 
the two linear potentiometers mounted under pilecap beneath the edges of the 
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Components of Lateral Displacement of Repaired Unit I-A for Pull 
Cycles 
4.8 BERA VIOUR OF MEMBERS OF UNIT I-A DURING TESTING 
4.8. l General Observations 
First cracking occurred at the base of the column between the top of the pilecap 
overlay and the bottom of the steel jacket at the first cycle to 0.5 Hy. Cracking 
extended up to the upper curtailment point and during the cycles to 0.75 Hy crossed 
diagonally through the column centreline at this point. Diagonal cracking was also 
seen to form at the lower curtailment point with much of the cracking at the base of 
the column remaining essentially horizontal. 
By µtff = 1.5 (µt1s = 1.87) the crack at the upper curtailment point had increased in 
width to 3 mm. Spalling of the cover concrete, due to buckling of the column 
longitudinal bars at the upper curtailment point, occurred at µLIT= 2.0 (µt1s = 2.84). 
Spalling of the cover concrete at the base of the column on the western side of the 
test specimen was also seen at this stage of the test. Pullout of approximately 10 mm 
of the column longitudinal bars at the upper curtailment point was visible after 
removal of the cover concrete. 
Following repair of the column the steel jacket prevented any observation of column 
crack patterns. Only a small amount of grout crushing was seen at the bottom of the 
steel jacket by the end of the test. 
4.8.2 Column Displacements 
Lateral displacements of the column of Unit I-A can be derived from measuring the 
total lateral displacement at the top of the column and removing the components of 
displacement due to rotation and translation of the pilecap. 
Figure 4.24 shows the lateral load-lateral column displacement plot for Unit I-A up 
to halting the test at µLIT = 2.0 (µt1s = 2.84). Also shown on this plot is the column 
displacement ductility, µtic, as determined from the yield displacement calculated for 
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the column, measured during the experiment. The column yield displacement was 
determined from Equation 2.1 where !:lo.75 Hy and /:l_0.75 Hy are the average of the 
column displacements measured during the cycles to 0.75 Hy. The yield displacement 
of the column was determined to beAy, c = 32.7 mm from the experiment, compared 
to the theoretical displacement of 32.3 mm including the effecs of curvature 
distribution over the height of the column, strain penetration at the base and at the 
curtailment points. 
The column only just developed its flexural strength at the base due to the combined 
lateral load and P-!:l effect during the first cycle to µ,n = + 1.5 (µ~s = + 1.87). 
Reaching the flexural strength at the upper and lower curtailment points at this stage, 
due to the tension shift effect, prevented the lateral load from increasing to exceed 
the flexural strength at the base of the column. The last load cycle is marked by the 
flattening off of the load-displacement plot as the column started to fail at the upper 
curtailment point. 
The lateral load-lateral column displacements for the repaired Unit I-A are shown in 
Figure 4.25. The fitting of a full height steel jacket allowed the development of a 
large lateral load overstrength until the travel was exhausted on the hydraulic 
actuator. 
4.8.3 Column Curvature Distribution 
The measured curvature distribution for the column of Unit I-A is shown in Figure 
4.26. The curvature values plotted were obtained from the measurements of the 
linear potentiometers at each level and are plotted at the mid-points of the gauge 
lengths between each of the potentiometer positions. Shown on each plot is the 
position of the upper and lower curtailment points of the longitudinal reinforcement 
in the column and the measured column displacement ductility, µ~c, is indicated 
alongside the structural displacement ductility, µ~T· The theoretical yield curvature 
for the base of the column, ~y, obtained from a moment-curvature analysis of the 
base of the column and using measured material properties is also shown. Theoretical 
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Figure 4.24 Lateral Load-Lateral Column Displacements for Unit I-A up to 
µc,T = 2.0 (µc,s = 2.84) 
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Figure 4.25 Lateral Load-Lateral Column Displacements for Repaired Unit I-A 
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yield curvatures for the upper and lower curtailment points are of the same order of 
magnitude as can be seen in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.18. 
It can be seen that the column curvature distribution was exceeding the yield 
curvature at the base, lower and upper curtailment points during the cycles to 
µt.T = 1.0. A substantial increase in curvatures around the upper and lower 
curtailment points is seen during the cycles to µt.T = 1.5 (µt.s = 1.87) and at the upper 
curtailment point during the cycle to µt.T = 2.0 (µt.s = 2.84). The spread of plasticity 
at the upper and lower curtailment points appears to be over a distance ofD I 2 above 
and below the curtailment point of the longitudinal reinforcement, where D is the 
overall column diameter. 
Although the maJor damage to the column of Unit I-A occurred at the upper 
curtailment point, significant rotations were taking place at the lower curtailment 
point. The significantly smaller lever arm between the top of the column and the 
upper curtailment point placed large curvature ductility demands on the column at 
this location. Large rotations were allowed to develop at the lower curtailment point 
due to the larger lever arm to the top of the column reducing the curvature demand 
on the column at this point. This is illustrated in Figure 4.1 7 where it can be seen that 
there is a larger rotation occurring in the column at the lower curtailment point than 
at the upper curtailment point when the photo was taken at µt.T = +2.0 (µt.s = +2.87). 
Figure 4.27 shows the column curvatures recorded for the repaired Unit I-A. As 
expected they show the concentration of curvatures occurring at the base of the 
column, between the top of the pilecap overlay and bottom of the steel jacket. 
4.8.4 Column Strain Gauges 
Unit I-A had five column longitudinal bars strain gauged over their full height. Strain 
gauges are numbered consecutively starting from 1 at the bottom-most gauge on each 
bar and identified with the bar number and the gauge number eg. Bl-3 being gauge 
number 3 on Bar 1. 
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Figure 4.27 Repaired Unit I-A Column Curvature Distribution 
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Figures 4.28 to 4.33 show the maximum recorded strain in each gauge against 
position of the gauge within the column for the three cycles of loading to each level. 
Solid symbols indicate readings from Push (positive loading) cycles with hollow 
symbols indicating Pull (negative loading) cycles. Tensile strains are taken as 
positive. Shown on each plot is the position of the curtailment points and yield strain 
of the column longitudinal reinforcement. The top of the vertical axis, 2874 mm 
above the top of the pilecap overlay is the point of application of the simulated 
seismic load to the test specimen. 
Strain gauges on the extreme column longitudinal bars indicate yielding of these bars 
at the base of the column took place during the cycles to 0.75 Hy= ±410 kN in 
tension and compression. Yield in tension of the extreme longitudinal bars also 
extended over the full height of the column at this stage of loading. Bars 2 and 4 
show tension yielding over the full column height during the cycles to µLiT = 1.0. A 
significant increase in strains is seen when the test specimen is loaded to µ"'T = 1.5 
(µ"'s = 1.87) at the base of the column, in Bars 1, 2, 4 and 5, and around the upper 
curtailment point for all bars. The high tensile strains developed at the upper 
curtailment point, in excess of 2 % strain, are probably due to the start of buckling of 
the longitudinal reinforcement at this position. Increases in tensile strains can also be 
seen at the lower curtailment point for the extreme column bars (Bars 1 and 5) at this 
level of loading. High compressive strains are seen to develop at the base of the 
column in these bars also. 
Peaks in strains appear in the Bar 3 strain profile below the curtailment points at 
µ"'T = 2.0 (µ"'T = 2.84). This bar is located at the column centreline and the strain 
peaks below the curtailment point are as a result of the inclined compressive stress 
field developed in the column. 
Tensile yield penetration into the pilecap up to approximately 300 mm below the 
pilecap overlay surface can be seen in Bars 1, 2, 4 and 5 up to the cycles to µ"'T = 1.5 
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Figure 4.33 Unit I-A Column Longitudinal Bar 5 Strain Profile 
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The strain profiles from these bars show the yield strain is exceeded for a distance of 
approximately D I 2 above and below the curtailment points. Along with the readings 
from the column curvature linear potentiometers it appears that a reasonable value for 
the plastic hinge length, where the flexural strength of a member is reached at a point 
where the longitudinal reinforcement is curtailed, is half the diameter, or depth of the 
member. 
Residual strains in the column bars after buckling at the upper curtailment point skew 
the strain profiles for Bars 1 and 5 for the opposite cycle of loading after µAT= 1.5 
(µAs = 1.87). 
Leads for all the strain gauges above the lower curtailment point were removed during 
the fitting of the steel jacket to repair the column of Unit I-A and strain readings were 
only recorded for the remaining strain gauges. Continuation of the test after repair of 
the column show that yield penetrated down into mid-depth of the original pilecap by 
the end of the test. Yield also extended up to the last remaining strain gauge, close to 
the lower curtailment point. 
4.8.5 Column Transverse Spiral Strain Gauges 
Strain gauges placed on the column transverse spiral reinforcement show peaks in the 
recorded transverse spiral strains corresponding to the upper and lower curtailment 
points during the cycles to µAT= 1.0, Figures 4.34 and 4.35. These peaks in strain 
appear below the curtailment points due to the formation of the inclined compressive 
stress fields in the column and the strain gauges being located on the column 
centreline parallel to the direction of loading. Yielding of the transverse spirals is seen 
during both cycles to µAT= 1.5 (µAs= 1.87) corresponding to the upper curtailment 
point. Yielding corresponding to the lower curtailment point is seen during both 
cycles to µAT= 2.0 (µAs= 2.84). The high strains recorded are also probably due to 
buckling of the longitudinal reinforcement inducing high local strains in the 
transverse spirals. 
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4.8.6 Pilecap and Pilecap Overlay 
Modelling of the different stiffuess of the piles under tension and compression and 
fixing of the central piles top and bottom were required to match the force distribution 
in Unit I-A to the forces from the structural analysis of Pier 68. The BCHF analysis 
for Pier 68 was conducted using values for the soil spring stiffness 25 % less than the 
average stiffuess values at the side of the pilecap and 25 % greater than the average 
stiffuess values for each of the piles. This pier was analysed with elements to model 
the existing piles including soil springs distributed along the length of the pile to 
model the bearing of the pile on to the surrounding soil. Comparison between the 
bending moments from testing of Unit I-A and the scaled BCHF Pier 68 analysis is 
shown. The bending moment is drawn for the centreline of the original pilecap, in 
Figure 4.36, at ductility µAT= 1.0, at development of the diagonal cracks in the 
column at µAT= 2.0 (µAs= 2.74) and at the peak lateral load corresponding to the first 
cycle to µAT= -3.0 (µAs= -4.48). The bending moment diagram for the cycle to 
µAT= -3.0 (µAs= -4.48) has been plotted taking the direction of application of the 
lateral load as for the other bending moment profiles. 
The main difference between the BCHF Pier 68 structural analysis and Unit I-A is the 
application of 10 % of the column base moment to the top of the column, representing 
the centre of mass of the bridge deck, to account for the effects of the rotational 
inertia of the umbrella platform. From the pilecap bending moment profiles the 
influence of the compressive soil-pile stiffness and the lesser tensile soil-pile stiffness 
can be seen. The negative bending moment, on the trailing side of the pilecap is much 
less than the positive bending moment developed underneath the pilecap. 
Comparison between the bending moments developed in the pilecap during the test to 
the scaled BCHF Pier 68 analysis shows the same bending moment profile was 
developed during testing. The positive bending moment, underneath the pilecap, was 
reached during testing due to the development of column overstrength during the test, 
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Figure 4.36 Unit I-A Pilecap Bending Moment Diagram 
First cracking occurred on the bottom of the pilecap running transversely directly 
beneath the compression edge of the column during the cycles to 0.5 Hy (±273 kN). 
Cracking · extended transversely across the full column diameter underneath the 
pilecap during the cycles to 0.75 Hy (±410 kN) and extended across the full pilecap 
width during the cycles to µ1H = 1.0. Three main transverse cracks formed underneath 
the pilecap, beneath the edges of the column and across the column centreline, which 
crossed the full pilecap width perpendicular to the direction of loading. These cracks 
continued to open up during testing of the specimen, due to yield of the bottom mat 
bars close to these locations. 
Cracks also developed at 45° to these transverse pilecap cracks extending away 
toward the trailing tension pile. The 45° cracks eventually extended up the edge of the 
pilecap to join with the 45° cracks forming on the top of the pilecap overlay surface 
away from the tension edge of the column. A series of almost parallel cracks appeared 
on the top of the pilecap overlay running from the compression edge of the column to 
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the position of the lateral springs where the pilecap reaction is provided by the lateral 
springs. Figure 4.3 7 shows the pilecap overlay surface at the end of the test. The Push 
direction of loading is toward the bottom of the photograph and the parallel cracks 
from the compression edge of the column can be seen marked in red. The 45° cracks 
which formed away from the tension edge of the column, and mirror those formed on 
the bottom of the pilecap, are marked in black for the Pull direction of loading. 
Data from strain gauges in the pilecap and pilecap overlay generally show no yielding 
of the reinforcement took place before repair of the column was carried out. 
Maximum strains of 1500 µE were recorded from strain gauges on the pilecap bottom 
mat directly beneath the centre of the column. 
Tension only yielding of several bottom mat strain gauges is seen after repair of the 
column was carried out during the cycles to µ1H = 1.5 (µt.s = 1.87) in the central 
region of the pilecap parallel with the direction of loading. Maximum strains, of 
2200 µE, were again recorded directly beneath the column. Figures 4.38 and 4.39 
" !'.} • . · 1/' · .. ! 
Figure 4.37 Unit 1-A Pilecap Overlay Crack Pattern at End of Test 
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show the maximum recorded strain envelope for the pilecap bottom mat bars during 
the test against their position along the reinforcing bar. 
The overlay mat remained elastic throughout the initial part of the test with maximum 
recorded strains in the order of 1400 µe. Yielding did occur in some gauges after 
repair of the column at µ1n= 1.5(µ~s=1.87) and µ~T=2.0 (µ~s =2.74) again in the 
central region of the pilecap parallel with the direction of loading. Figures 4.40 and 
4.41 show the maximum recorded strain envelope against the position of the strain 
gauges on the reinforcement for the pilecap overlay mat reinforcement. The location 
of the yielding overlay mat reinforcing bars coincides with locations of overlay 
dowels which yielded or showed high strains by the end of the test. The wedge pullout 
of concrete at the base of the column will have engaged some of the overlay dowel 
bars and the overlay mat bars leading to high strains recorded in some of the overlay 
retrofit reinforcement located close to the base of the column. 
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Figure 4.38( d) Unit I-A Pilecap Longitudinal Bottom Mat Maximum Strain Envelope 
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Figure 4.38(f) Unit I-A Pilecap Longitudinal Bottom Mat Maximum Strain Envelope 
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Figure 4.39(b) Unit I-A Pilecap Transverse Bottom Mat Maximum Strain Envelope 
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Figure 4.39( d) Unit I-A Pilecap Transverse Bottom Mat Maximum Strain Envelope 
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Figure 4.39(f) Unit I-A Pilecap Transverse Bottom Mat Maximum Strain Envelope 
Other than the overlay dowels located at the base of the column, which yielded due to 
pullout of the column longitudinal bars engaging a wedge of concrete, the overlay mat 
reinforcement and all other dowels remained elastic throughout the test. Dowels 
located further away from the column showed lower maximum strains during the test. 
The longer pile dowels, placed at the location of each of the piles to overlap with the 
existing pile reinforcement, showed low strains throughout the test. This was also 
seen in the overlay dowels grouped around each pile location. Pile dowel bars at the 
outer piles show peak strains of around 700 w: while the pile dowel bars at the central 
pile showed low strains throughout the test. This is despite evidence suggesting the 
pile reinforcement at the central piles had yielded during the final load cycles to 
µi'lT = -3.0 (µi'ls = -4.48). Observation at the location of the central piles showed the 
pile reinforcement, and the plate to which they were welded to, had pulled out of the 
pilecap by 1 - 2 mm yet no increase in pile dowel strains at this location was recorded. 
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Figure 4.41(a) Unit I-A Pilecap Overlay Mat Transverse Bar Maximum Strain 
Envelope 
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Figure 4.41(b) Unit I-A Pilecap Overlay Mat Transverse Bar Maximum Strain 
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Figure 4.42 Unit I-A Pilecap Overlay Surface After Demolition of Column 
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Figure 4.42 shows the pilecap of Unit I-A and the final crack pattern developed in the 
overlay surface after demolition of the column at the end of the test. 
4.8.7 Steel Jacket 
With the fitting of the full height steel jacket to repair the damage suffered in the 
column of Unit I-A in the initial phase of testing several DEMEC gauges were installed 
on the eastern side to measure longitudinal strains developed in the steel jacket. 
Figure 4.43 shows the location of the DEMEC gauges on the steel jacket. Gauge 
lengths between DEMEC points of 4 inches were used at the base of the jacket and 
8 inches were used, centred around the curtailment points higher in the column. The 
maximum strains recorded at the peak of each load cycle are plotted midway between 
the positions of the DEMEC gauges in Figure 4.44 to give the longitudinal strain 
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Figure 4.44 Longitudinal Strain Profiles in Steel Jacket of Repaired Unit I-A 
Maximum strains developed in the steel jacket by the end of the test on Unit I-A 
remained less than the yield strain of the steel. When loaded in the Push direction the 
DEMEC gauges record tensile longitudinal strains in the steel jacket which peak 
around the lower curtailment point. This indicates the steel jacket is acting to provide 
additional longitudinal reinforcement at the lower curtailment point making up for the 
flexural strength shortfall at this point and at the upper curtailment point due to the 
premature curtailment of the column longitudinal reinforcement. Longitudinal strain 
profiles from the Pull cycles show a more uniform strain profile over the column 
height with a smaller peak in strains seen at the lower curtailment point. 
Assessment of Unit I-A, described in Section 4.5 .4, after failure of the column at the 
upper curtailment point, shows that the flexural strength of the upper and lower 
curtailment points would have been reached due to the tension shift effect when the 
base of the column developed its flexural strength. The lower peak longitudinal 
strains seen in the steel jacket at the upper curtailment point may be due to there being 
insufficient length of jacket above the curtailment point to provide adequate bond 
transfer between the column and the jacket. The steel jacket is also providing 
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additional transverse reinforcement to the column acting as both additional shear 
reinforcement and as confining reinforcement enhancing the available curvature 
ductility of the column. 
Removal of the steel jacket after completion of the test showed no signs of diagonal 
cracking around the curtailment points showing the jacket was successful in confining 
the column and preventing any form of shear failure around the curtailment points. 
Provision of the steel jacket enabled the column to achieve the flexural strength at the 
base of the column and develop a large lateral load overstrength by preventing failure 
at the curtailment points. Some cracking at the base of the column was apparent due 
to the concentration of plastic hinging at this point. 
4.9 RECOMMENDATIONS FROM TESTING OF UNIT I-A 
The simulated seismic load testing of Unit I-A showed that this test specimen was 
able to sustain a strnctural displacement ductility of µt.T = 1.5. The expected structural 
displacement ductility demand expected to arise in Pier 68 from a 500 year return 
period earthquake at the Thomdon Overbridge site is µt. = 1. 78. The structural 
displacement ductility sustained in Unit I-A is equivalent to a structural displacement 
ductility of µt.s = 1.87. 
At this level of ductility the column showed extensive diagonal cracking over the full 
height of the column concentrated around the upper and lower curtailment points. 
Cracking at the base of the column remained essentially horizontal and the test 
specimen was maintaining its lateral load carrying capacity. Performance of the 
retrofitted pilecap showed that no significant inelastic action took place in the pilecap, 
as was expected from the assesment of Pier 68. All inelastic action, up to this stage of 
loading, was limited to the column at the upper and lower curtailment points. 
A further load cycle was attempted to µt.T = 2.0 (µt.s = 2.74) where buckling of the 
column longitudinal reinforcement and spalling of the cover concrete at the upper 
curtailment point led to a degradation of the load carrying capacity of the test 
specimen. 
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A theoretical analysis, usmg moment-curvature analysis and assessment of the 
available shear resistance of the column, was used to show that a shear failure in the 
column around the curtailment points was predicted when the base of the column 
developed its flexural strength. Accounting for the tension shift effect also showed 
that the flexural strength of the upper and lower curtailment points would be reached 
once the base of the column developed its flexural strength. 
Observation of the damage sustained by the rest of the test specimen showed very 
minor cracking in the pilecap and pilecap overlay retrofit. Inelastic action had been 
limited to the upper regions of the column where the longitudinal reinforcement had 
been curtailed. 
As the test specimen showed considerable damage to the column, a potentially brittle 
mode of failure and little ductility reserve over the expected ductility demand, the test 
specimen was repaired and the test was continued to observe the perfonnance of the 
repaired column, the pilecap and other retrofit measures. Repair of the column 
involved fitting of a new 3 mm thick steel jacket, 2.40 m tall around the existing 
column and epoxy injection of the column cracks. 
Placement of a new steel jacket on the existing column was successful in allowing the 
test specimen to develop the flexural strength of the base of the column, preventing 
failure of the column around the two curtailment points, enhancing the available 
structural displacement ductility and developing a large lateral load overstrength. The 
extension limits of the hydraulic actuator used to apply the lateral loads to the top of 
the column of Unit I-A prevented testing continuing until failure of the test specimen. 
Three load cycles to displacement ductilities of µilT = +2.0 (µ!ls= +2.74) and 
approximately µilT = -3.0 (µ!ls= -4.48) were completed without failure of the 
specimen. 
The retrofitted pilecap showed excellent behaviour, transferring the forces from the 
repaired column, with limited cracking of the pilecap and pilecap overlay. 
Comparison of the expected pilecap bending moments from the BCHF structural 
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analysis of Pier 68 showed a good match with the bending moment distribution 
achieved during the testing of Unit I-A. Yielding of some of the pilecap bottom mat 
bars allowed the development of cracks underneath the pilecap, 2 - 3 mm wide by the 
end of the test. Yielding of some pilecap overlay retrofit mat bars occurred after repair 
of the column was completed along with development of high strains or yielding of 
pilecap overlay dowel bars at the same location. Some pilecap overlay reinforcement, 
around the base of the column, yielded through the pilecap overlay mat engaging the 
overlay dowels with the pullout of the column longitudinal bars. Pilecap overlay 
dowels further from the column generally exhibited lower strains, remaining well 
within the elastic range. Pile dowel bars, provided to transfer the pile tension force to 
the top of the pilecap overlay, remained elastic throughout the entire test. This was 
despite observations indicating that the pile reinforcement at the central piles had 
yielded during the final load cycles and had pulled out of the bottom of the pilecap. 
The detailing of Pier 68 and of Unit I-A with the column longitudinal bars curtailed 
closely following the elastic bending moment diagram, without regard for the tension 
shift and adequate anchorage length beyond the critical section, allowed the flexural 
strength of the upper and lower curtailment points to be reached when the base of the 
column developed its flexural strength. Provision of the pilecap overlay retrofit, to 
strengthen the pilecap and force inelastic action to occur at the base of the column, 
shortened the column and increased the chances of the flexural strengths of the 
curtailment points being reached. 
Tlie much reduced lever arm between the upper curtailment point and the top of the 
column placed large curvature demands on the column at this point leading to 
buckling of the column longitudinal reinforcement and spalling of the cover concrete 
at this location. 
Fitting of the full height steel jacket to the column of Unit I-A prevented any failure 
of the column around the curtailment points and increased the available structural 
ductility of the specimen. This indicates that the use of a full height steel jacket on 
Pier 68 should prevent the observed failure of the column at the curtailment points 
seen in Unit I-A. The steel jacket is able to act as additional longitudinal 
reinforcement in the column, increasing the flexural strength of the column at the 
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curtailment points, and providing additional transverse reinforcement to provide 
confinement and act as shear reinforcement in the column. Provision of a full height 
steel jacket to Pier 68 should provide adequate ductility reserve to meet the expected 
structural ductility demands on this pier. 
The other retrofit measures namely the pilecap overlay were capable of ensuring 
inelastic action would occur at the base of the column, after fitting of the full height 
steel jacket, resisting the imposed forces from these actions with only limited yielding 
of some of the pilecap and pilecap overlay reinforcement. 
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CHAPTERS 
LINKAGE BOLT TESTS 
5.1 LINKAGE BOLT TENSILE TESTS 
5.1.1 Results From Tensile Tests 
Linkage bolts from a Stage Two pier and a Stage Three pier were removed from the 
Thomdon Overbridge for testing. A single 1 1/ 8 inch (29 mm) diameter linkage bolt 
was removed from Pier 12 and a single 1 1/i inch (38 mm) diameter linkage bolt was 
removed from Pier 23 and shipped to the University of Canterbury for tensile testing. 
Each linkage bolt was cut to approximately 4 m in length and included both of the 
welded end details. 
Monotonic tensile tests were conducted up to fracture of the linkage bolts to 
determine the upper and lower yield points, the ultimate tensile strength and 
available uniform elongation of each bolt. Force-elongation plots were o)Jtained for 
each bolt tested. 
The linkage bolts were plain round mild steel rods specified to NZSS 197 in the 
original contract documents. This specification gives fy = 276 MPa and fu = 410 to 
510 MP a. The welded end details were removed from each linkage bolt and test 
specimens cut to approximately 1.6 min length. Each specimen was gripped using 
standard jaws for testing in the 1000 kN Avery UTM. Elongation of the specimens 
were measured using a rotary encoder device attached to the bolt over a 750 mm 
gauge length. Outputs from the A very UTM and the rotary encoder were recorded on 
an X-Y plotter to give force-elongation plots for each specimen. 
Table 5.1 shows the results from testing of the 1 1/ 8 inch diameter linkage bolts 
removed from Pier 12. Figure 5.1 shows the force-elongation plots obtained from 
these tensile tests. 
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Ultimate Bsh Bu 
kN MPa mm % mm 
300 467 11.25 1.50 86 
306 477 11 .25 1.50 145 
1 1/a" Diameter Linkage Bolt Tensile Tests 
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Figure 5.1 Force-Elongation Plots for 1 118 inch Diameter Linkage Bolt Tensile 
Tests 
Bar 1 contained a region of corrosion and noticeable pitting within the gauge length. 
This corrosion reduced the cross sectional area of the bar and had a marked effect on 
the available total elongation of the bar. Eventual necking and fracture took place 
through the corroded region. No noticeable corrosion was noticed on Bar 2. Figure 
5 .2 shows Bar 1 in the A very UTM showing the rotary encoder setup for measuring 




Figure 5.2 Bar I showing Corroded Region Within Gauge Length 
Table 5.2 shows the tensile test results for the 1 
1
/ 2 inch diameter linkage bolts. 
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kN MP a mm % 
527 462 11.0 1.47 
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Figure 5.3 Force-Elongation Plots for 1 112 inch Diameter Linkage Bolt Tensile 
Tests 
Bar 3 and Bar 4 contained no corrosion or visible damage within their length. Bar 5 
contained a small region of corrosion on the bar and some pitting reducing the 
cross-sectional area of the bar. This reduction in bar area appeared to have no effect 
on the available elongation capacity of this bar despite necking and fracture of the 
bar occurring at this position. Figure 5 .4 shows the corrosion damage on Bar 5 before 
testing of this specimen. 
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Figure 5.4 Con-osion Damage on Bar 5 
5 .1.2 Observed Cmrnsion Damage to Linkage Bolts 
Each of the linkage bolts supplied for tensile testing contained a region of con-osion 
toward the ends of the bolts . For the 1 1/ 8 inch (29 mm) diameter bolts the region of 
con-osion appears approximately 1.2 m from the welded end details. The galvanised 
coating on the bar appears to have been rubbed off the bolts with con-osion and 
pitting of the steel taking place as a result. The distance from the welded end details 
appears to be where the linkage bolt passes through the gap between the I-beam end 
diaphragm and the umbrella platform. It was noted that one end of the 1 1/ 8 inch 
diameter bolts had a bituminous type material around the region of con-osion, 
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possibly the material used to fill the space between the umbrella platform and the 
I-beam end diaphragm. 
The 1 1/i inch (38 mm) diameter linkage bolts also showed a small reg10n of 
corrosion approximately 1.5 m from the welded end detail. Again this appears to be 
the position where the linkage bolt passes from the I-beam end diaphragm and the 
umbrella platform. 
Figure 5.5 shows the layout of the linkage bolts at an umbrella platform and the 
position where it is believed the corrosion of the linkage bolts is occurring. The 
linkage bolts are contained in steel tubes where they pass through the I-beam end 
diaphragm and where they enter the umbrella platform. Whether this steel tube is 
continuous where the top set of linkage bolts pass from the umbrella platform and the 
I-beam end diaphragm cannot be ascertained from the original construction 
drawings. With the corrosion damage on these linkage bolts corresponding so closely 
to this position it could be assumed that the bolt is exposed at this location. 
The lower set of linkage bolts are also exposed over an approximately 375 mm 
length where they pass from the I-beam end diaphragm and the umbrella platform. 
With these linkage bolts being exposed to the environment some corrosion of these 
bolts at the point where they enter the steel tube through the umbrella platform may 
have occurred. 
Figure 5.6 shows the corroded region of the 1 1/ 8 inch and 1 
1/i inch diameter linkage 
bolts and the approximate distance :from the welded end details for each bolt. 
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5.1.3 Influence of Cross Section Reduction on Available Uniform Elongation 
The presence of corrosion on the linkage bolts can have a significant effect on the 
available uniform elongation capacity of the linkage bolt. The reduction in cross 
section due to the corrosion and pitting on the 1 118 inch (29 mm) diameter linkage 
bolt reduced the uniform elongation capacity of the bar from 19 .3 % to 11.4 %. The 
yield and ultimate strengths for Bar 1 given in Table 5 .1 are based on the nominal 
cross-sectional area of a 1 118 inch diameter bar. Bar 2, which was cut from the same 
linkage bolt as Bar 1, allows an estimation of the amount of reduction in 
cross-sectional area that has occurred in Bar 1 and the influence this reduction in bar 
area has on the elongation capacity of the linkage bolt. 
From a bar of cross-sectional area, A, length, L, and containing a section of bar with 
a reduced cross-sectional area, ~A, of length, aL, the influence of the reduced cross 
section can be analytically established (Figure 5.7). It is assumed that the reduced 
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Figure 5.6(a) Corroded Region of 1 118 inch Diameter Linkage Bolt 
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Figure 5.6(b) Corroded Region of 1 12 inch Diameter Linkage Bolt 
cross section of the bar does not create a stress concentration. The stress-strain 
relationship for the bar is known from a force-elongation plot obtained from a tensile 
test of a bar of the same material without any reduced cross section. Therefore the 
relationship between the steel strain, Es, and the steel stress, fs, is known over the 
strain hardening region, E5(f5). 
The ultimate tensile force for the specimen is controlled by the ultimate tensile steel 
stress, fsu, and the reduced cross-sectional area, ~A. 
T,, = ~Afs,, (5.1) 
As the stress developed across the reduced cross section is fsu, the strain developed 
across this section is Esu· This gives an elongation across the length of the reduced 
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Bar with Reduced Cross Section 
The stress developed across the full section of the bar is Pfsu with a corresponding 
strain across the full section of 85 * which is less than Esu· 
As the length of the reduced cross section, aL, is small the elongation of this section 
can be neglected. Therefore the elongation of the entire bar can be expressed as:-
M = 8: (1-a)L (5.2) 
where strain corresponding to a stress of Pfsu 
The term p can be approximated from the ratio of forces obtained from a test on a bar 
with a reduced cross section and a test on a bar without any reduced cross section. As 
the stress-strain relationship for a bar without any reduced cross section is known the 
elongation, 8 50, corresponding to a stress of Pfsu can be obtained. The strain Eso is also 
the strain developed across a length of bar which contains a reduced cross section. 
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From the results of tensile tests on Bar 1 and Bar 2 the ratio of forces indicates that 
the corrosion damage has reduced the cross section of Bar 1 by approximately 2 %. 
From the force-elongation plot of Bar 2 (Figure 5.3) the elongation of this bar at a 
force corresponding to a load of 98 % of the maximum tensile force in Bar 2 can be 




750 1 (5.3) 
= 10.3 % 
The value of Eso compares to an available uniform elongation capacity of Bar 2 of 
19.3 % and is equivalent to the strain developed in Bar 1 at maximum load. The 
calculated value of Eso = 10.3 % compares well to the measured uniform elongation 
of Bar 1of11.4 %. 
From these two tests it can be seen that a small reduction in the cross-sectional area 
of the linkage bolt can reduce the available elongation capacity of the bolt from 19 % 
to approximately 10 % depending on the amount of cross section reduction that has 
occurred. The tests on the 1 1/i inch (38 mm) diameter linkage bolt containing a 
region of corrosion, Bar 5, did not produce the same reduction in elongation capacity 
due to the smaller amount of corrosion and larger diameter of the bar. 
Should this type and extent of corrosion be common to a large number of linkage 
bolts in the Thomdon Overbridge, it may be possible only to rely on about 10 % 
elongation capacity of these bolts. Inspection of the linkage bolts, to determine their 
condition at the critical section, is unfortunately difficult and probably impossible 
without complete removal of the linkage bolts. 
At 10 % available uniform elongation, the length of the linkage bolts, 7.6 metres to 
12.8 metres, at Stage Two and Stage Three piers allows significant displacements to 
be achieved through yielding of the linkage bolts. In conjunction with other linkage 
bolt retrofit measures this should allow the distribution of permanent ground 
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displacements between several spans where the Wellington Fault crosses beneath the 
bridge structure. 
5.2 HOLD DOWN BOLT TESTS 
5.2.1 Unit 1 Test Results 
The Unit 1 hold down bolt specimen modelled the hold down bolt detail used in the 
Stage Two and Stage Three piers. This detail used a 1 3/ 8 inch (35 mm) diameter 
linkage bolt with a 5 inch (127 mm) long threaded coupler joining two lengths of the 
bolt at the interface of the umbrella platform and the I-beam end diaphragm. A 
conical movement pocket, 5 inch (127 mm) diameter at the top and 3 inch (76 mm) 
diameter at the bottom, 12 inches (305 mm) long is provided in the umbrella 
platform for each bolt. The linkage bolt then passes into a steel tube which extends 
top of the I-beam. 
Unit 1 incorporated two full-scale hold down bolt details so that the entire test rig 
could be subjected to double shear using the DARTEC UTM. Figure 5.8 shows the 
schematic layout of Unit 1 for testing of this hold down bolt detail. Figure 5 .9 shows 
the threaded coupler detail. The original construction specifications called for the 
coupler to be tack welded at both ends, on site, to the hold down bolt to prevent the 
coupler from turning. As the bottom of the coupler, inside the movement pocket, 
cannot be accessed after the hold down bolt is cast into the umbrella platform the 
coupler can only be tack welded at one end only. 
The central block of the test rig represents the umbrella platform with the outer 
blocks representing the I-beam end diaphragm which the hold down bolt passes 
through. As the ends of the I-beams in the Stage Two and Stage Three piers are tight 
to the umbrella platform these hold down bolts are subjected to loading in one 
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Unit 1 Hold Down Bolt Threaded Coupler Detail 
supporting steel 310 UC 97 sections using two 29 mm diameter VSL CT Stress bar 
rods with spherical seated washers and nuts at both ends. This allowed the outer 
blocks to rotate during the loading replicating the rotation of the suspended I-beam 
spans which could occur in the Thomdon Overbridge. Existing pinned fittings were 
used to transfer the load from the DARTEC UTM to the central block and through 
the steel UC sections. 
The hold down bolt was fabricated from a 40 mm diameter plain round Grade 300 
steel bar. This bar was turned down to 1 3/ 8 inch diameter where it passed thorough 
the movement pocket and outer blocks. The bar was left at the original 40 mm 
diameter where it was cast into the central block. The ends of the bar were threaded 
for the coupler and nuts to secure the bolt to the end of the outer blocks. The space 
between the central and outer blocks was packed with Pinex board as was done for 
the original construction. 
300 mm linear potentiometers 
for vertical displacement of central 
block relative to outer blocks 
r-50 
100 mm linear potentiometers 
mounted on central block to 
measure rotation of outer blocks 
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Figure 5.12 Fractured Hold Down Bolt and Coupler From Unit 1 
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Bolt fracture 
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Unit 1 
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Figure 5.14 Force-Elongation Plots for Unit 1 and Unit 2 Hold Down Bolts 
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Loading was applied in tension to prevent any instability of the test rig through 
loading in compression due to the rig essentially containing three pin connections. 
Vertical displacements of the central block and rotations of the outer blocks were 
measured during the test. The vertical components of displacement due to rotation of 
the outer blocks were removed and the average vertical displacement of the two ends 
of the central block were plotted to give a load-displacement plot. Figure 5 .10 shows 
the positions for measuring displacements in the test rig. Figure 5 .11 shows the 
load-displacement plot for Unit 1. This shows the vertical block moving upward as 
the hold down bolt is sheared inside the movement pocket. The unit picks up load as 
the hold down bolt contacts the edge of the movement pocket and the bolt is caught 
between the central and outer blocks. Due to excessive rotations of the outer blocks 
bending the Stre.ssbar rods in the test rig, Unit 1 was unloaded to reset the test rig 
arrangement. Reloading of Unit 1 led to a brittle failure of the hold down bolt shortly 
after reaching the load attained during the initial loading. 
The bolt failed at a load of 209 kN in double shear and a vertical displacement of 
57 mm by fracture of the bolt through the thread at the position of the tack weld on 
the coupler. The presence of the tack weld on the threaded portion of the bar and its 
affect on the steel properties at this location were instrumental in the failure of this 
hold down bolt detail. Figure 5 .12 shows the fractured end of the hold down bolt and 
the coupler. Figure 5.13 shows the undamaged end of the hold down bolt in the 
movement pocket. Tensile testing of the a length of the original 40 mm diameter bar 
gave a yield stress of 304 MP a and an ultimate stress of 479 MPa. 
Figure 5 .14 shows the force-elongation plot for the tensile testing of the 40 mm 
diameter rod used in Unit 1 and the 32 mm diameter rod used in Unit 2. 
5.2.2 Unit 2 Test Results 
The Unit 2 hold down bolt duplicates the hold down bolt detail used in the Stage One 
multi-column bents. These hold down bolts are 1 1/ 4 inch (32 mm) diameter and are 
continuous from the multi-column bent cap beam through the I-beam end diaphragm. 
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The detailing of the superstructure connection at the Stage One piers allows the hold 
down bolts to be subjected to cyclic loading during an earthquake. Unit 2 was tested 
using the same test rig as Unit 1 applying a cyclic loading pattern up to fracture of 
the hold down bolt. 
A ·conical movement pocket, 5 inch (127 mm) diameter at the top and 3 inch 
(76 mm) diameter at the bottom, 15 inches (381 mm) long is provided in the cap 
beam of the multi-column bent for each bolt. The linkage bolt then passes into a steel 
tube which extends up into the I-beam end diaphragm where it is secured by a nut 
and washer cast into the diaphragm. 
Figure 5 .15 shows the schematic layout of Unit 2 for testing of this hold down bolt 
detail. Two cycles of loading were applied to each level of loading. Cycles were 
controlled by displacement until the hold down bolt contacted the edge of the 
movement pocket when the load was used to control the testing. Figure 5 .16 shows 
the unit picking up load at approximately 50 mm vertical displacement where the 
hold down bolt contacts the edge of the movement pocket. Some cracking of the 
central block was noticed at around this level of loading along with crushing of the 
concrete around the edge of the movement pocket. Further loading up to 65 mm 
vertical displacement led to slipping of the nut securing the bolt at the end of the 
outer block. 
Instability of the test rig when loading in compression, due to the formation of a 
mechanism between the pinned connections top and bottom and a "pin" at the hold 
down bolt required the test be completed by loading in tension up to fracture of the 
bolt. This loading led to considerable crushing and spalling of the concrete around 
the end of the movement pocket and where the bolt enters the steel tube through the 
outer blocks. Unloading of the test rig was done to remove the steel plates under the 
outer blocks to prevent them rotating further by bolting them directly to the steel UC 
sections of the test rig. 
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Figure 5.16 Unit 2 Hold Down Bolt Load-Displacement Results 
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Failure of this hold down bolt detail was eventually through a tensile fracture of the 
bolt as it was deformed through the movement pocket and steel tube. The hold down 
bolt developed a significant kink through the movement pocket and the steel tube 
causing spalling of concrete from the bottom of the central block and top of the outer 
blocks. Fracture occurred with the bolt at load of 668 kN in double shear and a 
vertical displacement of 255 mm. Figure 5.17 shows the end of the fractured hold 
down bolt in the central block after testing. 
Figure 5 .18 shows the fractured end of the hold down bolt in the outer block. From 
the classic "cup and cone" failure surface of the steel bolt it is obvious that the mode 
of failure was tensile rather than through shear. 




Figure 5.18 Fractured End of Hold Down Bolt in Outer Block After Testing of 
Unit 2 
The tensile test of the 32 mm diameter bolt used for this hold down bolt detail gave a 
yield stress of 306 MPa and an ultimate stress of 475 MPa. The angle of deformation 
of the hold down bolt at fracture was 60° to the original bolt axis and it can be shown 
that at development of the ultimate tensile strength of the bar, and the angle of the 
bar to the vertical, that a load of 662 kN would be obtained for this test 
configuration. This corresponds closely with the failure load obtained during the test. 
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5.3 WELDED END DETAIL TEST RESULTS 
The welded end details from the 1 1/ 8 and 1 
1/z inch diameter linkage bolts were cut 
from the specimens before tensile testing of the linkage bolts. Each end detail was 
left with a 40 mm length of bolt protruding from the face of the detail. Each end 
detail was then tested in compression using the 2500 kN Avery UTM to determine 
the strength of the welded details. Should the strength of the welds be less than the 
strength of the linkage bolts failure of the linkage bolts will take place in the end 
details which will affect the available elongation capacity of the linkage bolts. 
Figure 5 .19 shows the dead end welded detail for the 1 1 /z inch diameter linkage bolts 
with the tightening end detail shown in Figure 5.20. The tightening end detail was 
site welded following installation of the linkage bolts in the umbrella platforms. 
Loading of each welded end detail was applied directly to the cut off end of the bolt. 
Each end detail was loaded to approximately 20 % strain in compression without 
failure of the end details. The stub of the bar that was loaded yielded in compression 
at forces comparable to those obtained from the tensile tests. Buckling of the gusset 
plates on the end details occurred during the test, after yielding of the bar stub. 
Continued loading of the bar stub causes it to bulge and lock up in the hole where it 
passes through the end plate. Once this had occurred the load was transferred directly 
to the gusset plates which caused them to yield and buckle. 
Figure 5.21 shows a welded end detail near the end of testing in the Avery UTM. No 
failure of the welds in any details were noted during testing. Figures 5 .22 and 5 .23 
show the load-displacement plots from the compression testing of the welded end 
details. 
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Figure 5.19 Linkage Bolt Dead End Welded Detail 
Figure 5.20 Linkage Bolt Tightening End Welded Detail 
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Figure 5.21 Welded End Detail at End of Compression Testing 
5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS FROM LINKAGE BOLT TESTING 
5 .4.1 Linkage Bolts 
Monotonic tensile tests on a single 1 1I8 inch and a single 1 
1I2 inch diameter linkage 
bolt removed from a Stage Two and a Stage Three pier, respectively, of the 
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Figure 5.22 Load-Displacement Plots From Compression Testing of 1 118 inch 
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Thomdon Overbridge show an average yield strength, for all bolts tested of 289 MPa 
and an average ultimate tensile strength of 466 MPa. 
The average measured uniform elongation of these bolts is 18.7 % for bolts tested 
without any corrosion damage present within their lengths. The appearance of 
corrosion damage on the linkage bolts supplied for testing can drastically reduce the 
available elongation capacity of the linkage bolts, depending on the amount of 
reduction in the bolt cross section. The corrosion damage on the supplied linkage 
bolts suggests that the damage is taking place where the upper set of linkage bolts 
pass through the umbrella platform and into the I-beam end diaphragm. This is 
probably due to the linkage bolts being in contact with the steel tube, where it enters 
the concrete, and movements of the superstructure causing the protective galvanising 
coating to be rubbed off the bolt. 
The lower set of linkage bolts are also exposed to the environment where they pass 
from the I-beam end diaphragm into the umbrella platform. Should this type and 
extent of corrosion damage be common and present in a large number of linkage 
bolts the available elongation capacity of the bolts may be limited to approximately 
10 %. The length of the linkage bolts, 7.6- 12.8 metres, will permit significant 
elongation of the linkage bolts and displacements to occur, in conjunction with other 
linkage bolt retrofit measures. 
Compression testing of the welded end details from the supplied linkage bolts 
showed that these details are stronger than the linkage bolts. Failure of the linkage 
bolts should take place through yielding and fracture of the bolts themselves. 
5.4.2 Hold Down Bolts 
Shear testing of two hold down bolt details, used in Stage One piers and in Stage 
Two and Three piers show two different modes of failure. Cyclic testing of the 
continuous Stage One pier hold down bolt detail, Unit 2, showed that the hold down 
bolt kinked through the movement pocket causing extensive crushing and spalling of 
the surrounding concrete. The failure of the hold down bolt occurred through the bolt 
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developing its ultimate tensile capacity after pulling through the concrete 
surrounding the movement pocket. This hold down bolt detail tested was capable of 
accommodating 255 mm displacement between the central and outer blocks at 
:fracture of the bolt. 
Detailing of the Stage Two and Three hold down bolts incorporate a threaded coupler 
to join the two ends of the hold down bolt together. The coupler is located in the 
movement pocket and is tack welded to the bolt on site. The presence of the weld on 
the threaded portion of the bolt was instrumental in leading to the brittle :fracture of 
the hold down bolt through the thread. A displacement of 57 mm was recorded 
between the outer and central block when the bolt failed. This hold down bolt detail 





6.1 RECOMMENDATIONS FROM TESTING OF UNITS I-A AND I-B 
Two test specimens were constructed to model the as-built column, pilecap and piles 
of two particular piers in the Thomdon Overbridge. Due to the staged nature of the 
design and construction of the Overbridge different retrofit details were proposed for 
each stage. Based on a previous seismic assessment [B 1] of the existing structure the 
chosen level of retrofit corresponds to the expected seismic demand resulting from 
an earthquake with a 500 year return period at the Thomdon Overbridge site. Design 
of the proposed retrofit details are intended to prevent collapse of the structure and 
loss of life on and near the Overbridge for this level of earthquake. Testing and 
evaluation of the performance of a typical Stage Two and a typical Stage Three pier, 
incorporating the proposed retrofit details for each pier, were carried out during this 
study. Each specimen was subjected to simulated seismic lateral loading by applying 
constant axial compression and reversed cyclic lateral loads at the top of the column, 
representing the centre of mass of the bridge deck. 
The proposed retrofit details are designed to prevent premature failure of the pilecaps 
of each pier, by strengthening them through the use of a pilecap overlay retrofit, 
and/or pilecap post-tensioning. This is intended to force inelastic action into the base 
of the column where behaviour of each pier can be easily determined. The base of 
the columns in the Stage Two piers do not contain sufficient transverse 
reinforcement to provide the required ductility capacity to the pier for the chosen 
level of retrofit and steel jackets are proposed for the base of each column. The 
columns of the Stage Three piers are deemed to contain sufficient transverse 
reinforcement at the base to meet the expected ductility demands and these piers are 
retrofitted with a pilecap overlay retrofit only. 
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Cyclic lateral load testing of Units 1-A and 1-B showed that the available structural 
ductility of each test specimen was equivalent to the structural ductility demand 
expected to occur in Piers 68 and 46, respectively, during a 500 year return period 
earthquake at the Thorndon Overbridge site, corresponding to the chosen level of 
retrofit. At this level of imposed ductility both specimens exhibited signs of an 
imminent brittle flexure-shear failure in the column at the point where the 
longitudinal column reinforcement had been curtailed. 
Failure of the specimens around the curtailment points in the column were not 
expected, as all inelastic action was assumed to take place at the base of the column. 
Subsequent analysis of each test specimen showed the flexural strength at the 
curtailment points had been exceeded during testing due to the tension shift effect. 
The tension shift effect, caused by the formation of diagonal flexure-shear cracks, in 
the column, led to the yield stress in the column longitudinal reinforcement being 
exceeded at the curtailment point and yielding of the column section at this location. 
Assessment of the available shear strength of each column showed that the applied 
shear force, corresponding to the formation of a critical section at the curtailment 
point(s), exceeded the available shear strength, leading to the initiation of a brittle 
flexure-shear failure at these locations. 
Review of the detailing of Piers 68 and 46 and of Units 1-A and 1-B showed the 
column longitudinal bars were curtailed closely following the bending moment 
diagram, following the design practice of the time. No allowance was made to extend 
the curtailment point further to allow for the tension shift effect and provide for the 
required anchorage length beyond the critical section. This column detailing led to 
the development of the large diagonal tension cracks in the columns and the initiation 
of a potentially brittle shear failure of limited ductility in the column. Provision of 
the pilecap overlay retrofit in both piers further increased the likelihood of failure by 
shortening the columns and shifting the critical section at the base closer to the 
curtailment point. 
Unit 1-B showed one large diagonal tension crack in the column for each direction of 
loading. Results from the lateral load testing show that the column initially yielded at 
the base of the column, behind the steel jacket, allowing inelastic action to take 
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place. The additional ductility provided by the steel jacket at the base of the column 
allowed the development of a degree of column overstrength in the test specimen. 
This then led to the flexural strength at the curtailment point being reached. 
Concentration of inelastic action at the curtailment point and column overstrength 
being developed at the base of the column led to the available shear strength of the 
column at the curtailment point, above the steel jacket, being exceeded. 
Extensive diagonal column cracking occurred in Unit I-A over the full column 
height. It was apparent from the behaviour of Unit I-A that the flexural strength at 
the base of the column was not achieved and inelastic action was concentrating at the 
curtailment points higher in the column. Due the decreased lever arm between the 
upper curtailment point and the top of the column a majority of the inelastic action 
was concentrated at this location with significant damage occurring due the large 
curvature demands from the imposed loading displacements. 
Theoretical analyses, usmg moment-curvature analysis and assessment of the 
available shear strength of the column, of each test specimen are able to show that a 
shear failure around the curtailment points can be predicted when the base of the 
column reaches its flexural strength. The development of the flexural strength at the 
curtailment points of each column can also be shown when the tension shift effect is 
accounted for. 
Observations from both Unit I-A and 1-B showed relatively little damage was 
sustained in the pilecap and pilecap overlay at development of the diagonal cracking 
in the columns. Minor cracking and limited yielding of some of the pilecap 
reinforcement occurred in both specimens. Repair of each column was achieved by 
fitting of a full height steel jacket to Unit I-A and extension of the existing jacket in 
Unit 1-B over the full column height. Epoxy injection of the cracks in each column 
was also done after fitting and grouting of the full height steel jackets. 
Placement of the full height steel jackets on both test specimens were successful in 
allowing each test specimen to develop the flexural strength at the base of the 
columns and prevent the failure of the columns around the curtailment points. This 
allowed enhancement of the available structural displacement ductility of each 
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specimen and the development of a large lateral load overstrength for each column. 
Testing of the repaired Unit I-A was limited by the extension of the hydraulic 
actuator used to apply the lateral loads to the top of the column without failing the 
specimen. The repaired Unit I-B failed through fracture of the column longitudinal 
steel at the base of the column and the resulting drop in lateral load carrying 
capacity. 
Modelling of the different pile tensile and compressive stiffness ratios for each 
specimen allowed the same bending moment patterns to be achieved in the pilecaps 
of each test unit as obtained from the structural analysis of the respective piers. The 
maximum, scaled, pilecap moments from the structural analyses of each pier were 
reached during the test of each specimen, largely due to the development of column 
overstrength after repair of the columns. The pilecap and pilecap overlay retrofits of 
each test specimen were able to resist the imposed forces from the repaired columns 
with little distress. Limited yielding of some of the bottom pilecap mat bars occurred 
in the repaired Units I-A and I-B along with limited cracking of the pilecap and 
pilecap overlay retrofit. Pilecap overlay dowels placed close to the base of the 
columns yielded through dowel action as they were engaged by the column 
longitudinal bars pulling out of the pilecap overlay surface. Lower strains were 
observed in overlay dowels further from the column. Longer pile dowels placed to 
overlap with the existing pile reinforcement remained within the elastic range up to 
the end of the tests for both Unit I-A and I-B. This was despite observations 
indicating yielding of the existing pile reinforcement at the central piles of Unit I-A 
by the end of that test. 
Lateral load testing of the repaired Units I-A and I-B showed the provision of a full 
height steel jacket to the columns of both test specimens would prevent premature 
failure of the columns at the curtailment points. Design and provision of full height 
steel jackets for Piers 46 and 68 will prevent the occurrence of a potentially brittle 
shear failure in the columns initiated by the curtailment of the column longitudinal 
reinforcement due to the tension shift effect and inadequate column shear strength 
around the curtailment points. The full height steel jackets proved successful in 
increasing the available structural displacement ductility of the columns in Units I-A 
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and I-B well beyond the expected equivalent structural displacement ductility 
demand for the level of retrofit chosen for the Thomdon Overbridge. 
6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FROM LINKAGE BOLT TESTING 
Monotonic tensile testing of two linkage bolts removed from the Thomdon 
Overbridge showed the average tensile strength, for all the bolts tested, of 289 MPa 
and an average ultimate tensile strength of 466 MPa. 
An average measure uniform elongation of 18.7 % was measured for the undamaged 
linkage bolts. Removal of the bolts from the Overbridge revealed a region of 
corrosion damage within their length which corresponds closely to the location 
where the linkage bolts pass through the I-beam superstructure end diaphragm into 
the umbrella platfonn. This damage can drastically reduce the available unifom1 
elongation of these linkage bolts, depending on the reduction in cross section 
resulting from the corrosion. Tensile testing of a linkage bolt containing corrosion 
damage within its length indicated an available uniform elongation for this specimen 
of 11.4 %. Should the observed type and extent of corrosion damage be common and 
present in a large number of linkage bolts in the Thomdon Overbridge then the 
available elongation capacity of these bolts should be limited to approximately 10 %. 
Compression testing of the welded end details from the supplied linkage bolts 
showed these details are stronger than the linkage bolts. Failure of the linkage bolts 
should take place through yielding and fracture of the linkage bolts themselves. 
Shear testing of two hold bolt details, used in Stage One piers and Stage Two and 
Three piers, showed two different modes of failure. Cyclic testing of the Stage One 
pier hold down bolt detail showed the bolt failed after developing its ultimate tensile 
capacity after pulling through the concrete surrounding the bolt detail. Failure 
occurred at a shear displacement of255 mm across the bolt. 
Detailing of the Stage Two and Three pier hold down bolt .details incorporate a 
threaded coupler detail which is tack welded to the hold down bolt. Failure of this 
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detail occurred through a brittle fracture of the bolt at the thread where it was tack 
welded. A shear displacement of 57 mm was recorded for this hold down bolt detail 




ASSESSMENT OF BRIDGE COLUMNS WITH CURTAILED 
LONGITUDINAL REINFORCEMENT 
7 .1 INTRODUCTION 
The curtailment of column longitudinal reinforcement in frame buildings, following 
the bending moment pattern, is often impractical due to the flexural demands 
imposed at the top and bottom of the columns from a typical bending moment 
distribution resulting from the lateral forces being resisted by the frame structure. 
Column longitudinal bars are carried over the full story height necessitating splicing 
of column bars at some point over the column height. For bridge structures it is often 
possible to curtail some of the longitudinal reinforcement in the column where the 
bending 111oment has reduced. The practice of longitudinal colun1n bar cut~off v1as 
common in the construction of bridge columns in New Zealand. This practice was 
done for economy and ease of construction. 
A reinforced concrete member subjected to flexure and shear behaves before 
cracking as if homogeneous and isotropic, and conventional beam-column theory is 
applicable. After diagonal cracking takes place in the member significant 
redistribution of stresses take place and the members behave more like trusses. As a 
result, the tensile force in the longitudinal reinforcement at a section is not 
proportional to the bending moment at that section but is proportional to the bending 
moment at a distance of ev from that section. This phenomenon is known, and 
referred to in this study, as the tension shift [P 1]. 
Previous common design practice was to curtail longitudinal reinforcement closely 
following the bending moment diagram, which makes no allowance for the 
development of the tension shift effect. This may lead to the column reaching its 
flexural strength at the point of curtailment and ultimately failing at this point. 
Testing of Unit I-A and Unit I-B showed that the early curtailment of the 
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longitudinal reinforcement led to the development of a brittle flexure-shear failure at 
the point of curtailment. The failure resulted from the tension shift effect and the 
inadequate shear strength of the column. Shear failures of any kind should be 
precluded in columns as they jeopardise the gravity-load-carrying capacity and could 
lead to catastrophic structural collapse. 
As the tension shift has been recognised as an important effect to be considered when 
curtailing longitudinal reinforcement in reinforced concrete members, suitable 
allowances have been included in design requirements to sufficiently extend the 
point of reinforcement curtailment so that premature failure does not occur at the 
curtailment point. For existing columns, with curtailed reinforcement, the potential 
for the tension shift to cause a flexure-shear failure of the column at the curtailment 
point needs to be identified during the assessment phase of a retrofit programme. 
Appropriate retrofit measures should then be detailed and put in place if such a 
potential failure is identified. A measure of the actual tension shift that will occur in 
a column is required to assess its potential for leading to premature failure. The use 
of rules intended for the design of new structures may be overly conservative when 
used in a seismic assessment, and could lead to an unnecessary and expensive 
retrofit. 
7.2 TENSION SHIFT EFFECT 
7.2.1 Beam Theory 
Four basic assumptions are made when deriving a general theory for the flexural 
strength ofreinforced concrete sections [Pl, P2]: 
Plane sections before bending remain plane after bending. 
The stress-strain curve for steel is known. 
The tensile strength of concrete may be neglected. 
The stress-strain curve for concrete, defining the magnitude and distribution of 
compressive stress, is known. 
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These assumptions can be used to determine the strength of members subjected to 
flexure with or without axial load with reasonable accuracy for design purposes. 
Few reinforced concrete members, or only short regions m the members, are 
subjected to flexure without the presence of shear. With the interaction of flexure and 
shear and the formation of inclined flexure-shear cracks in a reinforced concrete 
member, beam theory is no longer able to determine the magnitude of the internal 
forces acting within a member at a particular section. 
If applied to a member with inclined flexure-shear cracks, the plane sections 
hypothesis would give tensile reinforcement stresses, corresponding to the moment at 
a section, which are smaller than the stresses in the reinforcement that are required 
for equilibrium. Stresses in the tensile reinforcement at a particular section will be 
larger than those given by beam theory due to the tension shift effect. 
7.2.2 Truss Analogy and the Tension Shift 
A truss analogy can be used to describe the internal forces within a reinforced 
concrete member after diagonal cracking develops. This analogy, when applied to 
prismatic members, considers equilibrium of a parallel chord truss where the chords 
carry the concrete compressive force and the tensile force in the longitudinal 
reinforcement. The transverse reinforcement in the member and diagonal concrete 
struts complete the elements in the truss. With this simple analogy the tension shift 
effect can be quantified. 
Figure 7.1 shows a beam subjected to flexure and shear, after formation of inclined 
flexure-shear cracks. The bending moment diagram from the imposed loading is 
illustrated along with the internal forces and truss analogy for the beam. Inclined 
parallel compression fields form at an angle of 8 to the axis of the beam, in those 
regions of the beam which are not considered to have a disturbed stress field. 
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Internal forces acting in the beam at section A are shown in the free body diagram, 
flexural concrete compression, CA, flexural tension in the longitudinal reinforcement, 
TA, and the resultant force from the parallel diagonal compression fields, V/sine. 
Taking moments about point A' it can be seen that, 
V; M -T 'd Vjd X = A - A} -
2tane 
(7.1) 
where jd internal lever arm 
It can now be seen that the flexural tension force, TA, at section A is not directly 
proportional to the moment, MA, at section A but is somewhat larger, 
TA = 




e = --v 2tane 
Thus the flexural tension force at section A, TA, after formation of the inclined 
flexure-shear cracks is greater than that required to resist the external moment at 
section A. The flexural tension force, TA, corresponds to a moment which occurs at a 
distance ev beyond section A. 
The distance ev is known as the tension shift and is dependent on the angle of 
inclined flexure-shear cracking in the member. Therefore the additional moment at a 
section in a beam subjected to diagonal flexure-shear cracking, above the moment 
predicted by the plane sections hypothesis, is the shear force, V, times the tension 
shift, ey. 
Conservatively the angle of inclined flexure-shear cracking can be taken as e = 45° 
giving a tension shift equal to jd I 2. 
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(a) Beam 
(b) Bending Moment Diagram 
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(e) Force Polygon 
Figure 7.1 Internal Forces and Truss Mechanism in Diagonally Cracked 
Reinforced Concrete Beam 
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Figure 7.2 shows a column section subjected to low compressive axial load, bending 
and shear. The resultant internal forces and their positions are also shown. The 
resultant compression force, C, is made up of the compression carried in the concrete 
and in the longitudinal steel under compression. The tension force, T, results from 
the longitudinal steel reinforcement carrying tensile forces. The resultant force due to 
the diagonal compressive stress field acts through a strut in the section making an 
angle of 8 with the axis of the column. The transverse reinforcement is placed 
perpendicular to the axis of the column and the inclined flexure-shear cracks have 
also formed at an angle of approximately 8 to the axis of the column. 
The critical angle of inclination, 8, of the diagonal compressive stress field 
developing in the truss between the compressive and tensile chords can be 
established assuming that the transverse reinforcement crossing the critical diagonal 
crack carries the entire shear force. In reality this assumption is conservative as a 
portion of the shear force is carried by a direct strut in a column subjected to axial 
compression [P3, P4]. The shear force in the column is then:-
V = X A,Jy11 jd 
s tane 
(7.3) 
Where xis equal to 1 for rectangular columns and n/4 for circular columns [Al, A2]. 
The term Av is the total area of transverse reinforcement in a stirrup set crossing the 
critical crack in the direction of the applied shear force. This factor, x, recognises 
that the horizontal component in the plane of loading in columns reinforced with 
circular spirals or hoops is less than one toward the ends of the critical cracks. 
Rearranging Equation 7.3 gives the angle 8 in terms of the shear force V. 
(7.4) 
Note that in Equations 7.3 and 7.4 it has been assumed that the transverse 















































































(b) Force Polygon 
(a) Column and Truss Analogy 
Figure 7.2 Internal Forces and Truss Mechanism in Diagonally Cracked 
Reinforced Concrete Column 
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Experimental work has shown that e < 30° as the diagonally cracked concrete 
crushes before reaching the angle e found from Equation 7.4 [P3]. The shear force V 
to be used in conjunction with Equation 7.4 should be that corresponding to the 
development of the plastic hinges in the retrofitted column. Nevertheless it is 
conservative, and simple, to use an angle e = 30°. 
The distance between the resultant compression force, C, and the resultant tension 
force, T, is jd and the position of the latter force relative to the section centreline is 
ajd, as seen in Figure 7.2. By taking moments about the position of the resultant 
compression force the nominal moment due to the compression/tension force couple 
and the axial load is, 
M
11 
= Tjd +(1-a)jd N* (7.5) 
The influence of the diagonal concrete compressive field in the column, due to the 
interaction of bending and shear in the cracked concrete section, is to increase the 
tensile force in the longitudinal reinforcement at a particular section over that given 
by the plane sections hypothesis. Analogous to a beam, the actual tensile force in the 
longitudinal reinforcement can be determined through the use of a shifted or 
fictitious bending moment demand. Thus the fictitious moment at a section including 
the tension shift effect is, 
M + Vev = ~ lTJd +(1-a)jd N* J (7.6) 
The term on the right hand side of Equation 7.6 is the dependable flexural strength of 
the section while the term on the left side of the equation represents the fictitious 
bending moment demand on the column to account for the tension shift effect with a 
shift of ev = jd/2tane occurring in the column. 
For beams the dependable flexural strength envelope is used to ensure that the 
bending moment demand does not exceed the dependable strength of the beam at any 
point. By taking the dependable flexural strength envelope for a column the same 
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principle can be applied to compare the moment demand, including the tension shift 
effect, to the flexural strength of the column section as expressed in Equation 7.6. 
For a column the choice of a 30° crack angle and rounding up of the tension shift to 
the section diameter or depth is sufficient for design purposes as suitably 
conservative assumptions are used. 
7.2.3 Curtailment of Flexural Reinforcement 
Reinforced concrete members may have flexural reinforcement curtailed in order to 
economise on the use ofreinforcing steel and to reduce possible congestion of bars at 
a particular section. The reinforcement is curtailed where the reduction in bending 
moment allows this to be done and it is possible and practical to do so. Often only 
beams and structural walls in buildings will have longitudinal reinforcement 
curtailed as it is seldom practicable to curtail reinforcement in columns. 
7.2.3.1 New Zealand Code Requirements 
The current New Zealand Concrete Structures Standard, NZS 3101:1995 [X2] 
requires that the longitudinal tension reinforcement extend beyond the point at which 
according to the design bending moment envelope it is, 
- required at full strength for a distance equal to the development length, Ld, plus 
the effective depth, d, of the member and, 
- no longer required to resist flexure for a distance of 1.3 times the effective depth, 
d, of the member. 
Besides the tension shift the second requirement recognises that a small amount of 
moment redistribution can cause a shift in the bending moment demand due to 
changes in the loading, settlement of the supports and other causes. 
The requirements of NZS 3101:1995 are intended to cover the tension shift and 
anchorage requirements in columns or beams in order to prevent premature 
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flexure-shear failures occurring within the member due to the curtailment of the 
longitudinal tension reinforcement. For circular columns l.3d could be interpreted as 
the column depth, D. 
The previously common practice of curtailing the longitudinal.tension reinforcement 
closely following the bending moment diagram, without regard for the tension shift 
effect occurring, only provided the required development length for anchorage 
beyond the critical section. As mentioned before with the tension shift effect the 
stresses in the reinforcement at the critical section are higher than those that would 
be predicted from the bending moment diagram and the reinforcement is required to 
resist flexure for some distance beyond the critical section. As the development 
length for the reinforcement has been taken from the critical section there is often 
insufficient length of reinforcement past the point at which the steel is required to 
resist flexure to properly anchor the bar and develop the yield strength of the 
reinforcement. 
From the tests of Units I-A and I-B the results show that the practice of curtailing 
reinforcement directly following the static bending moment diagram may lead to the 
development of shear failures with limited ductility at the curtailment sections. As 
columns are usually detailed for plastic hinging to occur at the base and/or the top of 
the column there would generally be insufficient transverse reinforcement provided 
at a curtailment point to ensure adequate rotational capacity of the column to 
accommodate the additional inelastic rotational demands generated at this point. 
Design standard requirements for development lengths and requirements for 
extension past the point at which the reinforcement is theoretically required to resist 
flexure, to account for the tension shift effect, are appropriate for design of new 
structures but may be too conservative for use when assessing existing structures. 
For an existing column with curtailed longitudinal reinforcing, which may not 
possess an adequate length of longitudinal reinforcement beyond the critical section 
to cover the tension shift effect and anchorage requirements, the amount of tension 
shift that will occur in the column must be determined. Columns with distributed 
longitudinal reinforcement often have internal lever arms, jd, somewhat smaller than 
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the effective depth of the section. Therefore the provisions used in the design of 
columns will overestimate the actual tension shift that occurs. Consequently a more 
rational value for the tension shift effect would be a more appropriate value to use 
when assessing the potential for exceeding the flexural strength of a column at a 
curtailment point. 
7.3 QUANTIFYING THE SIZE OF THE TENSION SHIFT 
7.3.1 Modelling of Column Sections 
From Equation 7.2 it can be seen that the amount of tension shift, ev, is dependent on 
the internal lever arm, jd, and the angle of diagonal compressive stress field, 8. The 
angle 8 can be determined for a member from Equation 7.4 which depends on the 
amount of transverse reinforcement provided in the member. However it is simple to 
assume an angle for the diagonal compressive stress field of between 45° and 30°, 
with a common angle for flexure-shear cracking of 30° assumed for assessment of 
columns [P3]. 
By establishing the internal forces in a column and the position of their resultants the 
internal lever arm can be obtained. By using concrete stress-strain models that 
account for strength enhancement due to confinement of the concrete and steel 
stress-strain curves which account for strain hardening, the internal forces, position 
of their resultants, moment and curvature can be calculated for any level of concrete 
strain in the extreme compressive fibre. These results can be obtained as part of a full 
moment-curvature analysis of a section. 
As well as the moment, curvature and extreme bar steel strain, the internal lever arm 
ratio, jd/D, neutral axis depth ratio, c/D, contribution of tension reinforcement, 
T/Astfy, and position of compression and tension force resultants, for a given column, 
ca11 be determined at any extreme fibre compressive strain in a column for each step 
in a moment-curvature analysis. 
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7.3.2 Parameter Study 
The variation of these parameters with different axial load ratios and longitudinal 
steel ratios for circular and rectangular columns was investigated by analysing a 
number of different sized columns to allow the development of expressions for each 
parameter. Each parameter was evaluated for each given column at an extreme 
compressive fibre strain of Ee= 0.004 and the results used to derive expressions for 
each parameter. This extreme fibre strain has been taken as it is approximately the 
strain at which the nominal flexural strength of a column is reached. 
Circular columns were modelled with the longitudinal reinforcement distributed 
equally around the circumference of the column. Rectangular columns were 
modelled with the longitudinal reinforcement distributed equally on all four faces of 
the column. Figure 7.3 shows the reinforcement layout of each type of column. 
7.3.2.1 Range ofVariables Used 
The variables examined for the circular and rectangular columns include: 
- compressive axial load ratio, N*/f'cAg, from zero to 0.1 
- longitudinal reinforcement ratio, Pt. from 0.8 % to 4 % 
- mechanical ratio m = fy I 0.85 f' c , from m = 6 to 16 
- the concrete cover to column diameter or column depth ratio 
Compressive loads and strains are defined as negative. The yield strength of the 
longitudinal and transverse steel was taken as 300 MPa. 
The concrete cover to diameter ratio was changed through the use of the parameter g, 
where g is the ratio of pitch of circular arrangement of longitudinal reinforcement to 
cross section diameter, for circular columns, or distance between reinforcing bars 
closest to faces of rectangular columns to section depth. Column interaction design 
charts are often produced for different values of g or concrete cover to diameter 
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ratios and require interpolation between the two values. For this study columns were 
evaluated with g = 0.8, 0.9 and 1.0. 
The values of the variables were chosen as many bridge columns are usually lightly 
loaded in compression and the chosen yield strength of the reinforcing steel more 
closely matches the probable yield strength of the steel used in older structures. 
Chapman [C2] reports that site sampling and testing of reinforcing steel from New 
Zealand structures built during the period 1930 - 1970 showed the reinforcement 
possessed a yield strength 15 - 20 % greater than the specified value. Typical 
specified yield strengths for reinforcement were 240 MPa which gives probable yield 
strengths of276 to 288 MPa [M2]. 
The New Zealand Concrete Structures Standard [X2] allows longitudinal 
reinforcement ratios in columns from a minimum of 0.8 % to a maximum of 8 %. 
Since it is impractical to use longitudinal steel ratios as high as 8 % due to the 
difficulties in placing and lapping such large quantities of bars, an upper limit of 4 % 
is often adopted for columns designed for seismic resistance. 
As the yield strength, fy, was held constant at 300 MPa the variation of the 
mechanical ratio, m, is used to vary the concrete compressive strength from 
f' c = 22 MPa to 59 MPa. This range of strengths covers concrete strengths assumed 
at the design stage through to higher concrete strengths that result from the natural 
strength gain of concrete over time. Older structures, those more likely to require 
seismic assessment and/or retrofit, will have in-situ concrete strengths which will be 
substantially higher then the concrete strengths assumed at the design stage. 
Although expressions developed from this study used a constant longitudinal yield 
strength of fy = 300 MPa the expressions can be applied with good confidence for 
steel strengths in the range of 250 MPa to 350 MPa with mechanical ratios in the 
range m = 6 to 16. For steel yield strengths significantly different from these values 
the appropriate values can be obtained from a moment-curvature analysis of the 
column section. Comparison of the data points used to derive these expressions with 





< 0/3 or 200 mm 
D' 
Figure 7.3 Layout of Circular and Rectangular Columns Used to Evaluate Size of 
Tension Shift Effect 
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and 350 MPa were also conducted and are plotted in Appendix E for comparison of 
the data points with the proposed expressions. 
7.3.2.2 Column Detailing and Geometry 
Transverse reinforcement for the columns was detailed so that the spacing between 
transverse hoop sets was approximately eight times the longitudinal bar diameter. 
The current New Zealand Concrete Structures Standard, NZS 3101:1995 [X2], 
specifies the transverse reinforcement spacing, for columns required to resist seismic 
actions, be no greater than one quarter of the least lateral dimension of the cross 
section or six times the diameter of the longitudinal bar restrained. This spacing 
requirement is relaxed to one third the least lateral dimension of the cross section or 
10 times the longitudinal bar diameter for columns not required to resist seismic 
actions. 
For the rectangular columns analysed the distance between longitudinal bars which 
are laterally restrained by a cross-tie or comer of a transverse hoop is set at the larger 
of 1/3 of the adjacent lateral dimension of the cross section or 200 mm. This is the 
same as the NZS 3101:1995 general requirements for columns while the lateral 
restraint spacing requirements for columns designed to resist seismic actions 1s 
decreased to the larger of 114 of the adjacent lateral dimension or 200 mm. 
The analysed columns fall outside the current requirements for transverse 
reinforcement spacings in NZS 3101:1995 for columns designed to resist seismic 
actions. It is intended that the expressions derived can be applied to existing columns 
designed using previous, less stringent, transverse reinforcement spacing 
requirements and containing potential deficiencies with the curtailment of 
longitudinal reinforcement in the columns which will likely affect the seismic 
performance of the structure. It is unlikely to find longitudinal reinforcement which 
has been curtailed in building columns as the moment demands in a building frame 
would not allow or warrant any curtailment. Bridge columns however, especially 
large sections and tall piers, are more likely to have longitudinal reinforcement 
curtailed up the height of the column. 
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The transverse reinforcement ratio for the rectangular columns analysed ranged from 
Ps = 0.30 % to 1.08 % for a yield strength fyh = 300 MPa. Circular columns analysed 
had transverse reinforcement ratios ranging from Ps = 0.16 % to 0.38 % for a yield 
strength fyh = 300 MPa. The amount of transverse reinforcement provided in the 
column will influence the amount of confinement provided to the concrete, the 
compressive strength enhancement and hence the neutral axis depth required in the 
column at development of the nominal flexural strength. The range of Ps values for 
the rectangular and circular columns analysed do not significantly influence the c/D 
values obtained at an extreme compressive fibre strain of Ee= -0.004. However the 
moment-curvature response after reaching the nominal flexural strength will be 
greatly influenced by the amount of transverse steel provided in the column. 
7.3.3 Results of the Parameter Study 
The truss analogy was used in Section 7.2.2 to derive an expression for the tension 
shift. Equation 7.2 shows that the shift depends on the internal lever arm, jd, and on 
the inclination of the diagonal compressive stress field, e. An expression for e was 
derived in Section 7.2.2. 
The parametric analysis was employed to derive simple equations for jd for both 
circular and rectangular columns. In addition, the proportion of the force in the 
longitudinal reinforcement in tension to the total yield force Astfy was obtained as 
this ratio enables a simple design of a retrofit scheme. 
Investigations have shown that the internal lever arm in circular and rectangular 
columns remains constant for a range of longitudinal steel ratios, pi, from 0.8 % to 
4 % and compressive axial loads, N*, from zero up to -0.lf'cAg. Results for both the 
rectangular and circular columns were found to be within ±10 % of the values given 





0.7 - 0.4 (1 - g) (7.7) 





0.62 - 0.4 (1 - g) (7.8) 
internal lever arm 
D depth of rectangular section or diameter of circular section 
g ratio of pitch of circular arrangement of longitudinal 
reinforcement to cross section diameter, for circular 
columns, or distance between reinforcing bars closest to 
faces of rectangular columns to section depth 
This shows that the internal lever arm, jd, for columns with distributed longitudinal 
reinforcement can be lower than 0.5 D, which would give tension shifts less than half 
of the value usually assumed for design purposes. 
By taking a more rational value for the tension shift, the effects of premature 
curtailment of longitudinal reinforcement in existing columns can be evaluated and 
the possibility of attaining the flexural strength at the curtailed section can be 
assessed. The bending moment envelope for the column can be modified to take into 
account the tension shift effect which increases the moment demand over the column 
height. This can then be compared to the dependable flexural strength envelope 
obtained from the proposed equations, design charts or moment-curvature analyses at 
each section of the column. From this it can be easily seen if the bending moment 
demand, including the tension shift effect, exceeds the flexural strength envelope of 
the column. 




1.2 -, - + 0.75 
fcAg 
(7.9) 
and for circular columns:-
(7.10) 
but T/Astfy must not be taken less than 0.58 nor greater than 0.75. 
where N* I f' cAg is negative for compressive axial loads 
T resultant tensile force in longitudinal steel 
Ast total area of longitudinal steel 
fy yield strength of longitudinal steel 
Pt volumetric ratio of longitudinal steel 
, 
The results for all rectangular columns fell within ±10% of the values given by 
Equation 7.9 for the range of longitudinal steel ratios and axial load ratios 
investigated. 
The position of the resultant forces within the column, with respect to the centreline 
of the column and the internal lever arm is found using the factor a, (see Figure 7.2). 
It was found that, 
for rectangular columns:-
N* 
a= -0.9-, -+0.29-0.15(1-g) 
fcAg 
(7.11) 
but a should not be taken less than 0.34 - 0.15(1-g), 
and for circular columns:-
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N* 
a = (l5p1 -2)-, -+6p1 +0.3g-0.15 
fcAg 
(7.12) 
but a should not be taken less than 0.2g + 0.07 nor greater than 0.40. 
The neutral axis depth for rectangular and circular columns was also investigated and 
related to the axial load ratio and longitudinal steel ratio. The following expressions 
have been obtained from the range of columns analysed in order to obtain the 
expressions in Equations 7.7 to 7.12. 
For rectangular columns:-
c N* 
= (18p, - 1.4)-, - + 5p, + 0.22 (1-g) 
D fcAg 
(7.13) 
and for circular columns:-
where 
c N* 
= (18p, - 1.4)-, - + 4.6p, + 0.10 (1-g) + 0.07 (7.14) 
D fcAg 
c distance from extreme compressive fibre to position of 
neutral axis 
By substituting typical values of p1 and g into Equations 7 .13 and 7 .14 a simplified 
expression for the neutral axis depth ratio can be obtained for both rectangular and 
circular columns when the extreme compressive fibre strain reaches Ee= -0.004. 
c N* 
= 0.18 - 0.95 -, -
D fcAg 
(7.15) 
Equation 7 .15 provides a good approximation to the neutral axis depth ratios given 
by Equations 7.13 and 7.14 where the longitudinal steel ratio, Pi. lies between 1.5 % 
and3 %. 
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7.4 ASSESSMENT OF THE STRENGTH AND LATERAL DEFORMATION 
CAPACITY IN COLUMNS WITH LONGITUDINAL BAR CURTAILMENT 
7.4.1 Location of Plastic Hinges 
As part of a seismic assessment of a structure, ,once the potential failure hierarchy 
and mechanism of inelastic deformation are identified, the critical sections would 
have to be determined and the overall strength and capacity of the structure assessed 
and compared to the force and displacement demands imposed on the structure. The 
presence of longitudinal bars that have been curtailed in a column because of 
decreased bending moment demand may become a critical region within the structure 
if insufficient provision for anchoring the longitudinal bars has been allowed. This is 
common in earlier structures where the longitudinal steel has been curtailed directly 
from the bending moment diagram. Other situations may arise where the dynamic 
response of the column exceeds the static bending moment demand over the height 
of the column or where the column has been shortened by use of an overlay at the 
base of the column moving the critical section closer to the cmiailment point. 
The formation of a critical section within the height of a column, due to the 
curtailment of longitudinal reinforcement, may affect the overall performance of a 
structure as this section would probably not have been adequately detailed to provide 
sufficient strength and/or ductility to match the demands imposed on the structure at 
this point. 
Generally with structures requiring detailed se1sm1c assessment and retrofit, the 
columns will not possess adequate transverse reinforcing to provide sufficient shear 
capacity and ductility to ensure satisfactory performance during a large earthquake. 
Assessment of the nominal flexural strength of a column up its height can easily be 
done by applying the proposed equations, use of column design charts or moment-
curvature analyses at each point where the longitudinal tension reinforcing is 
curtailed. The moment capacity can then be compared directly to the bending 
moment demand in the column, including an allowance for the tension shift effect, to 
determine whether the flexural strength of the column will be reached at any point. 
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The proposed relationships with internal lever arm, tension steel contribution and 
position of the internal force resultants as functions of axial load ratio and 
longitudinal steel ratio allow the nominal flexural strength envelope of a column to 
be determined by applying these equations instead of conducting moment-curvature 
analyses for the column. Similarly column design charts will give the nominal 
flexural strength of a column. Application of the proposed equations or the use of 
design charts will determine the nominal flexural strength of the column section but a 
moment-curvature analysis is useful to determine any overstrength and the inelastic 
deformation capacity of the column. 
Equations 7.7 - 7.12 can be used to determine the nominal flexural strength envelope 
for symmetric square or circular columns where the area of longitudinal steel at each 
section is used to determine the magnitude of T]d up the height of the column and 
added to the axial load contribution to flexural strength, (1-a)jd N*. This can then be 
represented graphically and the bending moment demand, including the tension shift 
effect, can be plotted over the dependable flexural strength envelope to determine 
any potential flexural strength shortfall at the curtailment point(s). Examples of the 
application of Equations 7.6- 7.12 are included in Appendix A. 
If the retrofit scheme is based on the principles underlying capacity design the 
strength reduction factor can be taken as ~ = 1. This implies that the concrete 
compressive strength and the yield strengths of the longitudinal and transverse 
reinforcement are determined with accuracy. However, destructive testing methods 
are required to establish the yield strength of the reinforcement. In lieu of such tests, 
if the typical values of the yield strengths of the reinforcement can be traced, the 
yield strength of the transverse reinforcement can be taken as the lower 5th percentile 
value whereas the longitudinal reinforcement yield strength can be taken as the 95th 
percentile strength. 
Figure 7.4(a) shows a column containing longitudinal reinforcement which has been 
curtailed part way up the height of the column. This curtailment has been done 
following the bending moment diagram without adequate allowance for the tension 
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Figure 7.4 Flexural Strength and Bending Moment Demand Envelopes 
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shift to occur. Figure 7.4(b) illustrates the dependable flexural strength and bending 
moment diagram as expressed in Equation 7 .6. From this diagram it can be seen that 
the flexural strength of the column is exceeded at the curtailment point when the 
tension shift effect is taken into account. Where the moment demand has exceeded 
the dependable flexural strength envelope, any flexural strength shortfall at the 
curtailment point can be determined from the diagram. If the retrofit scheme is solely 
based on enhancing the flexural strength of the column, the flexural strength 
shortfall, ~M0, can be expressed as:-
~Mn=~ l ~(TJd + (1-a )Jd N*) J (7.16) 
A column would need to be assessed at the moment corresponding to development of 
the nominal flexural strength at the base of the column and at higher column base 
moments resulting from any strength increase due to strain hardening of the 
reinforcement at higher curvatures in the column. This will indicate whether there is 
any potential for exceeding the flexural strength at the curtailment points in the 
column when the base of the column reaches its nominal flexural strength and to 
ensure that increased flexural demands at the base of the column do not lead to 
excessive flexural strength demands on the column at the curtailmentpoint(s). 
If the column's flexural strength is exceeded at the curtailment point(s) the inelastic 
deformations will concentrate at the curtailment point. This will then place large 
curvature demands on the column at the curtailment point due to the concentration of 
the inelastic deformations in the column at this point. Often the curtailment points up 
the height of the column will not contain sufficient quantities of transverse 
reinforcement as only the base of the column will have been detailed for inelastic 
action. Therefore the large inelastic displacement demands on the column at the 
curtailment point are not able to be sustained and the column is likely to fail after 
limited ductility response at this point. 
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7.4.1.1 Effect of Dynamic Response on Bending Moment Pattern 
The bending moment demand on a column will be influenced by the dynamic 
response of the structure. Figure 7 .5 illustrates the static and dynamic bending 
moment demand for a bridge pier with a large superstructure rotational inertia due to 
the presence of a column cap. The assumed static bending moment demand has zero 
bending moment at the centre of mass of the superstructure where the equivalent 
lateral seismic force is assumed to act. If the superstructure has a large rotational 
inertia the bending moment demand at the centre of mass of the superstructure 
corresponding to the first mode of vibration will be increased giving a worst case for 
the evaluation of bar curtailment effects in a bridge pier. 
The amount of flexural strength shortfall can be obtained from a graphical 
representation of the dependable flexural strength envelope, the bending moment 
demand, including dynamic effects, and the "fictitious" bending moment demand 
due to the tension shift effect. 
Figure 7.5 
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(b) Dynamic 1st mode 
and large rotational inertia 
(c) Dynamic 2nd mode 
and large rotational inertia 
Bending Moment Demand for Static and Dynamic Response 
7.4.2 Deformation Capacity of Plastic Hinges in Regions of Bar Curtailment 
A method for evaluating the shear capacity of an existing column is proposed by 
Priestley et al. [P3, P4] which accounts for the transverse reinforcing, axial load and 
concrete contributions to shear resistance. 
where 
V = ~ Aspfy,,Dc 
s 2 s tan8 
Avfyh De 
s tan8 
VP= -N* tana 
circular columns 






The concrete shear resisting mechanism, V c, degrades with increasing curvature 
ductility demand. The term k varies with curvature ductility as shown in Figure 7.6 
and is dependent on whether the column is subjected to uniaxial or biaxial ductility. 
The contribution of the transverse steel to shear resistance, V5, is based on a truss 
mechanism with an angle 8 of 30° between the compression diagonals and the axis of 
the column unless the comer-to-comer diagonal subtends a larger angle with the axis 
of the member. The distance De is taken as the distance between centres of the 
peripheral hoops or spirals in the column as shown in Figure 7.3. 
The axial load, N*, is taken as negative for compressive axial loads and compressive 
axial loads are considered to enhance the shear strength of the column. The axial load 
component, Vp, is provided through the formation of an inclined strut joining the 
centres of flexural compression at the top and bottom of the column as shown in 
Figure 7.7. 
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In the event of a plastic hinge forming at a curtailment point within the height of a 
column, this component of shear resistance must be neglected. Once a plastic hinge 
has developed at a curtailment point the inclined strut can no longer develop between 
the top of the column and the base, as indicated in Figure 7.7. The inclined strut will 
form between the top of the. column and the compression zone at the curtailment 
point. Below the curtailment point the strut is no longer inclined offering no 
horizontal component to resist shear and thus must be neglected. 
Due to the low axial load applied to many bridge columns, much of the shear 
resistance is provided by the concrete and transverse steel mechanisms. Where there 
is insufficient contribution to the shear resisting mechanism from the transverse 
reinforcement the column will fail through shear when the capacity for the concrete 
shear resistance contribution is reached. 
Since the total shear strength of a column may be expressed in terms of curvature 
ductility the comparison of the flexural strength-curvature ductility and the shear 
strength-curvature ductility for the colmm1 can be made. The flexural 
moment-curvature relationship can be expressed as an equivalent shear 
force-curvature relationship and compared to the shear strength-curvature ductility 
relationship. Figure 7.8 shows three different moment-curvature responses, expressed 
as equivalent shear force-curvature relationships, which may be applicable to three 
different levels of longitudinal reinforcement ratio. Relationship 1 shows the column 
developing a flexural strength, V 1 > Vi. the initial nominal shear strength, and a 
brittle shear failure occurs. Relationship 3 develops a maximum shear force 
corresponding to a fully ductile response which is inside the shear strength envelope. 
Shear failure does not occur and the column fails when the flexural ductility 
capacity, µ4>, f is reached. Relationship 2 has a shear force corresponding to an ideal 
flexural strength lower than the shear strength envelope. As the ductility develops the 
increasing shear force intersects the decreasing shear strength envelope developing a 
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(b) Single Bending 
Contribution of Axial Load to Column Shear Resistance [P3] 
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The ultimate curvature corresponding to this premature shear failure is used as a limit 
to the amount of plastic rotation of a hinge during a plastic collapse analysis. Further 
displacement capacity may be available from the column through shear deformations 
but the definition of curvature and curvature ductility is lost as the displacement is 
not taking place through rotation but due to shear distortion of the column. 
Displacements of the tip of a column due to rotation (curvature) are dependent on the 
distance from the top of the column to the plastic hinge. When displacement is 
controlled by shear the displacement of the top of the column is independent of the 
distance from the top of the column to the plastic hinge. As a result large shear 
displacements are required to satisfy the lateral displacement demand and it is 
unlikely that the available shear displacements will be adequate. Thus it is 
conservative to take the curvature when the flexure and shear envelopes intersect, 
corresponding to µ~, 5, as the maximum available curvature in the column. 
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Figure 7.8 Ductility at Failure for Columns with Different Longitudinal 
Reinforcement Ratios [P 3 J 
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7.4.3 Retrofit of Columns with Deficient Strength at the Curtailment Points 
Should a column have insufficient flexural strength to resist the flexural demand, 
when the tension shift effect is included, the column should be retrofitted to improve 
its performance to meet the expected demands. This shortfall can be corrected by:-
- Enhancing the flexural strength through the use of a reinforced concrete, steel or 
fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) jacket. 
- Enhancing the shear strength through the use of a reinforced concrete, steel or 
FRP jacket. 
- By a combination of (a) and (b) 
If retrofit is required to improve the flexural strength of the column at a curtailment 
point, the additional flexural strength required can be obtained from the flexural 
strength envelope diagram and expressed as in Equation 7 .16. This indicates that the 
flexural strength of a section can be improved by increasing the contribution of the 
tensile longitudinal steel to the flexural strength and/or increasing the axial load 
contribution to the flexural strength. This could be achieved by increasing the 
amount of longitudinal steel in the column or increasing the axial load acting on the 
column to overcome the flexural strength shortfall. 
The simplest method of achieving the required flexural strength shortfall is to 
increase the amount of longitudinal reinforcement in a column by equating the 
flexural strength shortfall to ~~ Tjd and determining the additional area of 
longitudinal reinforcement required in the column at the curtailment point(s) from 
this. Yield of the longitudinal reinforcement placed in reinforced concrete and steel 
jackets are appropriate to determine the required additional area of longitudinal 
reinforcement. Strain compatibility and the choice of an appropriate longitudinal 
strain is required when using an elastic FRP jacket [Wl]. 
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7.5 TENSION SHIFT NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
Numerical examples are included in Appendix A demonstrating the use of the 
proposed relationships to determine the possibility of reaching the flexural strength 
of a column containing longitudinal reinforcement which has been curtailed up the 
height of the column. The proposed relationships are used along with a graphical 
approach to compare the flexural strength envelope of a column and the bending 
moment demand, including the tension shift effect. 
The original "as-built" designs for Piers 46 and 68 are analysed along with an 
example rectangular column. 
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CHAPTERS 




This Chapter presents the model used to describe the stress-strain behaviour of 
unconfined concrete and concrete confined with the use of transverse steel, 
developed by Mander et al. [M3, M4]. This model is presented here as it has been 
widely accepted and used in New Zealand and is used as a benchmark stress-strain 
relationship for confined and unconfined concrete. }Joment-cur.,rature analyses are 
conducted for columns subjected to axial load and flexure. Results obtained using the 
original Mander et al. stress-strain model are compared to an approach which 
explicitly models the effectively confined core and· the regions defined within the 
concrete core, outside the effectively confined core, instead of smearing the 
effectively confined core over the entire core area. As the confinement efficiency 
factor depends on the effectively confined core area, the choice of arch profile 
assumed to ·act in the section will influence this value. This study will investigate the 
sensitivity of the initial tangent angle chosen for the arch profile for columns 
subjected to flexural and axial load. A statistical approach comparing maximum 
moments obtained from experimental results to predicted maximum moments while 
varying the arch profile is included. 
Sakai and Sheikh [S7] suggest that the presence of a heavily reinforced stub adjacent 
to the critical section of columns tested at the University of Canterbury are 
responsible for the observed strength enhancement seen in test results for these 
columns. This stub is provided in University of Canterbury column tests to model the 
effects of members framing into the columns of buildings or bridge structures 
adjacent to the critical section. Gill et al. [Gl, P6] first noted the effect of the stub on 
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the moment-curvature response of a column, yet despite much research into the 
moment-curvature behaviour of columns in the last 20 years there has been no 
attempt to quantify this effect. Ang et al. [Al] suggested an expression to account for 
the observed flexural strength enhancement, for University of Canterbury column 
tests, as a function of axial load ratio. The flexural strength enhancement has been 
attributed to the increased contribution of the concrete compressive force to flexural 
strength at high axial load ratios, resulting from the influence of the enhanced 
compressive strength due to the presence of confining reinforcement. An 
investigation into the influence of the confining stub on the amount of flexural 
strength enhancement and moment-curvature response of a column is included in this 
Chapter. 
Derivation of a simple moment-curvature analysis to account for the effects of 
reversed cyclic loading of a column is also included here. 
8.1.2 Stress-Strain Behaviour of Confined Concrete 
In the seismic design of reinforced concrete members in structures, the behaviour of 
the member, when undergoing large displacements in the inelastic range, can be 
highly influenced by the behaviour of the confined concrete within the core. Potential 
plastic hinge regions of these members must be carefully detailed for ductility to 
ensure that the members can sustain the large inelastic deformations imposed during 
an earthquake and prevent collapse of the structure. The most important part of 
ensuring adequate ductility of a member is the provision of sufficient transverse 
reinforcement in the form of circular hoops or spirals, for circular members, or of 
overlapping rectangular hoops and cross-ties in rectangular members. Transverse 
reinforcement is required to confine the compressed concrete within the core, to 
prevent premature buckling of longitudinal steel and prevent failure of the member 
through shear. 
To adequately describe the behaviour of a member, the stress-strain behaviour of the 
confined concrete within the core of the member must be known, in terms of the 
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peak stress attained, the strain at which this stress is reached and the amount of 
ultimate strain available from the concrete. 
The peak stress and ultimate strain of concrete has been observed to increase when 
concrete is placed under a triaxial compression stress state compared to values for a 
uniaxial stress state. As the concrete approaches its uniaxial strength, internal 
cracking and crushing causes dilation, which is resisted by the lateral confining 
pressure acting on the concrete. The result is a significant enhancement of the peak 
stress and ductility of the concrete [B2, Rl]. 
The use of transverse reinforcement can also lead to a significant increase in the 
strength and ductility of the compressed concrete. Concrete is generally confined 
with the use of closely spaced transverse steel hoops or spirals. As the concrete 
dilates, as it reaches its uniaxial (unconfined) strength, it bears outward against the 
transverse reinforcement which supplies a passive confining pressure. 
Stress-strain models for confined concrete have been proposed by vanous 
researchers to quantify the degree of strength enhancement and increase in ductility. 
Comprehensive literature reviews of research to model the stress-strain behaviour of 
concrete confined with circular hoops or spirals and rectangular hoops, with or 
without supplementary cross-ties have been conducted by Zahn et al. [Zl], Tanaka 
and Park [Tl], and Dodd and Cooke [DI]. These reviews present a number of 
different studies into describing the effect of confinement on the strength and 
ductility of concrete. Many of these models are based on experimental results 
obtained from compression testing of cylinders or prisms containing transverse 
reinforcement for confinement with or without longitudinal reinforcement present. 
A feature of the commonly used confined concrete stress-strain models is the 
definition of a region of effectively confined core concrete within the region bounded 
by the peripheral hoops. Sheikh and Uzumeri [Sl] first proposed the concept of an 
effectively confined core which is smaller than the concrete core, within the 
peripheral hoops because of vertical arching of the concrete between the transverse 
hoop sets and horizontal arching between the restrained longitudinal bars, as shown 
in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 for rectangular sections. The area of the effectively confined 
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core is determined by the spacing and arrangement of the transverse reinforcement 
and the arrangement of the longitudinal reinforcement in the section. 
Although the effectively confined core area is defined, many stress-strain models 
smear the effectively confined core area over the entire concrete core through the use 
of a confinement efficiency factor. The confinement efficiency factor is usually 
based on the ratio of effectively confined core area to the concrete core area and is 
used to reduce the assumed lateral confining pressure provided by the transverse 
reinforcement. This reduced, or effective, lateral pressure is then assumed to act 
uniformly across the entire core area of the column and is used as the basis for 
determining the amount of strength enhancement provided to the confined concrete. 
This procedure essentially defines the concrete core of the column as having uniform 
stress-strain properties. 
8.2 MANDER ET AL. STRESS-STRAIN MODEL 
Mander et al. [M3, M4] proposed a model that describes the stress-strain behaviour 
of unconfined concrete and concrete confined with circular hoops, spirals or 
rectangular hoops. This model has the advantage that it describes the complete stress-
strain curve as a single function, can be applied to circular and rectangular sections, 
and can also account for column or wall sections with different quantities of 
confining steel in the two perpendicular directions. 
The compressive strength of unconfined concrete is denoted f' co· This value is 
usually assumed to be 0.85 times the concrete cylinder strength, f'c, due to size 
effects between concrete control cylinders and concrete within large members. 
The strength of the confined concrete is calculated by using the concept of an 
effectively confined core within the nominal concrete core, as measured between the 
centreline of the peripheral hoops. The area of effectively confined core is 
determined by the spacing of transverse reinforcement, arrangement of longitudinal 
reinforcement in the section and the corresponding transverse reinforcement 
arrangement. 
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Rectangular hoops effectively confine the concrete only at and near the comers of the 
hoops. The sides of the rectangular hoops tend to bow outwards due to their small 
flexural stiffness and cannot effectively confine the concrete. Therefore confinement 
of the concrete is only achieved at the comers of the rectangular hoops or at locations 
where a longitudinal bar is laterally restrained by a hoop comer or cross-tie. 
This leads to an area of concrete at the surface of the core which is not effectively 
confined as the concrete arches between each restrained longitudinal bar. In Figure 
8.1 this area is shown shaded for various transverse hoop arrangements. It can be 
seen that the area of ineffectively confined concrete reduces when a greater number 
of restrained longitudinal bars are present in the section. Beyond the shaded area, 
over the effectively confined core, the confining stresses are assumed to be applied 
uniformly. 
Mander et al. assumed that the confined concrete arches in the form of a parabola 
horizontally between restrained longitudinal bars, at the level of the transverse hoop 
sets, and vertically between the transverse hoop sets up the height of the column as 
shown in Figure 8.2. Arching is assumed to take place over the clear spacings 
between restrained longitudinal bars and transverse hoop sets. The boundary between 
the unconfined and confined concrete was assumed to have a parabolic shape with an 
initial tangent angle, 8, of 45°. The effectively confined core is then the total core 
area less the sum of the core areas which are not effectively confined. 
Full details of the Mander et al. concrete stress-strain model can be found in the 
original references [M3, M4] and are well covered by literature reviews by Zahn 
et al. [Zl], Tanaka and Park [Tl], and Dodd and Cooke [DI]. 
Circular columns reinforced with circular hoops or spirals are only affected by 
vertical arching as the hoops or spirals apply a uniform pressure due to hoop tension 
in the transverse reinforcement. 
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Figure 8.1 Arching between Restrained Longitudinal Bars for Various Hoop 
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Figure 8.2 Arching Between Transverse Hoop Sets [P 1 J 
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The confinement efficiency factor, ke, is defined as the ratio between the effectively 
confined core area, Ae, midway between transverse hoop sets and the total concrete 
area of the core, as measured between the centreline of the peripheral hoops. 
The lateral confining pressure provided by the transverse reinforcement is taken at 
yielding of the transverse reinforcement. This is evaluated for each of the two 
perpendicular directions in the case of unequal transverse reinforcement. 
fl~= Psxfylr 
hy = Psyfy1r 
(8.1) 
where Psx and Psy are the volumetric ratios of effective transverse reinforcement in 








where Asx and Asy = total area of transverse steel running in the x and y directions 
respectively. 
For circular sections Psx and Psy are replaced by the volumetric ratio of the confining 








As the effectively confined core area, Ae, is less than the area of concrete within the 
centrelines of the peripheral spiral or hoop, Ace, an effective lateral confining 
pressure, f'i, is assumed to act uniformly over the total core area, 
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(8.5) 
To evaluate the compressive strength of the confined concrete, Mander et al. 
_evaluated the ultimate strength surface following the "five parameter" model 
proposed by William and Warnke [W2]. When the confined concrete core is placed 
under triaxial compression with equal effective lateral confining pressures the 
compressive strength of the confined concrete, f'cc, can be given by:-
(8.6) 
The factor a 1 increases the compressive strength as a function of lateral confining 
pressure. 
( 2.254 1 + 
7-~~" - 2 ( ;j - 1.254] (8.7) 
f' co unconfined concrete strength 
f'12 maximum effective lateral confining pressure 
The effect on the compressive strength of concrete which is confined with unequal 
effective lateral confining pressures, in two perpendicular directions, is given by the 
reduction factor a 2 which can be evaluated from Figure 8.3 in terms of the maximum 
and minimum effective lateral confining pressures. The effective lateral confining 
pressure f'11 is taken as the minimum of f'1x and f'1y, and f'12 is taken as the maximum 
of f'1x and f'1y. Restrepo and Wang [R2] proposed an approximate closed form 
solution for a 2, in lieu of using Figure ~.3, to evaluate the confined concrete strength. 
(8.8) 
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Once the compressive strength of the confined concrete, f' cc, has been established, 
Mander et al. proposed that the other parameters for the stress-strain relationship may 
be determined from: 
where Sc 
s = s ( 1 + R (J;c -1) J 







variable concrete strain 
concrete strain at confined concrete strength, f' cc 
concrete strain at unconfined concrete strength, f' co 
0.002 
The parameter R in Equation 8.9 is used to determine the strain at which the peak 
confined concrete stress is reached. This was calibrated using experimental results 
and was assumed by Mander et al. to be R = 5. The complete stress-strain curve, 
shown in Figure 8.4, is then given by Popovic's [P7] equation, 
(8.14) 
The stress-strain relationship for unconfined concrete can be obtained from the same 
set of equations using a lateral confining pressure, f] = 0. To define the stress-strain 
behaviour of cover concrete, the descending portion of the unconfined concrete 
stress-strain relationship is assumed to decrease linearly from a strain of 2sco to reach 
zero stress at the spalling strain, 8spall· 
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Figure 8.4 Mander et al. [M3} Stress-Strain Model for Confined and Unconfined 
Concrete 
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Mander et al. tested under concentric compression a number of realistically sized 
circular, square and rectangular columns with various arrangements of longitudinal 
and transverse reinforcement. They found that the most significant parameters 
affecting the shape of the stress-strain curve of confined concrete were the amount 
and configuration of the transverse reinforcement. An increased quantity of 
transverse reinforcement led to improved strength and ductility of the confined 
concrete and the effect of the transverse reinforcement configuration could be 
predicted through the confinement efficiency factor, Ice. The longitudinal steel layout 
only influences stress-strain behaviour through its effect on ke. 
The performance of columns confined with circular spirals or hoops was 
considerably better than columns confined with rectangular hoops. Rectangular 
hoops have a reduced confinement efficiency when compared to circular hoops as 
the steel is placed in hoop tension by dilation of the core concrete and apply a 
uniform radial pressure to the core. Therefore the confinement efficiency factor, ke, 
for circ11lar hoops or spirals is close to 1.0 and is only affected b~y ,vertical arching of 
the concrete between sets of hoops or spirals. Rectangular hoops only efficiently 
confine the concrete located near the comers of each hoop or near a bar restrained by 
a cross-tie. Thus the confinement efficiency factor, ke, for rectangular hoops with or 
without supplementary cross-ties is usually much less than 1.0. 
In a column subjected to axial load and flexure the strain gradient present will give 
decreasing strains for the fibres further from the extreme compressive fibre. As the 
extreme compressive fibres are not effectively confined, due to arching within the 
column core, they will not follow the assumed stress-strain relationship for the 
effectively confined concrete. These fibres will achieve lower peak stresses, for a 
given strain, compared to the effectively confined concrete. As illustrated in Figure 
8.5 the ineffectively confined concrete region supports the lower stress, as given by 
the stress-strain relationship assumed for the concrete in this region while the 
effectively confined core is still supporting a high compressive stress, following the 
effectively confined concrete stress-strain relationship. This results in a decrease in 
the moment capacity of the section as the concrete compressive force is supplied 
mostly by the effectively confined concrete core. In addition the position of the 
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concrete compressive force resultant is limited to the region between the neutral axis 
and the edge of the effectively confined core. 
The decrease in moment capacity is not seen in current stress-strain models where 
the smearing of the effectively confined core across the column core is done. Each 
compressive fibre is capable of supporting the same peak stress, and the position of 
the concrete compressive force resultant can lie anywhere between the neutral axis 
and the edge of the column core at the position of the peripheral hoop. Under 
concentric axial load the concrete compressive force resultant will lie at the centroid 
of the section. For current stress-strain models each fibre will contribute equally to 
the concrete compressive force resultant due the constant strain applied over the 
entire section. Assuming different behaviour of effectively and ineffectively confined 
concrete in the core region will not influence the results where the section is 
subjected to a concentric axial load as the compressive stresses in each fibre still all 
contribute to the resultant concrete force. 
Smeared column core 
Actual\ 





Segmented column core 
Region affected by arching 
...-+--- Centroid of concrete compressive 
force moves toward centreline. 
~-t--1- Stress supporled by arch region 
,.,__p,_c_.., decreases with increased strains. 
c 
Figure 8.5 Column Sections Subjected to Combined Axial Load and Flexure with 
Smeared and Segmented Column Core Regions 
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For a significant strain gradient across the section, when a column is subjected to 
flexure, the concrete located closer to the extreme compression fibre contributes 
more to the bending moment. A more appropriate definition of the efficiency factor 
should weight the efficiency of the individual concrete strips according to their 
distance from the neutral axis. Zahn et al. [Zl] proposed that when only part of the 
section is in compression the efficiency factor should be redefined as the ratio of the 




= first moment of area of effectively confined core area, Ae 
= first moment of area of confined core area, Ace 
(8.15) 
Zahn et al. [Zl] used the approach suggested by Mander et al. to calculate the 
theoretical behaviour of a number of colurr1ns subjected to axial and lateral loads. 
The strain at which the peak stress is attained was evaluated using R = 5 as proposed 
by Mander et al. Results generally showed poor agreement between experimental 
moments and theoretical moment-curvature envelopes for the square sections tested 
by Zahn et al. By using a value of R = 3 in the Mander et al. stress-strain model, 
better agreement was obtained between experimental and theoretical results for these 
columns. Analysis of columns tested by Ang et al. [A3], Gill et al. [Gl] and 
Potangaroa et al. [P8] showed similar results between experimental and theoretical 
results. Zahn et al. proposed that the poor agreement for some test units may have 
been due to an overestimation of the confinement efficiency factor, ke as defined by 
Mander et al. 
By using the modified efficiency factor, k * e, Zahn et al. found that a better agreement 
could be obtained between experimental and theoretical results using the value of 
R = 5 as originally proposed by Mander et al. Although better agreement between 
experimental and theoretical moment-curvature results can be obtained the properties 
of the effectively confined core are still smeared over the entire column core region. 
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8.3 STRENGTH ENHANCEMENT FROM MANDER ET AL. MODEL 
From early tests on the effects of providing confinement to plain concrete the 
increase in compressive strength over the unconfined compressive strength, f' co, has 
been noted [Rl, B2]. The general trend is for the confined concrete strength to 
continue increasing for increasing lateral confining pressures. Early tests were 
conducted with an active hydrostatic fluid pressure providing the confinement 
followed by experiments using closely spaced transverse steel reinforcement to 
provide passive confinement to the concrete. 
The expression proposed by Mander et al. [M3], shown in Equation 8.7, does not 
show an indefinite increase in the confined concrete compressive strength with 
increasing lateral confining pressures. From the derivative of a 1 in Equation 8.7 a 
maximum strength enhancement can be found, 
dai 1 [ 2.254 





By setting Equation 8.16 to zero a maximum strength enhancement of 4.3 times the 
unconfined concrete strength can be found at a confining stress ratio, f'1 I f'co = 2.4. 
At confining stress ratios in excess of 2.4, Equation 8.7 will yield lower values for 
confined concrete strength enhancement than for f'1If'co=2.4. 
This amount of lateral confining pressure is unlikely to be provided in a reinforced 
concrete column with the use of transverse steel reinforcement but the equation 
proposed by Mander et al. should be limited to maximum practical levels of lateral 
confining pressures around a confining stress ratio, f'1 If' co, less than 0.3. 
In the laboratory concrete may be confined with the use of an active hydrostatic fluid 
pressure. Some early experimental results have attempted to establish the relationship 
between high levels of confining pressures and the resulting increase in concrete 
strength. Richart et al. [Rl] tested cylinders actively confined with different lateral 
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pressures. They found that the increase in strength due to the confining pressure, fi, is 
between 3.1 fi for high levels of lateral confinement and 5.1 fi for low levels of 
confinement and recommended using a value of 4.1 fi to establish the increase in 
strength due to confining pressures. Balmer [B2] noted that earlier tests by the U.S. 
Bureau of Reclamation gave an average value for the strength increase of 5:6 fi. 
Balmer also conducted tests on 12 x 6 inch diameter (305 x 152 mm diameter) 
cylinders with fi I f'co ratios up to 7.0. From these results an approximate relationship 
for the increase in the concrete compressive strength can be derived [Dl], 
[ 
9 !i + 1 ] 0.75 
fco 
(8.17) 
These relationships for the amount of strength enhancement due to lateral confining 
pressures are shown in Figure 8.6 up to fi I f'co = 0.5. It can be seen that these 
relationships provide a similar level of strength enhancement due to lateral 
confinement up to about fi I f'co = 0.3. At very high confining stress ratios the 
relationships proposed by Richart et al., the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and Balmer 
give results widely different from the equation proposed by Mander et al. Dodd and 
Cooke- [D 1] provide a comparison between these models and those from a number of 
different researchers and concluded that any of the relationships would provide 
satisfactory estimates for strength enhancement for normal strength concrete and 
reinforcing steel. 
Results for the Mander et al. model must incorporate the efficiency factor, ke, as the 
other models were derived from experiments conducted using active confining 
pressures on plain concrete. The Mander et al. model uses an effective lateral 
confining pressure reduced from the equivalent lateral confining pressure provided 
by yield of the transverse reinforcement to account for the effects of arching in the 
column. Models by Richart et al. and those reported by Balmer would have a 
confinement efficiency factor equal to 1.0 as arching does not occur due to the active 
confinement supplied to the concrete. 
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From Figure 8.6 it can be seen that the model proposed by Richart et al. closely 
matches the rather more complex equation proposed by Mander et al. over a practical 
range of confining stress ratios. The relationship in Equation 8. 7 proposed by 
Mander et al. could be replaced by the following expression and still provide a 
satisfactory estimate for the confined concrete strength, 
where f'co 
provided f,~ s 0.3 
fco 
unconfined concrete strength 
maximum effective lateral confining pressure 
ke fi2 
ke confinement efficiency factor 
(8.18) 
f]2 = maximum lateral confining pressure, fix or f]y, from 
Equation 8.1 for rectangular columns or Equation 8.4 for 
circular columns 
This simplification to establish the confined concrete strength would provide 
reasonable agreement up to a confining stress ratio, f'1 I f'co = 0.3 as can be seen from 
Figure 8.6. Mander et al. [M4] proposed a simplified relationship suitable for design 
purposes for the strength enhancement of concrete which could be applied to 
columns, with typical levels of confinement, of the form, 
for ~· s 0.1 
fco 
(8.19) 
Equation 8.18 would extend the simplified Mander et al. relationship over a wider 
range of confinement ratios to what would be approximately the maximum lateral 
confining stress ratio that could be provided to a normal strength reinforced concrete 
column with the use of mild steel transverse reinforcement. Although the relationship 
originally proposed by Richart et al. was for circular concrete cylinders the closeness 
to the relationship proposed by Mander et al. would allow it to be applied to circular 
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confinement efficiency factor, ke, and unequal amounts of confinement through the 
reduction factor, a2. 
8.4 FACTORS INFLUENCING CONFINEMENT EFFICIENCY 
8.4.1 Effectively Confined Concrete Core Area 
The efficiency factors proposed by Mander et al. [M3], ke, are derived from tests on 
short columns subjected to concentric axial load and is expressed as a ratio of the 
total effectively confined core area to the total core area. 
Since the shape of the effectively confined core at the critical section may be 
cumbersome to evaluate, it is usual to assume that the area of confined concrete is 
the entire area enclosed by the centrelines of the peripheral hoops. The lateral 
confining pressure is then reduced by a confinement efficiency factor to give an 
effective confining pressure which is applied uniformly over the entire core area. 
Mander et al. reduce the lateral confining pressure, f], calculated assuming yielding 
of the transverse steel reinforcing, by an efficiency factor, ke, which is based on the 
ratio of effectively confined concrete area to the area of concrete in the core. 
The modified confinement efficiency factor, k*e, proposed by Zahn et al. [Zl] would 
ideally be taken about the neutral axis of the section. As the neutral axis varies in 
position the modified efficiency factor could be evaluated by taking the moments of 
each area about the centroidal axis to weight the efficiency factor to the strips further 
from the neutral axis. Zahn et al. presented an expression to calculate k * e for circular 
sections which has been further simplified by Dodd and Cooke [D 1]. Watson and 
Park [W3] present an expression to determine k"'e for rectangular shaped sections as a 
general expression for all rectangular shaped sections. This expression was derived 
by Zahn et al. for a specific worked example of a rectangular column section and is 
not applicable to all rectangular column sections. Derivation of a general expression 
to determine k * e for rectangular columns is not attempted in this study. 
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8.4.2 Influence of Strain Gradient Across Section 
The models for the stress-strain behaviour of confined concrete have been calibrated 
against results obtained from concentrically loaded test specimens. Zahn et al. noted 
that assumptions made by Mander et al. for the shape of the effectively confined 
core, may be valid for columns which are loaded axially but may be conservative 
when applied to columns which are subjected to axial load and flexure. 
Zahn et al. and Tanaka and Park [Tl] discussed a number of factors which could 
affect the efficiency of lateral confinement in a column subjected to axial load and 
flexure including the effect of the strain gradient in a column and its influence on the 
stress-strain behaviour of confined concrete. 
The compressive strain in a column subjected to flexure decreases as the location of 
each fibre is further from the extreme compressive fibre. The progress of concrete 
damage at the extreme compressive fibre is restrained due to the presence of adjacent 
compressive fibres which are subjected to lower strains. Lateral expansion of the 
core concrete varies with the strain gradient, being greater at the extreme 
compressive fibre and ideally non-existent at the neutral axis location. This results in 
the passive lateral confining pressure varying down the depth of the section. When 
the extreme compressive fibre reaches the peak strain, Eee, when the transverse steel 
is assumed to yield, the lateral expansion may not be great enough to have caused 
yielding of the transverse steel bar. Therefore the peak concrete compressive stress 
reached may be smaller than that assumed from analysis. 
The comparison of results from eccentric and concentric load tests discussed by 
Tanaka and Park on confined columns has shown that the magnitude of hoop tensile 
strains in the extreme compressive fibre region in a column subjected to bending are 
lower than those attained in concentrically loaded columns for the same extreme 
I 
fibre compression strain. 
This would suggest that stress-strain models for confined concrete based on 
concentric loading of columns would overestimate the strength and ductility 
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enhancement, due to the lateral confining pressure provided by the transverse 
reinforcement, when applied to columns subjected to flexure. 
The yield strength of the transverse reinforcement is used as the upper limit to 
determine the available lateral confining pressure. Dilation of the column core 
develops strains in the transverse reinforcement which cause the transverse steel to 
yield. If higher strength transverse reinforcement is used the strains developed 
through dilation of the column concrete core may not be large enough to develop the 
yield strength of the transverse reinforcement and the available lateral confining 
pressure will be somewhat lower. Satyamo et al. [S3] and Sato et al. [S4] tested a 
number of columns with ultra-high strength transverse reinforcement and found a 
maximum stress of around 800 MPa was developed in the transverse reinforcement 
during the tests. The New Zealand Concrete Structures Standard [X2] uses 800 MPa 
as the maximum strength of transverse reinforcement to be used in calculations for 
transverse reinforcement requirements in columns. 
For columns with low axial load yielding of the transverse reinforcement may not 
occur until larger inelastic displacements are reached and sufficient dilation of the 
column core has taken place. For higher axial loads the transverse reinforcement 
yields around the same time as the nominal moment is attained in the column. 
Although the transverse reinforcement in low axial load columns does not yield until 
larger inelastic displacements are reached this does not tend to affect the ideal 
flexural strength of the column as the additional capacity provided in these columns, 
due to the effects of confinement at development of the ideal flexural strength, is 
small. Zahn et al. concluded that although there may be some effect of the delayed 
yielding of transverse reinforcement in columns subjected to a strain gradient, the 
overall effect on development of the flexural strength can be neglected. 
The influence of a strain gradient will be important across a boundary between the 
effectively and ineffectively confined core areas as assumed to evaluate the 
confinement efficient factor. If the ineffectively confined concrete is assumed to act 
as unconfined concrete, the unconfined concrete stress-strain behaviour will vary 
greatly from confined concrete stress-strain behaviour, in the effectively confined 
core, at strains much higher than when the peak stress in unconfined concrete is 
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reached. Therefore the influence of the arches will be not be significant, with the 
presence of a strain gradient in a column, where the strains across the boundary 
between the effectively and ineffectively confined core areas are less than 
approximately f:co· Arching of the concrete is required to transfer the confinement 
effects of the transverse reinforcement to the concrete core. The amount of 
confinement provided is dependent on the strains developed in the transverse 
reinforcement and these strains vary down the depth of the section due to the 
presence of the strain gradient. 
8.5 MODELLING OF COLUMN CORE CONCRETE 
8.5.1 Arching of Core Concrete 
The concrete core of a column which is confined by transverse reinforcement can be 
defined as the area bound by the inside, centreline or outside of the peripheral hoops. 
Although the definition of core area has varied between different researchers and 
concrete design standards (Sargin et al. [S5], Sheikh and Uzumeri [Sl], Mander et al. 
[M3], ACI 318 [X3], NZS 3101 [X2] ) the differences in core area are fairly small 
and may be neglected. 
The area of the effectively confined core between the layers of transverse 
reinforcement is recognised to be less than at the level of the hoops due to the effect 
of horizontal and vertical arching as seen in Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2. Thus the 
critical section occurs midway between the layers of transverse reinforcement where 
the influence of horizontal and vertical arching results in the smallest area of 
effectively confined concrete in the core. 
Many researchers have assumed the arching action produces a boundary between the 
confined co~e and the unconfined concrete in the form of an arc located between a 
triangle or a second degree parabola (Sargin et al., Watanabe et al. [W4], Sheikh and 
Uzumeri, Mander et al.). Figure 8.7 shows the various proposed arching profiles used 
by a number of researchers incorporated into various stress-strain models. 
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The effectively confined core area is evaluated by assuming arching occurs on all 
faces of the section, as would occur from a concentric axial load acting on the 
column. The effect of the arching on the lateral confining pressure is taken into 
account by the use of a confinement efficiency factor which is generally based on the 
ratio of the effectively confined core to the total concrete core areas. 
8.5.2 Confinement Efficiency Factors 
The definition of an efficiency factor recognises the difference in concrete stress-
strain behaviour for different regions within the core due to the effects of arching. 
The use of this efficiency factor to reduce the lateral confining pressure to some 
effective lateral confining pressure neglects the assumed variation in concrete stress-
strain behaviour for different regions within the core. This is often done to simplify 
the analysis of the critical section, by simplifying the shape of the effectively 
confined core area to be evaluated and to account for the influences of arching in the 
column and its effect on the strength and ductility enhancement in a column. 
Values for the initial tangent angle of the arches are assumed or derived from 
regression analysis of experimental data to provide good agreement between the 
experimental results and the confined concrete stress-strain models. The angle of the 
arches influences the area of effectively confined core and the reduction in the lateral 
confining pressure used in calculation of the peak confined concrete stress. Direct 
measurement of the initial tangent angle of the arches and the area of ineffectively 
confined core during experiments is difficult and is therefore impossible to compare 
experimental results with the assumptions about the effectively confined core in a 
confined concrete stress-strain model. 
Confined concrete stress-strain models by Sargin et al, Watanabe et al., Sheikh and 
Uzumeri, and Mander et al. are calibrated by determining the effective lateral 
confining pressure which is applied to a column, usually as some function of the 
transverse steel volumetric ratio, p5, yield strength of the transverse reinforcement, 
fyh, and a confinement efficiency factor in the form of the ratio of effectively 
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confined concrete core area to the total core area. These parameters are used to 
formulate a confining coefficient factor to represent the increase in concrete 
compressive strength due to the effects of confinement from transverse 
reinforcement. 
0.2 s 
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Agreement between the vanous stress-strain models and experimental results is 
achieved by calibration of the confining coefficients to provide theoretical results to 
match the experimental data. While the presence of the ineffectively confined core is 
included in these models the defined area of ineffectively confined concrete core is 
not involved in the determination of the strength of a column. 
It would be logical to use the defined areas of effectively and ineffectively confined 
concrete core to determine the strength of a column. The effectively confined 
concrete core area would be subject to the full lateral confining pressure and the 
ineffectively confined core would possibly be confined by some lower pressure. 
Evaluation of the strength of a column would be no more computationally difficult 
than compared to current models. Evaluation of the effectively and ineffectively 
confined concrete core areas is more conceptually correct than the use of a lateral 
confining pressure which has been reduced and averaged over the entire core area. to 
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account for the effects of arching. The effects of arching would be accounted for 
directly in the area of the ineffectively confined core area. 
8.5.3 Application of Mander et al. Model to Columns with Flexure and Axial Load 
Arching only occurs over the area of compressed concrete, between each of the 
transverse hoop sets and between each restrained longitudinal bar. When a column is 
subjected to flexure and axial compression the area of compressed concrete is 
reduced. The use of the efficiency factor, such as defined by Mander et al., does not 
reflect the reduction in compressed area that occurs in a column under low or 
moderate axial load levels and tends to overestimate the confinement efficiency for a 
column subjected to flexure and give poor comparison between experimental and 
theoretical moment-curvature results. Moment-curvature results from several 
researchers [A3, Gl, P8, Zl] show better comparison could be obtained by altering 
the variable R to a value of R = 3, to determine the strain at which the peak stress 
occurred for the Mander et al. model, from the suggested value ofR = 5. 
The modified efficiency factor, k * e, proposed by Zahn et al. allows better theoretical 
and experimental result comparison to be obtained for columns subjected to flexure 
and axial load when using the original value ofR = 5 in the Mander et al. model. 
The concrete stress-strain model proposed by Mander et al. was determined from 
tests conducted on concentrically axially loaded column specimens. The 
modification to the efficiency factor proposed by Zahn et al. was required to 
recognise the change in the shape of the compressed area of the column and that 
arching of the concrete only occurs over this compressed region. Several concrete 
stress-strain models [SS, Sl, M3, W4] use the concept of an effective lateral 
confining pressure which acts on a column. The effective lateral confining pressure 
involves taking average properties for the entire column cross section. The presence 
and behaviour of the ineffectively confined concrete in the arches is neglected as the 
entire core of the column is assumed to behave as concrete confined with the 
effective lateral confining pressure. As the ineffectively confined core concrete will 
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behave differently to the effectively confined core concrete the influence of the 
ineffectively confined core cannot be determined using this approach. 
By separating the effectively and ineffectively confined concrete core areas, the 
effect of arching, occurring only over the compressed area of concrete, can be easily 
modelled and the influence of arching in the core of the column can be evaluated. 
The ineffectively confined concrete would represent the area of compressed concrete 
core which is affected by arching, the remaining area of compressed core concrete 
being effectively confined. 
8.6 MODELLING OF EFFECTIVELY CONFINED CORE AND 
INEFFECTIVELY CONFINED CORE CONCRETE 
8.6.1 Separation of Effectively and Ineffectively Confined Core Concrete 
Modelling the effectively and ineffectively confined core areas separately, with a 
distinct boundary between the two, would result in a large change in stresses 
occurring across the boundary. On the boundary the effectively confined core area 
may be maintaining a stress close to the peak stress for confined concrete but the 
concrete which is not effectively confined will be supporting a much lower stress for 
the same strain. Although strain compatibility is maintained there is no stress 
continuity across the boundary. As the behaviour of each concrete fibre will 
influence the behaviour of adjacent fibres, some form of stress compatibility could be 
expected across the boundary between the effectively confined and ineffectively 
confined core areas. 
The stress-strain relationship for concrete fibres in the ineffectively confined core 
area will vary depending on the location of the individual fibre within the region. 
Concrete fibres located immediately adjacent to the effectively confined core would 
be expected to behave in a similar manner to the fully confined concrete while 
concrete fibres close to the peripheral hoop will behave more like the cover concrete. 
Modelling the entire ineffectively confined area as unconfined concrete would take a 
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lower bound for the stress-strain behaviour and would be assumed to be the same for 
all fibres in the ineffectively confined core area. 
To fully model the behaviour of the concrete core area and generate the stress 
compatibility which would exist across the boundary between the effectively and 
ineffectively confined core areas, each fibre within the ineffectively confined core 
area would be required to follow separate stress-strain relationships depending on the 
location of that fibre within the ineffectively confined area. This would require a 
finite element approach and the appropriateness of this type of model would depend 
on how the stress-strain relationships for the individual fibres were chosen to vary 
through the ineffectively confined core area. 
Division of the concrete core into effectively and ineffectively confined regions 
reflects the difference in assumed concrete stress-strain behaviour of the two regions. 
However this is an artificial division of the core as in reality no distinct boundary 
exists defining and separating the behaviour of the two areas. A gradual change in 
the stress-strain relationship of concrete fibres exists through the concrete core and 
may be modelled by separating the areas of the core which can be regarded as 
effectively confined and the areas which may be regarded as ineffectively confined. 
By using the previous definitions of effectively confined and ineffectively confined 
areas these two areas can be modelled separately, each following a different concrete 
stress-strain relationship. The effectively confined core area would be subjected to 
the full lateral confining pressure, due to yielding of the transverse reinforcement, 
and the ineffectively confined core would be subjected to a confining pressure 
reduced from the full lateral confining pressure to reflect the reduction in 
confinement efficiency and thus follow a different concrete stress-strain relationship, 
reflecting the transition between the two areas. This is referred to in this study as the 
segmented core model. 
The stress-strain model for concrete developed by Mander et al. was used for this 
study taking a confinement efficiency factor, ke, as a value ke = 1.0 to establish the 
peak confined concrete stress for the effectively confined core. Concrete within the 
core which is not effectively confined was modelled as unconfined concrete. 
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Longitudinal steel stress-strain relations used in this study are based on the model 










Equation 8.23 uses a power curve that describes the strain hardening portion of the 
stress-strain curve commencing at the point (Esh, fy) at the onset of strain hardening 
and terminating at ( Esu, fsu) with zero slope at the ultimate load. The power term, P, is 
a function of the slope at the initiation of strain hardening - ie. the strain hardening 
modulus, Esh, - and is given by:-
p = E ( 8 Sil - 8 sh J 
sh f' J 
j Sil y 
(8.24) 
Determining the strain hardening modulus, Esh, from experimental data is difficult 
and the shape of the analytical curve is very sensitive to this value. By taking a point 
on the strain hardening curve, (8sh,i, fsh,1), the term P can be determined by: 
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log ( fsu - fsh,1 J 
fsu - fy 
P= 
log ( 8 SU - S sh,I ) 
8 Sii -£sh 
(8.25) 
This stress-strain relationship for this study was assumed to be the same in tension as 
in compression, that is the monotonic skeleton curve of reinforcing steel in 
compression is equal and opposite to the curve in tension. Dodd and Cooke [D 1] and 
Restrepo-P,osada et al. [R3] found that the compression and tension curves are 
essentially the same up to the ultimate coordinates only when the stress and strain are 
changed to the natural coordinate system, which takes into account the instantaneous 
geometry of the specimen. By assuming equal and opposite stress-strain curves for 
tension and compression, the compressive stresses could be underestimated 
compared to the actual compressive stress-strain relation, but non-linear effects 
caused by incipient bar buckling can compensate for the difference. 
8.6.2 Comparison of Moment-Curvature Results 
Monotonic moment-curvature analyses were conducted for circular and square 
columns, using the segmented core model. 
Figure 8.8 shows the areas of effectively and ineffectively confined concrete core 
and the stress-strain relationships assumed for the concrete in each region. The 
ineffectively confined concrete core represents the region of the compressed concrete 
core which is affected by arching between restrained longitudinal bars and transverse 
reinforcement sets. The boundary between the effectively and ineffectively confined 
concrete core areas were assumed to be second degree parabolas over the clear 
distance between restrained longitudinal bars and transverse hoop sets as assumed by 
Mander et al. [M3]. The initial tangent angle for the parabolas to describe the 
boundary between the effectively and ineffectively confined concrete areas was 
taken as 45° as assumed by Mander et al. 
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Monotonic moment-curvature results were generated for circular and square columns 
with varying axial load ratios and transverse hoop spacings using the original 
Mander et al. concrete stress-strain model and the segmented core model. Results for 
800 mm diameter circular columns are shown in Figures 8.9 to 8.12 and for 800 mm 
by 800 mm square columns in Figures 8.13 to 8.16. Figures 8.17 to 8.20 show 
moment-curvature results for 400 mm diameter circular columns and Figures 8.21 to 
8.24 show moment-curvature results for 400 mm by 400 mm square columns. 
Moment-curvature response is calculated by incrementing the extreme concrete 
compressive fibre strain, evaluating the concrete and steel stresses at each point and 
calculating the resulting moment, from equilibrium of internal and external forces, 
and determining the curvature for each increment in strain. The analysis is halted 
when the concrete strain exceeds the ultimate concrete compressive strain, the 
extreme tension steel strain exceeds the specified ultimate steel strain or the moment 
drops to below 80% of the maximum moment capacity of the section, whichever 
Comparison of the moment-curvature results for circular columns showed reasonable 
agreement between the two models. Moment-curvature results for the square 
columns show a much wider variation, especially at higher curvatures, after 
developing the ideal flexural strength of the column. 
Moment-curvature results for the 400 mm and 800 mm columns reflect the same 
trends. Response of the columns are very similar in both models up to development 
of the ideal flexural strength of the column. Increasing the axial load ratio shows a 
difference in the ideal flexural strength of the columns between the models, which 
increases as the axial load is increased from O.lf'cAg to 0.3f'cAg. The response of the 
columns modelled using the segmented core model gives maximum moments always 
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Significant differences in the moment-curvature responses can be seen in the square 
columns after the ideal flexural strength is reached. Spalling of the cover concrete 
commences when the extreme concrete compressive fibre strain reaches 0.005, in the 
segmented core model. As the cover spalls the area of ineffectively confined concrete 
is supporting a very low stress, compared to the stresses carried in the core. This 
results in the large decrease in moment soon after the ideal flexural strength of the 
column is achieved as spalling of the cover concrete occurs. Figures 8.21 to 8.24 for 
the 400 mm square columns show a sharp drop in the moment after spalling of the 
cover concrete due to the relatively large cover concrete dimension. The decrease in 
curvature seen between the moment-curvature increments just prior to and after 
spalling of the cover concrete in the segmented core model is due to the increase in 
the neutral axis depth to maintain the compressive concrete force after spalling of the 
cover. 
This decrease in moment capacity can lead to the moment-curvature response 
halting, in the segmented core model, as the moment drops below 80% of the 
maximum moment reached during the iterations, giving ultimate curvatures much 
less than achieved by the Mander et al. model moment-curvature response. 
The reason for halting the moment-curvature iterations is influenced by increased 
transverse reinforcement spacing and increased axial load. The increased transverse 
reinforcement spacing gives a larger area of ineffectively confined concrete, which at 
higher compressive strains contributes less to the concrete compressive force. 
fucreased axial load also places more reliance on the contribution of the concrete to 
resisting the applied forces on the column. As circular sections are only subjected to 
arching occurring between the transverse reinforcement there is a smaller area of 
ineffectively confined concrete within the core and the influence of the cover 
concrete spalling and the decrease in stress over the ineffectively confined core, with 
increased strain, is lessened. 
Moment-curvature results from the Mander et al. model do not show the drop in 
moment after reaching the ideal strength of the column due to the cover spalling and 
influence of the arches. This is due to the way the Mander et al. stress-strain model 
for confined concrete accounts for the effects of arching within the column core. The 
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use of a uniformly applied equivalent lateral confining pressure across the entire 
concrete core does not result in different areas of the core behaving in different 
manners, following the stress-strain relationships assumed for each area. 
The ultimate concrete strain, Ecu, used in the model developed for this study is known 
to be a conservative estimate for the ultimate concrete compression strain [P2] and 
was formulated from considerations of confined sections under axial compression. 
When applied to evaluate the available ultimate compression strain of sections 
subject to bending or combined bending and axial compression, the evaluated strain 
tends to be even more conservative [P3]. As evaluation of the ultimate concrete 
compression strain is not investigated as part of this study the calculated ultimate 
concrete compression strain was only determined to provide a reasonable stopping 
condition for the moment-curvature iterations. 
Results from the segmented core model show that the moment-curvature response 
does not reflect the same behaviour as show by the Mander et al. model and observed 
in experimental tests on columns under axial load and flexure. At the ideal flexural 
strength of the column, around an extreme compression fibre strain of 0.004, the 
moments and curvatures for columns modelled using the segmented core model and 
those using the Mander et al. model are similar. 
With the influence of cover concrete spalling and the decrease in stress with 
increased strain for the ineffectively confined concrete core area the columns 
modelled with the segmented core do not quite achieve the same ideal flexural 
strength as the columns modelled using the Mander et al. model. The effect of the 
ineffectively confined concrete· area can lead to greatly different moments and 
ultimate curvatures for the columns modelled using the segmented core. As this 
behaviour has not been observed in experimental results this may indicate that the 
45° angle used to construct the parabolic arch boundaries between the effectively 
and ineffectively confined core in a column may be too large for columns subjected 
to axial load and flexure. The amount of arching may also be dependent on the level 
of axial load as is indicated by the larger variation in moment-curvature response 
between the two models for columns with higher axial loads. 
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The 45° parabolic arch boundaries between the effectively and ineffectively confined 
core has been calibrated for sections under concentric axial compression, where the 
strain conditions are the same across the entire section and stresses developed in each 
part of the section are identical. For columns under flexure the variation in strain 
down the depth of the section leads to different stresses developed in each concrete 
fibre. For the ineffectively confined core, modelled as unconfined concrete, after the 
peak strain is reached around Sc= 0.002, the stress commences to decrease with 
increasing strain. Thus as the concrete force is summed up over the ineffectively 
confined core area the contribution of each fibre decreases the further it is from the 
neutral axis. Under concentric axial load the contribution of each fibre to the 
concrete force is the same, as all fibres are at the same strain. Therefore a reduced 
angle for the parabolic arches may be appropriate for columns subjected to flexure in 
order to reflect the decreased contribution to the concrete force from concrete fibres 
further from the neutral axis. 
As the columns modelled with the segmented core do not achieve the same ideal 
flexural strength as the columns modelled using the Mander et al. model as the 
calibration of the Mander et al. concrete stress-strain model is done against 
experimental data from concentric axial load tests. Factors included in these 
equations to describe the increase in concrete compressive strength due to 
confinement, may over estimate the peak confined concrete stress in columns subject 
to axial load and flexure. 
With the angle of arching reduced there would be a larger area of confined core 
within the column. This would result in reduced factors for the degree of strength 
enhancement in the Mander et al. model to offset the increased area of confined core 
contributing to the compressive force in the column. If arching in columns subjected 
to flexure is at an angle less than 45°, the Mander et al. model would be providing 
some degree of moment enhancement due to the over estimation of the confined 
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Moment enhancement arising from the increase in strength due to confinement of the 
concrete and strain hardening of the steel have already been accounted for in the 
monotonic moment-curvature analyses. Further moment enhancement may arise 
from cyclic loading of the column, dynamic loading strain rates and the observed 
shift in the critical section. 
8.6.3 Cyclic Moment-Curvature Analysis 
Reversed cyclic loading of a column can lead to stresses in the longitudinal 
reinforcement being much higher than those given by monotonic tension or 
compression tests. Due to the Bauschinger effect and strain hardening the stress 
developed in the steel at a given strain, in a cyclically loaded column, can be much 
greater than the stress given by the monotonic stress-strain response at the same 
strain, if the neutral axis is near mid section depth. Cyclic loading will also influence 
the stress-strain behaviour of confined concrete although it is reasonable to assume 
the monotonic curve will form an envelope to the cyclic loading stress-strain 
response [M3, M4]. 
The monotonic steel stress-strain curve can also be assumed to be a skeleton curve 
for cyclic loading stress-strain response by shifting the origin of the skeleton curve to 
account for the cyclic loading history [T2]. 
Cyclic moment-curvature analyses can be conducted by incorporating the cyclic 
stress-strain relations for both concrete and steel. The moment-curvature analysis is 
conducted in a similar manner by specifying the strain history for the extreme 
compressive fibre, establishing equilibrium of internal and external forces by 
determining the stresses in the concrete and steel from their respective cyclic 
stress-strain relations. 
8.6.3.1 Steel Strain Relationship in Mander Model 
To model the effects of cyclic loading on the enhancement of a column's flexural 
strength a pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature analysis was developed as part of this 
study. The steel stress-strain relation proposed by Mander et al. [M4], described in 
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Section 8.6.1, was used assuming behaviour in compression is equal and opposite to 
the tensile behaviour. To account for the increase in stress due to the Bauschinger 
effect and strain hardening, the origin of the monotonic stress-strain relation was 
shifted by an amount corresponding to the residual plastic strain remaining in the bar. 
Under cyclic load reversals the extreme tension steel is subjected to compressive 
strains during the reversed cycle. By assuming the reverse cycle is to the same 
extreme compressive fibre strain as the previous cycle the tension steel will unload 
from the strain achieved during the original cycle and be subjected to the 
compressive strain resulting from the reverse cycle strain profile. This is illustrated in 
Figure 8 .25 with the strain profile for the original and reverse cycle shown. 
Unloading from the tension strain is assumed to be linear with a slope equivalent to 
the initial elastic modulus of the steel. The monotonic curve is only shifted if strains 
in the steel from loading during the first cycle have exceeded the yield strain. Once 
·. evaluated and added to the strain resulting from an equivalent cycle in the reverse 
direction. The steel is then subjected to a compressive strain which is reached by 
following the monotonic compressive steel stress-strain relationship, which has been 
offset by the amount of residual strain remaining in the steel after the first cycle. 
The shifting of the ongm of the monotonic stress-strain curves by an amount 
equivalent to the residual plastic strain in the steel after unloading determines the 
pseudo-cyclic strain. This is an approximation of the strains achieved in the 
reinforcement as a result of cyclic loading. 
By incorporating pseudo-cyclic stress-strain relations for the longitudinal 
reinforcement in a column section the effects of a the cyclic response of the 
longitudinal steel can be included in a moment-curvature analysis. This 
pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature analysis, evaluating the stresses in the longitudinal 
reinforcement using the pseudo-cyclic strains, provides a good approximation for the 










Pseudo-Cyclic Stress-Strain Curves 







Figure 8.25 Monotonic and Pseudo-Cyclic Stress-Strain Relations for Reinforcing 
Steel 
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8.6.3.2 Dodd and Restrepo Steel Strain Model 
A model for predicting the cyclic behaviour of reinforcing steel, calibrated against 
New Zealand manufactured steel grades 300 and 430, has been proposed by Dodd 
and Restrepo-Posada [D2]. This model has been shown to give a good prediction of 
experimental test results on these two grades of steel [Dl, D2, R3, R4]. Analytical 
results using this model are compared to the shifted monotonic skeleton curves in 
Figure 8.26 where it can be seen that the cyclic stress-strain behaviour is closely 
matched by the shifted monotonic curve over the tensile (positive) region. As the 
compressive monotonic stress-strain curve is taken as equal and opposite to the 
tensile stress-strain curve the difference between the cyclic response and the shifted 
monotonic curve, as used in the pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature routine, is 
somewhat larger. 
Analytical Monotonic and Cyclic Stress-Strain Curves 
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Figure 8.26 Analytical Shifted Monotonic and Cyclic Stress-Strain Curves for 
Reinforcing Steel [W3 J 
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8.7 FLEXURAL STRENGTH ENHANCEMENT 
8.7.1 fu:fluence of Axial Load 
Tests on columns subjected to constant axial load and cyclic lateral loading have 
indicated an increase in :flexural strength with increasing axial load. Moments 
determined using actual material properties and taking the ACI stress block [X3] 
with Ee = 0.003 and a strength reduction factor of unity give predicted :flexural 
strengths which may be significantly lower than measured experimental moments. 
Some of this difference is due to the ACI method not accounting for increases in 
steel stresses as the steel enters the strain hardening region, a rather conservative 
assumption for the concrete strain at maximum moment and not accounting for the 
increase in concrete strength due to confinement from transverse reinforcement. 
Ang et al. [Al] reviewed test data from a number of columns tested at the University 
of Canterbury under constant axial load and reversed cyclic lateral loading. 
Comparison of the ratio ofM*/Mi, where M* is the maximum measured experimental 
moment and Mi is the predicted flexural strength, determined using the ACI method 
with actual material properties and strength reduction factor of 1.0, against axial load 
ratio, N* If' cAg, showed that flexural strength enhancement is strongly dependent on 
the axial load. This was attributed to the large contribution of the concrete 
compressive force to the flexural strength of a column at higher axial loads due to the 
influence of the enhanced concrete compressive strength, due to confinement. 
At lower axial loads the increase in the ratio of experimental strength to the predicted 
strength, based on measured material strength properties, is primarily due to the 
effects of strain hardening in the flexural reinforcement. The average value of the 








J.13+2.35(- ~· -0.1 J' N* 
(8.26) 
= --<-01 
M; fcAg fc,Ag - . 
where N* I f'cAg is taken as negative for compressive axial loads 
The original experimental data used by Ang et al., shown in Figure 8.27, indicated 
that the points fall within ±15 % of this equation. The original data used to plot this 
graph was reviewed and additional experimental data points were included from 
subsequent tests on columns conducted at the University of Canterbury. It was found 
in this study that some of the points reported by Ang et al. [Al] did not compare with 
the measured experimental maximum moments determined by the original 
researchers. The experimental moments for the tests conducted by Davey and Park 
[D3], reported by Ang et al. for these tests, were the experimental moments 
measured at a concrete strain of Ee= 0.003, not the maximum moments measured 
during the tests. Maximum moments were determined from the lateral load-lateral 
displacement plots measured by Davey and Park, including P-~ effects, and are 
presented in Figure 8.28. The only experimental result which fell outside the ±15 % 
bounds of the proposed equation was determined by Ang et al. [A3]. The reported 
maximum moment for the column specimen with an axial load ratio of 0.56 does not 
agree with the reported lateral load-lateral displacement plots measured during the 
experiment. An experimental moment value has been determined from the reported 
lateral load-lateral displacement plots, including P-~ effects and this point has been 
included in Figure 8.28. 
It should be noted that the data point for the test conducted by Potangaroa et al. [PS] 
at an axial load ratio of 0.7 was determined by re-testing a column unit which had 
been previously tested at an axial load ratio of 0.35. The effect of excursions of the 
longitudinal reinforcing steel into the inelastic range during the initial test will have 
further increased the observed moment enhancement ratio for this column. Due to 
this the second experimental result cannot be directly compared with the other quasi-
static test results. Test results from dynamically tested columns by Dodd and Cooke 
[Dl] are shown in Figure 8.29. 
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Comparison of the corrected data points with further test results from a number of 
subsequent University of Canterbury column tests, shown in Figure 8.28, still show a 
trend for the increase in moment enhancement ratio with increased axial load. Also 
shown in Figure 8.28 are results reported by Sheikh and Yeh [S6] from tests 
conducted at the University of Houston. These tests differ from the column tests 
conducted at the University of Canterbury as loading is only applied monotonically 
and there is no stub adjacent to the critical section. 
8.7.2 Influence of Confinement from Adjacent Members 
Gill et al. [Gl, P6] noted that the stub adjacent to the critical section provides 
additional confinement to the column and causes the critical section to move away 
from the face of the stub or adjacent member. They noted at large compressive 
strains an assumed 45° cone of influence from the compression region of the column 
could be taken. This would move the critical section 0.5 times the neutral axis depth 
away from the face of the stub and would account for a large part of the difference 
between theoretical and experimental flexural strengths. 
From observations of column tests the critical section may be taken as 0.5 to 1.0 
times the depth of the compressed region of the column away from the face of the 
adjacent member. This shift in the critical section results in an increase in the flexural 
strength of the column. The amount of shift is dependent on the axial load level and 
also the geometric properties of the column, namely the column's aspect ratio. 
Photographs from circular columns tested dynamically by Dodd and Cooke [Dl], 
shown in Figure 8.30, clearly illustrate the shift in the critical section with increased 
axial load and increased column slenderness. 
For columns in typical building frames and bridge structures it is usual to assume the 
critical section of a column occurs at the point of maximum moment, which is 
usually immediately adjacent to another member. The calculated flexural strength of 
the column, Mi. which can be determined using the ACI method or by using a 
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Dynamically Tested Columns 
curvature analysis has the advantage of being able to incorporate the effects of strain 
hardening in the reinforcement and the increase in concrete strength due to 
confinement by transverse reinforcement, depending on the stress-strain models 
incorporated into the analysis for each material. Figure 8.31 illustrates this effect 
showing the assumed and actual locations of the critical section and resulting 
bending moment diagrams. As the critical section moves some distance, x, from the 
base of the column the flexural strength of the column, Mi, is developed at this 
location, effectively increasing the moment in the column to ashirtMi where: 
a shift (8.27) 
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(a) Medium Pier with Low Axial 
Load, Aspect Ratio = 7, Pier 2b 
(b) Medium Pier with High Axial 
Load, Aspect Ratio = 7, Pier 5 
( c) Tall Pier with Low Axial Load, 
Aspect Ratio = 10, Pier 3b 
( d) Tall Pier with High Axial Load, 
Aspect Ratio = 10, Pier 6 
Figure 8.30 Critical Sections of Columns with Varying Axial Load and Aspect 
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Figure 8.31 Effect of Additional Confinement from Adjacent Member for a Column 
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The distance for the shift of the critical section, x, is assumed to be between 0.5 and 
1.0 times the neutral axis depth, which will vary with the axial load acting on the 
column. By including an expression for the neutral axis depth in Equation 8.27 an 
expression for the amount of moment enhancement due to the confining effects of 





distance to point of contraflexure in column 
depth of rectangular or square column or diameter of 
circular column 
c neutral axis depth taken at spalling of cover concrete 
~shift ratio of shift in critical section to neutral axis depth, 
assumed to be between 0.5 and 1.0 
As the position of the neutral axis vanes m position throughout the 
moment-curvature response the neutral axis depth, c, should be taken at spalling of 
the cover concrete. When spalling occurs the critical section will form at this point 
and the flexural strength of the section will be developed at this location. 
8.8 COMPONENTS OF FLEXURAL ENHANCEMENT 
8.8. l ACI Flexural Strength 
The ACI method [X3] for determining the flexural strength of a confined column is 
based on unconfined concrete properties and is usually a conservative estimate for 
the actual strength. The flexural strength of a column is taken at a maximum concrete 
compressive strain of 8c = 0.003 using the ACI concrete rectangular stress block, 
which assumes a mean stress of a 1f' c and neglects the effects of strain hardening in 
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the steel. This moment, Mi, the ACI ideal moment, will provide a lower bound for 
the flexural strength for a confined section, even if actual material strengths are used. 
This is conservative for flexural design purposes but is not conservative for shear 
design which is based on the flexural overstrength of a column when applying 
capacity design principles. Transverse reinforcement provided for confinement will 
enhance the compressive strength of the concrete and as a result of the increased 
ultimate curvature strain hardening in the longitudinal reinforcement will also 
contribute to moment enhancement. 
The ACI ideal moment capacity can be obtained from considerations of strain 
compatibility through the column section and equilibrium of internal and external 
forces or may be determined from column interaction design charts prepared for 
various sections incorporating the same assumptions [C6]. 
An approximate closed form equation to predict the ACI ideal moment capacity for 











factor defining effective stress in rectangular stress block 
0.85 for f' c ::; 55 MPa 
0.85 - 0.004 (f'c - 55) 2:: 0.75 for f' c > 55 MPa 
factor defining effective depth of rectangular stress block 
0.85 for f'c::; 30 MPa 
0.85 -0.008 Cf'c - 30) :2: 0.65 for f'c > 30 MPa 
distance from extreme compressive fibre to position of neutral 
axis taken at spalling of cover concrete 
depth of rectangular or square column 
width of rectangular or square column 
ratio of distance between reinforcing bars closest to faces of 
rectangular columns to section depth 
Pt 
f's = 
factor depending on the distribution of longitudinal bars along 
the faces of the column 
0.46\Jf + 0.20 for columns with distributed steel 
0.5 for columns with longitudinal steel placed on opposite 
faces only 
ratio of number of bars on one end face of the column to the 
total number of longitudinal bars in the column 
longitudinal reinforcement ratio 
stress in longitudinal steel on compression face of column 
resulting from strain compatibility not taken greater than fy 
stress in longitudinal steel on tension face of column resulting 
from strain compatibility not taken greater than fy 
The first term within the square brackets evaluates the magnitude of the concrete 
compressive force assuming the ACI rectangular stress block of depth ~ 1 c and an 
effective stress equal to a 1f'c. This resultant force acts at the centroid of the 
rectangular stress block and moments are taken from the centreline of the section. 
The second term within the square brackets allows for the stress developed in the 
extreme tension and compression bars and for the distribution of the longitudinal 
steel through the s term. The strain profile through the section is set by the 
expression giving the neutral axis depth ratio, c ID, as: 
c N' 
- = -, -[6.9p1 +0.015m+0.24p1m-1.4]+0.0025m+y 
D fcAg 
where y = (O.llm + 2.l)p1 + 0.03 
4.85pt - 0.05 
form :s; 25 
form> 25 
N* If' cAg is taken as negative for compressive axial loads 
(8.30) 
The derivation of Equation 8.29 is included in Appendix C along with comparisons 
of the moment - axial load interaction compared to results calculated using the ACI 
method. These comparisons show that Equation 8.29 will give results to ±5 % for 
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longitudinal steel ratios, pi, up to 4 % and axial load ratios over the range 
0.05 ~ N* I f'cAg ~ -0.7. The difference between the flexural strength determined 
using Equation 8.29 and the ACI method for higher tensile axial loads is due to 
Equation 8.30 not providing a good estimate of the actual neutral axis depth. The 
upper axial load limit of -0.7 f'cAg is often taken as the maximum design axial load 
for a column subjected to seismic actions. 
For consideration of the nominal flexural strength of a column subjected to cyclic 
reversed loading the steel stresses f's and fs in Equation 8.29 can be taken as equal to 
the yield stress fy. Strains developed in the steel from the strain profile do not directly 
translate into stresses following the monotonic skeleton stress-strain curve. The stress 
developed in the longitudinal steel is a function of the amount of strain accumulated 
in the steel from the original and reversed cycle. Following Section 8.6.3 it can be 
shown that during cyclic reversed loading if the longitudinal steel has reached its 
yield strength in either tension or compression during one cycle, the steel will reach 
its yield strength during the cycle in the opposite direction. 
8.8.2 Confined Concrete and Strain Hardening of Longitudinal Reinforcement 
The ACI ideal moment capacity, Mi, or the predicted ACI moment capacity, Mn, 
from Equation 8.29 may not give the maximum flexural strength of a column as this 
strength will be influenced by the increase in concrete strength due to the presence of 
transverse reinforcement and strain hardening of the longitudinal steel. A refined 
calculation for the flexural strength can be made by incorporating the stress-strain 
relations for confined concrete, accounting for the enhancement in concrete strength 
and ductility due to confinement, and stress-strain relations for the longitudinal steel, 
including strain hardening. These are readily incorporated into a moment-curvature 
analysis from which the maximum moment attained during the moment-curvature 
response can be taken as the flexural strength of the column. Analytical stress-strain 
models for confined concrete are available and combined with actual or idealised 
relations for steel stress-strain behaviour the flexural strength of a column can be 
closely predicted. 
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As with the derivation of Equation 8.29 the concept of decoupling of the contribution 
to the flexural strength from the concrete compressive force resultant and the 
longitudinal steel couple can be applied. 
From moment-curvature analyses the concrete compressive force, Cc, can be seen to 
remain reasonably constant through the moment-curvature response for curvatures 
beyond the yield curvature. Transverse reinforcement in the column will confine the 
concrete core and increase the peak compressive strength of the concrete. As the 
concrete compressive force is remaining constant and the peak compressive strength 
of the concrete has increased, the depth of compressed concrete required to carry the 
concrete compressive force is reduced. The shape of the compression block can also 
be taken to be rectangular in shape giving the depth of an assumed rectangular stress 
distribution equivalent to depth of the region supporting the compressive stresses. 
Figure 8.32 shows the area of concrete assumed to be effective in supporting the 
concrete compressive force. Spalling of the cover concrete and the arching of the 
core concrete between the transverse hoop sets and restrained longitudinal bars 
reduce the region of concrete core. The arch region, or ineffectively confined core, 
can be assumed to be supporting no compressive stress at higher concrete 
compressive strains and therefore the effectively confined core must maintain the 
concrete compressive force. Figure 8.8 shows the assumed stress-strain relationships 
for the ineffectively confined and effectively confined core regions. At high 
compressive strains it can be seen that the ineffectively confined concrete stresses 
decrease close to zero while the concrete stresses in the effectively confined concrete 
stresses can be assumed to be close to the peak confined concrete compressive 
strength, f' cc· This stress is maintained over a reasonable strain range and is assumed 
to be constant across the depth of the effectively confined concrete region. 
By taking the components of the flexural strength due to the concrete compressive 
force and the longitudinal steel couple, the moment of resistance for rectangular 
sections after spalling of the cover concrete can be approximated as: 
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Figure 8.32 Region to Support Confined Concrete Compressive Force After 
Spalling of Cover Concrete 
The term 11 accounts for a decreased width of section due to spalling of the cover 
concrete down the sides of the section toward the position of the neutral axis. The 
confined concrete efficiency factor, Ae, reflects the influence of arching in the 
column due to the layout and spacing of the transverse reinforcement decreasing the 
area of the confined core capable of supporting the concrete compressive force. 
The increase in concrete strength, due to confinement is reflected in the f' c I f' cc term, 
the more confinement the greater the strength enhancement and the smaller the 
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compressed area required. The confined concrete compressive strength, f' cc, can be 
determined from Equation 8 .18 taking the maximum lateral confining pressure, fi2, as 
provided from the transverse reinforcement in the column. 
The overstrength factors, Ac and AT, are to reflect the increase in longitudinal stress 
with strain hardening of the steel. For cyclic loading of typical New Zealand 
reinforcing steels overstrength factors are taken as 1.25 which reflect the increase in 
the mean yield strength over the 5th percentile strength and the further increase in 
steel stress due to strain hardening. The overstrength factors, Ac and AT, used in this 
study are applied to the measured steel yield strengths. The value of 1.25 reflects the 
increase in steel stress due to strain hardening only. For columns with high axial load 
the steel is subjected to high compressive strains during cyclic loading which lead to 
higher stresses being developed in the steel [P2]. Columns with low axial load are 
subjected to high curvatures during the cyclic load response which generate high 
tensile strains in the longitudinal reinforcement leading to higher steel stresses. 
For columns with inefficient layout of transverse reinforcement, low Ae values, 
and/or small levels of concrete compressive strength enhancement the maximum 
moment of resistance may be that given by Equation 8.29 rather than the flexural 
strength predicted by Equation 8.31. 
At higher axial loads the contribution to the flexural strength of the column from the 
concrete compressive force decreases as the large neutral axis depth moves the 
position of the concrete force closer to the centreline of the column. The steel couple 
contribution will remain the same or increase due to the steel entering the strain 
hardening region. Columns with larger areas of the core affected by arching will 
have a reduced contribution to the flexural strength from the moment, due to the 
concrete compressive force, as the position of the centroid of this force will be 
restricted to the region between the neutral axis and the extent of the arching within 
the core. Low levels of confinement will give lower confined concrete compressive 
strengths, requiring a larger depth of compressed concrete to support the concrete 
compressive force, reducing the lever arm for the contribution of this force to the 
flexural strength. 
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The reduction in the contribution to the flexural strength from the concrete 
component, due to large arching or low levels of confinement provided in the 
column, despite any increase in the longitudinal steel couple contribution, in columns 
with high axial loads may give flexural strengths from Equation 8.31 which are less 
than that predicted by Equation 8.29. This indicates that the column will achieve the 
ACI ideal moment capacity with little or no increase in flexural strength due to the 
effects of confinement or strain hardening of the longitudinal reinforcement. 
The ratio of the predicted flexural strength of the column, M0 , to the predicted ACI 
moment, Mn, may give a qualitative indication of the available curvature ductility of 
a particular column. Columns which possess predicted flexural strengths in excess of 
the predicted ACI moment or maintain this moment will have larger available 
curvature ductilities than columns which have predicted flexural strengths below the 
predicted ACI moment. No attempt has been made in this study to correlate the 
M0 I Mn ratio to the available curvature ductility of the section. 
8.8.2. l Confined Concrete Efficiency Factor 
Mander et al. [M3] proposed a confinement efficiency factor, ke, to reduce the lateral 
confining pressure from the transverse reinforcement to reflect the effects of arching 
occurring in the column core. Zalm et al. [Zl] modified the efficiency factor, k*e, for 
sections subjected to axial load and flexure as the ratio of the first moments of area 
of the effectively confined core to the concrete in the core. This reflected the 
increased contribution to flexure of fibres further from the neutral axis when a 
section is subjected to flexure. 
These efficiency factors are both incorporated into the concrete stress-strain model 
when determining the confined concrete compressive strength due to the transverse 
reinforcement provided in the column. If the core of the column is modelled as two 
regions, ineffectively confined and effectively confined, the amount and effect of 
arching in the column are directly accounted for during the moment-curvature 
analysis. 
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A moment-curvature analysis will give a better estimation of the flexural strength of 
a column rather than the conservative estimate given by the ACI method [X3]. Using 
Equation 8.31 the flexural strength of a rectangular column can be better estimated 
by incorporating terms to account for strain hardening of the longitudinal steel and 
the increase in concrete compressive strength due to confinement from the transverse 
reinforcement. The influence of confinement is dependent on both the amount and 
arrangement of transverse reinforcement provided in a column. 
When determining the flexural strength of a column after the cover concrete has 
spalled requires the compressed region of concrete be known, which is reduced by 
arching of the concrete within the core. The confined concrete efficiency factor, Ae, 
reflects the efficiency of the transverse reinforcement arrangement, namely the 
influence of the arrangement on the amount of arching in the core. 
Another section efficiency term, Ag I Ac, is often employed for columns as it is 
simple to determine and use and it reflects the efficiency of a section under 
concentric axial load. However this term does not reflect the influence of the 
transverse reinforcement arrangement and can be misleading for older columns not 
designed in accordance with NZS 3101 [X2]. 
The arching within the core is assumed to occur over the compressed region only as 
shown in Figure 8.33. The confined concrete efficiency factor is taken as the ratio of 
the first moments of area of the effectively confined core to the core area. 
The dimensions of the core area in the column are taken to the centreline of the 
peripheral hoop. Vertical and horizontal arching is assumed to be parabolic in shape, 
similar to the arching profile proposed by Mander et al., starting at the centreline of 
the peripheral hoop over the clear distance between transverse hoop sets and the clear 




Figure 8.33 Section Dimensions Used to Determine Confined Concrete Efficiency 
Factor, Ae,for Rectangular Sections 
The extent of horizontal and vertical arching depends on the chosen arch profile, 
spacings between transverse hoop sets, distance between restrained longitudinal bars 
and the initial tangent angle of the parabolic arches. 





where s' = clear distance between transverse hoop sets 
e initial tangent angle of parabolic arches 








average clear distance between restrained longitudinal bars 
initial tangent angle of parabolic arches 
The horizontal and vertical arching form a hyperbolic paraboloid truncated surface. 
The projection of this surface, midway between the transverse hoop sets, determines 
the depth of the effectively confined core which can be expressed by a simple 
rectangle with a depth Dec given by: 
(8.34) 
Converting the horizontal arching into an equivalent rectangular area maintains the 
position of the centroid of the area. This should have little influence on the result and 
with the simplification of the shape of the region allows a simpler evaluation of the 
confined concrete efficiency factor. 
The confined concrete efficiency factor, Ae, proposed in this study is given by the 
ratio of the first moments of area of the effectively confined area to the area of the 
column, taken about the centreline of the section. This definition is similar to that 
proposed by Zahn et al. for the modified efficiency factor, k*e, to reflect the increased 
contribution to flexure of fibres further from the neutral axis. 
For a rectangular section the confined concrete efficiency factor is then given by: 
(8.35) 
The confined concrete efficiency factor, Ae, provides a simple and easy to use method 
to compare the efficiency of a column's transverse reinforcement layout and 
incorporate its influence on the flexural strength of a column. Derivation of Ae factors 
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for other section shapes can be done in a similar manner. Confined concrete 
efficiency factors for circular columns, square columns loaded across the diagonal 
and rectangular columns with rounded ends can be found in Appendix D. 
8.8.2.2 Predicted Flexural Strength Example 
Application of Equations 8.29 and 8.31 to predict the ACI moment capacity and the 
flexural strength of a column are illustrated with an example column shown in 
Figure 8.34. The column is 400 mm square with 12-D16 longitudinal bars and RIO 
transverse reinforcement at 75 mm centres between hoop sets. 









The neutral axis depth of the column can be found from Equation 8.30 where 
y = (O.llm + 2.l)Pt + 0.03 = 0.081: 
~ =-0.5 [(6.9)(0.0151) + (0.015)(11.76) + (0.24)(0.0151)(11.76) ~ 1.4] 
D 
+ (0.0025)(11. 76) + 0.081 
= 0.649 
(8.37) 
Using this neutral axis depth, the strain profile for the column can be found using an 
extreme compressive fibre strain of -0.003 corresponding to the development of the 
ACI moment capacity. From this strain profile the compressive and tensile steel 





Figure 8.34 Example Column Section 
J; = fy = 300MPa 
fs = 235MPa 
30 mm cover to 
longitudinal steel 
R10@ 75 mm crs 
(8.38) 
The arrangement of longitudinal steel in the column has four bars placed on each of 











Equation 8.29 predicts the ACI ideal moment capacity: 
1 (0.85)(0.85)(0.649) (1-(0.85)(0.649)) ] 
M" ~ ~ l + (0.810)(0.353)(0.0151) ( 300 3: 235 0.85) ( 400)( 400)' (30) 
= 272.2kNm 
(8.41) 
For predicting the ACI moment capacity where this column is subjected to cyclic 
loading, f's and fs should be taken as equal to the yield stress of the steel, fy. The 
predicted ACI moment from Equation 8.29 then becomes: 
M,, = 281.2kNm (8.42) 
The clear spacing between transverse hoop sets, s ', is 65 mm. The average clear 
distance between restrained longitudinal bars, w', is 92 mm. Assuming 45° parabolic 
arches the amount of vertical and horizontal arching can be found from 
Equations 8.32 and 8.33. 
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The confined concrete efficiency coefficient, Ae, is given by Equation 8.35 where Dec 
is given by Equation 8.34: 
A, = (350 )(336.8) 
e (400 )(400) (8.45) 
= 0.737 
The confined concrete strength can be taken as: 
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fc~ = Jc' [1+4.1 Psf,f~·lr] 
2 c 




The steel overstrength factors, Ac and AT, can be taken as 1.25 and the predicted 
flexural strength is given by Equation 8.31: 
M = 
0 
0.85 (0.649) ( 0.737 (400 _ _1_2_(0.649)] 






8.8.3 Confinement From Adjacent Members 
From Equations 8.29 and 8.31 the predicted flexural strength of a rectangular column 
can be determined as the larger of the flexural strengths predicted from the two 
equations. These equations take into account the contribution of the concrete and the 
longitudinal steel to the flexural strength, including the effect of confinement of the 
concrete and strain hardenjng of the longitudinal steel. 
The predicted flexural strength of rectangular columns can be increased to account 
for the shift in the critical section, as noted by Gill et al. [Gl, P6] and then compared 
to the flexural strength attained during the experimental testing of columns. 
The flexural strength of a number of rectangular columns tested at the University of 
Canterbury, under cyclic reversed lateral loading and constant axial load, and 
monotonic lateral load column tests from the University of Houston [S6] were 
evaluated using Equations 8.29 and 8.31 and compared to the flexural strength 
attained during experimental testing of the columns. Overstrength factors, Ac and AT, 
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of 1.25 were taken for both compression and tension for the cyclic tests conducted at 
the University of Canterbury. Overstrength factors of 1.25 for compression and 1.0 
for tension were assumed for the monotonic column tests conducted at the University 
of Houston. The shift of the critical section was varied from zero to one times neutral 
axis depth as calculated from Equation 8.30. 
The increase in flexural strength resulting from the shift in the critical section, ashifi, 
was determined from Equation 8.28. The shift of the critical section was varied from 
zero to one times neutral axis depth where the neutral axis depth at spalling of the 
cover concrete was determined from Equation 8.30. A plot of M* I ashirtMo against 
the shift in the critical section is shown in Figure 8.35 where M* =maximum 
moment attained during testing and M0 = is the maximum flexural strength predicted 
from the maximum of Equations 8.29 and 8.31. Also shown in the same figure is the 
coefficient of variation of the data set. The graph shows that a minimum coefficient 
of variation of 9.8 % is reached with a shift in the critical section of approximately 
0.75 times the neutral axis depth when the University of Houston tests are included. 
The coefficient of vanation drops to 6.9 % with a shift in the critical section of 0.75 
times the neutral axis depth if the University of Houston tests are excluded from the 
data set. This is due to the flexural strength of columns with high mechanical 
reinforcement ratios, m, not being predicted well by the proposed Equations 8.29 and 
8.31. 
The University of Houston tests all had mechanical reinforcement ratios, m, above 
25 due to relatively high strength longitudinal reinforcement and low concrete 
compressive strengths. Typical values ofm for design would be from 12 to 18 which 
will decrease as the concrete compressive strength increases over time. 
The mean value of M* I ashirtMo decreases toward 1.0 with increasing shift in the 
critical section with a mean value of approximately 1.08 with a shift of 0.75 times the 
neutral axis depth. 
Using a shift in the critical section of 0.75 times the neutral axis depth, the initial 
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between the experimental and predicted flexural strengths for rectangular columns 
could be obtained. Decreasing the initial angle of the parabolic arches from 45° 
showed a decrease in the M* I ashiftMo values but with an increase in the coefficient 
of variation as shown in Figure 8.36. The initial angle of arching can be reduced 
from 45° to 40° to reflect a possible reduction in the angle of arching for columns 
subjected to flexure without affecting the prediction of the flexural strength of a 
rectangular column. Further experimental work could investigate the arching of 
columns subjected to axial load and flexure combined. 
Figure 8.37 shows the experimental to the predicted ACI ideal moments for 
rectangular columns tested at the University of Canterbury and at the University of 
Houston. Also shown is the relationship proposed by Ang et al. [Al] which suggests 
moment enhancement with increased axial load. Square column units tested by 
Xinrong et al. [X4] with variable axial load have been omitted as the variable axial 
load will have reduced the strength of the columns preventing proper comparison of 
the results which assume constant axial load acting on the column. Columns tested 
by Sato et al. [S4] and Satyarno et al. [S3] which contained a mixture of ultra-high 
strength and normal strength longitudinal steel have also been omitted. 
The same data points are shown in Figure 8.38 where the experimental moments, M*, 
are compared to the predicted moments, M0 , which include the influence of 
confinement and strain hardening, from Equations 8.29 and 8.31. Predicted moments 
are evaluated assuming 40° parabolic arching in the columns. 
University of Canterbury results shown in Figure 8.38 still show an increase in 
flexural strength over the predicted flexural strength with increasing axial load. Some 
of the scatter in these data points can be attributed to the prediction of the flexural 
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Figure 8.39 M* I ashiflMo values for Rectangular Columns with Axial Load Ratio 
By accounting for the shift in the critical section, as noted by Gill et al., a better 
estimation of the :flexural strength of a column can be obtained for the data points 
shown in Figure 8.38. These results are shown in Figure 8.39 where a shift in the 
critical section of 0.75 times the neutral axis depth has been taken. 
Equation 8.31 has been proposed to evaluate the neutral axis depth for estimating the 
:flexural strength of a rectangular concrete section. For calculating the neutral axis 
depth of a column, to determine the amount of flexural strength enhancement due to 
the shift in the critical section, ashift. a simplified expression may be applied for use 
in practice: 
c N* = 0.18-0.95-,-
D fcAg 
(8.48) 
where N* I f' cAg is taken as negative for compressive axial loads. 
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The difference in neutral axis depth between Equation 8.31 and Equation 8.48 will 
not be significant when estimating the flexural strength of a column due to the 
shifted critical section. 
8.9 QUANTIFYING COMPONENTS OF FLEXURAL ENHANCEMENT 
The increase in the flexural strength over the ACI ideal moment can be determined 
by accounting for the various components which contribute to the observed flexural 
enhancement. The influence of confinement increasing the concrete strength and 
strain hardening of the longitudinal reinforcement have been estimated through 
Equation 8.31. A more refined means of accounting for these effects is to conduct 
moment-curvature analyses by incorporating appropriate stress-strain relations for 
each material. The influence of cyclic loading and dynamic strain rates can also be 
accounted for in a moment-curvature analysis if required by including the necessary 
relations to modify the monotonic or quasi-static stress-strain relations. 
From the experimental results for rectangular columns shown in Figure 8.39 it can be 
seen that the additional confinement from an adjacent member, causing a shift in the 
critical section, can account for a considerable portion of the observed moment 
enhancement, especially for columns with high axial loads. 
Example columns and actual case studies of columns tested at the University of 
Canterbury were taken to attain an estimate of the likely values for enhancement 
from cyclic loading and accounting for the shift in the critical section due to the 
confining effects of adjacent members. 
8.9.1 Enhancement from Confinement and Strain Hardening 
In order to evaluate to effects of confinement and strain hardening on the flexural 
strength of a column monotonic moment-curvature analyses were conducted for the 
selected columns modelling the concrete stress-strain behaviour in the column core 
using the method outlined in Section 8.6. The angle of arching between transverse 
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hoop sets and between restrained longitudinal bars was taken as 40° to reflect some 
possible reduction in the angle of arching which may occur for columns subjected to 
axial load and flexure. 
8.9.2 Enhancement From Cyclic Loading 
The monotonic moment-curvature analysis provides a lower bound solution to the 
flexural strength of a column but is unable to provide the maximum probable flexural 
strength for the critical section. A cyclic moment-curvature should be used to 
determine the maximum probable flexural strength of a section to be used in capacity 
design checks. Cyclic moment-curvature analysis routines have been developed and 
mainly used for research purposes [Dl, M4] but the complexity of models to 
describe the cyclic stress-strain behaviour of steel and concrete often make the 
development of simple cyclic moment-curvature routines difficult for use and 
application in everyday practice. The pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature routine 
described in Section 8.6.3 is simple enough to understand and incorporate into 
moment-curvature routines to account for some of the influences of cyclic loading on 
the flexural strength of a section. 
8.9.3 Enhancement From Dynamic Strain Rates 
Structures are required to respond to the dynamic loadings imposed during an 
earthquake and the effects of these fast strain rates are known to alter the stress-strain 
response of both concrete and steel. Dynamic strain rates lead to a significant 
increase in the both the strength and stiffness of concrete over the values from 
loading at low strain rates. Increases'in yield stress, ultimate stress and strain at the 
onset of strain hardening occur when steel is subjected to loading at increased strain 
rates [Dl, Pl, R3, R4]. 
A majority of columns tested at the University of Canterbury have been tested at 
quasi-static loading rates apart from a series of model columns which were tested by 
Dodd and Cooke [Dl] to destruction on a shake table. The increase in strength of 
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dynamically loaded columns was found to be 10% - 20% over the flexural strength 
given by methods developed from quasi-static test methods. 
8.9.4 Case Studies 
Columns tested by Watson and Park [W3], Tanaka and Park [Tl], Sato et al. [S4] 
and Sheikh and Yeh [S6] were used as case studies to conduct monotonic and 
pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature analyses and adjusting these results to account for 
the shift of the critical section to compare with measured experimental results. Actual 
measured material properties were used for the columns in each case study. 
Table 8.1 shows the section properties of the columns tested by each researcher with 
the steel stress-strain properties for each column shown in Table 8.2. 
The power term, P, in Equation 8.24 has been determined to match the measured 
stress-strain relations for the longitudinal steel reported by each researcher. Note that 
all the columns tested at the University of Canterbury used New Zealand 
manufactured reinforcing steel, Grade 275 or Grade 380, or the grades which 
subsequently replaced these two steels, Grade 300 and Grade 430 respectively. The 
columns tested by Sheikh and Yeh were conducted at the University of Houston 
using Grade 60 (414 MPa) longitudinal steel. 
8.9.4.1 Columns Tested by Watson and Park [W3] 
Two square column units, Units 8 and 9, tested by Watson and Park [W3], were 
selected for further study. These columns were subjected to reversed cyclic lateral 
loading and constant axial compressive load of 0. 7 f cAg. Moment-curvature analyses 
were conducted for each column using the Mander et al. [M3] monotonic model, 
monotonic and pseudo-cyclic analyses from the present study and accounting for the 
shift in the critical section. The critical section shift was taken as 0.75 times the 
neutral axis depth at spalling of the cover concrete as determined by Equation 8.48. 
Moments and curvatures were shifted to present the moment-curvature relationship 
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Table 8.1 Column Section Properties 
Researcher Unit B D f'c db dbh s Pt Ps N*/f'cAg 
mm mm MPa mm mm mm % % 
Watson & Park 8 400 400 39.0 16 8 77 1.51 1.21 0.7 
[W3] 
Watson & Park 9 400 400 40.0 16 12 52 1.51 4.10 0.7 
[W3] 
Tanaka & Park 6 550 550 32.0 20 12 110 1.25 1.70 0.1 
[Tl] 
Sato et al. [S4] 4 400 400 71.6 20 9.2 80 3.14 1.56 0.6 
Sheikh& Yeh A3 305 305 31.8 19 9.5 110 2.44 1.68 0.61 
[S6] 
Table 8.2 Column Steel Stress-Strain Properties 
Researcher Unit fy fsu fyh Es Esy Esh Esu p 
MP MP a MP a GP a % % % 
a 
Watson & Park 8 474 633 372 226 0.225 1.75 14.8 3.83 
[W3] 
Watson & Park 9 474 633 308 226 0.225 1.75 14.8 3.83 
[W3] 
Tanaka & Park 6 511 675 325 200 0.256 1.70 13.l 4.79 
[Tl] 
Sato et al. [S4] 4 442 590 1368 200 0.221 1.83 15.9 3.80 
Sheikh & Yeh A3 516 823 490 207 0.249 0.85 10.7 3.85 
[S6] 
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at the base of the column, adjacent to the stub present in the tests, rather than the 
moment-curvature relation for the critical section. 
Figure 8.40 shows the Mander et al. model monotonic response, the monotonic, 
pseudo-cyclic and shifted pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature response for Unit 8. The 
shifted pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature response has been compared to 
experimental moment-curvature results measured during the test in Figure 8.41. 
Curvatures were measured at several positions, in the original tests, over each plastic 
hinge location, above and below the central stub, for both the positive and negative 
loading directions. The first level of potentiometers were located 80 mm from the 
face of the central stub and the second level of potentiometers were located 160 mm 
from the face of the central stub. 
From Figure 8.41 it can be seen that the predicted theoretical moment-curvature 
response, accounting for the shift in the critical section does not closely match the 
experimental data points. This is due to the unit showing some unsymmetrical 
rotations concentrating at one of the plastic hinges as can be seen by the larger 
curvatures recorded for the positive loading direction. A theoretical cyclic 
moment-curvature analysis was conducted by Watson and Park for this unit and the 
envelope points are shown in Figure 8.41. These points seem to approximate the 
experimental moment-curvature data points but are not matched by the shifted 
pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature response. 
Figure 8.42 shows the Mander et al. model monotonic response, the monotonic, 
shifted monotonic and shifted pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature response for Unit 9. 
Experimental results are compared to the shifted pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature 
response in Figure 8.43. Experimental curvatures plotted were measured at the first 
level of potentiometers, located 100 mm from the face of the central stub and from 
the second level of potentiometers located 200 mm from the face of the central stub. 
Figure 8.43 shows good agreement with the experimental moment-curvature results, 
the shifted pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature response and theoretical cyclic 
moment-curvature envelope points. The theoretical moment-curvature response has 
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exceeded. This stopping criteria is known to be conservative for sections subjected to 
axial load and flexure [P3] and a continued response should match the experimental 
moment-curvature data closely. 
From Figures 8.40 and 8.42 the large increase in strength due to the shift in the 
critical section is apparent. The monotonic moment-curvature response, with 40° 
arches, for both units fall well below the moment-curvature response predicted by the 
Mander et al. model. By accounting for the shift in the critical section the two 
moment-curvature responses show better agreement between the nominal moments. 
The effect of the cyclic loading on the moment-curvature response can be seen 
between the shifted pseudo-cyclic and shifted monotonic moment-curvature curves, 
leading to a higher peak moment and increased response over the monotonic 
response at higher curvatures. 
Unit 8 contains approximately 25 % of the amount of transverse reinforcement 
required by the current New Zealand Concrete Structures standard [X2] for a column 
to achieve full ductility. This low amount of confinement suggests the column would 
be unable to achieve any significant strength enhancement at large curvatures, as 
shown in the moment-curvature responses. Unit 9 contains approximately 85% of the 
amount of transverse reinforcement required for full ductility and maintains its 
strength at larger curvatures. Under cyclic loading, as modelled by the pseudo-cyclic 
moment-curvature analysis, this column is capable of achieving a degree of flexural 
strength enhancement over the monotonic response. 
8.9.4.2 Column Tested by Tanaka and Park [Tl] 
Similar moment-curvature analyses were conducted for Unit 6 as tested by Tanaka 
and Park [Tl]. The 550 mm square column was subjected to an axial load of 
0.1 f'cAg. 
Figure 8.44 shows the companson for the Mander et al. monotonic moment-
curvature response, the monotonic, shifted monotonic and shifted pseudo-cyclic 
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the monotonic response are quite similar up to the ideal flexural strength of the 
column. Spalling of the cover concrete leads to the drop in the moment-curvature 
response in the Mander et al. model and the sharper drop in the 40° arch model due 
to the influence of the concrete stress-strain relationship assumed for the areas of the 
core influenced by arching. 
The initial monotonic and pseudo-cyclic responses are very similar due to the low 
axial load and small neutral axis depth meaning larger tensile strains are developed in 
the longitudinal reinforcement with comparatively lower compressive strains. 
Increased pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature response over the monotonic response is 
only seen after the tensile steel strains have reached strain hardening. 
Figure 8.45 shows the comparison of the shifted pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature 
response and experimental moment-curvature results at the peaks of the first and 
second cycles to each level of ductility conducted during the test. Curvature 
measurements were taken from a set of linear potentiometers 90 mm above the face 
of the block at the base of the column unit. Again the shifted pseudo-cyclic moment-
curvature response provides a good match to the experimental data points up to the 
point where the moment-curvature response is terminated upon reaching the ultimate 
concrete strain. The theoretical moment-curvature response can be extended to match 
the experimental moment-curvature points by taking a less conservative value for the 
available ultimate concrete compressive strain which is responsible for the 
termination of this analysis. 
8.9.4.3 Column Tested by Sato et al. [S4] 
Sato et al. [S4] tested a series of columns under varying axial loads containing a 
mixture of normal and ultra-high strength longitudinal reinforcement. Unit 4 was 
tested at an axial load of 0.6 f' cAg and contained only normal strength longitudinal 
reinforcement. Ultra-high strength steel was also used for the rectangular transverse 
spiral reinforcement with a yield stress of 1368 MPa. The stresses developed in the 
transverse reinforcement remained low in all of the test units throughout the tests. 
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Yielding of the diagonal transverse spirals were recorded in the test units toward the 
end of the tests but an upper limit of approximately 800 MPa was reached in the 
perimeter spiral sets of some of the units before the end of the tests. The New 
Zealand Concrete Structures Standard [X2] allows the use of ultra-high strength steel 
as transverse reinforcement but limits the value of fyh to be used in calculations to 
800MPa. 
Attempts to generate monotonic moment-curvature results using an initial angle for 
the parabolic arches of 40° led to the moment-curvature routine terminating early due 
the moment dropping below 80% of the maximum. The Mander et al. monotonic 
moment-curvature response continues until termination upon reaching the ultimate 
concrete strain. In Figure 8.46 the Mander et al. moment-curvature and 40° 
monotonic moment-curvature response are shown using 800 MPa, the prescribed 
design standard limit for fyh, for the yield stress of the transverse steel. The 40° 
monotonic moment-curvature response terminates early due to the decrease in 
moment caused by the influence of the ineffectively confined concrete in the core of 
the column. Unit 4 had a concrete strength of 71.6 MPa and the unconfined stress-
strain behaviour of this concrete shows an almost immediate drop in strength after 
reaching the peak unconfined strength. In order to allow the monotonic moment-
curvature response to be generated the arching was effectively removed by setting 
the initial tangent angle of the arches to 1 ° allowing the complete moment-curvature 
response to be generated for this column. 
Early termination of the 40° moment-curvature response may indicate a limitation of 
the model used to generate these results or that the arching mechanism for high 
strength concrete is different to that assumed for normal strength concrete. It is 
recommended that the model used to generate these moment-curvature results be 
limited to concrete strengths below 55 MPa and further investigation is required into 
the arching mechanisms that form in columns with high strength concrete. 
Due to the high concrete strength, large strains would have to be reached before 
sufficient micro-cracking of the concrete had occurred to lead to significant dilation 
of the concrete core to cause yield of the transverse reinforcement. Thus lower 
strains will have been developed in the transverse reinforcement. With the use of 
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ultra-high strength steel much lower stresses will have been developed in the 
transverse reinforcement giving much lower confining pressures being applied to the 
concrete core than would have occurred with normal strength transverse steel. As 
further dilation of the core occurred, with increasing compressive strains, the strains 
in the transverse reinforcement will have increased during the test, increasing the 
applied confining pressure to the column. 
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The brittle nature of high strength concrete will lead to a sudden loss of the cover and 
ineffectively confined concrete as the concrete spalls suddenly rather than crushing 
and spalling gradually. The plane of splitting between the cover and core concrete in 
columns with high strength concrete has been seen to be quite smooth [L2] indicating 
that there is little loss of concrete from within the core, between transverse hoop sets, 
due to arching. This lack of observed arching may indicate that the assumed arch 
mechanism, with parabolic arches, may not fully form in high strength concrete 
columns. By reducing the initial angle of the parabolic arches to 1° the influence of 
the ineffectively confined core can be removed. As there is little dilation of the 
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concrete core, due to its high strength, the arch mechanism may not fully form within 
the core, due to the low, passive, confining pressure being applied to the core, 
resulting in small areas of ineffectively confined concrete between the transverse 
hoop sets or restrained longitudinal bars. Figure 8.47 shows the comparison between 
the Mander et al. monotonic moment-curvature response and the moment-curvature 
response using 1 ° for the initial tangent angle for the parabolic arches and 
fyh = 800 MPa. 
Comparison of experimental moment-curvature results with the 1° shifted pseudo-
cyclic moment-curvature response with fyh = 800 MPa in Figure 8.48 shows the 
predicted moment-curvature response is higher than the experimental data points. As 
the test progresses dilation of the core continues resulting in increased strains 
induced in the transverse reinforcement, increasing the confining pressure being 
applied to the concrete core. Strains recorded in the transverse reinforcement in Unit 
4 show stresses of 600 MPa were developed in the peripheral transverse spiral by the 
Figure 8.49 shows the companson between shifted 1° pseudo-cyclic moment-
curvature responses and the experimental data points for different values of fyh up to 
600 MPa. The experimental data points fall closer to the moment-curvature curves 
with higher values of fyh as the column reaches higher curvatures and further dilation 
of the core increases the applied confining pressure. The moment-curvature response 
using fyh = 600 MPa gives an envelope to all the experimental data points shown. As 
the test progressed to larger displacements, and hence larger curvatures, the moment-
curvature response will shift from curve to curve as higher strains were developed in 
the transverse reinforcement. 
Termination of this moment-curvature routine occurred with the moment dropping 
suddenly to below 80% of the maximum moment but there would be a close match 
between the trend of the theoretical moment-curvature results and the experimental 
moment-curvature points. 
The poor agreement of the theoretical cyclic moment-curvature envelope points to 
the experimental and shifted pseudo-cyclic points may be due to the use of the 
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Mander et al. concrete stress-strain model to predict the response of a high strength 
concrete. 
8.9.4.4 Column Tested by Sheikh and Yeh [S6] 
Sheikh and Yeh [S6] tested a senes of columns under constant axial load and 
monotonic lateral load at the University of Houston. These columns were subjected 
to two equal point loads applied at third points along the column to create a test 
region with zero shear. Columns with a range of axial loads, transverse steel 
configurations and volumetric ratios were tested to determine the effect of these 
variables on the performance of the columns. The major difference between these 
column tests and those conducted.at the University of Canterbury is the absence of a 
stub adjacent to the critical section, to model the effects of members adjacent to the 
base of the column, and monotonic rather than cyclic loading. 
Specimen A-3 consisted of 8 longitudinal bars with square peripheral and diagonal 
transverse hoop sets for confinement. Moment-curvature analyses using the Mander 
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et al. model and a monotonic moment-curvature analysis were conducted for this 
column. As there is no confining stub adjacent to the critical section there is no need 
to shift the moment-curvature response to account for the shift in the critical section 
and as loading was applied monotonically there is no requirement for a pseudo-cyclic 
analysis. Figure 8.50 shows the comparison of the moment-curvature analyses and 
the experimental data points. 
The Mander et al. model over predicts the behaviour of this column specimen while 
the 40° monotonic moment-curvature analysis matches the experimental data points 
closely up to a curvature of about 0.07 m-1• After this point the 40° monotonic 
analysis indicates a degree of strength enhancement probably due to strain hardening 
of the longitudinal steel which is not matched by the experimental data points, which 
show a reasonably constant moment up to the end of the test. At this point in the test 
the transverse hoops may have yielded allowing some buckling of the compressive 
longitudinal bars. This will lower the moment carried by the section as the couple 
carried by the compressive and tensile longitudinal steel bars contributes to a 
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8.9.5 Flexural Enhancement Component Summary 
It is known that the ACI method [X3] to determine the flexural strength of a confined 
column section is a conservative method as it is based on the unconfined concrete 
properties. This method is usually used to establish the lower bound for the flexural 
strength of a section. The New Zealand Concrete Structures standard [X2] uses an 
equation similar to the equation proposed by Ang et al. [Al], shown in Equation 
8.26, to account for the flexural overstrength developed in columns where plastic 
hinges are expected to form, such as at the base of ductile bridge piers, bottom storey 
columns in ductile frames or in one or 2 storey ductile frames where a strong beam-
weak column mechanism design is permitted by the standard. In these situations the 
New Zealand Concrete Structures standard requires that the columns be detailed to 
achieve full ductility. 
Previous studies [Al, P9] have indicated that there is a strong dependence of the 
flexural strength of a column on the axial load acting on the section. This has been 
attributed to the effects of confinement increasing the confined concrete compressive 
strength and the flexural strength of the column, especially for columns with axial 
loads higher than 0.3 f'cAg. In this study it can be seen that much of the flexural 
strength enhancement dependence on the axial load is due to the observed shift in the 
critical section. Strong and stiff members adjacent to the critical section in a column 
provide additional confinement to the column and cause the critical section to shift 
some distance away from the face of the adjacent member. This flexural strength 
enhancement is dependent on the column's aspect ratio and the column's neutral axis 
depth, which increases with axial load. 
Figure 8.28 shows the results of experimental column tests plotting the ratio M*/Mi 
against axial load ratio, where M* is the maximum moment achieved during the 
experiment and Mi is the flexural strength of the column obtained using the ACI 
method using actual material properties and a strength reduction factor of 1.0. An 
improved prediction of a column's flexural strength can be made by considering the 
contribution to the flexural strength from the concrete compressive force and the 
longitudinal steel couple. The enhanced concrete compressive strength, due to the 
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presence of confinement, can be accounted as well as strain hardening of the 
longitudinal steel increasing the stresses in the longitudinal reinforcement. 
Equation 8.29 predicts the ACI ideal moment for a rectangular column and 
Equation 8.31 predicts the maximum flexural strength of a rectangular column by 
accounting for the effects of confinement and strain hardening. Figure 8.38 shows 
the ratio of M* I M0 for rectangular columns tested at the University of Canterbury 
and the University of Houston, where M* is the maximum experimental moment and 
M0 is the maximum flexural strength of the column as predicted by the maximum of 
Equations 8.29 or 8.31. 
Moment-curvature analyses are capable of incorporating actual or idealised stress-
strain relations of concrete and steel and can be used to establish a more refined 
calculation of the flexural strength of a column. By incorporating the material stress-
strain relations the effects of enhancement of the concrete strength due to 
confinement and strain hardening of the longitudinal reinforcement on the flexural 
strength of the column can be evaluated. Cyclic moment-curvature analyses can also 
be conducted by incorporating the cyclic stress-strain relations for each material into 
the analysis. 
Many of the column tests at the University of Canterbury have involved cyclic lateral 
loading of the columns which also influences the flexural strength of the columns. 
This could be accounted for by a cyclic moment-curvature analysis to include the 
influence of cyclic stress-strain behaviour of concrete and steel. 
A pseudo-cyclic moment curvature analysis was developed by using an idealised 
steel stress-strain relationship and shifting the origin of the monotonic stress-strain 
curve to account for the residual strain remaining in the reinforcing due to symmetric 
strain cycles which would occur in a column with constant axial load. This 
pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature routine can be used to account for the increase in 
the flexural strength of a section due to cyclic loading effects. This enables the 
maximum probable flexural strength of a column to be determined for use with 
capacity design checks. 
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Structures subject to near-fault earthquake motions will be subjected to large ground 
velocities and displacements which may cause a large amplitude inelastic response. 
This may result in the structure having to dissipate energy over a single cycle of 
yielding response [M6]. This would mean that the structural response would be better 
modelled by the monotonic moment-curvature analysis rather than a cyclic analysis 
due to the structure not having to undergo multiple inelastic cycles over the duration 
of ground motions. 
From Figure 8.38 there is still an apparent increase in flexural strength with axial 
load even with the influence of confinement and strain hardening accounted for. 
Gill et al. [GI, P6] noted that the critical section of a column moved away from the 
face of an adjacent member. This shift in the critical section can account for a 
significant amount of the difference between the predicted and experimental 
moments. Investigation of the amount of flexural enhancement due to the shift in the 
critical section indicates that a shift of 0.75 times the neutral axis depth of the 
colurr1n provides a good estimation of the flexural strength of a colun1n. Results for 
rectangular columns are shown in Figure 8.39 with a shift of 0.75 times the neutral 
axis depth. 
Figures 8.40 to 8.50 show comparison of various analytical moment-curvature results 
of columns tested by different researchers to the experimental moment-curvature 
response. The analytical moment-curvature responses are adjusted to account for the 
shift in the critical section for both the monotonic and pseudo-cyclic responses. 
Theoretical cyclic moment-curvature envelope points are also shown for units tested 
by Watson and Park [W3] and Sato et al. [S4]. Analysis of Unit 4 tested by Sato et al. 
only provided good comparison between the predicted response and experimental 
moment-curvatures by removing the influence of arching within the core. This unit 
had a high concrete compressive strength and this difference may be due to 
limitations of the proposed model for calculating moment-curvature response with 
high concrete strengths or the arching mechanisms for high strength concrete may 
not be the same as for normal concrete strengths. 
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8.10 SUMMARY 
8.10.1 Modelling of Column Core Concrete 
Research into the stress-strain behaviour of concrete confined by circular hoops, 
spirals or rectangular hoops has shown that the presence of transverse reinforcement 
can enhance the strength and ductility of the confined concrete. The amount, strength 
and configuration of the transverse reinforcement has considerable influence on the 
amount of confinement and the degree of enhancement provided. The amount and 
strength of steel provided sets the maximum confining pressure that can be provided 
due to yielding of the transverse reinforcement. 
In the case of ultra-high strength transverse steel reinforcement, dilation of the 
confined concrete core may not be sufficient to develop yield of the transverse steel. 
In this case the maximum confining pressure is limited to the stress that is developed 
in the transverse steel. Tests by Satyamo et al. [S3] and Sato et al. [S4] with 
ultra-high strength transverse steel reinforcement have shown that maximum stress 
of approximately 800 MPa was developed in the transverse steel during the tests. 
The configuration of the transverse reinforcement affects the confinement efficiency, 
the greater the efficiency, the greater the area of confined concrete. Circular hoops or 
spirals have greater efficiency as they apply a confining pressure through hoop 
tension uniformly over the cross section. Rectangular hoops can only apply effective 
confinement through the hoop comers or at restrained longitudinal bars. Arching of 
the concrete is necessary to transfer the confining pressure from the hoops into the 
core. Similar arching also occurs vertically between the transverse hoop sets so 
confinement efficiency is reduced with an increase in transverse hoop spacings. 
The area of ineffectively confined core concrete determines the confinement 
efficiency. Concrete stress-strain models using a confinement efficiency factor, to 
model the effects of the ineffectively confined concrete in the core, apply a uniform 
confining pressure to the entire concrete core, reduced from the maximum confining 
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pressure applied to the concrete core. Application of a reduced confining pressure on 
the total core area using a confinement efficiency factor is a valid assumption for 
members loaded axially. Zahn et al. [Zl] proposed that the reduction of the confining 
pressure should be based on the ratio of first moment of areas for members which are 
subject to axial loads and flexure. 
The relationship proposed by Mander et al. [M3] for the increase in concrete strength 
due to confinement should be limited to an effective confining stress ratio, f'1 I f'co, 
ofless than 0.3. The relationship proposed by Mander et al. in Equation 8.7 gives a 
strength enhancement factor, f' cc I f' co which reaches a maximum of 4.3 with an 
effective confining stress ratio of 2.4. At higher effective confining stress ratios the 
strength enhancement factor begins to decrease from this maximum. Limiting this 
equation to confining stress ratios less than 0.3 will not effect the application of this 
model to reinforced concrete columns as the proposed limit is approximately the 
maximum practical confining stress ratio that can be provided in a reinforced 
concrete colurrin by mild steel transverse reinforcement to a normal strcngtl1 
concrete. 
Over this range of confining stress ratios the strength enhancement given by Mander 
et al. can be adequately represented by a linear relationship proposed by Richart et al. 
[Rl] which gives the increase in concrete strength over the unconfined concrete 
strength as 4.1 times the lateral confining pressure. This relationship would need to 
be modified to account for the effects of concrete arching that occur in reinforced 
concrete columns confined with the use of transverse steel reinforcement. Therefore 
the confined concrete strength would increase by 4.1 times the effective lateral 
confining pressure over the unconfined concrete strength. 
The use of an efficiency factor assumes the ineffectively confined concrete remains 
within the core of the column and is able to carry stress at high strains. As the 
extreme concrete compression fibre strain is increased, some of the ineffectively 
confined concrete is actually lost, along with the cover concrete, reducing the area of 
concrete carrying load. The two areas of concrete within the core, effectively and 
ineffectively confined, can be modelled separately as it is computationally simple 
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and better reflects the behaviour of the concrete within the column and removes the 
assumptions involved with the use of a confinement efficiency factor. 
By removing the confinement efficiency factor and modelling ineffectively confined 
concrete in the core as unconfined concrete similar moment-curvature analysis 
results can be achieved to those using the original Mander et al. [M3] concrete stress-
strain model. The assumptions from the Mander et al. model are used with the 
boundary between effectively confined and ineffectively confined concrete in the 
core assumed to be parabolic in shape with an initial tangent angle of 45° over the 
clear spacing between bars. The segmented core model moment-curvature responses, 
modelling the effectively and ineffectively confined core, do not show the same 
flexural strength as the moment-curvature responses conducted using the original 
Mander et al. model. The difference between the flexural strengths of each model 
increases with increasing axial load acting on the column. For low axial loads the 
two models give similar flexural strengths but at higher axial loads the difference 
between the flexural strengths from the two models increases. 
As the original concrete stress-strain model was calibrated against concentric axial 
load tests on columns the 45° parabolic arches may be too large for columns 
subjected to flexure. At low axial loads the contribution of the concrete compressive 
force to the flexural strength of the column is low and the influence of the arches will 
not be as significant. At high axial loads the concrete compressive force is a major 
contributor to resisting the applied forces on the column when subjected to flexure. 
With 45° arches the influence of the ineffectively confined concrete within the 
section is significant leading to a smaller flexural strength obtained for a column 
using this model. Therefore for columns subjected to axial load and flexure 
decreasing the initial tangent angle of the arches to 40° will improve the comparison 
of the flexural strength between the original Mander et al. model and the approach 
modelling the effective and ineffective regions within the column core. 
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8.10.2 Components of Flexural Enhancement 
Flexural strength enhancement over the ACI ideal moment is due to the effects of 
confinement increasing the concrete compressive strength, strain hardening of the 
longitudinal steel, cyclic loading and the shift in the critical section due to the 
confining effects of members adjacent to the critical section. The effects of 
confinement, strain hardening and cyclic loading can be evaluated by using 
monotonic or cyclic moment-curvature analyses to determine a column's flexural 
strength. The flexural strength from a monotonic moment-curvature analysis can be 
adjusted to account for the effects of cyclic loading by assuming a pseudo-cyclic 
response which increases the strains in the longitudinal steel used to calculate the 
longitudinal steel compressive and tensile forces. 
Expressions for rectangular columns have been developed to predict the ACI ideal 
moment and the maximum flexural strength of a column taking into account the 
effects of increased concrete strength due to confinement and strain hardening of the 
longitudinal steel. The maximum flexural strength of a column is dependent on the 
contribution of the concrete compressive force. Confinement increases the concrete 
compressive strength allowing it to maintain the concrete compressive force 
throughout the moment-curvature response with a reduced area of concrete core 
under compression. The concrete core area is reduced due to the influence of arching 
in the column. The ineffectively confined area of the core is not capable of 
supporting large compressive stresses at high compressive strains requiring the 
effectively confined core to resist the concrete compressive force. As confinement 
increases the compressive strength of the concrete the effectively confined core 
remains capable of maintaining the same concrete force. 
The influence of the arching in a column is due to the layout of the transverse 
reinforcement in a column and can be expressed with a confined concrete efficiency 
factor, Ae. This factor is taken as the ratio of the first moments of the ineffectively 
confined core to the concrete in the core and allows the influence of arching in the 
column and its effect on the maximum flexural strength of the column to be 
evaluated. 
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The ratio of the maximum flexural strength of a column, as obtained from the 
maximum of Equations 8.29 or 8.31, to the predicted ACI moment, from 
Equation 8.29, may give an indication of the available curvature ductility of a 
column. 
Previous research [Al] has suggested that a maJor component of flexural 
enhancement can be expressed as a function of the axial load acting on the column. 
This is due to the increase in the required transverse reinforcement for confinement 
mobilising a larger concrete compressive force contribution to the flexural strength 
of a column. This study has shown that much of the observed moment enhancement 
dependence on axial load can be attributed to the shift of the critical section away 
from the face of an adjacent member, as documented by Gill et al. [Gl, P6], once 
allowance has been made for the effects of confinement and strain hardening of the 
reinforcement. The amount of shift has been estimated to be between 0.5 and 1.0 
times the neutral axis depth of the column. This study has shown that for rectangular 
columns, the shift can be taken as 0.75 times the neutral axis depth of the column at 
spalling of the cover concrete. The amount of flexural enhancement is dependent on 
the neutral axis depth, which is dependent on the axial load ratio, and the column's 
aspect ratio. 
A pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature routine is proposed in lieu of full cyclic 
moment-curvature analysis. The pseudo-cyclic routine modifies the steel stresses to 
account for the cyclic strain history in the reinforcing steel by shifting the origin of 
the monotonic steel stress-strain curve to account for the residual strain remaining in 
the steel after symmetric strain cycles. The monotonic concrete stress-strain model is 
used as it provides an envelope to the cyclic stress-strain response of concrete. 
Dynamic loading rates are also known to increase the flexural strength of columns 
due to different stress-strain response of concrete and steel under dynamic strain 
rates. 
Comparison of experimental moment-curvature values and the predicted moment-
curvature response, accounting for the shift in the critical section and cyclic 
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behaviour, where these effects need to be considered, has shown a good match for 
selected column case studies. 
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Chapter 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
9.1 CONCLUSIONS 
Testing of two scale model specimens, Units I-A and I-B, were carried out to 
determine the likely performance of the retrofitted Piers 68 and 46, respectively, of 
the Thomdon Overbridge. Reversed cyclic lateral load testing of each· specimen 
revealed that the performance of the prototype retrofitted piers would likely be 
limited by the formation of a potentially brittle flexure-shear failure in the columns. 
The occurrence of the tension shift effect, caused by the formation of diagonal 
flexure-shear cracking in the columns, led to the development of a failure in the 
columns where the longitudinal reinforcement had been curtailed. The curtailment of 
the longitudinal reinforcement in the columns of Piers 46 and 68 did not provide · 
sufficient development length past the curtailed section to adequately anchor the bars 
after the development of diagonal flexure-shear cracking in the column leading to the 
failures at these locations. 
Repair of each column with the fitting of full height steel jackets proved successful 
in increasing the available structural displacement ductility of each test specimen. 
The steel jackets also prevented the formation of shear failures around the 
curtailment points in each column and allowed each column to develop a large 
column overstrength. Design and provision of full height steel jackets for the 
columns of Piers 46 and 68 should prevent the premature column failures observed 
during the testing. The steel jackets should increase the available structural 
displacement ductility capacity of each pier beyond the expected structural 
displacement ductility demand for the chosen level of retrofit of the Thomdon 
Overbridge. 
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Design of the pilecap retrofit measures proved adequate to force inelastic action into 
the columns and prevent failure of the pilecap. The pilecaps and pilecap overlay 
retrofits were able to resist the applied forces from the column overstrength moments 
after repair of the columns with full height steel jackets. 
As seen from the results of each test specimen the tension shift effect can limit the 
available strength and ductility of a column containing curtailed longitudinal 
reinforcement within the height of the column. Chapter 7 outlines the tension shift 
effect and proposes a procedure to assess the available strength and lateral 
deformation capacity of bridge columns containing curtailed longitudinal 
reinforcement. A parametric analysis was conducted for circular and rectangular 
columns which contained transverse reinforcement spacings that do not meet the 
current New Zealand Concrete Structures Standard, NZS 3101:1995 [X2], 
requirements for columns required to resist seismic actions. From this analysis 
expressions for the internal lever arm, neutral axis depth ratio, contribution of tension 
reinforcement and position of compression and tension force resultants have been 
proposed. 
Investigations have shown that the amount of tension shift that occurs in a column 
may be up to half the value usually assumed for design purposes. Design standard 
requirements for development lengths and requirements for extension of 
reinforcement past the critical section are appropriate for the design of new structures 
as suitably conservative assumptions are used. Application of these same 
requirements to the assessment of existing structures may be too conservative and 
lead to the need for unnecessary retrofit of the structure. 
The proposed express10ns are intended to be applied to columns which were 
designed using earlier, less stringent, requirements for transverse reinforcement 
spacing and contain potential deficiencies with curtailment of the longitudinal 
reinforcement. From these the dependable flexural strength envelope can be drawn 
for the column without having to conduct moment-curvature analyses of the column 
or utilise column design charts. The bending moment demand, modified to include 
the tension shift effect and any dynamic effects if appropriate, can be compared to 
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the dependable flexural strength envelope to determine whether the flexural strength 
of the column will be reached at any point. 
If a column contains curtailed longitudinal reinforcement the dependable flexural 
strength at the curtailment point may be exceeded due to the tension shift effect. The 
amount of flexural strength shortfall can be obtained from a graphical representation 
of the dependable flexural strength envelope, the bending moment demand and the 
"fictitious" bending moment demand due to the tension shift effect. Inelastic 
deformations will concentrate at the point(s) where the flexural strength is reached 
placing large curvature demands on the section .. Moment-curvature analysis of the 
column and assessment of the shear strength capacity of the column are required to 
determine the available ductility capacity of the column for comparison against the 
expected ductility demand on the structure. 
If the flexural strength and/or ductility capacity of a column are insufficient to meet 
the expected demands then retrofit is required to improve the perfonnance to meet 
the expected levels of flexural strength and ductility corresponding to an acceptable 
chosen level of retrofit. Use of this procedure to assess Units I-A and I-B gave lower 
bound results for the failure load for Unit I-B and indicated the failure of Unit I-A at 
the curtailment points once the flexural strength at the base was reached .. 
Chapter 8 summarises the stress-strain model proposed by Mander et al. [M3] for 
concrete confined with circular hoops, spirals or rectangular hoops. This model is 
reviewed as it is a widely accepted and used concrete stress-strain model in New 
Zealand research and design practice. 
The Mander et al. concrete stress-strain model, along with other models [S3, S4, 
W4], assumes the effectively confined concrete within the core of the column is 
reduced from the core area by arching taking place between the transverse 
reinforcement. Mander et al. assumed the arches took the shape of second order 
parabolas with an initial tangent angle of 45°. The effect of the arching on the 
efficiency of the confining pressure provided by the transverse reinforcement is 
reflected through the use of a confinement efficiency factor. 
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The confinement efficiency factor is determined through calibration of the model to 
experimental results, from concentric axial load tests. The resulting stress-strain 
model is then incorporated into moment-curvature analyses to predict the behaviour 
and flexural strength of sections subjected to axial load and bending. Comparison of 
experimental and theoretical moment-curvature results, using the Mander et al. 
model, from several researchers [A3, Gl, P8, Zl] have resulted in the proposed 
confinement efficiency factor being redefined for use with sections subjected to axial 
· load and bending. 
The definition of the confinement efficiency factor in many stress-strain models 
takes it as the ratio of the effectively confined core area to the total core area. The 
application of these stress-strain models then go on to effectively ignore the assumed 
area of ineffectively confined core by assigning uniform stress-strain properties to 
the entire core area. This assumes the ineffectively confined core is capable of 
supporting stresses at high strains. 
Chapter 8 proposes separating the two areas of effectively and ineffectively confined 
core and modelling the stress-strain behaviour of each area. This reflects the assumed 
difference in behaviour of the two regions which was used to define the original 
confinement efficiency factors. Monotonic moment-curvature results were conducted 
for a range of circular and square columns separating the behaviour of the effectively 
and ineffectively confined regions and compared to the moment-curvature response 
obtained using the original Mander et al. stress-strain model. The Mander et al. 
model results show higher peak flexural strengths being obtained, especially for 
higher axial loads and increase transverse reinforcement spacings. This is due to the 
increase in contribution to flexure of the concrete compressive force resultant at 
higher axial loads and the inability for this force to be supported over the region of 
ineffectively confined concrete. With increase transverse reinforcement spacings the 
ineffectively confined concrete region is larger increasing its influence on the 
flexural strength. 
With arching modelled as 45° parabolic arches the influence of the ineffectively 
confined region is significant leading to lower flexural strengths for the columns 
subjected to axial load and flexure modelled by separating the effectively and 
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ineffectively confined core regions. By reducing the initial tangent angle of the 
arches to 40° an improved comparison of flexural strengths between the Mander et 
al. model and the approach separating the effectively and ineffectively confined core 
regions is obtained. 
A pseudo-cyclic moment-curvature routine is proposed in lieu of a full cyclic 
moment-curvature analysis. The pseudo-cyclic routine modifies the steel stresses to 
account for the cyclic strain history in the reinforcing steel by shifting the origin of 
the monotonic steel stress-strain relationship. This allows a pseudo-cyclic 
moment-curvature analysis to be conducted without requiring incorporation of 
complex cyclic concrete and steel stress-strain models into the moment-curvature 
routine. 
Flexural strength enhancement over the ACI ideal moment is known to occur due to 
the effects of confinement, strain hardening, cyclic loading and the shift of the 
critical section due to the confining effects of members adjacent to the critical 
section. Expressions have been developed to predict the ACI ideal moment and the 
maximum flexural strength of a rectangular shaped column by taking into account 
the effects of confinement and strain hardening The maximum flexural strength of a 
column is influenced by the contribution of the concrete compressive force and the 
influence of arching within the column core. A confined concrete efficiency factor, 
Ae, is proposed to allow the influence of arching in a column and its effect on the 
maximum flexural strength of the column to be evaluated. It is believed that the ratio 
of the maximum flexural strength to the ACI ideal moment may give an indication of 
the available curvature ductility of a column. 
Previous research [Al] has shown that a major component of flexural strength 
enhancement can be expressed as a function of the axial load acting on a column. 
This study has shown that much of the observed moment enhancement dependence 
on axial load can be attributed to the shift of the critical section. This study has 
shown that for rectangular columns the shift can be taken as 0.75 times the neutral 
axis depth of the column at spalling of the cover concrete. 
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Comparison of experimental moment-curvature results and the predicted 
moment-curvature response, accounting for the shift of the critical section and cyclic 
behaviour, has shown a good match for the selected column case studies. 
9.2 FUTURE RESEARCH 
The proposed expressions in Chapter 8 to determine the maximum flexural strength 
of a rectangular column incorporate the confined concrete efficiency factor, Ae. These 
expressions allow the influence of the amount and arrangement of the transverse 
reinforcement to the flexural strength of a section to be accounted for. Typically 
sections with larger Ae values show maximum flexural strengths well above the ACI 
nominal flexural strength. It is believed the ratio of the maximum flexural strength to 
the ACI nominal strength could give an indication of the available curvature ductility 
of a section. Further investigation into the ultimate curvature achieved from 
as determined from the expressions proposed in Chapter 8 is required. These ratios 
may give an indication as to whether a section is capable of limited or full ductility. 
Derivations for the confined concrete efficiency factor, Ae, for other sections shapes 
are included in Appendix D which may allow the extension of the concepts used for 
rectangular sections to other section shapes. 
The proposed shift in the critical section of 0.75 times the neutral axis depth has been 
determined for rectangular column sections only. Extension of the concepts used to 
predict the flexural strengths of rectangular sections to other section shapes should 
allow the column database, included in Appendix B, to be extended and a value for 
the shift in the critical section to be determined for circular and rectangular section 
shapes. 
Modelling the column core area separated into ineffectively and effectively confined 
regions indicates the assumed initial tangent angle for the parabolic arches, from the 
original Mander et al. model, of 45° may be too large for sections subjected to axial 
load and flexure. The presence of a strain gradient through the section and only part 
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of the column core being in compression may reduce the amount of arching that 
occurs in a column. Further experimental work could attempt to investigate the 
arching that occurs in columns subjected to axial load and flexure. 
The expression used to determine the useable ultimate concrete compressive strain, 
as one stopping condition for a moment-curvature analysis, is derived from 
concentric axial load tests. The value for the ultimate compressive strain from this 
expression may be unnecessarily conservative when applied to columns subjected to 
flexure. A simple expression for the available ultimate concrete compressive strain 
for columns subjected to flexure is required to assess the ultimate curvature of 
existing sections. The existing expression, being conservative for columns subjected 
to flexure, may lead to an unnecessary need to retrofit an existing column based on 
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APPENDIX A 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES FOR ASSESSMENT OF BRIDGE 
COLUMNS WITH CURTAILED LONGITUDINAL 
REINFORCEMENT 
A.1 EXAMPLE COLUMN 1 
Pier 46 reinforcement layout is shown in Figure A.1. A pilecap overlay retrofit and 
post-tensioning cored through the pilecap is required to strengthen the existing 
pilecap and force all inelastic action to occur at the base of the column. The column 
is 8 feet (2.438 m) in diameter and the centre of mass of the bridge deck is 8.6 m 
above the top of the pilecap overlay retrofit. The axial load in the column from the 
superstructure load is 8,745 k:N. A total of 76 longitudinal bars of 1 1/ 2 inch (38 mm) 
diameter are arranged bundled in pairs at the base of the column. Half of these bars 
are curtailed 4.34 m above the top of the proposed 375 mm pilecap overlay retrofit. 
This gives longitudinal reinforcement ratios, Pt= 1.85% for the base of the column 
and Pt= 0.93% for the column at the curtailment point. The cover to the transverse 
reinforcement is 2 inches (50 mm). The distance between the centreline of the 
transverse hoop is, De = 2.325 m. The pitch of the longitudinal reinforcement layout 
of 2.275 m gives a value for g of 0.933. 
Transverse reinforcement consists of 1/z inch (12.7 mm) diameter circular hoops at 
12 inch (305 mm) centres over the entire height of the column. The rotational inertia 
of the umbrella platform is assumed to increase the moment at the centre of mass of 
the umbrella platform by 10 % of the column base moment, due to dynamic effects in 
the first mode of vibration. 
The concrete compressive strength is taken as :f c = 55 MPa, giving an axial load 
ratio N"' I f' cAg = -0.034. Steel yield strengths of fy = 350 MPa for the longitudinal 
steel and fyh = 286 MP a are used for the analysis of this column. 
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The internal lever arm, tension force contribution and position of the compressive 
force resultant can be found for the "as-built" base of Pier 46 and the curtailed 
section of the column. 
A.1.1 Base of Column 
From Equation 7.8 the internal lever arm ratio is:-
jd = 0.593 
D 
(A.1) 
Equation 7 .10 gives the tension force resultant as a proportion of the total 
reinforcement yield force in the column. 
_!_ = 0.694 
AsJ;, 
(A.2) 
The position of the compressive force resultant is given by the term a m 
Equation 7.12. 
a= 0.300 (A.3) 
From Equation 7.6 the nominal :flexural strength of the column at the base can be 
established as:-
Mn =TJd +(1-a)jdN* 
= 30,350 + 8850 
=39,200kNm 
A.1.2 Curtailment Section 
(A.4) 
Above the curtailment point, Equation 7.8 indicates that the internal lever arm ratio 
for the column at the curtailment section remains as:-
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jd = 0.593 
D 
(A.5) 
Equation 7 .10 gives the tension force resultant as a proportion of the total steel yield 
force in the column. With curtailment of half the longitudinal steel Equation 7 .10 
gives:-
(A.6) 
For the curtailment section, usmg Equation 7.12 to find the position of the 
compressive force resultant, a, gives:-
a =0.257 (A.7) 
From Equation 7.6 the nominal flexural strength of the curtailment point in the 
column can be established as:-
Mn = TJd +(1-a)jdN* 
= 16,400+ 9,395 
= 25,795kNm 
A.1.3 Pier 46 Structural Response 
(A.8) 
The flexural strength envelope and the bending moment demand can be plotted 
against the column height as shown in Figure A.2. The dependable flexural strength 
of the column sections is taken as ~[Tjd + (1-a)jdN*] where~ is a strength reduction 
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longitudinal bars at the curtailment point is shown by gradually increasing the 
flexural strength envelope over a distance equal to the development length of the 
longitudinal bars. A strength reduction factor ~ = 1.0 has been used to plot the 
dependable flexural strength envelope for this column. Also shown in Figure A.2 is 
the moment demand due to the tension shift effect occurring in the column. This 
tension shift can be accounted for by increasing the bending moment above the base 
of the column by a moment equal to V ev, where V is the shear force in the column 
due to development of the flexural strength at the base of the column and 
ev = jd I 2tan8 where 8 = 30°. 
The shear force, V, corresponding to the development of the dependable flexural 
strength at the base of the column is: 
v = 39,200-(0.1)(39,200) 
8.600 
= 4,100 kN 






The fictional increase in bending moment due to the tension shift effect is then:-
Vev = (4,100)(1.252) 
= 5,l35kNm 
(A.11) 
From this diagram it can be seen that the shifted bending moment diagram 
corresponding to the moment demand including the tension shift effect exceeds the 
flexural strength envelope at the curtailment point. As a critical section is likely form 
at this point, the curtailed section will have to undergo inelastic deformations as these 
will concentrate at this point. Further refined analyses of the column, using moment-
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Demand due to the Tension Shift Effect 
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curvature analysis of the column sections, can be conducted to determine the 
dependable flexural strength of the column up the height and account for the 
influences of confinement and strain hardening of the longitudinal reinforcement 
leading to overstrength of the column. 
Moment-curvature analyses of the base of the column and the curtailment point give 
nominal flexural strengths at the base of 36,682 kNm at a yield curvature 
~Y = 0.00154 m-1 and 24,211 kNm for the curtailment point at a yield curvature of 
~Y = 0.00147 m-1. The dependable flexural strengths can be taken using a strength 
reduction factor of~= 1.0 and the dependable flexural strength envelope drawn for 
the column. As the dependable flexural strength envelope at the curtailment point is 
reached before the dependable flexural strength at the base of the column is reached, 
the bending moment demand must be redrawn so that the dependable flexural 
strength at the curtailment point is just reached when the tension shift is included. 
The base moment corresponding to the development of the dependable flexural 
strength of the curtailment point is:-
(A.13) 
where M dependable flexural strength of curtailment point 
= 24,211 kNm 
ratio of moment at top of column due to rotational inertia of 
umbrella platform to base column moment 
0.10 
x distance from centre of mass of umbrella platform to 
curtailment point 
= 4.260m 
H height of column to centre of mass of umbrella platform 
8.600m 
= tension shift 
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1.252 m 
This gives a base moment of 35,770 kNm when the dependable flexural strength at 
the curtailment point is reached when the tension shift effect is included. The column 
shear force corresponding to this base moment is:-
v = 35,770-(0.1)(35,770) 
8.600 
= 3,745 kN 
The increase in bending moment due to the tension shift effect is:-
Vev = (3,745)(1.252) 
= 4,690 kNm 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
The elastic curvature distribution for the column can be established usmg the 
bi-linear moment-curvature approximation to determine the curvatures in the column 
according to the moment acting at each section. The bending moment demand and 
curvature distribution are shown in Figure A.3. The elastic flexural displacements at 
the top of the column can be found by integrating the curvature diagram. Further 
displacements through fixed end rotations of the column caused by strain penetration 
in the longitudinal reinforcement at the base and at the curtailment point have been 
neglected. 
Further elastic displacements of the structure will occur through foundation 
compliance and will decrease the structural displacement ductility compared to the 
column displacement ductility. 
As the dependable flexural strength at the curtailment point has been reached all 
further displacements at the top of the column can be assumed to occur through 
plastic rotation in the plastic hinge at the curtailment point. The available ultimate 
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Figure A.3 Bending Moment Demand and Curvature Distribution of Pier 46 at 
Development of Dependable Flexural Strength at the Curtailment 
Point Due to the Tension Shift Effect 
corresponding to the ultimate concrete compressive strain or the curvature at the 
development of a shear failure in the column. 
The shear capacity of the column will have to be assessed to ensure that the shear 
strength of the column is sufficient to resist the imposed shear forces and to 
determine the ultimate curvature available form the critical section. This can be done 
following the method proposed by Priestley et al. [P3, P4] outlined in Section 7.4.2. 
A.1.4 Pier 46 Shear Strength Assessment 
Transverse reinforcement in Pier 46 consists of 12.7 mm diameter hoops placed at 
305 mm centres over the entire height of the column. Assuming a yield strength for 
the transverse hoops of fyh = 286 MPa, a concrete strength f' c = 55 MPa and a 
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compressive axial load N* = -8,745 kN the three components of shear resistance in 
the proposed model can be obtained. 
The diameter to the centreline of the transverse hoops can be taken as 
De= 2,325 mm, the area of the transverse hoop as Asp= 127 mm2 and the angle of 
inclined flexure-shear cracking as 8 = 30°. The transverse steel contribution to the 
shear resistance is given by Equation 7.19(a):-
7t 127x286x2325 
V, = 2 (305) tan 30° 
785 kN 
(A.16) 
The contribution of the axial load to shear resistance is given in Equation 7.20. To 
determine the angle a at which the axial load is transferred from the top of the 
column to the base, as shown in Figure 7.7, the position of the compressive force 
resultant must be evaluated. From Equation 7.12 the term a gives the position of the 
compressive force resultant related to the centreline of the column and thus allows 




a = D 
2
-(l-a)D 
= 2.438 ( ~ - (1- 0.300)(0.593)) 
= 0.207 m 
From Figure 7.7 it can be seen that:-
tan a 
D - a 
2H 





p ' (2)(8.600) (A.19) 
=1,135kN 
As a plastic hinge develops at the curtailment point this component of shear strength 
will be ignored as the diagonal strut assumed to resist shear cannot develop between 
the top and bottom of the column. 
The concrete contribution to shear resistance varies with curvature ductility in the 
column as shown in Figure 7.6. The column can be evaluated at k = 0.29, 0.10 and 
0.05. The gross area of the column is Ag= 4,676 x 103 mm2 and from Equation 7.18:-
Ve =0.8x4,676xl03 xkx.J55 






From Equations A.16 and A.20 the shear strength of the column can be found:-








The base shear corresponding to development of the dependable flexural strength of 
the curtailment point is V = 3,745 kN. As the residual shear strength of the column 
corresponding to k = 0.05 is less than the shear force at development of the flexural 
strength of the column base it is possible that the column could fail in shear at some 
point. A moment-curvature plot will indicate the point at which the shear demand 
due to flexure will exceed the shear strength of the column and the likely 
development of a shear failure. Figure A.4 shows the moment-curvature relationship 
for the base and curtailment points expressed as the equivalent shear-curvature 
relationship. The shear force plotted is the column shear force required to develop the 
dependable flexural strength of the column at each point including the change in 
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bending moment demand due to dynamic effects and the tension shift effect. These 
are compared to the shear strength envelope of the column as it degrades with 
increasing curvature ductility. 
As the critical section forms at the curtailment point due to the tension shift effect, 
the shear force-curvature relationship for this section of the column can be seen to 
intersect the shear strength envelope for the column. This limits the ultimate 
curvature of the column at this point due to the development of a flexure-shear 
failure. Further displacements from the column may be possible through shear 
deformations but the displacement capacity of this mode of deformation is likely to 
be limited before failure of the column. 
A.1.5 Pier 46 Lateral Displacement Capacity 
The elastic flexural displacement at the top of the column can be found by integrating 
the elastic curvature diagram as shown in Figure A.3. Neglecting fixed end rotations 
due to strain penetration, the elastic displacement at the top of the column is:-
t:,,Y = 46.lmm (A.22) 
From Figure A.4 the available ultimate curvature capacity at the curtailment point is 
limited by the development of a shear failure in the column at this point. The ultimate 
curvature available is taken where the shear force-curvature diagram intersects the 
shear strength envelope. This gives an ultimate curvature of ~u,s = 0.0110 m-1 
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The plastic displacement at the top of the column is due to rotation in the plastic 
hinge at the curtailment point. The plastic hinge length, Lp, for a plastic hinge which 
forms at a point which does not correspond to a point of maximum moment or 
adjacent to another member is assumed to be equal to the half the diameter, or depth, 
of the member. Taking Lp = 0.5 D for the length of the plastic hinge at the 
curtailment point gives a displacement at the top of the column equal to:-
lip = 42.Smm (A.24) 
The lateral displacement capacity at the top of the column is the sum of the elastic 
displacements due to flexure and displacements through rotation in the plastic hinge. 
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!111 = /1. )' + !'1.p 
= 46.1+42.8 
= 88.9mm 
This gives a displacement ductility capacity for the column of:-








If the elastic component of lateral deflection due to rotation and translation of the 
pilecap is assessed to be 80 mm, then the reference yield displacement and structural 
displacement ductility capacity for Pier 46 is:-
and:-
!1.)' = 46.1+80 
= 126.l mm 
!111 = 126.l + 42.8 








Retrofit measures will have to be undertaken ifthe displacement ductility demand for 
this pier exceeds the structural displacement ductility capacity for the response 
spectra derived for the site for an accepted annual probability of exceedance. 
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A.2 EXAMPLE COLUMN 2 
Pier 68 reinforcement layout is shown in Figure A.5. A pilecap overlay retrofit is 
required to force all inelastic action to occur at the base of the column. The column is 
8 feet (2.438 m) in diameter and the centre of mass of the bridge deck, through which 
the lateral seismic force is assumed to act, is 10.92 m above the top of the 750 mm 
thick pilecap overlay retrofit. The axial load in the column from the superstructure 
load is -11,785 kN. A total of 93 longitudinal bars of 2 1/4 inch (57 mm) diameter are 
arranged bundled in threes at the base of the column. One third of these bars are 
curtailed 4.13 m above the top of the pilecap overlay retrofit. A further third of the 
longitudinal base are curtailed 7.18 m above the pilecap overlay. This gives 
longitudinal reinforcement ratios, Pt = 5 .11 % for the base of the column, Pt = 3 .41 % 
for the lower curtailment point and Pt= 1.70% for the upper curtailment point. The 
cover to the transverse reinforcement is 2 inches (50 mm). The distance between the 
centreline of the transverse hoop is, De= 2.319 m. The pitch of the longitudinal 
reinforcement layout is taken as 2.243 m giving a value for g of 0.920. 
Transverse reinforcement consists of 3/ 4 inch (19 mni) diameter circular hoops at 
4 inch (102 mm) centres over the base of the column extending to 6 inch (152 mm) 
centres over the remainder of the column height. 
Material properties of f'c = 55 MPa, fy = 350 MPa and fyh = 286 MPa are assumed 
for use in the analysis which gives an axial load ratio of N* I f'cAg = -0.046 for this 
column. 
The internal lever arm, tension force contribution and position of the compressive 
force resultant can be found for the base of Pier 68, the lower and upper curtailment 
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A.2.1 Base of Column 
From Equation 7.8 the internal lever arm ratio is:-
jd = 0.588 
D 
(A.30) 
Equation 7 .10 gives the tension force resultant as a proportion of the total steel 
reinforcement force in the column. 
(A.31) 
The position of the compressive force resultant 1s given by the term a in 
Equation 7.12. 
a = 0.400 (A.32) 
From Equation 7.6 the flexural strength of the column at the base can be established 
as:-
M,, = Tjd + (1-a )jdN* 
= 69,425+10,135 
=79,560 kNm 
A.2.2 Lower Curtailment 
(A.33) 
The internal lever arm ratio for the column at the curtailment sections remains as 
jd ID = 0.588 from Equation A.30. 




Equation 7.12 to find the position of the compressive force resultant, a., at the lower 
curtailment gives:-
a. = 0.400 (A.35) 
The flexural strength of the column at the lower curtailment point can be established 
as:-
Mn = Tjd +(1-a.)jdN* 
= 46,285+10,135 
= 56,420 kNm 
A.2.3 Upper Curtailment 
(A.36) 
The internal lever arm ratio for the column at the curtailment sections remains as 
jd ID = 0.588 from Equation A.30. 
At the upper curtailment with the remaining one third the longitudinal steel, Equation 
7.10 gives:-
_!____ = 0.685 
As1fy 
(A.37) 
Evaluation of Equation 7.12 to find the position of the compressive force resultant, a., 
at the upper curtailment gives:-
a. = 0.308 (A.38) 
The flexural strength of the upper curtailment point can be established as:-
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M,, = Tjd + (1-a )jdN* 
= 27,330+11,690 
= 39,020 kNm 
A.2.4 Pier 68 Structural Response 
(A.39) 
A strength reduction factor of~= 1.0 is taken to establish the dependable flexural 
strength of each section. The shear force acting in the column, assuming that a plastic 
hinge will form at the base of the column, is:-
v = 79,560-(0.1)(79,560) 
10.920 
= 6,560kN 





The increase in the flexural demand due to the tension shift is then:-





The flexural strength envelope and the bending moment demand for Pier 68 has been 
plotted against the column height as shown in l'.igure A.6. Also shown is the moment 
demand due to the tension shift effect occurring in the column accounted for by 
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Figure A.6 Pier 68 Flexural Strength Envelope and Bending Moment Demand 
due to the Tension Shift Effect 
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From Figure A.6 it can be seen that the shifted bending moment diagram, 
corresponding to the moment demand including the tension shift effect, exceeds the 
flexural strength envelope for this column at the upper and lower curtailment points. 
Moment-curvature analyses for each section of the column give a more realistic value 
for the nominal flexural strength of each section by accounting for the effects of 
concrete confinement and strain hardening of the longitudinal reinforcement. The 
dependable flexural strength envelope can be redrawn using the flexural strengths 
obtained from the moment-curvature analysis. 
Moment-curvature analyses for Pier 68 give nominal flexural strengths at the base of 
81,826kNm at a yield curvature $y,b=0.00176m-1, 59,238kNm for the lower 
curtailment at a yield curv~ture of $y, 1 = 0.00167 m-1 and 37,119 kNm for the upper 
curtailment at a yield curvature of $y, u = 0.00157 m-1. The dependable flexural 
strengths can be taken using a strength reduction factor of$= 1.0. As the dependable 
flexural strength envelope at the curtailment point is reached before the dependable 
flexural strength at the base of the column is reached, the bending moment demand 
must be redrawn so that the dependable flexural strength at the curtailment point is 
just reached when the tension shift is included. 
Evaluation of the bending moment demand using the dependable flexural strengths 
obtained from the moment-curvature analyses indicates the upper curtailment point 
has the larger strength shortfall when the dependable flexural strength at the base of 
the column is developed. The base moment attained when the upper curtailment 
point reaches its dependable flexural strength can be determined from Equation A.13 
giving a base moment of 72,469 kNm. 
The column shear force corresponding to this base moment is:-
v = 72,469-(0.1)(72,469) 
10.920 
= 5,970kN 
The increase in bending moment demand due to the tension shift effect is:-
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(A.43) 
Vev = (5,970)(1.241) 
= 7,4lOkNm 
(A.44) 
The elastic curvature distribution for the column can be established usmg the 
bi-linear moment-curvature approximations to determine the curvatures in the 
column according to the moment acting at each section. The bending moment 
demand and curvature distribution are shown in Figure A.7. The elastic flexural 
displacements at the top of the column can be found by integrating the curvature 
diagram. Further displacements through fixed end rotations of the column caused by 
strain penetration in the longitudinal reinforcement at the base and at the curtailment 
points have been neglected. 
The shear capacity of this column will have to be evaluated to ensure that the shear 
strength of the column is sufficient to resist the imposed shear forces when the 
flexural strength of the column is reached and to determine the available ultimate 
curvature of this section. 
A.2.5 Pier 68 Shear Strength Assessment 
Pier 68 has 3/ 4 inch (19 mm) diameter transverse hoops placed at 4 inch (102 mm) 
centres at the base of the column extending to 6 inch (152 mm) centres where the 
longitudinal bars are curtailed. Following the method proposed by Priestley et al [P3, 
P4] outlined in Section 7.4.2 the shear strength of Pier 68 at the base and over the 
curtailed sections of the column can be found assuming f'c = 55 MPa, fyh = 286 MPa 
and N* = -11785 kN. Again the component of shear resistance provided by the axial 
load has been neglected as it cannot be transferred through the column where the 























































(a) Bending Moment Demand 
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(b) Elastic Curvature Distribution 
Figure A.7 Bending Moment Diagram and Elastic Curvature Distribution for 
Pier 68 at Development of Flexural Strength of the Upper Curtailment 
Point due to the Tension Shift Effect 
At base of column:-
Vn=V,+Vc 









At the upper and lower curtailment points in column:-
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(A.45) 
V,, =Vs +Ve 
=3,415+8,030 









The shear force at development of the flexural strength of the column at the base of 
Pier 68 is 5,970 kN which exceeds the residual shear strength of the column at the 
curtailment points. There is a possibility that the column could fail through shear 
around the upper curtailment point when the flexural strength of this section of the 
column is reached. 
In Figure A.8 the equivalent shear-curvature relationship to develop the flexural 
strength at the base and each curtailment point are shown along with the shear 
strength envelope for the base and curtailment points. It can be seen that the 
shear~curvature relationship for developing the strength of the upper curtailment 
point meets the shear strength envelope for the curtailment points indicating that the 
available ultimate curvature of this section is limited by the development of a shear 
failure in the column. 
A.2.6 Pier 68 Lateral Displacement Capacity 
The elastic flexural displacement at the top of the column can be found by integrating 
the elastic curY-ature diagram as shown in Figure A. 7. The elastic displacement at the 
top of the column is:-
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Figure A.8 Pier 68 Shear-Curvature Demand against Column Shear Strength 
Envelope 
From Figure A.8 the available ultimate curvature capacity at the upper curtailment 
point is limited by the development of a shear failure in the column at this point. The 
ultimate curvature available is taken where the shear force-curvature diagram 
intersects the shear strength envelope g1vmg an ultimate curvature of 
~u, s = 0.0109 m·1 allowing the available plastic curvature to be established. 




The plastic displacement at the top of the column is due to rotation in the plastic 
hinge at the upper curtailment point. The plastic hinge length, Lp, for a plastic hinge 
which forms at a point which does not correspond to a point of maximum moment or 
adjacent to another member is assumed to be equal to the half diameter, or depth, of 
the member. Taking Lp = 0.5 D for the length of the plastic hinge at the curtailment 
point gives a displacement at the top of the column equal to:-
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11.P = 35.5mm (A.49) 
The lateral displacement capacity at the top of the column is the sum of the elastic 
displacements due to flexure and displacements through rotation in the plastic hinge. 
/1.u = /1.y + /1.p 
= 81.7 + 35.5 
= 117.2mm 






If the elastic component of lateral deflection due to rotation and translation of the 
pilecap of this pier is assessed to be 165 mm, then the reference yield displacement 
and structural displacement ductility capacity for Pier 68 is:-
and:-
11.y = 81.7+165 
= 246.7mm 










Retrofit measures will have to be undertaken if the displacement ductility demand for 
this pier exceeds the structural displacement ductility capacity for the response 
spectra derived for the site for an accepted annual probability of exceedance. 
A.3 EXAMPLE COLUMN 3 
The reinforcement layout for the example rectangular column is shown in Figure A.9. 
The column has overall dimensions of I 000 mm by 1800 mm. Material properties of 
f' c = 30 MPa and fy = 300 MPa were specified for the original design of this column. 
A total of 44 longitudinal bars of 32 mm diameter have been placed bundled in pairs 
at the base of the column arranged at equal spacing around the faces of the column. 
One half of the longitudinal bars have been curtailed 2.9 metres above the base of the 
column. The longitudinal steel ratio for the base of the column is 1.97% and for the 
curtailed section is 0.98%. Cover to the longitudinal bars is 50 mm. 
A two column bent supports the bridge superstructure which will respond primarily 
as a cantilever when loaded longitudinally to the axis of the bridge with the lateral 
seismic force assumed to act 5.4 metres above the base of the column. The transverse 
response of the bridge will create moments in the fixed ends at the top and bottom of 
the column. The bottom of the cap beam supporting the superstructure is assumed to 
be 4.3 metres above the base of the column. The cap beam is assumed to have 
sufficient strength so that premature failure of the cap beam will not occur before the 
desired mechanism forms in the columns. 
Transverse reinforcement placed in the column consists of 16 mm diameter hoops 
with four legs in the transverse and longitudinal directions. The transverse hoop 
layout does not satisfy the current New Zealand Concrete Structures Standard [X2] 
requirements to confine the concrete in the core. The transverse hoop sets are spaced 
at 200 mm centres which are approximately 6 times the longitudinal bar diameter, 
less than the 10 longitudinal bar diameter spacing specified to prevent premature 
buckling of column longitudinal reinforcement for columns detailed for limited 
ductility. The distance between longitudinal bars restrained by a comer of a hoop or 
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cross-tie exceeds the limit of one third the adjacent section dimension along the long 
face of the column. 
A total axial load from the dead load of the superstructure of -8,000 kN is assumed to 
act on this bent. 
A.3.1 Longitudinal Flexural Strength 
The compressive axial load acting in each column of the bent is -4,000 kN. Only 
specified material strengths are known so realistic values for the probable material 
strengths must be used for the assessment. In lieu of destructive material testing to 
determine existing material strengths the following probable material strengths are 
suggested for assessment [P3] :-
-r' - 1 c; -r' 
Jca ..i.,.•....,Jc 
(A.55) 
fya = 1.1.f;, 
This gives values for f' ca= 45 MPa and fya = 330 MPa and an axial load ratio for this 
column of-0.049. With 50 mm cover to the main bars the value of g is 0.927 for this 
direction of loading. 
A.3.1.1 Longitudinal Direction-Base 
The internal lever arm ratio for this column is given by Equation 7.7. 
jd = 0.671 
D 
(A.56) 
Equation 7 .9 gives the tension force resultant as a proportion of the total 
reinforcement yield force in the column. 
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Figure A.9 Example Rectangular Column Reinforcement Layout 
_!'_ = 0.691 
Asif;. 




The flexural strength of this section can now be determined from Equation 7.6: 
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Mn =T]d +(1-a)jdN* 
=9,745+3,220 
=12,965kNm 
A.3 .1.2 Longitudinal Direction - Curtailment Point 
(A.59) 
The values for the internal lever arm, the tension force resultant and position of the 
compression force resultant remain the same for the curtailment section as 
determined in Equations A.56 - A.58. The area of longitudinal steel at the curtailment 





= 4,870 + 3,220 
=8,090kNm 
A.3.2 Transverse Flexural Strength 
(A.60) 
The axial load acting in each column is increased or decreased due to the shear force 
carried in the cap beam. As the flexural strength of a column is influenced by the 
level of axial load a trial and error process is required to determine the levels of axial 
load and the amount of shear carried in each column. For transverse structural 
response the tension column has the axial load reduced from -4,000 kN to -2,500 kN 
and the compression column has the axial load increased to -5,500 kN due to the 
transverse seismic forces. This gives axial load ratios of -0.031 and -0.068 for the 
tension and compression columns respectively. The value of g for this direction of 
loading is 0.868. 
A.3.2.1 Transverse Direction - Base 
The internal lever arm for each columns is given by Equation 7.8:-
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jd = 0.647 
D 
(A.61) 
The tension force contribution and position of the compressive force resultant are 
dependent on the axial load ratio as shown in Equations 7.10 and 7.12 respectively. 
For the tension column the contribution of the tension force resultant is:-
and for the compression column:-
_!__ = 0.668 
As1fy 
The position of the compressive force resultant for the tension column is:-
a = 0.320 
and for the compression column:-





The nominal flexural strength for the base of the tension and compression columns 
can be found to be 6,485 kNm and 7,375 kNm respectively. 
A.3.2.2 Transverse Direction- Curtailment Point 
The values for the internal lever arm, tension force contribution and position of the 
compressive force resultant are the same for the curtailment point as for the base of 
the columns. The nominal flexural strength of the tension column is 3, 795 kNm and 
4,855 kNm for the compression column. 
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A.3.3 Rectangular Column Structural Response 
A strength reduction factor of~= 1.0 is taken to establish the dependable flexural 
strength of each section of the column. Dynamic effects due to the rotational inertia 
of the superstructure are assumed to increase the moment at the centre of mass of the 
superstructure by 10 % of the moment at the base of the column for the longitudinal 
structural response. Due to a predominantly translatory response of the structure in 
the transverse direction dynamic effects will not change the bending moment demand 
on the structure in this direction. 
A.3.3.1 Longitudinal Response 
Taking the formation of a critical section at the base of the column, the shear force 
corresponding to this base moment is:-
v = 12,965-(0.1)(12,965) 
5.400 
= 2,160kN 





The increase in the bending moment demand due to the tension shift is:-






The dependable flexural strength envelope and the bending moment demand for the 
rectangular column under longitudinal structural response been plotted against the 
column height in Figure A.10 including the tension shift effect. 
From Figure A.10 it can be seen that the shifted bending moment diagram, 
corresponding to the moment demand including the tension shift effect, exceeds the 
flexural strength envelope at the position of the curtailment point. This indicates that 
the formation of a critical section at the curtailment point will occur before the 
dependable flexural strength at the base of the column is reached. 
Further detailed assessment of the column, including moment-curvature analysis and 
assessment of the column's shear strength, are required to ensure these are sufficient 
to meet the expected force and inelastic displacement demands to be imposed on the 
column. 
Moment-curvature analysis of the column in the longitudinal direction gives a yield 
moment for the base of the column of 12,126 kNm and for the curtailment of 
8,022 kNm. The yield curvature for each section is 0.00200 m-1 and 0.00187 m-1 for 
the base and curtailment point respectively. Evaluation of the bending moment 
demand so that the flexural strength of the curtailment point is reached when the 
tension shift is included gives a base moment for the column of 11,610 kNm. 
The column shear force corresponding to this base moment is:-
v = 11,610-(0.1)(11,610) 
5.400 
= 1,935 kN 
The increase in bending moment demand due to the tension shift effect is:-
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(b) Flexural Strength Envelope and 
Bending Moment Demand 
Figure A.10 Rectangular Column Longitudinal Structural Response Flexural 
Strength Envelope and Bending Moment Demand 
The elastic curvature distribution for the column can be established usmg the 
bi-linear moment-curvature approximations to determine the curvatures in the 
column according to the moment acting at each section. The bending moment 




































(b) Elastic Curvature Distribution 
Figure A.11 Rectangular Column Longitudinal Direction Bending Moment 
Demand and Elastic Curvature Distribution 
A.3.3.2 Transverse Response 
Assuming the longitudinal structural response governs the flexural response of the 
structure, the transverse design moments will be equal to or less than the flexural 
capacity of the columns in this direction. Following capacity design principles, the 
design lateral force in the transverse direction must be taken at development of the 
nominal flexural strengths of the columns in the transverse direction. 




MT,T + MT,B 
L 
6,485 + 3, 795 
= 
4.300 
= 2,390 kN 
and for the compression column:-
Ve = 
MC,T + Mc,B 
L 
7,375 + 4,855 
= 
4.300 
= 2,845 kN 
The tension shift for both columns is:-
~ - (0.647)(1.000) 
t:: -v 2 tan30° 
= 0.560m 
The increase in flexural demand due to the tension shift is:-
Vev = (2,390)(0.560) 
= 1,340 kNm 
for the tension column, and :-
Vev = (2,845)(0.560) 
= 1,595 kNm 
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Figure A.12 Rectangular Column Transverse Response Flexural Strength 
Envelope and Bending Moment Demand 
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The bending moment demand and dependable flexural strength envelope for each 
column for the transverse response is shown in Figure A.12 including the tension 
shift effect. It can be seen that the bending moment demand including the tension 
shift does not exceed the dependable flexural strength envelope for either column in 
this direction. A further check corresponding to the column overstrength moment 
should be carried out to ensure that development of the column overstrength does not 
lead to the formation of a critical section at the curtailment point. 
A.3.4 Rectangular Column Shear Strength Assessment 
A.3.4.1 Longitudinal Direction Shear Strength 
The example rectangular column has four legs of 16 mm diameter hoops placed at 
200 mm centres over the entire height of the column. Following the method proposed 
by Priestley et al. [P3, P4] outlined in Section 7.4.2 the shear strength of this column 
can be found assuming f'ca = 45 MPa, fyh = 300 MPa, taking the lower design 
strength value for the transverse reinforcement yield strength. The component of 
shear resistance provided by the axial load has been neglected as it cannot be 
transferred through the column when the critical section has formed above the base 
of the column. 
Therefore the shear strength of the column in the longitudinal direction is:-
V,,=~+Vc 
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Figure A.13 Rectangular Column Longitudinal Shear-Curvature Demand against 
Column Shear Strength Envelope 
the column is expressed as an equivalent shear force-curvature relationship iri Figure 
A.13. Also shown is the shear force envelope for the column in the longitudinal 
direction. This indicates that the flexural strength at the base of the column will be 
reached sometime after development of the flexural strength is developed at the 
curtailment point due to a small degree of strain hardening occurring at the 
curtailment point. The available ultimate curvature for the column in this direction is 
not limited by the development of a shear failure in the column at the curtailment 
point and an ultimate curvature due to flexure of ~u, r = 0.0368 m-1 can be achieved. 
A.3.4.2 Transverse Direction Shear Strength 
The tension shift effect does not affect the response of the structure in the transverse 
Direction as the dependable flexural strength of the column is not reached. 
Moment-curvature analysis of the columns in the transverse direction indicate no 
significant overstrength moment is developed and assessment of the column for 
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tension shift effects at higher base moments is therefore not required. Assessment of 
the shear strength of the columns in this direction is carried out following the 
procedure outlined in Section 7.4.2. The contribution to the column shear strength 
due to the axial load component, due to the double bending of the column is 
included, as the critical section forms at the base of the column and the shear 
component from the axial load can be transferred through the entire column. 
The shear strength of the columns in the transverse direction are assessed at:-
V,, = Ve + V, + VP 
= 2,800+1,915 + 545 
= 5,260 kN fork= 0.29 




for the tension column and:-
V,, = Ve + Vs + VP 
= 2,800+ 1,915+1,180 
fork =0.10 
for k=0.05 
= 5,895 kN fork= 0.29 
= 965+1,915+1,180 
= 4,060 kN fork= 0.10 
= 480+1,915+1,180 
= 3,575 kN fork= 0.05 
for the compression column. 
(A.73a) 
(A.73b) 
The shear strength envelope for both columns are shown in Figure A.14 along with 
the equivalent shear-curvature relationship corresponding to the development of the 
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Figure A.14 Rectangular Column Transverse Shear-Curvature Demand against 
Column Shear Strength Envelope 
both columns are limited by the ultimate flexural ductility indicating the shear 
strength of both columns in this direction is adequate to meet the expected demand. 
A.3.5 Rectangular Column Lateral Displacement Capacity 
A.3.5.1 Longitudinal Direction Displacement Capacity 
The development of the critical section at the curtailment point in the longitudinal 
direction leads to the concentration of the inelastic displacements at this point in the 
column. The elastic displacements of the column can be obtained by integrating the 
curvature diagram shown in Figure A.11 to give:-
11Y = 19.0 mm (A.74) 
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The available ultimate curvature of this column is ~u, r = 0.0368 m-1. Therefore the 
available plastic curvature is:-




The plastic displacement at the top of the column is due to rotation in the plastic 
hinge at the upper curtailment point. The plastic hinge length, Lp, for a plastic hinge 
which forms at a point which does not correspond to a point of maximum moment or 
adjacent to another member is assumed to be equal to the half diameter; or depth, of 
the member. Taking Lp = 0.5 D for the length of the plastic hinge at the curtailment 
point gives a displacement at the top of the column equal to:-
f:. P = 64.4 mm (A.76) 
The lateral displacement capacity at the top of the column is the sum of the elastic 
displacements due to flexure and displacements through rotation in the plastic hinge. 
f:.11 = /j_y + /j_p 
= 19.0+ 64.4 
= 83.4mm 










If elastic components of lateral deflection due to rotation and translation of the 
pilecap of this pier are assessed to be 60 mm, then the reference yield displacement 
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and structural displacement ductility capacity for the example rectangular pier in the 
longitudinal direction is:-
and:-
f.,.y = 19.0+ 60 
= 79.0mm 
/J.u = 79.0 + 64.4 
= 143.4mm 
143.4 





The available structural ductility capacity of the pier is substantially less than the 
column displacement ductility capacity due to the relatively flexible foundations 
contributing a significant component of elastic displacement to the structure in this 
direction. Retrofit measures for the pier in this direction will have to be undertaken if 
the displacement ductility demand for this pier exceeds the structural displacement 
ductility capacity for the pier at this site. 
A.3.5.2 Transverse Direction Displacement Capacity 
The displacement capacity of the structure in the transverse direction is not affected 
by the tension shift effect leading to the development of a critical section at the 
curtailment point. Determination of the lateral displacement capacity of the column 
bent in this direction will have to consider the sequence of formation of the plastic 
hinges in the bent when developing the collapse mechanism. A push over analysis 
will indicate the order of plastic hinge formation, the collapse mechanism formed and 
provide the overall lateral load-lateral deformation response for the column bent. 
This analysis may include the effects of foundation compliance through the inclusion 
of appropriate flexibilities in the structural model of the column bent. This will allow 
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evaluation of the structural displacement ductility capacity for comparison with the 




This Appendix contains the column data used in Chapter 8 to predict the ACI ideal 
moment, Mn, predict the maximum flexural strength, M0 , for square or rectangular 
shaped specimens and to determine the shift in the critical section. 
The list is organised by researcher and includes information about each column 
specimen tested as reported by the original researchers. The data points presented in 
Figure 8.27 were originally compiled by Ang et al. [Al] and are included here along 
with subsequent research conducted at the University of Canterbury since 1985 and 
from tests at the University of Houston as published by Sheikh and Yeh [S6]. 
This database includes square, circular and octagonal specimens along with a small 
number of rectangular columns, hollow square columns and square columns loaded 
across the diagonal. Section dimensions, material strengths, reinforcement details and 
axial load ratios were sourced from the original references. 
The data presented here is also contained in an Excel spreadsheet included with this 
thesis. 
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Eqn 8.30 Eqn 8.29 
Researcher Unit Shape D" s w' a, •• D,. o·. "' "" p, rl•nd Otot•I t; 
c/D r. f. M. Mn Ac ~T 
mm mm mm mm mm monotonic cyclic 
Davey [03] 01 0 441 58.5 0 12.3 0.0 435 0.881 0.850 0.824 
02 0 441 58.5 0 12.3 0.0 435 0.881 0.850 0.812 
03 0 441 58.5 0 12.3 0.0 435 0.881 0.850 0.820 
Munro [MS] M1 0 423 26 0 5.5 o.o 433 0.875 0.850 0.770 
Ng[NS] N2 0 215 9.6 0 2.0 0.0 228 0.931 0.850 0.809 
N3 0 222 5.7 0 1.2 0.0 236 0.963 0.850 0.826 
Potangaroa [PS) P1 0 516 65 0 13.6 o.o 523 0.882 0.850 0.850 
P3 0 516 40 0 8.4 0.0 533 0.904 0.850 0.850 
P4 0 516 60 0 12.6 0.0 525 0.888 0.850 0.827 
PS-1 0 510 39 0 8.2 o.o 534 0.904 0.850 0.830 
PS-2 0 510 39 0 8.2 0.0 534 0.904 0.850 0.830 
Gill[G1] G1 s 426 70 134 14.7 28.1 393 0.427 0.850 0.850 4 12 0.353 0.389 375 375 659 659 1.25 1.25 
G2 s 426 63 134 13.2 28.1 398 0.440 0.850 0.759 4 12 0.353 0.340 375 375 852 852 1.25 1.25 
G3 s 426 65 134 13.6 28.1 395 0.432 0.850 0.850 4 12 0.353 0.529 375 375 673 673 1.25 1.25 
G4 s 426 50 134 10.5 28.1 404 0.452 0.850 0.850 4 12 0.353 0.700 375 160 610 698 1.25 1.25 
Ang -1981 [A3] A1 0 338 34 0 7.1 o.o 346 0.873 0.850 0.850 
A2 0 336 45 0 9.4 0.0 343 0.864 0.850 0.850 
A3 s 313 88 89 18.5 18.7 279 0.415 0.850 0.850 4 12 0.353 0.492 427 427 268 268 1.25 1.25 
A4 s 311 80 89 18.8 18.7 279 0.409 0.850 0.850 4 12 0.353 0.339 403 427 247 250 1.25 1.25 
Mander[M4] MA SH 58 54 66 11.3 13.8 33 0.850 0.850 
MB SH 58 24 66 5.0 13.8 45 0.850 0.850 
MC SH 58 34 66 7.1 13.8 41 0.850 0.850 
MD SH 58 54 66 1U 13.8 33 0.850 0.850 
Zahn [Z1] Z1 so 338 74 97 15.5 20.3 306 0.821 0.850 0.800 4 12 0.353 
Z2 so 338 55 97 11.5 20.3 314 0.851 0.850 0.850 4 12 0.353 
Z3 so 338 62 97 13.0 20.3 311 0.840 0.850 0.832 4 12 0.353 
Z4 so 338 45 97 9.4 20.3 318 0.865 0.850 0.850 4 12 0.353 
ZS 0 338 125 0 26.2 0.0 312 0.753 0.850 0.832 
Z6 0 338 65 0 13.6 0.0 337 0.843 0.850 0.850 
Z7 s 338 107 97 22.4 20.3 292 0.485 0.850 0.850 4 12 0.353 0.358 440 440 288 286 1.25 1.25 
ZS s 338 82 97 17.2 20.3 302 0.520 0.850 0.769 4 ___ 12 _ __Q,353 0.559 440 391 382 389 1.25 1.25 
Ang-1985 [A1] 1 c 348 54 0 11.3 0.0 347 0.878 0.850 0.790 
2 c 348 54 0 11.3 0.0 347 0.878 0.850 0.792 
3 c 348 54 0 11.3 0.0 347 0.878 0.850 0.802 
5 c 348 34 0 7.1 o.o 356 0.904 0.850 0.841 
8 c 348 24 0 5.0 0.0 360 0.917 0.850 0.850 
9 c 348 24 0 5.0 0.0 360 0.917 0.850 0.850 
10 c 342 108 0 22.7 0.0 325 0.801 0.850 0.840 
12 c 348 24 0 5.0 0.0 360 0.917 0.850 0.850 
13 c 348 24 0 5.0 0.0 360 0.917 0.850 0.800 
14 c 340 54 0 11.3 0.0 347 0.878 0.850 0.820 
15 c 348 54 0 11.3 0.0 347 0.878 0.850 0.812 
17 c 348 54 0 11.3 0.0 347 0.878 0.850 0.818 
23 c 342 148 0 31.0 0.0 308 0.740 0.850 0.832 
24 c 344 100 0 21.0 0.0 328 0.813 0.850 0.825 
Soeslanawati [S7] SW1 s 344 78 99 16.4 20.8 307 0.539 0.850 0.716 
.. 
4 12 0.353 0.217 407 448 286 292 1.25 1.25 
SW2 s 342 70 98 14.7 20.6 309 0.547 0.850 0.736 4 12 0.353 0.433 446 446 385 385 1.25 1.25 
SW3 s 344 84 99 17.8 20.8 304 0.530 0.850 0.736 4 12 0.353 0.433 446 448 386 386 1.25 1.25 
SW4 s 346 88 99 18.5 20.8 303 0.529 0.850 0.770 4 12 0.353 0.432 446 446 368 368 1.25 1.25 
Watson [W3] SW5 s 342 73 98 15.3 20.6 306 0.542 0.850 0.762 4 12 0.353 0.640 474 270 382 412 1.25 1.25 
sws s 348 90 107 18.9 22.4 300 0.519 0.850 0.770 4 12 0.353 0.638 474 277 378 407 1.25 1.25 
SW7 s 334 84 95 17.6 19.9 300 0.510 0.850 0.754 4 12 0.353 0.851 474 47 332 393 1.25 1.25 
SW8 s 344 69 98 14.5 20.6 312 0.558 0.850 0.778 4 12 0.353 0.842 474 63 314 374 1.25 1.25 
SW9 s 334 40 95 8.4 19.9 319 0.574 0.850 0.770 4 12 0.353 0.845 474 51 317 378 1.25 1.25 
SW10 0 342 76 0 15.9 0.0 334 0.881 0.850 a.no 
SW11 0 338 47 0 9.9 0.0 344 0.881 0.850 0.778 
Tanaka (T1] T1 s 276 68 115 14.3 24.1 247 0.294 0.850 0.850 3 8 0.373 0.332 320 474 241 261 1.25 1.25 
T2 s 276 68 115 14.3 24.1 247 0.294 0.850 0.850 3 8 0.373 0.332 320 474 241 261 1.25 1.25 
+:>. .T3 s 278 68 115 14.3 24.1 247 0.294 0.850 0.850 3 8 0.373 0.332 320 474 241 261 1.25 1.25 
Vl T4 s 276 68 115 14.3 24.1 247 0.294 0.850 0.850 3 8 0.373 0.332 320 474 241 261 1.25 1.25 
w TS s 426 98 120 20.6 25.2 383 0.404 0.850 0.834 4 12 0.353 0.227 302 511 570 630 1.25 1.25 
T6 s 426 98 120 20.6 25.2 383 0.404 0.850 0.834 4 12 0.353 0.227 ' 302 511 570 630 1.25 1.25 
""'•"'""' 1"..i.h1c1 .. 111iod ~ 
Researcher Unit Sha po D 110 N'lf.,A. r, f, f,. db d,. m • w M1 ACI M" M" B, D, A,,IA, Vl I B p, p, g 
~ mm mm mm MPa MP a MP a mm mm mm mm kNm kNm kNm mm mm 
Davey [03] 01 0 2000 500 2.75 -0.06 33.2 373 312 13 6.5 2.58% 0.42% 13.2 65 0 0.881 421 470 530 0 460 1.18. 
02 0 2000 500 1.,75 -0.06 34.8 371 312 13 6.5 2.58% 0.42% 12.5 65 0 0.881 419 520 601 0 460 1.18 
03 0 2000 500 3.25 -0.06 33.8 373 342 13 6.5 2.58% 0.42% 13.0 65 0 0.881 428 460 493 0 460 1.18 
Munro [M2J M1 0 2000 500 2.73 -0.03 40.0 305 389 13 8 2.58% 0.42% 9.0 34 0 0.846 323 370 370 0 444 1.27 
Ng [NS] N2 0 1000 250 1.34 -0.01 35.1 305 263 13 4.4 2.58% 1.50% 10.2 14 0 0.858 44 50 50 0 232 1.16 
N3 0 930 250 3.7 -0.33 33.0 294 207 12 4.3 2.30% 2.44% 10.5 10 0 0.887 59 71 71 0 238 1.10 
Potangaroa [PB] P1 0 1200 600 2.0 -0.23 28.4 303 300 24 10 2.56"/o 0.78% 12.6 75 0 0.860 723 890 890 0 550 1.19 
P3 0 1200 800 2.0 -0.54 26.6 303 300 24 10 2.56% 1.14% 13.4 50 0 0.860 672 966 966 0 550 1.19 
P4 0 1200 600 2.0 -0.39 32.9 303 423 24 10 2.56% 0.82% 10.8 70 0 0.860 803 1041 1041 0 550 1.19 
PS-1 0 1200 600 2.0 -0.35 32;5 307 280 24 16 2.58% 2.69% 11.1 55 0 0.850 807 1079 1079 0 550 1.19 
P5-2 0 1200 600 2.0 -0.7 32.5 307 280 24 16 2.56% 2.69% 11.1 55 0 0.850 584 1276 1276 0 550 1.19 
Glll[G1] G1 s 1200 550 550 2.18 -0.26 23.1 375 297 24 10 1.79% 1.46% 19.1 80 158 0.775 691 864 864 460 460 1.43 
G2 s 1200 550 550 2.18 -0.21 41.4 375 316 24 12 1.79% 2.22% 10.7 .75 158 0.775 905 1010 1010 462 462 1.42 
G3 s 1200 550 550 2.18 -0.42 21.4 375 297 24 10 1.79% 1.62% 20.6 75 158 0.775 646 843 843 460 460 1.43 
G4 s 1200 550 550 2.18 -0.6 23.5 375 294 24 12 1.79% 3.26% 18.8 62 158 0.775 598 911 911 462 462 1.42 
Ang -1981 [A3) A1 0 1600 400 4.0 -0.12 26.0 308 308 16 6 2.56% 0.77% 13.9 40 0 0.845 222 262 262 0 360 1.23 
A2 0 1800 400 4.0 -0.56 28.5 308 280 16 10 2.56% 1.57% 12.7 55 0 0.840 219 417 315 0 362 1.22 
A3 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.38 23.6 427 320 16 12 1.51% 2.64% 21.3 100 105 0.783 270 336 336 341 341 1.38 
A4 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.21 25.0 427 280 16 10 1.51% 2.04% 20.1 90 105 0.778 257 322 304 337 337 1.41 
Mander[M4] MA SH 3200 750 750 4.3 -0.1 30.0 335 320 10 6 1.55% 1.00% 13.1 60 76 0.077 815 902 902 74 1.62 
MB SH 3200 750 750 4.3 -0.5 30.0 335 320 10 6 1.55% 2.05% 13.1 30 76 0.077 1194 1587 1587 74 1.62 
MC SH 3200 750 750 4.3 -0.3 29.0 335 320 10 6 1.55% 1.55% 13.6 40 76 0.077 1178 1328 1338 74 1.62 
MO SH 3200 750 750 4.3 -0.3 29.0 335 320 10 6 1.55% 1.00% 13.6 60 76 0.077 1178 1338 1338 74 1.62 
Zahn [Z1] Z1 SD 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.27 36.2 423 318 16 10 1.51% 2.24% 13.7 84 113 0.845 273 368 388 364 364 1.21 
Z2 so 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.45 28.8 423 318 16 10 1.51% 2.89% 17.3 65 113 0.845 259 400 400 364 364 1.21 
Z3 so 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.23 32.3 423 318 16 10 1.51% 2.14% 15.4 72 113 0.845 274 357 357 364 364 1.21 
Z4 so 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.48 27.0 423 318 16 10 1.51% 2.80% 18.4 55 113 0.845 234 397 397 364 364 1.21 
Z5 0 1600 400 4.0 -0.13 32.3 337 466 16 10 2.43% 0.61% 12.3 135 0 0.845 217 234 234 0 364 1.21 
Z6 0 1600 400 4.0 -0.67 27.0 337 466 16 10 2.43% 1.09% 14.7 75 0 0.845 193 325 325 0 364 1.21 
Z7 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.23 28.3 440 466 18 10 1.51% 1.56% 18.3 117 113 0.845 284 335 335 364 364 1.21 
Z6 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.42 40.1 440 466 16 10 1.51% 1.99% 12.9 92 113 0.845 352 433 433 364 364 1.21 
Ang-1985 [A1] 1 c 800 400 2.0 0 37.5 436 328 16 6 3.20% 0.51% 13.7 60 0 0.870 245 256 258 0 370 1.17 
2 c 800 400 2.0 0 37.2 296 328 16 6 3.20% 0.51% 9.4 60 0 0.870 176 182 182 0 370 1.17 
3 c 1000 400 2.5 0 36.0 436 328 16 6 3.20% 0.51% 14.2 60 0 0.870 242 298 298 0 370 1.17 
5 c 800 400 2.0 0 31.1 436 328 16 6 3.20% 0.76% 16.5 40 0 0.870 241 272 272 0 370 1.17 
8 c 800 400 2.0 -0.2 28.7 448 372 16 6 3.20% 1.02% 18.4 30 0 0.870 265 360 394 0 370 1.17 
9 c 1000 400 2.5 -0.2 29.9 448 372 16 6 3.20% 1.02% 17.6 30 0 0.870 261 385 409 0 370 1.17 
10 c 800 400 2.0 -0.2 31.2 448 332 16 12 3.20% 1.02% 16.9 120 0 0.855 288 360 380 0 370 1.17 
12 c 600 400 1.5 -0.1 28.6 436 328 16 6 3.20% 1.02% 17.9 30 0 0.870 262 316 324 0 370 1.17 
13 c 800 400 2.0 -0.1 38.2 436 328 16 6 3.20% 1.02% 14.2 30 0 0.870 290 354 368 0 370 1.17 
14 c 800 400 2.0 0 33.7 424 326 24 6 3.24% 0.51% 14.8 80 0 0.850 243 249 249 0 370 1.17 
15 c 800 400 2.0 0 34.8 438 326 16 6 1.92% 0.51°/o 14.7 60 0 0.870 163 184 184 0 370 1.17 
17 c 1000 400 2.5 -0.1 34.3 436 326 16 6 3.20% 0.51% 15.0 60 0 0.670 281 329 329 0 370 1.17 
23 c 800 400 2.0 0 32.3 436 306 16 12 3.20% 0.76% 15.9 160 0 0.855 236 271 271 0 370 1.17 
24 c 800 400 2.0 0 33.1 436 310 16 10 3.20% 0.77% 15.5 110 0 0.860 244 270 270 0 370 1.17 
Soeslanawati [S7] SW1 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.1 46.5 446 384 16 7 1.51% 0.84% 11.3 85 115 0.860 302 335 335 367 367 1.19 
SW2 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.3 44.0 446 360 16 8 1.51% 1.20% 11.9 78 114 0.855 405 486 486 366 366 1.19 
SW3 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.3 44.0 446 364 16 7 1.51% 0.78% 11.9 91 115 0.860 406 479 479 367 367 1.19 
SW4 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.3 40.0 446 255 16 6 1.51% 0.56% 13.1 94 115 0.865 383 448 448 368 368 1.18 
Watson ['N3] SW5 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.5 41.0 474 372 16 8 1.51% 1.16% 13.6 81 114 0.855 381 526 526 366 366 1.19 
SW6 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.5 40.0 474 388 16 6 1.51% 0.54% 13.9 96 123 0.865 376 526 526 368 368 1.18 
SW7 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.7 42.0 474 308 16 12 1.51% 2.22% 13.3 96 111 0.835 304 517 517 362 362 1.22 
SW8 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.7 39.0 474 372 16 8 1.51% 1.21% 14.3 77 114 0.860 293 524 524 368 368 1.18 
SW9 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.7 40.0 474 308 16 12 1.51% 4.10% 13.9 52 111 0.835 298 599 599 362 362 1.22 
SW10 0 1600 400 4.0 -0.5 40.0 474 372 16 8 1,92% 1.30% 13.9 84 0 0.855 259 389 389 0 366 1.19 
SW11 0 1600 400 4.0 -0.7 39,0 474 338 16 10 1,92% 3.02% 14.3 57 0 0.845 214 364 364 0 364 1.21 
Tanaka [T1] T1 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.2 25.6 474 333 20 12 1.57% 2.55% 21.8 80 135 0.690 251 279 279 308 308 1.69 
T2 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.2 25.6 474 333 20 12 1.57% 2.55% 21.8 80 135 0.690 251 284 284 308 308 1.69 
T3 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.2 25.6 474 333 20 12 1.57% 2.55% 21.B 80 135 0.690 252 290 290 308 308 1.69 
T4 s 1600 400 400 4.0 -0.2 25.6 474 333 20 12 1.57% 2.55% 21.8 80 135 0.690 252 285 285 308 308 1.69 
TS s 1650 550 550 3.0 -0.1 32.0 511 325 20 12 1.25% 1.70% 18.8 110 140 0.775 601 673 673 456 458 1.44 
T6 s 1650 550 550 3,0 -0.1 32.0 511 325 20 12 1.25% 1.70% 18.8 110 140 0.775 601 679 679 458 458 1.44 
rccffc= Eqn 8.31 lt•p•.W A AIEqn 8.2S 
Researcher Unit Shape 1+c.1p.t_,12r., M. M•/M1 M
0
/M1 a.hi ft CX.h11tM1 Ma/a..t.11tM1 CX.hlrtMo M·/a.hl1t.Mo Notes 
kNm kNm 
Oavey[03] 01 0 1.081 1.11s 1.259 1.11 0 Loading controlled to give different MI V ratios 
02 0 1.077 1241 1.434 1.27 0 M, reported when c,, = 0.003 during test 
D3 0 1.087 1.075 1.152 1.02 0 
Munro[M§] M1 0 1.084 1.14S 1.14S 1.01 0 
Ng [NS] N2 0 1.230 1.13S 1.136 1.01 0 Munro's 1/6 scale model 
N3 0 1.314 1.203 1.203 1.06 0 
Potangaroa [PB] P1 0 1.165 1231 1.231 1.09 0 
P3 0 1.264 1.438 1.438 1.27 0 
P4 0 1.216 1.296 129S 1.15 0 
P5-1 0 1.475 1.337 1.337 1.18 0 
PS-2 0 1.475 2.2S2 22S2 2.00 0 
Glll[G1] G1 s 1.385 658 1.250 1.250 1.11 1.15 798 1.083 7S1 1.136 
G2 s 1.347 851 1.116 1.11S 0.99 1.13 1025 0.98S 9S5 1.047 
G3 s 1.518 678 1.305 1.305 1.15 122 790 1.0S8 829 1.017 
G4 s 1.83S 792 1.523 1.523 1.35 1.32 788 1.157 1043 0.873 
Ang -1981 [A3] A1 0 1.187 1.180 1.180 1.04 0 Axial load ratio varied from 0.12 to 0.2 during test 
A2 0 1.31S 1.904 1.438 1.27 0 P-6' effects large for unit A2. ?? for M, reported 
A3 s 1.734 273 1.244 1.244 1.10 1.10 297 1.130 301 1.115 
A4 s 1.4S8 249 1.253 1.183 1.05 1.07 274 1.108 2S7 1.139 
Mander[M4] MA SH 1219 1.107 1.107 0.98 0 Hollow columns, wall thickness = 120 mm 
MB SH 1.448 1.330 1.330 1.18 0 Transverse steel volumetric ratios averaged for 
MC SH 1.351 1.128 1.13S 1.0·1 0 both directions 
MO SH 1.226 1.13S 1.13S 1.01 0 
Zahn [Z1] Z1 SD 1.403 1.348 1.348 1.19 
Z2 SD 1.654 1.544 1.544 1.37 
Z3 SD 1.432 1.303 1.303 1.15 0 
Z4 SD 1.67S 1.697 1.897 1.50 0 
Z5 0 1.180 1.078 1.078 0.95 0 
ZS 0 1.38S 1.684 1.SB4 1.49 0 
Z1 s 1.527 295 1.180 1.180 1.04 1.07 304 1.101 316 1.059 
Z8 s 1.474 389 1.230 1.230 1.09 1.12 393 1.101 435 0.996 
Ang -1985 [A1J 1 c 1.091 1.045 1.045 0.92 0 Specimens which faired in brittle shear have 
2 c 1.092 1.034 1.034 0.92 0 been ex.eluded 
3 c 1.095 1.231 1.231 1.09 0 
5 c 1.185 1.129 1.129 1.00 0 
8 c 1271 1.333 1.382 1.22 0 
9 c 1.260 1.370 1.456 1.29 0 
10 c 1222 1250 1.319 1.17 0 
12 c 1.240 120S 1.237 1.09 0 
13 c 1.188 1221 1.269 1.12 0 
14 c 1.101 1.025 1.025 0.91 0 
15 c 1.098 1.129 1.129 1.00 0 
17 c 1.099 1.171 1.171 1.04 0 
23 c 1.149 1.148 1.148 1.02 0 
24 c 1.148 1.107 1.107 0.98 0 
Soeslanawati [S7] SW1 s 1.135 322 1.109 1.109 0.98 1.04 315 1.0S4 335 0.999 
SW2 s 1.201 377 1.200 1200 1.06 1.09 441 1.102 419 1.159 
SW3 s 1.132 359 1.180 1.180 1.04 1.09 442 1.084 420 1.141 
SW4 s 1.073 332 1.170 1.170 1.04 1.09 417 1.075 401 1.118 
Watson [W3] SW5 s 1.21S 347 1.381 1.381 1.22 1.14 433 1.215 468 1.124 
SWS s 1.107 296 1.399 1.399 124 1.14 427 1.232 462 1.138 
SW7 s 1.334 278 1.701 1.701 1.51 1.19 3S2 1.429 4S7 1.106 
SW8 s 1.237 262 1.788 1.768 1.58 1.19 348 1.50S 444 1.180 
SW9 s 1.S47 430 2.010 2.010 1.78 1.19 354 1.692 511 1.173 
SW10 0 1.248 1.502 1.502 1.33 0 
SW11 0 1.537 1.701 1.701 1.51 0 
Tanaka [T1] T1 s 1.S80 250 1.112 1.112 0,98 1.07 2S8 1.042 278 1.004 
T2 s 1.680 250 1.131 1.131 1.00 1.07 268 1.061 278 1.022 
.j::.. ·T3 s 1.S80 250 1.151 1.151 1.02 1.07 269 1.079 278 1.044 
VI T4 s 1.680 250 1.131 1.131 1.00 1.07 2S9 1.0S1 278 1.02S 
VI T5 s 1.354 635 1.120 1.120 0.99 1.06 637 1.056 573 1.000 
TS s 1.354 635 1.130 1.130 1.00 1.0S 537 1.0S6 573 1.009 
~ 
Vl 







Satyamo [S3J S1 S 
S2 s 
S3 s 














































































































































































































































































































































50.0 497. 997 
50.0 497. 997 
59.6 442 
59.8 442, 1033 
59.8 442, 1033 
71.6 442 
71.6 442. 1033 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Satyamo [S3] 51 
52 
53 













































Shape D' •' mm 
s 426 7~ 
s 426 78 
R 504 68 
RE 312 70 
RE 312 90 
RE 312 65 
s 333 72.6 
s 333 72.6 
s 333 72.6 
s 331 70.8 
s 331 70.8 
s 331 70,B 
s 331 70.8 
s 331 70.8 
s 331 70.8 
s 320 60 
s 320 60 
s 320 60 
s 320 60 
s 320 60 
s 320 45 
s 320 45 
s 320 45 
s 320 45 
s 320 45 
s 235 102 
s 236 100 
s 236 85 
s 241 105 
s 235 162 
s 245 49 
s 238 115 
s 238 85 
s 238 55 
s 242 104 
s 242 79 
s 235 102 
s 245 104 
s 241 105 
s 242 104 
c 172 26 
c 172 26 
c 172 21 
c 172 21 
c 173 21.65 
c 173 21.85 
c 172 24 
c 172 22 
c 173 17.85 
c 173 32.65 
c 172 24 
c 173 32.85 
c 172 26 
c 172 24 
w' .. .. D~ o·. 
mm mm mm mm 
120 16.4 252 392 
120 16.4 25.2. -392 
144 14.3 30.2 471 
0 14.7 0.0 313 400. 
0 18.9 0.0 304 400 
0 13.6 0.0 315 400 
140 15.2 29.4 290 
140 15.2 29.4 290 
140 15.2 29.4 290 
140 14.9 29.4 291 
140 14.9 29.4 291 
140 14.9 29.4 291 
140 14.9 29.4 291 
140 14.9 29.4 291 
140 14.9 29.4 291 
140 12.6 29.4 286 
140 12.6 29.4 286 
140 12.6 29.4 266 
140 12.6 29.4 286 
140 12.6 29.4 286 
140 9.4 29.4 292 
140 9.4 29.4 292 
140 9.4 29.4 292 
140 9.4 29.4 292 
140 9.4 29.4 292 
216 21.4 45.3 164 
100 21.0 21.0 197 
100 17.6 21.0 203 
64 22.0 13.4 205 
99 34.0 20.8 171 
64 10.3 13.4 229 
219 24.1 45.9 157 
100 17.8 21.0 203 
219 11.5 45.9 183 
102 21.B 21.4 195 
61 16.6 12.8 217 
216 21.4 45.3 164 
64 21.8 13.4 205 
64 22.0 13.4 205 
102 21.8 21.4 195 
0 5.5 0.0 171 
0 5.5 0.0 171 
0 4.4 0.0 173 
0 4.4 0.0 173 
0 4.6 0.0 173 
0 4.6 0.0 173 
0 5.0 0.0 172 
0 4.6 0.0 173 
0 3.7 o.o 175 
0 6.9 o.o 168 
0 5.0 0.0 172 
0 6.9 0.0 168 
0 5.5 0.0 171 
0 5.0 0.0 172 
Eqn 8.:io Eqn 8.29 
i.. "' ~. n,,nc1 n1otal ~ c/D 
r, f, M, M, ;.., 1.r 
monotonic cyclic 
0.422 0.850 0.833 4 12 0.353 0.422 440 511 780 800 1.25 1.25 
0.422 0.650 0.833 4 12 0.353 0.422 440 511 780 800 1.25 1.25 
0.527 0.850 0,650 3 10 0.338 0.246 405 432 585 595 1.25 1.25 
0.905 0.650 0.850 
0.693 0.850 0.850 
0.908 0.850 0.850 
0.474 0.650 0.690 5 16 0.344 0.706 
0.474 0.850 0.690 5 16 0.344 0.713 
0.474 0.850 0.690 5 16 0.344 0.717 530 166 527 613 1.25 1.25 
0.477 0.831 0.650 5 16 0.344 0.444 442 442 565 565 1.25 1.25 
0.477 0.831 0,650 5 16 0.344 0.445 
0.477 0.831 0.650 5 16 0.344 0.445 
0.477 0.784 0.650 5 16 0.344 0.751 442 130 596 665 125 1.25 
0.477 0.784 0.650 5 16 0.344 0.747 
0.477 0.784 0.650 5 16 0.344 0.743 
0:445 0.850 0.824 3 8 0.373 0.428 450 450 337 337 1.25 1.25 
0.446 0.850 0.834 3 8 0.373 0.427 
0.446 0.850 0.634 3 B 0.373 0.066 
0,446 0.850 0.834 3 8 0.373 0.427 
0,446 0.650 0.634 3 6 0.373 0.086 
0.466 0.650 0.804 3 6 0.373 0.631 460 256 345 376 1.25 1.25 
0.466 0.850 0.806 3 8 0.373 0.630 
0.466 0.650 0.806 3 6 0.373 0.027 
0.466 0.650 0.604 3 6 0.373 0.631 
0.466 0.850 0.804 3 8 0.373 0.026 
0.252 0.850 0.850 3 8 0.373 0.513 466 435 148 146 1.25 1.00 
0.365 0.650 0.650 3 6 0.373 0.513 472 440 151 151 1.25 1.00 
0.389 0.850 0.850 3 8 0.373 0.508 470 452 152 152 1.25 1.00 
0.396 0.650 0.850 4 12 0.353 0.421 436 436 143 143 1.25 1.00 
0.276 0.850 0.650 3 8 0.373 0.589 483 301 129 129 1.25 1.00 
0.492 0.850 0.850 4 12 0.353 0.607 436 292 125 125 1.25 1.00 
0,233 0.850 0.850 3 8 0.373 0.603 491 286 127 127 125 1.00 
0.369 0.850 0.850 3 8 0.373 0.599 490 292 129 129 1.25 1.00 
0.314 0.850 0.850 3 8 0.373 0.596 490 293 128 128 1.25 1.00 
0.357 0.650 0.850 3 8 0.373 0.585 494 320 136 136 1.25 1.00 
0.442 0.850 0.650 3 8 0.373 0.509 478 457 158 158 1.25 1.00 
0.252 0.850 0.850 3 8 0.373 0.583 482 310 130 130 125 1.00 
0.397 0.850 0.850 4 12 0.353 0.591 436 316 129 129 1.25 1.00 
0.396 0.850 0.850 4 12 0.353 0.589 436 312 126 126 1.25 1.00 
0.357 0.650 0.850 3 8 0.373 0.509 478 457 159 159 1.25 1.00 
0.861 0.850 0.764 
0.861 0.850 0.834 
0.875 0.850 0.614 
0.875 0.850 0.848 
0.873 0.850 0.791 
0.873 0.850 0.850 
0.867 0.850 0.775 
0.872 0.650 0.792 
0.883 0.850 0.781 
0.842 0.850 0.760 
0.667 0.850 0.769 
0.842 0.850 0.767 
0.861 0.850 0.795 
0.867 0.850 0.746 
.f:>. 
VI .fcr:ffc:= Eqn 8.31 .... , .. A A/Eqn 8.26 






T7 s 1.432, 763 1.310 1.310 1.16 1.12 890 un 895 1.166 
TS s 1.432 763 1.310 1.310, 1.18 1.12 892 1.171 895 1.168 
T9 R 1.504 667 1.191 1.191 1.05 1.07 638 1.117 711 1.001 Rectangular specrmen 
T10 RE 1.384 1.289 1.289 1.14 0 Rounded end columns 
T11 RE 1.219 1.330 1.330 1.16 0 
T12 RE 1.354 1.569 1.569 1.39 0 
Satyamo [S3] 51 s 1.328 1.564 1.779 1.57 1.15 585 1.543 Specimens contain some ultra-high strength longitudinal 
52 s 1.328 1.420 1.620 1.43 1.15 577 1.403 and transverse steel r, = 997 MPa Units 1, 2 
53 s 1.328 538 1.210 1.440 1.27 1.16 557 1.246 709 0.979 P·.6. effects not included In reeorted ex~erimentel moments 
Sato [54] YS1 s 1.428 617 1.173 1.173 1.04 1.15 746 1.017 711 1.067 Specimens contain some ultra-high strength longltudlnal 
YS2 s 1.428 1.325 1.325 1.17 1.15 786 1.148 and transverse steel 
YS3 s 1.428 1.427 1.427 1.26 1.15 806 1.236 r,. = 800 MPa from code limits and experimentally 
YS4 s 1.357 571 1.370 1.370 1.21 1.29 893 1.061 884 1.072 measured maximum stresses 
YS5 s 1.357 1.480 1.480 1.31 1.29 923 1.149 f,= 442 and 1033 MPa Units 2.3,5,6 
YS6 s 1.357 1.576 1.576 1.39 1.29 937 1.225 
Xinrong [X4] X1 s 1.476 332 1.183 1.183 1.05 1.08 374 1.091 365 1. 117 Specimens were subjected to varying axial load 
X2a s 1.494 1.093 1.093 0.97 1.08 386 1.008 during tesljng. Coupled and uncoupled axial load 
X2b s 1.494 1.373 1.373 1.22 1.02 152 1.352 histoiy used during 1esting. 
X3a s 1.494 1.138 1.138 1.01 1.08 386 1.049 
X3b s 1.494 1.013 1.013 0.90 1.02 152 0.998 
X4 s 1.561 372 1.417 1.417 1.25 1.13 393 1.254 425 1.161 
X5a s 1.584 1.310 1.310 1.16 1.13 393 1.160 
X5b s 1.564 1.276 1.276 1.13 1.00 106 1.270 
X6a s 1.561 1.227 1.227 1.09 1.13 393 1.086 
X6b s 1.561 1.143 1.143 1.01 1.00 106 1.137 
Sheikh and Yeh [S6] UH-E2 s 1.533 141 1.on 1.072 0.95 1.00 158 1.072 148 1.145 Tests at University of Houslxln 
UH-A3 s 1.530 156 1.229 1.229 1.09 1.00 161 1.229 156 1.266 No stub adjacent to critical section 
UH·F4 s 1.524 159 1.217 1.217 1.08 1.00 163 1.217 159 1.246 Monolxlnlc loading only 
UH-05 s 1.540 141 1.263 1.263 1.12 1.00 162 1.263 143 1.428 Zero shear force at critical section 
UH-F6 s 1.610 140 1.154 1.154 1.02 1.00 126 1.154 140 1.040 
UH-07 s 1.594 148 1.223 1.223 1.08 1.00 109 1.223 148 0.903 
UH-ES s 1.321 124 0.957 0.957 0.85 1.00 135 0.957 127 1.016 
UH-F9 s 1.637 154 1.246 1.246 1.10 1.00 122 1.246 154 0.988 
UH-E10 s 1.642 145 1.097 1.097 0.97 1.00 121 1.097 145 0.912 
UH-A11 s 1.265 141 0.973 0.973 0.86 1.00 139 0.973 141 0.957 
UH-F12 s 1.232 158 0.976 0.976 0.86 1.00 165 0.976 158 1.018 
UH-E13 s 1.614 137 1.015 1.015 0.90 1.00 126 1.015 137 0.934 
UH-014 s 1.285 128 1.013 1.013 0.90 1.00 115 1.013 129 0.904 
UH-015 s 1.643 138 1.170 1.170 1.04 1.00 115 1.170 138 0.975 
UH-A16 s 1.260 150 0.943 0.943 0.83 1.00 167 0.943 159 0.993 
Dodd [01] LD1a c 1.121 1.256 1.256 1.11 0 Circular columns tested dynamically 
LD1b c 1.153 1.393 1.393 1.23 0 
LD2a c 1.171 1.182 1.182 1.05 0 
LD2b c 1.194 1.300 1.300 1.15 0 
LD3a c 1.094 1.415 1.415 1.25 0 
LD3b c 1.121 1.212 1.212 1.07 0 
LD4 c 1.133 1.683 1.683 1.49 0 
LOS c 1.152 1.505 1.505 1.33 0 
LOG c 1.108 1.443 1.443 1.28 0 
LD7 c 1.059 1.202 1.202 1.06 0 
LOS c 1.131 1.465 1.465 1.30 0 
LOS c 1.061 1.159 1.159 1.03 0 
LD10 c 1.133 1.171 1.171 1.04 0 
LD11 c 1.122 1.600 1.600 1.42 0 
APPENDIXC 
Derivation of Equations 8.29 to 8.31 
C.1 INTRODUCTION 
Equations 8.29 to 8.31 are presented to enable approximation of the ACI ideal 
moment and maximum flexural strength of a rectangular section to be found. The 
expressions to determine the flexural strengths are based on taking moments about 
the column centreline due to the internal forces acting in the column from the 
concrete compressive force resultant and longitudinal steel forces. 
Equation 8.29 uses the same assumptions as the ACI method [X3] to determine the 
flexural strength, using an equivalent rectangular stress block, neglecting the 
influence of increased concrete strength due to confinement and strain hardening of 
the longitudinal steel. Equation 8.31 allows the maximum flexural strength of a 
rectangular section to be predicted accounting for the beneficial effects of 
confinement and strain hardening of the longitudinal steel. Equation 8.30 presents an 
expression to predict the neutral axis depth of a rectangular section to enable the 
strain profile for the section to be established. This allows internal longitudinal steel 
forces to be determined for incorporation into Equation 8.29 to determine the ACI 
ideal moment. 
C.2 EQUATION 8.29 - PREDICTION OF ACI IDEAL MOMENT 
Inclusion of the axial load ratio in this expression allows the neutral axis depth to be 
determined for any axial load acting in the column giving a closed form solution to 
determine the flexural strength of the column section. Figure C. l shows a rectangular 
column section with an arbitrary longitudinal steel layout and the strain profile acting 
in the section. The longitudinal steel assumed to be arranged on all faces of the 
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Components of Flexure from Concrete Compressive Force Resultant 
and Longitudinal Steel Couple 
illustrates the components of flexure from the concrete compressive force resultant 
and the longitudinal steel force couple. 
The contribution of the concrete compressive force resultant can be determined by 
taking an equivalent rectangular stress block with an effective stress of cx1f'c and a 
depth of p1c where c is the neutral axis depth which can be determined from 
Equation 8.30. Taking moments about the centreline of the column section gives-
where 
1 p J,' c 2 ( p ,c ) = - ex -BD 1 - -
2 I I c D D 
(C.1) 
factor defining effective stress in rectangular stress block 
0.85 
0.85 - 0.004 (f'c - 55) :2: 0.75 
for f'c :s:; 55 MPa 
for f'c > 55 MPa 
~ 1 factor defining effective depth ofrectangular stress block 
0.85 
0.85 - 0.008 (f'c - 30) :2: 0.65 
f' c unconfined concrete compressive strength 
for f'c :s:; 30 MPa 
for f'c > 30 MPa 
c distance from extreme compressive fibre to position of 
neutral axis 
B = width of rectangular or square section 
D depth of rectangular or square section 
The contribution from each column longitudinal bar can be determined individually 
from the strain profile in the section to determine the stress acting in each bar. The 
contribution of each bar to the flexural strength can then be found by taking moments 
of each resultant longitudinal bar force about the centreline of the section. 




= ratio of distance between reinforcing bars closest to faces of 
rectangular column to section depth 
factor depending on distribution of longitudinal bars along 
faces of the column 
Pt longitudinal steel ratio 
f's stress in longitudinal steel on compression face of column 
resulting from strain compatibility, not taken greater than fy 
f's stress in longitudinal steel on tension face of column 
resulting from strain compatibility, not taken greater than fy 
In this approach the contribution to flexure of the longitudinal steel is assumed to 
come from a compressive and tensile steel force couple due to the longitudinal steel 
lumped at the extreme faces of the section. A parameter, s, accounts for the 
distribution of the longitudinal bars around the faces of the column, specifically the 
area of longitudinal steel located on each of the extreme faces of the column. 
The stresses in the extreme compression and tension longitudinal bars, f's and fs 
respectively, are determined from the strain profile in the section and are taken no 
greater than the yield strength of the longitudinal steel, fy. 
The compressive steel stress is reduced by a 1f'c to account for the area of concrete 
occupied by the compressive longitudinal steel bars. The lever arm at which the steel 
force couple acts is equal to gD I 2 taken from the centreline of the section. 
The area of steel located at the extreme faces of the column is equal to s p1BD. For a 
simple case where the longitudinal steel is lumped at the extreme faces of the column 
the value for sis equal to 0.5. Where longitudinal steel is distributed on all faces of 
the column the contribution of the bars on the side faces is dependant on the ratio of 
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numbers of bars on the extreme faces of the column to the total number of 
longitudinal bars, \jf. In order to determine the relationship between \jf and s 
interaction diagrams were drawn up using Equation 8.29 and using the ACI method 
varying the value of \jf in the column. The value of s was varied to give a good fit 
between Equation 8.29 and the interaction diagram using the ACI method and a 
linear relationship was found to exist between \jf and c;;. Figure C.3 shows the linear 
relationship fit between \jf and c;;. 
0.46\jf + 0.20 (C.3) 
where ratio of number of bars on one end face of the column to the 
total number of longitudinal bars 
Combining Equations C.1 and C.2 gives the predicted ACI ideal moment:-
(C.4) 
Figures C.4 to C. 7 show the comparison between interaction diagrams determined 
using Equation 8.29 and the ACI method. These show that the difference between the 
two methods is approximately ±5 % for axial load ratios between 0.05 in tension and 
-0.7 in compression. The interaction diagrams using Equation 8.29 incorporate an 
expression for the neutral axis depth as determined from Equation 8.30. 
C.3 EQUATION 8.30 - NEUTRAL AXIS DEPTH RATIO 
Equation 8.30 presents an expression for the neutral axis depth of a section in terms 
of the section geometry, axial load ratio and longitudinal steel ratio. This expression 
was determined from a parametric study of rectangular columns, similar to that 
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Equation 8.29 • ACI Method Interaction Diagram Comparison 
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Equation 8.29 - ACI Method Interaction Diagram Comparison 
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Equation 8.29 - ACI Method Interaction Diagram Comparison 
16 bar column, 5 bars on end face 
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the neutral axis depth for a section at an extreme compressive fibre strain, 
Ee= -0.003, the strain usually assumed to correspond to development of the ACI 
nominal moment, balancing the internal concrete and steel forces to the applied, 
external, axial load. The axial load ratio was varied from 0.05 in tension to -0.7 in 
compression, longitudinal steel ratios from 0.8 % to 4 %, values for g taken as 0.8, 
0.9 and 1.0, and mechanical ratios were investigated from m = 6 tom= 30. 
The neutral axis depth was found to vary linearly with axial load ratio as a function 
of both Pt. m and Ptm. Figure C.8 shows typical results from the parametric study for 
a section containing a longitudinal steel ratio of 1.5 %. A simplified linear 
relationship was used to determine the coefficient of the axial load ratio term as a 
function of Pt. m and p1m. The constant of the linear term with axial load ratio for 
neutral axis depth was also found to depend on pi, m and p1m. 





Variation inc/ D with Axial Load Ratio 
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Figure C.8 Variation in c ID with Axial Load Ratio for Rectangular Column with 
Pt= 1.5 % 
where 
N* 
~ =-, -[6.9p1 +O.Ol5m+0.24p1m-l.4]+0.0025m+y 
D fcAg 
y (O.llm + 2.l)p1 + 0.03 




N* I f' cAg is taken as negative for compressive axial loads 
The term y is required to give better correlation between the predicted ACI moment, 
Mn, and the ACI moment, Mi. for higher values of m. Once the neutral axis depth of 
a section is determined strains and stresses can be determined for the longitudinal 
steel placed in the section based on the strain profile with an extreme compressive 
fibre strain of Ee= -0.003. 
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C.4 EQUATION 8.31 - PREDICTION OF MAXIMUM FLEXURAL 
STRENGTH 
The maximum flexural strength of a column section will be influenced by the 
increase in concrete compressive strength due to confinement from the transverse 
reinforcement and strain hardening of the longitudinal steel. Derivation of 
Equation 8.31 attempts to account for the effects of confinement and strain hardening 
increasing the flexural strength of a section. The same concept of determining the 
contributions to flexure due to the concrete compressive force resultant and the 
longitudinal steel couple are applied in this equation. 
Figure C.9 shows the distribution of the concrete stresses at different curvature 
ductilities for Unit 9 tested by Watson and Park [W3]. The column cross section is 
modelled defining the areas of ineffectively and effectively confined concrete core 
within the column as presented in Section 8.6. This reflects the influence of arching 
in the column between transverse hoop sets and restrained longitudinal bars. At 
higher strains, and curvature ductilities, the region of ineffective concrete at the 
compression edge of the column can be seen to be supporting close to zero stress. 
The stress distribution has become rectangular in shape with the peak stress 
remaining reasonable constant across the compressed region of the column. 
The concrete compressive force resultant remains reasonably constant during the 
moment curvature response for curvatures beyond the yield curvature. Due to the 
increased concrete compressive strength due to confinement from the transverse 
reinforcement the depth of the region to support this concrete force can be reduced. 
The region supporting compressive stresses is reduced by the region of ineffectively 
confined concrete, which can be expressed in terms of the confined concrete 
efficiency factor, and through the reduction due to the increased concrete 
compressive strength which can be expressed in terms of the ratio of the peak 
confined concrete compressive strength, f' cc, to the unconfined strength, f' c· Figure 



















Watson and Park [W3] Unit 9 Compressive Stress Distribution 
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Figure C.10 Region to Support Confined Concrete Compressive Force in 
Rectangular Column After Spalling of Cover Concrete 
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concrete compressive force after spalling of the cover concrete. Expressing the 
reduction in depth of the compression zone due to the ineffectively confined region 
can be expressed as:-
u = D 
2 
(C.6) 





DCC = ~ (C.7b) c 
so that:-
u (C.8) 
where = confined concrete efficiency factor described in Section 
8.8.2.1 
Be = core width dimension of rectangular or square section taken 
to the centreline of peripheral hoop 
Derivation of Ae is included in Appendix D along with formulations for other section 
shapes. The reduction in the depth of the compression zone due to the increased 
concrete compressive strength can be expressed as:-
~2 
= f~ (C.9) 
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Referring to Figure C.10 and taking moments about the centreline of the section the 
contribution to flexure from the concrete compressive force resultant can be 
evaluated. 
. (D ~ 2CJ M = f. nBR c --U--o,c cc 'I f-' 2 
2 2 
(C.10) 
Substituting Equations C.8 and C.9 into Equation C.10 gives:-
M o,c (C.11) 
At development of the maximum flexural strength the longitudinal steel is assumed 
to have yielded and entered the strain hardening region. The couple provided by the 
longitudinal steel at the extreme faces can be evaluated as:-
(C.12) 
The term f" c is the compressive stress in the concrete at the location of the 
longitudinal bars on the compression face of the column to account for the area of 
concrete occupied by the longitudinal bars in the compression region of the column. 
As these bars are located within the region of the column core which is ineffectively 
confined the stress carried in the concrete, after spalling of the cover concrete, can be 
taken as zero. This gives:-
(C.13) 
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Combining Equations C.11 and C.13 gives the predicted maximum flexural strength 
of a section:-
For sections with low values of Ae or with low values of f'c I f'cc the maximum 
flexural strength given by Equation C.14 may be less than that given by Equation 
C.4. This is due to the inefficient layout of transverse reinforcement, low Ae values, 
or a low amount of transverse reinforcement provided in the column for confinement, 
low off' c I f' cc values. 
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APPENDIXD 
Derivation of Ae, Confined Concrete Efficiency Factor 
D.1 INTRODUCTION 
The objective of defining the confined concrete efficiency factor, Ae, is to derive a 
term which is simple and easy to determine and reflects the transverse reinforcement 
arrangement, namely the influence of the arrangement on the arching that occurs 
within the core of a column subjected to axial load and flexure. 
Core dimensions of the column, Be and De, are taken to the centreline of the 
peripheral hoop. This assumes the region of cover concrete extends to the peripheral 
hoop centreline. Arching only occurs over the compressed region of the column and 
is assumed to take place on the compression face of the column only. Any arching 
that occurs down the sides of the column between the compression edge of the 
column and the neutral axis is ignored. 
Vertical and horizontal arching is assumed to commence at the centreline of the 
peripheral hoop over the clear distance between transverse hoop sets or the clear 
distance between restrained longitudinal bars. This follows the same assumptions of 
arch profile as used by Mander et al. [M3, M4]. The extent of horizontal and vertical 
arching depends on the chosen arch profile, spacings between transverse hoop sets, 
distances between restrained longitudinal bars and the initial tangent angle of the 
arches. 
Figure D.1 shows the parabolic arch profile assumed in this study. Mander et al. 
assumed parabolic arch profiles with an initial tangent angle of 8 = 45°. Arching was 
assumed to take place over the clear distance between each transverse hoop set, s', 
and the clear distance between restrained longitudinal bars, w'. 
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x = clear distance 
( 
Transverse hoop set or 
restrained longitudinal bar 
---~!4t:ne 
\Arch Profile 
Figure D.1 Profile for Horizontal and Vertical Arching 




where s' = clear distance between transverse hoop sets 
e initial tangent angle of parabolic arches 





where w' = average clear distance between restrained longitudinal bars 
e = initial tangent angle of parabolic arches 
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The term Dec I 2 is the distance from the centreline of the column to the extent of 
arching within the column core, from the compression edge of the column. The 
confined concrete efficiency factor is taken as the ratio of the first moment of area of 
the effectively confined core area to the area of the column, taken about the 
centreline of the section. This follows the definition of the modified confinement 
efficient factor, k*e, by Zahn et al. [Zl] to reflect the greater contribution to the 
moment from the fibres further from the neutral axis. 
Calculation of the confined concrete efficiency factor does not take into account the 
area of longitudinal steel in the compressed region of the column. This factor is 
determined to reflect the transverse reinforcement arrangement and its influence on 
the degree of confinement provided to the column section. 
D.2 RECTANGULAR SECTIONS 
Figure 8.33 is reproduced as Figure D.2 and illustrates the section dimensions used 
for determining the confined concrete efficiency factor, Ae, for rectangular sections. 
Rectangular sections are subjected to both vertical arching, between transverse hoop 
sets and horizontal arching between restrained longitudinal bars. The combined 
horizontal and vertical arching forms a hyperbolic paraboloid truncated surface. The 
projection of this surface, midway between transverse hoop sets, determines the size 
of the effectively confined core region which can be expressed as a simple rectangle 
with a depth Dec given by:-
(D.3) 
This simplifies the parabolic projection of the horizontal arching into an equivalent 
rectangular area to allow simpler evaluation of the effectively confined core region. 
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Figure D.2 Section Dimensions Used to Determine 'Aefor Rectangular Sections 
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D.3 CIRCULAR SECTIONS 
Figure D.3 shows the geometry of circular sections for determination of the confined 
concrete efficiency factor. The column core is only affected by vertical arching 
between transverse hoop sets as shown by the dashed line inside the column core. 
Arching for circular columns reinforced with circular hoops is assumed to apply for 
columns reinforced with spirals. The region of ineffectively confined core within the 
compressed concrete in the column is assumed to be bounded by a line parallel with 
the neutral axis of the column. Therefore midway between transverse hoop sets the 
ineffectively confined core is given by a line parallel to the neutral axis of the column 
extending to the point where the projection of the vertical arching encroaches on the 
column core. The extent of vertical arching is given by Equation D.1 and the depth of 
the effectively confined core is given by:-
The confined concrete efficiency factor is then given by:-
where 










Az = 8 (a - sina) 










Figure D.3 Section Dimensions Used to Determine 'Aefor Circular Sections 
(D.7) 
D.4 SQUARE SECTIONS LOADED ACROSS DIAGONAL 
~I 
Figure D.4 shows the section geometry and dimensions for square sections which are 
loaded from comer to comer across the diagonal of the cross section. 
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The depth of the effectively confined core is taken as for rectangular sections given 











Figure D.4 Section Dimensions Used to Determine 'Aefor Square Sections Loaded 












(4D - DCJ 
3,fi 
The confined concrete efficiency factor is then:-
\ = I -[ (D.8) 
D.5 RECTANGULAR COLUMNS WITH ROUNDED ENDS 
Rectangular columns with rounded ends were tested by Tanaka and Park [Tl] 
studying the behaviour of column reinforced with interlocking transverse spiral 
reinforcement. This type of section may also be encountered in bridge piers as an 
alternative to a rectangular shaped column so that confinement can be efficiently 
provided to the section and all column longitudinal bars can benefit from the restraint 
provided by the transverse spirals. Figure D.5 illustrates the section dimensions for 
this type of column. The rounded ends of the column are taken as circular so the 
diameter of the rounded end, De', is equal to the overall width of the section, B. 
Assuming only arching occurs in the vertical plane between the transverse spirals the 
effectively confined core shape can be approximated as the same shape as the overall 
column as indicated by the dashed line within the column core. The actual effectively 
confined core shape will be in a "Figure 8" shape due to vertical arching in both 
transverse spiral sets. 
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Figure D.5 Section Dimensions Used to Determine Ae for Rectangular Sections 
with Rounded Ends 
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The depth of the effectively confined core region is given by Equation D.5 where De 
is taken as the distance between centrelines of the two sets of spiral or hoop 
reinforcement provided in the column as shown in Figure D.5. Again Equation D.6 




I 8 2 
[ (n-DJ2 +~(D-D' )+ D~] 2D~ 4 c 3 
This gives an expression for the confined concrete efficiency factor of:-
1 - [ •2 nDc --+ 
8 
D~ (D - DJ] (D - D~)2 n ( , ) D~ 
2 2D~ + 4 D - DC + 3 
(D.9) 
Equation D.9 for Ive can be shown to reduce to the same as Equation D.7 when 
De' = D, which would be the case for a circular column. 
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APPENDIXE 
Variation of fy in Equations 7.7 to 7.14 
E.1 INTRODUCTION 
Equations 7. 7 to 7 .14 presented in Chapter 7 were derived from a parametric study 
using constant values of longitudinal yield strength fy = 300 MP a. Details of the study 
are contained in Chapter 7. These expressions are intended to be used for a quick, 
hand calculation assessment, of potential problems due to the tension shift effect. 
Included here are plots of the data points for each variable presented against the 
proposed equations to demonstrate the degree of fit. Comparison of the proposed 
express10ns with analyses conducted with fy = 250 MPa and 350 MPa are also 
included. 
E.2 RECTANUULAR COLIBvIN-S 
Figures E. l to E.4 show plots of the proposed equations from the parametric study, 
discussed in Chapter 7, for rectangular columns with a constant longitudinal yield 
strength of fy = 250 MPa and g = 0.9. Figures E.5 to E.8 compare the data points for 
the proposed equations using fy = 300 MPa, the initial data points used to fit the 
equations. Figures E.9 to E.12 compare the data points for the proposed equations 
using fy = 350 MPa. 
From the data plotted the fit between the proposed equations, derived from analyses 
with fy = 300 MPa, remains a reasonable fit for the data points obtained from 
analyses conducted with longitudinal yield strengths at the lower and upper bounds 
recommended. Similar results are obtained for g = 0.8 and 1.0. For longitudinal yield 
strengths significantly different from these values, fy = 250 - 350 MPa, a moment-
curvature analysis can be used to obtain the appropriate values. 
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Rectangular Columns fy = fyh = 250 MPa, g = 0.9 
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E.3 CIRCULAR COLUMNS 
Figures E.13 to E.24 show plots of the proposed equations from the parametric study, 
discussed in Chapter 7, for circular columns with constant longitudinal yield 
strengths offy = 250 MPa, 300 MPa and 350 MPa and g = 0.9. 
Again the data points plotted fit the proposed equations, derived from analyses with 
fy = 300 MPa, reasonably well. Similar results are obtained for g = 0.8 and 1.0. For 
longitudinal yield strengths significantly different from these values, 
fy = 250 - 350 MPa, a moment-curvature analysis can be used to obtain the 
appropriate values. 
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Circular Columns fy = fyh = 300 MPa, g = 0.9 
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Circular Columns fy = fyh = 350 MPa, g = 0.9 
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TEST RIG DETAILS 
This Appendix contains fabrication drawings for the test rig used in the testing of 
Units I-A and I-B. Also included are details for the fabrication of the vertical springs 





~ Extension for diagonal brace 

















Blue "meccano" columns ~1 , 
Baseb/ock strips match cast 
against each other with shear 
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To suit 24 mm threaded 
rods or bolts 
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Diagonal Brace Connection A 
(Two required) 
t 
To suit $100 pin 





50 To suit M20 bolts 
B 
To suit M20 bolts 






Section 2- 2 Flange Detail 
Diagonal Brace Connection Plates 
501 
To suit M20 bolts 
502 
~3 
















Section 3- 3 
Bottom Connection 
B5 
Diagonal Brace Connection Plates 
To suit M20 bolts 
900 
0 ,. ~ iil 
~ ., 
381 381 "' " "' 
To suit $1 W' floor bolts 
lC) 
(\J 














·1 190.5 To suit 24 mm Cumulative 







a I.{) 174 a c:i 01 




















Section 4 - 4 
10 




To suit 4>3" pin 
505 
5~ 
To suit ~50 pin 
5oJ LJ L5o 
102 








Section 5- 5 
Actuator Reaction Beam E 
506 











To suit M24 bolts 
300 
Section 6- 6 






100 mm dia. MS pin, 
400 mm long. Weld pin 
to top bearing plate, 15 mm 







Saddles to retain pin. 
Cap screws into bearing plate. 
260 mm dia. x 155 mm 





--· "/! 323.9 x 9.5 G350 CHS. 
l 
Lower section filled with 
~ high strength, low shrinkage 
-~ cement grout. 
- 40mmdia. 









-!:.. c I I 
100 mm dia. pin with hole for 
1 Y." threaded rod through centre 
of pin. Weld pin to bottom seating 
block. 15 mm fillet weld both sides. 
Unit I-A Outer Springs 
(2 required) 
500 
=t Ends threaded to 1 Y>''. 460 mm dia. x 149 mm 
elastomeric bearing. 




Gusset plates } 
+-----+-a a 
! 





-'--------+-a · a 
75 
----- 323.9 x 9.5 
G350CHS 
Bending Strain Gauges 
150j I. .I 
550 
Elevation 





Bottom Plate Detail 
M20 bolts on 460 mm PCD 
Gusset plates for top of spring 
Ho/es for M24 bolts. Positions 
determined from tracings of 
existing holes in baseblock. 











Holes to suit <!> 12 mm bolts 
...... 




10 mm st#fne' plate~  
~ 165 ]7 
...... w 80 mm wide, to suit co 
Ot 
F.,-
12 \ I 1111 I I 12 I/ I ~011 II \ lw ~ 
I 
_ 20 mm thick stiffners -!>.. 
125 10 '\.I 465 c 
Lateral Spring End Elevation Lateral Spring Elevation 
I~ 
I -.,F 
Section F- F 
-!>.. 
w c 
40 mm dia. holes 
profile cut into plate 
VI --
§= 





























120 x 80 x 220 mm long 
I W- with 1 W' dia. pins, 50 mm 
· long at each end. 
75 
250 
ir-- 32 mm dia. MS rod. ---------.,H-
Ends threaded to 
30 mm dia. 
--- 30 x 30 x 3 EA guides, -------..1 
100 mm long 
, ------ 120 x 80 x 220 mm long ~ 
i---- with 1 W dia. pins, 50 mm ~ 






Rod threaded into block . 
M30 thread, 55 mm long. 
Two strain gauges at 
midheight of rod. Complete 
bridge with two external 
strain gauges. 
----- Two strain gauges at 
midheight of SHS. Complete 
bridge with two external 
strain gauges. 
DO NOT weld SHS. 
Rod passes through block. 
Rod threaded for M30 nut. 
Thread 55 mm long. 
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Threaded for M5 bolt 
10mmlong 
Threaded for M5 bolt 
10mmlong 
<!> 1 W pin -----





Bore <!> 1 W hole through block. 
Split block and mill faces flat. 
Threaded for M5 bolt 
10mmlong 
To suit M5 bolt 
Bmmdia. 








f ... :::.·:::::_-. ____ i 
15 












40 mm dia. hole profile 
cut into plate. 
40 mm dia. holes profile 
cut into plate. 
PCD = 535mm 







C\J L ,..---,--:-i/---1,J-;--~--,1:-'-'r:;-r~ 
r 
15 
Fitting for top of column 
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